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ABSTRACT 

Is the innovation of educational computing likely to be effective in facilitating the 

development of children's minds? The research reported in this thesis approached the question 

by investigating two issues related to the introcluction of classroom computers. Firstly, is the 

educational environment receptive to the new technology, and secondly, can computer-based 

learning make significant changes in the development of children's cognitive ability? 

The study of attitudes to educational computing was conducted using Questionnaire 

techniques over a three year period, sampling more than 300 teachers and 

teachers-in-training. There were two main goals: to measure and compare the attitudes of 

serving teachers and tenchers-in-training, and to ioontify factors influencing the 

development of these attitudes. Four main attitudinal groups were identified by a cluster 

analysis, with more positive than negative statements being made, in general. Positive 

attitudes revolved around the potential of the computer to promote more chlld-centred 

learning, and around its usefulness across a wide spectrum of the curriculum. 

The investigations of the role of the computer in developing children's minds, conducted 

using experimental and case study techniques, also had two main strands. A series of 

experiments determined the children's knowledge of the WftYS in which data can be organised, 8 

pre-requisite for the use of classroom data-bases. The experiments suggested that junior 

school children should be able to use two-dimensional data structures even though they might 

have difficulty in constructing them. The second strand in these investigations WB;=' to observe 

the effects of the use of of computer data-bases upon classificatory ability, Using pre-test! 
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post-test comparisons. children were found to benefit from the use of proprietary software in 

that their lCXJical thought improved. The detailed observation of eighteen case studies confirmed 

the usefulness of dot6-b~ in the development of children'3 thinking. 

The stucty. by using a number of research techniques. has demonstrated that the 

educational community is prepared to 8Xept the innovation of classroom computers, and that 

significant COJnitive gains will a::crue by doing so. 
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CHAPTER 1: ISSUES IN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER USE 

CHAPTER 2: ISSUES IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 



I ntrOOuct ion 

CHAPTER 1 

ISSUES IN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER USE 

"T echnological change continues at an accelerating rate. in the short term possibly 

compounding oW' economic and social difficulties and in the long term providing beUer 

solutions. The process of education will continue to be influenced by the explosive 

effects of micro-miniaUrisation on the t.echnology of communication. computation and 

Information storage end processing- (Issues and Directions. The O'ltario Ministry of 

Education, Ministry of Colleges and IkItversities, 1960, p.12) 

1 . 1 I ntroduct ion 

How effective is the computer 8S an aid to classroom learning? Does it add a new 

dimension to the learning environment or simply parallel established classroom proctice? 

I ndeed is it of any benefit at 8ll? The im~ on children's cognitive development of using 

computers 8S a le8rning tool is the core issue 8d1ressed in this thesis. 

This intrOOuctory chapter will consider some of the educational issues which are 

highlighted by, and in some instances created by, the introduction of computers into the 

c1essroom. The computer is a powerful instrument which mey be used to stimUlate 8tld support 

many disparate educations, but which m~ of educ8tlon should we choose? This Is a critical 

QUeStion, for the choices we make about the use of the computer may have profound effects, 

not only upon the nature of education itself, but 81so upon the development of chH~en's 

minds. 

The wor~ reported in this thesis questions the effect upon children's thin~ing of the use 
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I ntroouct ion 

of the computer as a tool. The experimental investigations are directed towards a st~ of the 

child's ability to orgenise end use information, end the revelopment of that powerful C(XJlitive 

skHl, the ability to catetp'lse deta. As an fltjunct to this main theme, the stu~ also considers 

the role of the teocher as curriculum innovator, a key person in the successful 

implementation of curriculum change. 

1.2 The Orowth of Educational Computing 

Amarel ( 1983) suwests that there are two wfl(S in which the computer will have an 

effect on edtJcetlon. I n the first p l~ it etm be 611 aid to learning 8nd instruction in the 

classroom, end in the second ploce it can oct as a research tool sheB11ng light on human 

COJl1ition. providing the input to future learning theory. The research imptds have yet to 

filter into the schools, although work such as Berwick's ( 1985) simulation of the acquisition 

of language could 00 so in the future; and evidence of the effect of computer-u38ge on learning 

and teoch1ng 1s only now be1ng gathered as 1n this thes1s. There has been a more Immediate and 

obvious imp~ of computers in schools, however, in that we now have a new subject-area in 

the secondary curriculum. 

Although computers entered our schools In the 1960s their use was restricted to a 

small group of OOdicated tEB:hers and selected children. Not until the late 19705, in the case 

of secondary schools, or the mid-1980s, for primary, did classroom computer use become 

wiresprea1. Early use in the secondary school tentEd to be either as a stlXt( of the computer 

itself, Including proJremming, or for mathematical Investigations. There Is a clear 

dichotomy of use here. The computer initially was the object of 5too{ itself, either through 

'awareness' and '1iter~' courses or through computer science/sttd{ courses, or en 

instructi0061 tool in mathematics. This latter use has now spr~ through a range of curricula 

areas. 
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I ntroouction 

The rise of computer studies, and related courses, is no trivial matter for it can have 

profound effects on education. The place of such stUdies on the timetable has been justified in a 

number of wft{s. In particular, two well-worn arguments have been put forward. The first is 

the need for societal and vocational relevance, a theme certainly in the minds of the present 

government. The second argument revolves round the teaching of programming. Here it is 

asserted that introducing children to programming will result in a new WfJY of thinking, and 

that the child will become a formal reasoner of some power (Papert, 1981 ; O'Shea and Self, 

1983). This is the age-old argument for the relevance of the Classics in the education of 

Whitehall mandarins. Programming, it can be argued, is the new Latin. 

Such arguments highlight the dilemmas of the school curriculum. The introduction of a 

new subject results in pressure on all other curricula areas. If a high value is placed on one 

area through the allocation of resources for materials and staff training or promotions, then 

pupils will gravitate to those subjects and other areas mfJY be starved of time, resources and 

the most able students. Thus the avera~/! or less gifted student may be unable to gain access to 

the prestigeous knowledge and other subject areas mft{ be unable to gain access to resources. 

In the case of computer-usage this has resulted in a stifling of computer use across the 

curriculum, and currently many secondary school pupils, having been keen computer users in 

their primary schools, have no access to the machine in their new schools (Smith and Keep, 

1986). 

This thesis is not concerned with "doing computers" in that I shall not be discussing the 

growth and relevance of computer 'awareness' or computer studies courses in the schools. The 

studies presented here are all concerned with the use of the computer as an instructional tool 

within the school curriculum. This delimitation of this study's boundaries must, of necessity, 

be regarded as 'fuzzy.' Often activities in the clessroom which appear to be concentrating on 

using the computer as an instructional tool are in reality geared to giving children 'hands-on' 
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IntrOOUction 

experience with the computer. In my own experience, attempts to persu~ primary schools to 

change the orgeniseHon of computer use from the one my e week for ~h cless formet to block. 

uS8je, to enable chl1dren to develop data bases, word processing or complete a simulation 

project, often founder on the belief that parents wi11 not accept such are-organisation. 

T~hers argue that parents value their child's cont8:t with the computer and feel that it is 

necessery for him or her to heve the opportunity of five minutes' reguler k.eyboBrd experience 

as though It were a pana:ea for a number of Ills, particularly that of unemployment! 

This subjective impression that 'awareness' pls for classroom computer use are seen 

as importent is confirmed by en 8Il8lysis of teechers' aims for using the computer outlined in 

Chapters 3 and 7 of this thesis. Further evidence comes from the Ontario cmernment's 

"Microcomoulers in the Classroom" project conducted by Eaton and Olson ( 1986) in eight 

elementary schools. Although not all the teachers used the computer for 'awareness,' those 

thot did trgued toot it W8S import6nt to prepare children for the computer society of the 

future. Their methOO of preparing their sturents was to get the children to use the computer 

freQUently but for short periros of time. As the teocher would be conducting the 'normal' class 

octivities at the same time, the computer children, usually two at 8 time, hoo to be independent 

and m6ke no demends on the t~r. The teEdlers, therefore, selected smell, stand-alone 

pr(JJrams often of drill and prs;tic:e format, but which were 'idiot proof and 'user friendly.' 

The use of ptUfrJeS such as lmJ was not seen as prt(:ticable. 

Eeton and Olson record a second finding which most of us working in this field can 

rea1ily confirm, that the computer was used as a reward. Well behaved chl1dren were given 

extra turns on the m~ine but those who misbehaved lost their turn in the rota. In this WfJtl 

the computer can be reduced to an extrinsic reward, the up-to-date version of the ~ld stars 

or bars of chocolate which are still visible in many schools tOO6y. 
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I ntrOOuctioo 

At the outset, then, it should be noted that t~s' statements that they are using the 

computer to develop lenguage or m8them8tics skills m6Y hide a renge of other educ8th)f18l 

~ls. Eaton and Olson's teeDlers, although inlti8lly aiming to provide experience of the 

mochine (over an unspecified perioo of time), developed new OJ8ls related to motivation and B 

desire to change the social structure of the classroom. Simple observation of classroom 

ectivities tell us whet goel1ies behind 6f'ti one 6C1.ivity. Eaton 6I1d Olson's te6Chers used 

prOJrams in"standard curr1cul8 areas but their articulated ~ls were to g1ve keyboard 

proctice and reduce adverse feelings toward the mochine through familiarity. 

These problems, end others, 85S0Ciated with conducting reseerch in the cl6S5room will 

be examined more fully in Chapter 2. Here I will consider some of the educational Issues which 

have arisen from the introckJction of computers into the classroom and outline the main aims 

of the thesis. 

1.3 The Technology Bandwagon 

Twenty years 8C}J Patrick Suppes ( 19(6) argued that developments in educational 

technology, end specificelly in computer usage, would ch6f1ge the fece of educ6tion in a very 

short space of time. He based this prophecy on the unique capabl1iUes of the computer to be 

usOO intertl:tively, to present materi8ls in novel WfflS not easily 8V8ilable through other 

media, and on the flexibility of the mochine in Mapting to different learning and teE£hing 

styles. In maldng his predictions he W6S drewing on a long history of educeti0n6l innovation. 

For example, the printing of the eutenburg Bible revolutionised education 8S the printed word 

bec8me the focus of instruction, repltl:ino the oral tradition of popular knowledJe 

transm ission. 

There 1s evidence of a significant imPtl:t of micro-technology in some areas of our 
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I ntrocJuct ion 

educational system. AlreEO{ the computer plays an important part in communication in many 

higher educ8tional est8blishments, through the use of text 80d information processing 

~~, as well as electronic ma111ng systems such as the Universities JANET (Joint 

AalEmic Net) 5VStem. Ac8imlic researchers, in particuJar, in both the Arts and the Sciences 

have responded to the benefits that micro-technoltq{ can bring. The school system is not 

immune to the march of technolOCJ(, either. It too h8s i1.5 own n8tione1/internationel 

communication 5VStem TTNS (The Times Network for Schools). In my own county of 

Derbyshire all coHeges and secondary schooJs are now Jinked to this system and currently 

primary and special schools are being given the opportunity to join the network. 

This is not to Sf!Y that the computer will replfl:e the book or the written memorandum. 

They wil1 survive, just as handwriting and the ora1 story trooition survived print. However 

there are people who mubt this; for example ~ff ( 1984), who made an impassioned plea 

for the retention of the book into theyeer 2000, at the the United Kirgtxn Ref!ding 

Association's conference entitled "ReEKling and the New Technologies. II Moreover, the very title 

of Harrison's ( 1981) paper: -Tt18lexlbook IS In endaoaered species: the imolications of economic 

decline and lechnological advance on the place of reading in learning. - indicates current concern, 

although Harrison roes sound 8 cautious note of optimism at the end of his paper by expressing 

the belief that continued existence of the book is not ultimately in ooubt. 

1.4 The Powerful Computer 

-Computers cllI up strong feelinas. even for those who are not in direct conlacl with 

them. People SeMe the presence of something new and exciting. But they fear the 

machine IS powerful and threalening- (Tlrlcl8. 1964. p.3). 

The hopes and fears associated with this particu1ar techno1ogica1 innovation may seem 
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I ntrcx:luction 

extravagant. Why does the computer generate such powerful feelings and expectations? Our 

environments - the home, the workplace and the school - are already full of machines which 

sit unobtrusively in the background of our awareness unless something goes wrong with them. 

Why should we view the computer as being different? Ihde ( 1975) OOscribes man-machine 

relationships in terms of their degree of transparenc,y or opocity, defined by the extent to 

which the machine becomes an extension of the human user or remains as another-self, a 

significant other. Ihde argues that there are three levels (types) of interaction between the 

human user and the machine. The first level occurs when the human is using an implement 

such as a pencil or a car, in which the mochine becomes transparent; that is it becomes an 

extension of the user's own boot and the user can feel the environment, the roughness of the 

paper or of the road surface, directly through the machine. When using a telephone or 

watching the television, this direct tactile experience is lost, and a level of translucenc,y is 

reached as the machine still extends the individual's hearing or perceptions although the 

experience of the caller on the other end of the line, or the tropical island on the screen, is in 

a reduced form. In both these types of interaction the machine disappears into the background. 

In the third type of relationship this extension of bodily experience is lost, the machine 

becomes opaque and separate from the user. "In some cases relationships may actually be with 

machines. Here is a conversation with the machine and the 'user' and the machine emerges as a 

quasi-other" Ohde. 1975. p.196). Ihde argues that the computer functions at this third level of 

opacity and is, therefore, fundamentally different from most other machines in our lives. It 

is now in the foreground impinging on our awareness; the mechanical aspects become 

subsidiary and the focal relationship is between the user and the quasi-other person. This 

personallsation encourages us to discuss the 'user-friendllness' of the machine. 

Turkle ( 1984) expresses the essential difference between computers and other 

machines in terms of their marginal status. She argues that they are objects on the borrerline 
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IntrOOuction 

living/not living cate(JX"ies: -A new k.ind of objecl- psychological, yelalhinq: (p20). Her 

enecmtal evi~ confirms this feeling that computers 8I"e different. For 6X8ffiple, she 

d1scusses the hold1ng-power of the computer and the degree of parentel concern, even fear, 

that is arovsed by their children's obsession with vi(8:)-games. She also recounts instances of 

mUs who are equally vulnerable to the fascination of this m~ine. 

It must be noted that humans 00 not only communicate, but they are also transformed by 

their communications. What is important for us to urxErstand as educators is that the 

computer is not neutral, it will exert an 8:tive influence on the learner; an influence which 

we should monitor and evehmte. 

1.5 Issues of Educational Computer Use 

1.5. 1 Resources 

By the beginninQ of 1984 801 of secondary schools hOO some level of computing 

provision (Wood, 1984), and the 8:tive qJisition of hardware gained momentum with the 

help of both national and 10C81 ~nment funding. Provision in the primary ~tor h8s also 

moved on ap~. In 1980 only thirty primary schools In England were using computers 

(Jones, 1980). Four years later JEdcson, Fletcher and Messer (1986), in a 1984 survey of 

Hertfordshire schools, found that 561 of establishments hOO at least one computer and 241 

were waiting for a mEdline to arrive. By 1985 this hoo increased to 941 of schools with at 

least one me£hine, e£COrdlng to BleEdl's ( 1986) representative sample of U.K. primary 

schools. Of the 61 of schools stiU without a computer, 151 were 8Waitino the arrival of a 

mEdline. 

Bl~h found that many primary schools (581), particularly infant or first schools, 
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I ntr<Xilct ion 

M:t purchased only one computer. The vast majority of schools (861) hm taken EKivantage of 

the Dep8rtment of Tr~ end Industry's introductory scheme. The retio of chilc:ren to 

computers varied enormousely. At Us worst one school shared a computer between 450 

pupils, but rNer 651 of schools twI one computer for fNery 150 pupils or less and in 21!f) of 

establishments this ratio was 1 to 50 or less. This pattern of extremely broad penetration, 

but without a concentration of resources, is p8rallelled in the US'. (aoor, Helmed 8I'ld Ferris, 

1981) and OntariO, C8rn05 (Eaton end Olson, 1986). 

More disturbing than the overall msj}ine-to-school or machine-to-pupil ratios was 

B leoch's discovery of the l~k of peripherals to machines; only 251 of schools hoo a printer 

and only 9!f) hoo purchased a concept keyboard, which many people (e.g. Straker, 1986) 

consirer to be a vital piece of equipment for effective work with the youngest or the less 8b Ie 

children. The l~k of printers is not surprising. The OTI has shown that it 00es not see the 

relevence of this piece of equipment in primery schools by failing to extend its second8ry 

printer offer tnto this sector and, as B l88:h has shown, they have profound effects on 

purchasing polic.y in the primary sector. Yet Smith end Keep ( 1986) in their survey of 

children's opinions of educational software, found that the use of word processing &ystems was 

8lmost universally populer with those children who mentioned it. The children found the 

experience of developing, manipulating and reprOOucing text to a professional standard to be 8 

very satisfying experience. 

An interesting asi~ might be commented on here. Smith and Keep found no sex 

differences in the response to word processing, boys and girls were equally positive. 

However, all of the airls expressed concern over the de-skilling of the typist/secretary's 

craft and commented on the potential closure of trooitionsl slot in the job market for their sex. 

As Smith and Keep St.J(}Jest, this may be a reflection of parental attitudes and concerns possibly 

stemming from experiences In the current job merket. 
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IntrOOuction 

Chembers end Sprecher ( 1980) sUC}JeSt thet the single most critical issue toily in 

computer based learning (CBL) Is the development and sharing of quality software. IrMEed the 

lEd( of IJxxi software is frequently cited by tefdlers as a reason for their reluctance to 

incorporate CBL techniques into their own classroom pr~tice (Reid and Shields, 1985; Bliss, 

Chandre end Cox, 1986). Now thet meny, although not ell, of the initial technicel and economic 

problems of computers in educat10n have been resolved wUh the ~ent of cheaper and 

increasingly reliable microcomputer systems plus substantial funding from national 

IpIernment, this emphasis on software is understandable. However, the questions arising out 

of the sprMi of new technologies into the cl6SSf'oom are not just issues of how to put 

tr~itionallessons onto the m~ine in an efficient and economical manner I although much of 

the current research is directed towards that end (e.g. Alderman and Mahler, 1977; Keersley, 

t 985). 

1.5.2 Usege: posslbl11tes and probabl1Ules 

Despite this massive injection of resources, however, the imp~t of the technol()(]{ 

appears to be minimal. Education eppeers to have changed very little and it might be argued 

that the worries, reported earUer, of ~ff and Harrison about the OOmise of the book in the 

technol()Jical classroom, are groundless. This In of change is underscored by B l~h's 

( 1986) report. She found that, in general, computers were underused; for 581 of her 

survey schools the mfdlines were in operation for less than 601 of available time, while a 

significant minority, 201 of schools, used thts costly resource for less than 201 of the 

available time. AlthouQh figures are not 8Vailable, personal experience would sU(JJeSt that by 

implication the computer is in far less demand than that other technological innovation in the 

classroom, the television! As Anite Straker ( 1986) expressed it, the cl6SSroom computer use 

is, lngeneral,·Asorrystateofaffalrs· (TES, 1986,pp. 30). 
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I ntrrouct ion 

Although Jnson et at ( 1986) present a generally rosy picture of enthusiastic 

t~s willing to use the new technol()](, they too report 8 very low-level of imptcl. The 

matn c~ reported by their teE£hers, following the intrOOUction of the computer tnto their 

classroom, was the need to re-arrange the furniture to tmJrnmcxlate the m9:hine (431). Only 

251 reported changes in their style of ~hing when the computer was in use and 281 

reported 8 ch8nge in timeteb ling. 

We should not be too critical of these tEB:hers, however, for the organisational 

problems of computer-usage are very real. The computer may be seen as enriching the 

leerning environment, but at the same time it is a scarce resource which tetdlers must 

allocate. As we have alr~ noted, such allocation is often on a principle of natural justice, 

fair shares for all, unless the child behaves in such a Wft{ as to warrant withdrawal of the 

privilege, even if that prevents the use of exciting materials such as LCXll. Teachers must also 

~i~ on how much of their time C8f1 be spent on supporting computer activities and at what 

cost to other curricula areas. Eaton and Olson's ( 1986) teochers ~1ded that the cost must be 

minimal, although they did articulate the need for guimlines from their school inspectorate. 

There is a paraOOx here - on the one hand it con be argued that there are too few 

mochines in the classroom and on the other hand research, such as that of Bleoch andJocicson 

et al., point to an unOOr-utilisation of the resource. Part of the explanation of this apparent 

controoiction lies in the conflict between hands-on experience and the tool-Use of the 

computer. If chi1dren 6I"e to use the computer in wrJ(S other than a drill and pra::iice machine, 

then they need res:t; tnesS to the m~hine for a bloc\( of time, and this will necessarily result 

in some children having to forO) their computer time. If a principle of fair shares for all 

~erns the way in which the computer is used then more time-remanding packages can not be 

used, and the computer is reduced to 8 practice machine or 8 simple reward system. Teachers 

are unimpressElJ by such applications, which are often seen as a trivlal1saUon of educatioo, 
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and they may well feel little incentive to use the computer which, as all nine-dey-wonders, 

is gr8dually relegBted to the corrifix' or to the ~ of the cupbo6rd 

Our educ8ti0081 system toot{ is stin a proctuct of the Gutenberg-inspired print ethic 

and the ~ls and values of our schools have been devised to instruct pupils to function in the 

print environment. This m8Y be considered as one of the remons for the non-fulfillment of 

SUppes's ( 1966) prophety, but there are others. In particular, workers 1n educat1oo, 

bhnOOd by the technola]{, often have high expectations which they find are unfulfilled, when 

they belatedly evaluate the quality of the learning experience. Richard Clark ( 1984) points 

out that we are continually seerching for new technologies that will result in increesed 

learning outcomes in comparison to 'older' media, and that the computer is seen as a 

particularly powerful technolCJH 1n this sense. for example, coosider the claims mD by 

Mersich ( 1982) who argues that, within the North American setting, advances in 

computer-based learning (CBl) will soon make it possible for private enterprise to compete 

w1th the public educat10n system as long as the laws on school attendance are relaxed. He 

further predicts that this privatised educational system win flourish in comparison to the 

state system which it will "whip in quality. and make a profit at the same lime. II (p. 37). A 

similar belief in the value of the technology was expressed by Franks ( 1984) end by the BBC, 

in its 1983-1984 a:Jvertising literature, which posed the question, "Will your children go to 

school?" Both franks and the BBC suggest that the computer could take over the trfliitional 

role of the school in transmitting knowledJe, leaving the schools to fulfill the role of 

sociahsing children and developing their physical skills. 

Clark QUestions the teachinQ role of the computer in education, however, arouinu that it 

is very easy to mistake sophisticated technology for sophisticated learning, assuming 

productive outcomes will emerge when students communicate with computers. There are 

inOOed many examples of complex technol()]{ being used to tdlieve low-level educational gJ8ls. 
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The National Science Foundation of America's Time-shared InterEdive Computer Controlled 

Information Television project, TICCIT for short, (Bunderson, 1974) and the current 

revelopment of distance learning (freeman, 1984) are two cases In point I n these projects 

the mtdline is used for the largely didEdic transmission of knowledJe from 't~' to 

'learner " and subsequent testing of the learner's EK:qUired knowled]e base. Although such 

prcgrams often contain sophisticated mroels of concepts and operations within a subject 

OOmaln, they have no knowleOje of the stLKEnts. The mtdllne rel1vers the Information to the 

students and they must then attempt to interpret and assimilate that information into their 

existing knowlettJe structure. 

The computer 1S a very versatne m~tne, however, whtch can be used to promote more 

sophisticated learning strategies in which the mtdline or the stLKEnt. or both. take a more 

active part in the learning experience. It is this very versatility which raises fundamental 

issues about the future direction of education both in the U.K. 60d elsewhere. The computer 

can be used to great effect as a calculator. a 'teochlng' machine. a processor of complex 

information and a creator of microworlds. In essence this means that the computer can 

support the full spectrum of educational philosophies: for example ~ting as B tutor for those 

who believe we should return to 6 b6sic skills curriculum or 6S 6 key factor in stimulating 

the dynamic process of writing. 

Dade (1986) SUCJjBSts that instructional control strategies for educational computer 

use·form 8 continuum based on the balance between the varying levels of passivity of the 

computer and the child. At one end Hes the directed learntng strategy in which the student Is a 

passive recipient of wismm unable to explore the material. At the other end the open-enOOd 

problem-solving computer based tools such as L(8). deta-bases or a word processing packSJ6. 

Such progr6nlS give control to the leerner but no longer provide guid6nce when the student is 

stUCk. although they may Inform the child that an error has been m~ or an Inappropriate 
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E£tion taken, as in L~ or in the use of data bases. Of course, in word processing, the 

computer msy not necesserily provide even this rudimentery f~. Put very crudely, one 

end of this continuum will appeal to those teEdlers who beHeve that there is a cr1tical public 

corpus of existing pre-lcnowlEOJe which all stumnts need to be taught and to Icnow f while at 

the other end are the teEdlers who believe in the need for the child to discover his or her own 

truths with v8f)'ing degrees of support from the teecher. 

I n the centre of this continuum are the new breed of pro;Tams in which control can shift 

from student to mE£hine as re:essary, such as O'Shea's QUOOratic tutor ( 1982), which are 

founded on 8PprOBChes to teeching 8t1d learning such as Bruner's ( 1978) principle of 

scaffolding. These intelHgent computer-aided instrucUon ( ICAI) programs are the key f for 

many people, to the new education where knowl$ is mochine transmitted and the foundation 

for the belief that the computer will de-humanise education. Although DecIe ( 1986) argues a 

very cogent case for such software two points should be raised. On a pragmatic note we have 

yet to see an ICAI pr(XJram which can fulfill the role of 'COE£h' as Oede describes it. The 

prOJrams to date are still very much content rather than process driven. Secondly in 

denegrating the open-ended tool usage of the computer on the grounds that it 00es not support 

the child with individualised feed~k, Dede has failed to understand that a different type of 

learning is taking ploce to that of the ocquisiUon of f~ts or even concepts. In such programs 

chlldren are not capturing past perceived wismms, rather the{ are honing their own thinking 

skills. 

The question to be resolved is, how 00 we select the path to take when the computer 

offers such a range of instructional and learning strateQies, and once we have selected the 

pathway what 00 we need to 00 to ensure that our educational ~ls are reEdled? These are 

cruciol questions for educ8tion as a whole, both across the curriculum ond across the 

6Je- ranges. 
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The ~bate concerning the most profitable w~ in which we can use this cost1y and, in 

some schools, SC6rce resource, can simplistically be reduced into that of the computer es 

'tea:her' (the sub-skills tutortng/pr~tlce apprOEdl) versus the computer as tOOl, given the 

absence of ICAI J)8:kages at present. The most easily iOOntified uses of the computer as a tool 

are those seen in operation in the world outsi~ the classroom, namely data processing and 

word processing. At the moment, it is epparent that the prf£tice of besic skills mminates the 

educational use of the computer, a f~t which lEBis Chandler ( 1984) to suooest that this 

m~hine has m~ it possible for educational pr~tice to take a giant step ~kwards into the 

nineteenth century! Rubin ( 1983) echoes the complaint that there is a concentration on the 

development of low-level skills in retlting 8fld l8l1gUage. He argues that this is due in part to 

the nature of the computer, which encourages a mechanistic, retail-oriented education, 

fOCUSing on 'correct' or un-ambiguous answers; but also to the ease with which warle cards and 

books, concentrating on sub-skills, are converted into programs. 

Indeed, the most disturbing aspect of Bl~h's ( 1986) report is the findings on the 

nature of computer usage. Drill and pr~tice and learning reinforcement pNg"ams, 

concentrating on low level cognitive skills of spelling or word recognition, preOOminated in 

these classrooms, with far fewer schools using their m~hines to stimUlate higher COJf\itive 

skills such as story l~ic. These findings concur with other surveys in Britain (J~leson et 

W,., 1986) and in the United States (Becker, 1982). 

The use of drill and pr~tice software has it s advocates, however. Amarel ( 1984) 

considers that the superiority of pr~ttce pr~ams is compelling in comparison w1th the 

worlebooks or sheets that they replEK:e. In well designed pr~ams children can receive QUicle 

and E(:CUrate feedb~Ie, progressing at flexible rates, without public approbation of their 

errors. The educ6tional computing journals all too often quote from interviews with children, 

whose main motivation for wanting to use the computer is the pattent, ktnd end generally 
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non-condemning attitude it presents to their follies. 

The pr~t1ce of such sk111s 1s not Inherently wrong - 1rxEed pr~1ce 1s v1tal1f sk111s 

are to r~ the level of automaticity necessary to allow the individual to focus attention on 

higher level problems (Underwood end Underwood, 1986). If sub-skills prtrlice is all there 

is to education then it is sadly impoverished. Basic sub-skills pr~tice ;s essential, however, 

and the use of computer can not only make pr~t1ce less ted10us for all concerned ( by bul1d1ng 

it into a games-format pnage), but can also make pr~tice less the focus of the ~tivity (by 

integrating practice with the development of other skills). One of the great benefits of the high 

cap~ity m~hines now available, is the f~i1ity of integrating activities at different cognitive 

levels. The same prtlT8m may require sub-skills arithmetic pr~lce and three-dimensional 

navigational mapping, with overall success in the simulation game depending upon success at 

both levels. for example, relatively simple programs such as Richard Phillips's EROO or 

Anita Streker's GUSINTER deal with an understanding of multiples, but they el50 require the 

chl1d to use that knowleQJe 1n such a way as to solve a more general problem. The user is 

engaged in sub-skills practice through gJ8l-directed activity. Drill-and-pr~tice is 

necessary for the development of automatised skills, but it 00es not have to deal with children 

as automatons. 

Although not yet in a majority, there is a growino percentage of teochers who are using 

the tool-like capabilities of the computer to show things, to se{ things or to provoke thought. 

Jockson et a1. ( 1986) found that t~ers who hoo received at least the minimum two-d6y 

In-Set tra1nlng (DES termlnolOJy' for In-service training) were slgnlf1cantly less l1kely to 

use drill and pr~tice software, than their untrained peers. They could not establish whether 

this was a result of training or a matter of self-selection, that is teachers who were more 

interested in innovative approaches to computer use were more likely to volunteer for such 

courses. They did show, however, that greater computer experIence, that is the length of time 
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the teEdlers h~ been working with the computer, did not necessarily l~ to more innovative 

u~. There was no difference between experienced and inexperienced teechers in their 

frequenty of use of dr111 end pr~t1ce, open-enOOd and data-hendl1ng software. However, those 

teE£hers with more than six months experience ten~ to use more problem-solvino 

prcgrams. 

It is often the tool user who has most fun and who gains most value from the encounter 

with the m~hine and, unfortunately in many cases, that tool user is the teE£her. ();Jborn 

( 1985) argues, therefore, that developments in CBL should emphasis the tool-like uses of the 

computer, but thet the leerner should teke the ective role of operator. In encoureging children 

to use the computer as a tool, we are mimicking out-of-school uses of the computer, with 

these children participating in ~tivities relevant to such environments as the electronic 

office, and engaging in an exploration of knowledJe in a way that is akin to the current 

research in Artificial Intelligence. 

Many workers would argue that the computer can and should be used in more creative 

and liberating wflYS rather than as a drill and pr~tice (beware the word 't8E£hing') m~ine 

(Ch80dler, 1983; Papert, 1981; Wilkinson and Patterson J 1983). Papert has argued 

el~nt1y against its use as a 'tetdllng' m~hine, su~ting that such a powerful technolDJy' 

can open up new fields of knowledJe and encour~ the revelopment of higher level OOJnitive 

ski lls. 

It is ooaply worrying that Shei09lld ( 1981) should find that drjll-and-pr~tice 

prcgrams are offered to low ~ieving or dimvantaged children in the belief that they will 

benefit most from these "highly struclured non-judgemental. infinitely patienl environmenls," 

while their ~antaged peers enter the expansive world of the computer as tool. This 

different1al use 1s seen as encour8;}ing a questionning autonomy 1n one group of learners, while 
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their less favoured peers are caught in an environment which sets limits on independent 

thought, curteiling the exercise of options 60d the opportunity to reflect. It else provides one 

group with the skllls and InSights Into the uses to which a computer may be put outstre of the 

clessroom. while the drjll-end-pr~tice cless sees the computer as en electronic worksheet. B 

concept of little environmental value. 

The rebate on what we should 00 with computers in the classroom will probably rumble 

on for a g:OO many years yet. and not al1 t~hers wil1 resolve the the question in the same 

wfJt{. O'Shea and Self ( 1983) emphasise the bewildering arrfJt{ of opinions as to the role of 

educational computers. At the same time they, like Chendler , are disturbed by the moves 

towards a more mechanistic education supported by much of the current computer software. 

For. as they Sf}{. it is not that it is wrong to pr~tise sub-skills but if that is al1 there is to 

education, then it is severely impoverished. 

One of the major tssues in educational computtng is in the refinitton of the {J)8ls of 

clessroom computer use. These questions which ere being asked about the educational benefits 

of chip technology have resulted in the computer becoming a focus and catalyst for change in 

educ6t ion, because they mirror the diversity of views ebout the proper Q06ls end functions of 

schooltng. The concept of the computer as a tool opens up new directions in education, 

chal1enging the roles of both t~her and child end questioning our definition of 'worthwhile' 

knowlErlJe and skills. 

The production and dissemination of 'g:OO' software will have little impoct if t~ers 

ere not reassured about their own end stuoonts' chanoing roles (Johnson, Anrerson, Hansen 

and Klassen, 1981), or, if they are not enrouraged toJo re-evaluate the structure of their 

cl6SSrooms (Amerel, 1984). They el50 need to be provided with the skills to select end use 

relevant software (Preece end Jones, 1985; Bl~h, 1986; Jocksoo et a1., 1986), and to 
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evaluate the educational outcomes which result from a curriculum emphasising process rather 

than knowleO)e per:le (UnderwoOO, 1985). 

Despite strong pro-computer attitums, the criterion for the selection of all the ~hers 

involved in the PLATO project (Amarel, 1984), the stoo{ found considerable disparity in the 

level of impact 8nd ch6nge that t~s permi~ to t8ke place 8nd Am8rel emphasises the 

powerful effect tetD'lers hflj on the process, and ultimately, the outcome of the 

implementation. This influence was shown in the disparity between mean pupil-time on-line, 

which varied from seven to seventy hours. In 18issez-fai,.e classrooms, computer 'jocks' 

commandeered the terminals, to the detriment of less forthcoming children who were 

frequently, but not always, female. 

Amarel ( 1984) argues, however, that whatever the assumptions or attitudes of the 

educ6tional fr8ternity ttre, concerning new soci8l structures in the technologicol cl8SSroom , 

the probability of change 1s slim. Classrooms are intrinsically stable settings with well 

established cultures, social ~namics and work-related agendas, all rooted in the established 

curriculum. Arguing from Roger Barker's tenet that 'settings haw plans for their inhabitants ... : 

( 1968), she SU9J8Sts th8t this stable setting, which h8s resisted the influence of numerous 

innovations, is unlikely to be re-organised by even such a powerful tool as the computer. The 

remand charocteristics of the classroom will continue to be paramount in the ootermination of 

peop le's behaviour. 

1.6 Summary 

There are a number of pressing issues to be resolved following the introduction of the 

computer into the classroom. Although hardware provision has been generous to the schools 
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there are still important shortErJ8S particularly in the provision of peripheral hardware. One 

reason for this is the l~k of ~nment support for equipment such as printers for primery 

schools. A second reason, however, is the fanure of teEK:hers to perceive a need for such 

equipment either because they are sti11 using 'small' prcg-ams which tb not require OOjitional 

hardware, or because they feel that a second processing unit is more important to allow all 

their children to heve that vital hands-on experience. 

A second issue arises out of the ~ls that should be set for computer use; the 'teocher' 

versus tool debate. This debate is intricately bound to teacher expectations and underlying 

philosophies of education. Changes in computer usage can be achieved, however, following 

in-service training. Training is itself the solution to the thIrd issue, the l~k of ~ software. 

It can no longer be said that a11 software is of dubious QUality, the main problem now is making 

teachers 8Ware of 9JOd material and how it can be used, and then persuading head-teachers to 

allocate resources to purchase a core of ~ material. 

Issues of resource a11ocation and organisation are subsumed unoor the general 

instructional style the teacher elects to use. The use of open-ended packErJ8S demands 

immersion in the use of the machine and, of necessity, the computer must be available for 

blocks of tIme rather than on a slmpl1sUc rota basis. 

1.7 Aims of the Thesis 

The two main themes of this thesis stem directly from the issues discussed above. The 

discussion is directed towards the study of computers within the curriculum rather than as a 

focus of that curriculum. Within this context two of the important areas of concern are the 

influence of teochers as 'gatekeepers' to any educational innovation, and the importance of the 

computer in ooveloping or stimulating concept formation and thinking skills. Sections Two and 
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Three report a series of investigations designed to shed light on these questions. However, the 

classroom is a complex environment which poses a number of methcdllogiC8l problems for eny 

researcher. In Chapter 2, these research problems are d1scussed 1n some £Etal1 and this 

chaPter provides the platform on which the later investigatory chapters are founOOd. 

Thomes Kuhn ( 1970) esserted that per~igm shifts in scientific enquiry occurred, not 

through conversion, a change of heart or mind of the sc1entist, but through the replEK:ement of 

an earlier generation by a new and yet uncommitted band of scientists. With this in mind, and 

noting the profound influence that the t~her has on the success and dir~tion of any 

innovation, it was considered important to examine the attitudes of tef£hers-in-training to 

the use of computers in schools. Earlier stud1es, which are reviewed at some length, have 

largely considered the attitucEs of prtl:ticing t~ers or of their pupils. This new generation 

of t~hers-in -training have grown up in the 'computer age' and may well have used one or 

more mechines at home or in school, and it might be hypothesised that they will have a 

positive and more informed attitude to the use of the computer than t~ers- in- prtl:tlce. 

Section two (Chapter 3) of this thesis is, therefore, an investigation of the attitudes to 

classroom computer use of t~hers- in- training end of prtl:ticing t~hers over a three year 

period from 1983/4- 1985/6. 

The experimental work. reported in Section Three (Chapters 4 to 8) is concerned with 

the role of the computer in encouraging the development of high level cognitive sk.ills, 

specifically children'S ability to bring order to the vest arrfry' of information impinging upon 

them. At the centre of this work. is an investigation of chl1dren's classificatory ability, the 

importance of which is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 investigates the types of 

organisational structures available to children and asks the question whether or not children 

have avaHable the range of organisational structures that they are likely to meet when using 

computer data handllng ~k~? The importance of computer-based data handling pn~ 
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for the development of information handling skills, including classification and hypothesis 

formation, is reported in Chapters 6 and 7. The influence of t~her ~ls on the nsture of 

educational outcomes is also highl1ghted here. The experimental evidence in Chapter 8 is 

directed towards the resolution of the tet£her I too 1 issue in which comparisons are made 

between the effectiveness of different instructional styles of computer usage on the 

development of classificatory ability. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ISSUES IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 

2. 1 Introduction 

Reseerch in educ8tion is a contentious affair. Q)ntroversy surrounds both the methOOs 

and the ~ls of such research. It 1s a pol1t1cally sens1tive 1ssue because 1t 1s l1nked, through 

remands to evaluate the educ8tional process, to the assessment of both children and teochers. 

Secondly, educational research is a fertile ground for the continuation of the arguments 

between the humanists and empiricists in their appr06Ches to the study of human beh8viour. 

These 1ssues are explored further 1n this chapter and the del1berations presented here provide 

the research parooigm used in the following investigative studies. The position taken in this 

thesis is that the evaluation of our efforts is both possible and necessary. 

2.2 Current Pressures to Evaluate Education 

Research in education is essentially directed towards evaluating the effectiveness of the 

eduC8tional process. This 'C8tch-all' generaliS8tion hides a multiture of issues concerning the 

~ls of education which are beyond the scope of th1s st~. As demands for tm)Unt8b11ity 

increase then, necessarily, evaluation studies become more important and more complex. 

EducatiOll8l evaluation is roN big business; a major industry with its own terminolOl1{, 

training programmes BOd publicetions (Venezky, 1983). 

There are many reasons for the growing interest in the formal evaluation of education. 

Snow and Yalow ( 1982) point out that increasing demands for accountability in American 

eduC8tion in the 1970s were due both to economic pressu~ end to the view of educetion as 8 

tool for social justice. Out of such social pressures came projects such as HEAD START and 
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SE&J1E STREET, but it is the economic pressures which OOminate in the 1980s. Now 

American teEdlers have to prove their effectiveness in the classroom to the satisftdion of 

parents, who may resort to the courts if they feel teachers have failed their children (e.g., 

Dedra P. v. Turl1ngton; cUed in Snow and Yalow, 1983). As a result, t~s are increasingly 

required to specify educational objectives which have overt behavioural outcomes and, in at 

least 30 States, 'minimum competenty testing' occurs in all state-run schools (Shoemaker, 

1980). Such pressures are equally alive in Britain tOOBy. A major fector in the recent 

industrial ection in our schools ( 1984-86) was the remand of ~ernment for t86Cher 

assessment, and news headlines such as: • Aoou.llest could fOfce pupils to feoe.t I year: (The 

Independent, January 31. 1987. p. 2), SlJC}J8St that 'minimum competenty testing' may be 

introouced into British education elongside a 'core curriculum' in future yeers. 

2.3 Approaches to Educational Evaluation 

EvalU8tion may take a number of different forms repending on the reasons for that 

evaluation and the meth(Xblcgy of data collection. The nature of any evaluation is generally 

defined by a series of dichotomies: is the evaluation formative or summative; will it take the 

form of a controlled experiment or will it be a collection of observations over time? As 

Kemmis ( 1978) has pointed out, these different appr~hes to evaluation have arisen from 

the different views of the nature of generalisation, of the nature of explanation, and of the 

nature of social science itself. 

The simplest summative evalU8t1on looks at stuoont outcomes using the pre- and 

post-test resign. Venezky ( 1983) sullJ8Sts that an equally valuable apprOf£h is the 

time-series resign. Here student outcomes after the intrOOuction of the experimental 

treatment are compared to outcomes in the same context prior to the onset of the treatment, as 

in Osin's ( 1980) evaluation of a lAl mathematics curriculum, and not to the performances of 
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a control group. Venezky argues that although the time-series resign lajcs the experimental 

ri(JlUr of the control group design, it mas have greeter ecolcgiC8l validity. Both, however, 

are rooted in the nomothetic tradition of the scientific methOO. 

It is often the case that the researcher will want to ~ beyond the measurement of 

ochievement performances through the use of tercher and pupil questionnaires and classroom 

observations. Venezky calls this the fieldwork oontive moEl of evaluation, and he StJgJe5ts 

that such observational material aaJs significantly to the interpretation of ochievement 

measures. This ai:litive moEl is the meeting ground between the nomothetic and hermeneutic 

approoches to evaluation. In the latter case the evaluation is often termed 'illuminative', 

emphasising the importance of understanding the educational milieu. The methcmlogy' of such 

evaluation 1s observational case studies and tts strength is its high level of ecological val1dity, 

but it locks the ri(J)Ur of the nomothetic approoch. 

2.4 Empiricism: a Controversial Approach in Educational Research? 

To set out to conduct relevant and valid research in the classroom is a daunting tasl'

Compared to the laboratory, the classroom is a highly complex environment, a seething mass 

of interdependent variables which, in many eyes, are uncontrollable in any formal empirical 

sense. It is this very complexity that has led to one of the lEap schisms in perspectives of 

stUdies in the classroom, that is the rift between the empiricists on the one hand, generally 

operating from a base of logical-positivism, and the more hermeneutic research traditions on 

the other hand. Within Europe as a whole there has always been 8 strong hermeneutic 

trad1tion, 1n part due to the strengths of the phl1osoph1ca1 and soc101cg1cal trad1t10ns of 

fmimlic Europe. On the other hand, in America, and to a lesser extent in Britain, 

pstChologists have tended to follow the empirical tradition to educational research. 

Tooay the tire has turned strongly 1n the favour of non-emp1rical research (Kemmis, 
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1978). It has been argued that the aim of empirical research is to explain, while that of the 

hermeneutic school is to understand the phenomena under investigation (see von Wright, 

1971). This is exemplified by PifYJet and Inhelder's ( 1947) argument that the results of the 

types of pre- and post-tests frequently used in empirical assessments of learning, can only 

give an indication of the efficiency of mental activity while failing to illuminate our 

understanding of the mental operations themselves. Kemmis ( 1978) graphically sums up the 

doubts many psychologists and educationalists have about the use of the empirical paradigm in 

the classroom, in the following questions: 

"will our analytical dismantling of the phenomena of education enable us to put together a 

better, more coherent package, a more worthwhile educational experience, or build a 

belter society? Or does the analysis do violence to our notion of education? Like others 

concerned with the process of education, the evaluator must choose his methods 

carefully if he is to to avoid a charge of vivisection: (p. 45) 

Is empiricism to be abandoned? Kidd and Holmes ( 1984) have argued that empirical 

procedures are ineffective because they merely evaluate a treatment under a specific set of 

conditions, and this is a fundamental weakness of the approach. It can be argued, however, that 

this is the very strength of empiricism: the conditions of testing are well-defined and do not, 

or at least should not, vary along unknown dimensions. Teachers can benefit from research 

information which will tell them under what conditions a piece of curriculum is known to 

work, but this is not to Sf!Y that these are the only conditions for success. The less competent 

teacher may stay within the guidelines provide by the research findings, while the more 

innovative teacher can build on a firm base of knowledge (Underwoocland Underwood, 1987). 

A view sometimes voiced in defence of empiricism is that critics are unhappy with 

experiments because they, the critics, are unable to conduct experiments properly. There 

certainly exist plenty of examples of poorly controlled experiments which give rise to 

uncertain conclusions, and their authors are among the strongest critics of the scientific 
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methoo, but we cannot reject a meth<Xbl(q{ on the basis that someone, somewhere is unable to 

use it cleanly. In assessing the value of this research methOO we should, surely, look at ~ 

experiments. A poor experiment is arguably less use than no experiment at all, but ere there 

any ~ experiments in the educaUonal oomain? Clark ( 1983, 1984) suooests that, for the 

area of research on the new technologies and education at least, the answer is no! 

Chtrk's reservations about the value to education of new technologies, including that of 

educaUonal computers, have alremy been noted in the opening chapter of this thesis. He has 

argued that although the computer may have a brief novelty effect on improving learning, the 

change is transitory. In general, the trtlUtional well-prepared t~her can 00 just as well. 

Reservations is too restrained a term, however, when we consioor Clark's views on the 

research wh1ch has been undertaken to JusUfy the increased use of new technologies in the 

classroom. In the two papers cited here he has led a thoughtful, articulate and scathing attock 

on research purporting to show learning benefits from the use of various technologies in the 

cl6SSroom. He argues that careful re-analysis of published research data reveals consistent 

evidence of the failure of any of the new technologies to significantly increase learning. 

Further, where data 00 indicate performance or time-saving gains for one medium over 

another, the data could be equally well explained by other hypotheses, so ill-controlled are 
• 

the .experiments. In this indictment of current educational research Clark is presenting the 

antithesis of Marshall McLuhan's ( 1964) view that the 'Medium is the M~' when he says: 

The best current evidence is that media are mere vehicles that deliver instruction but do 

not Innuence student achievement any more than the truck that delivers our groceries 

causes changes In our nutrition. (1983, p. 445). 

This is 8 pritri a false argument. An year ~ to summer fruits and vegetables has changed 

our eating habits. Fast NBi or rell1inks 00 effect the desirability of property. The speculative 

building of the MetropolitM rall1ine south from Lombn is a cleer cese in point. There is a 

wealth of l1terature in the SOCial and economic sciences which refutes Clark's argument. 
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Clark sU(JJeSts that there are many reasons for the failure of past research to prrouce 

vahd results but that the two most important problems result from the confounding of 

variab les in the experimental resign 80d the failure to 8C(X)Unt for novelty effects in 

~hievement gains. For example, KuHle, KuHle and Qilen's ( 1980) re-analysis of published 

data showed that differential ~ievement gains by computer-users, compared to that of 

non-computer-users, disappeared when the t~her variable was removed. It seems that 

differences in the attitudes and aptit~ of teedlers can have effects as great as those produced 

by CBL. A second Interpretation of these findings might be that the use of CBl can mask the 

in~e£ies of tet£hers, i~~ies which are apparent under non-CBl conditions. Clark 

also cites work which shows that performance gains from computer USEge drops off 

dramatically after the fourth week of use (Kulik, Bangert and Williams, 1983) but argues 

that few studies are conducted over even this brief time-scale .. 

~s Clark's message one of despair, or of monishments tinged with guarded hope? Is he 

suooesting that no comparative studies of leerning under different teeching strategies C6fl be 

valid, or are researchers simply being urged to tfghten up their experimental procedures? In 

this thesis the more optimistic view of Clark's work has been assumed, but his pertinent 

criticisms have been used in developing the experimental procedures used here. 

2.5 The Computer and Educational Evaluation 

The resurgence in the demands for ~ntabiJity and the wirespr~ movement of 

computers lnto the classroom are contemporaneous events. Are these two very slgnlftcant 

changes in the educational system unrelated events or has one proved to be the spur to the 

other? For example, Dede ( 1981) has argued that one important outcome of USing the new 

technolQJies in schools is that genuine economic gains can be mlKE, without B cut in the quality 

of OOucstioo. This, however, is OOpenOOnt upon a large enough clientele being persu~ to use 
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the m~hine, to cover the high software prOOuction costs, for software is incredibly cheap to 

use and reuse. The 'economies of scale' which can result from educational computer use ere 

alretrl{ proving attr~tive within higher education in Britain and across the educationsl 

perspect1ve 1n North America. If such economies are to be ~Ieved, and materials are to be 

used nation wide, then there wil1 need to be stringent quality control of instructional 

~ages. No economies will be ~ieved if the software has to be revamped once in extensive 

use, BOd so it must be right before it enters the public OOmain. Here, Dede is SUC}JeSting that 

the use of new technologies Is a major stimulus to educational evaluation as they require 

clearly specified national curriculum (J)Bls at the outset. 

This is not the only wflI/ in which the classroom computer can influence the evaluation of 

education. Venezlcy ( 1983) argues that 1(1\1 (Intelligent Computer Assisted Learning) w111 

remove the distinction between formative and summative evaluation. PrD;Jrams such as ADS 

(Marshall, 1980) and BUOOY (Brown and Burton, 1978) are capable of building a mCKEI of a 

sturent's knowlErlJe structure wUhin a given OOmain. This unrerstending of the stOOmt is then 

used to resign an Individual learning programme for that sturent, which can be fKiapted as the 

student's responses reveal more and more about his level of understandinQ. 

Both the move to 'economies of scale' end the development of I~I win heve profound 

effects on educat10n and on Us evaluaUon. Specifically, both mcxEs of computer-use OOmand 

clearly defined and clearly testable educational objectives, a need in S{mpathy with the 

modern moves towards oo:ountability in education discussed earlier. However, the use of the 

computer in the classroom m8Y also subvert that accountability and provide major problems 

for the evaluators. Dede ( 1981) has argued that the use of classroom computers will alter our 

concept of 'intelligence.' In the next few decmes, the ability to memorise large numbers of 

facts will be regarded as a trivial ability as we come to rely on artificial memory stores. The 

intellectual skills of analysis, synthesis and evaluation will now be seen as paramount. The 

difficulties of assessing the oovelopment of such skills has alre8iy been d1scussOO in Chapter 
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1. The problem here is that the demands of 8:COUntability are not easily met in such a 

curriculum. F~tual recall is far easier to test than the development of skills, particularly 

cognitive sKills. 

2.6 Research in the Cognitive Classroom 

The studies reported here 8f'e concerned with the value of classroom computers 8S an 

aid to the development of children's thtnKtng, and the matn educational pls unmr 

consideration lie in the ccqlitive oomain. This perspective of education is expressed by 

Bruner ( 1971) in his view of the five major aims for schools, which are paraphrased below: 

1. School should encourage children to discover the value and amendebility of their own 

guesses, to dtscover the uttltty of first or'tEr approximations in approochtng a problem and 

realise the importance of hypothesis testing. 

2. School should help children develop confidence in their ability to solve problems. 

3. School should foster self-propulsion in children. 

4. School should help children to develop economy in the use of mind and encourErJe 

children to look for relevance and structure. 

S. School should help children to develop intellectual honesty. 

In this perspective of education, the revelopment of children's thinKing is paramount. 

The question here is how 00 we measure whether or not strateqy' 'A' or 'B' has brought about 

OOsired changes or inOOed hOO any imp~t at all? In common with many arees of research, 

including the natural sciences, it is often easier to measure the product of thinKing and 

learntng as opposed to the process that enabled that development. As has alraooy been 

disc~ in 2.3 and 2.4, there are well established research techniques for assessing 

children's output but far fewer for assessing the changing mental structures themselves. No 

one would deny that it would extremely useful to be able to watch a child's mental operations at 

worK, tepping into the mind as a computer pnq-ammer might into the computer whlle 
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OObu(JJing a prCXTam, but it is extremely difficult to imagine how this will be possible. It is no 

surprise, therefore, that much educational research concentrates on learning-outcomes. The 

stOOy' of learning outcomes is valU8ble, for, just as the stOOyt of a coestal cliffline can provide 

1nferent1al evhEnce of marine processes at work, so the product of the learning process can 

give insights into children's thinking. The core work of this thesis is, therefore, concerned 

with evaluating the impact of classroom computer use on children's cognitive development 

through the assessment of leerning-outcomes. 

To some, this essentially WJI1tUve view of education would appear to be one-sided. 

There appears to be no consi<Eration of children's social or physical development, nor of those 

environmental factors impinging on a classroom, which render it unique within the set and at 

the same time make 1t r8COJfllSBble as a member of the cet8(})ry of 'classrooms.' This 1s too 

harsh a judJement, however. To pleK:e COJOition at the heart of formal education is to 

emphasise the unique role of the teocher. When considering, for example, the social 

development of the child, it C8t'l be argued that parents should be the prime influence on the 

child followed by a number of significant others including tetdlers and other children. 

Socialisation is a process which cuts ocross the home/school boundary, but the development of 

formal mocles of thought lies within the classroom OOmain alone (Hughes, 1986). Nevertheless 

reseerch into formal education cannot ignore those factors which act as inhibitors or 

foctl1tators of the learning process. Two such foctors are considered here. The nature and 

OOg~ee of prior learning of the child, the context in which future development takes pleK:e, 

and the attitude of t8€dlers, for they are the 'gate-keepers' of any classroom innovation. If 

teechers believe in the educetion they are offering then prCWJf'8SS will be made, if not then the 

educet10nal expertence ts less ltkely to be successful. 

2.7 Summary 

For Kemmis (1978), it is futile to argue that there is one right approoch to 
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educational evaluation, rather we should be consirering how we should evaluate stumnt 

learning in different curricula contexts. This is the apprOEdl that has been taken in the worK 

reported here. The centrel question considered is whether or not the use of classroom 

computers and relevant software can stimulate the development of unoorpinning cognitive 

SKills. Three empirical studies, involving pre- and post-testing of matched subjects, were 

conducted (Chapters 7 end 9) to evaluate the effectiveness of the computer as a stimulus to 

cat8(J>risation skills. In ell work careful note W6S taken of Clerk's criticisms. 

The empirical work in Chapter 7, which considered the use of information-handling 

pEK:k~ in the classroom, was further developed through a hermeneutical stoo{ of eighteen 

classrooms (Chapter 8). This studt of children USing information-handling prlages was 

unoortaken 1n oroor to come to a greater unOOrstandlng of the OOJniUve proc:esses operating 

when children use the computer in open-ended EK:tivities. 

The first pieces of reseerch to be described investigated important f~tors in the 

educationa 1 process, the aU itum of teachers ( Chapters 3 and 4) through the use of a 

QUestionnaire, and the level of prior knowledJe about mtxm of structuring information which 

chl1dren bring to the information-processing classroom (Chapter 6). 

It 1s suooested that this f1eld-tD:titive approoch to research allows us to use eEdl of the 

research methcm to compensate for the weakness of the others, and in so £kling, to provire 8 

more complete view of the impEK:t of CBL than if one method h8j been used to the exclusion of 

others. 
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CHAPTER THREE: ATTITUDES TO THE COMPUTER - A REVIEW 

CHAPTER FOUR: ATTITUDES OF PROSPECTIVE AND SERVING 

TEACHERS TO EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER USE- AN INVESTIGATION 



3. 1 Introduction 

Attltudes 

CHAPTER 3 

ATTITUDES TO THE COMPUTER 

A number of recent studies have investigated our attitudes towards the use of computers. 

Some observers view such research as irrelevant (see Menzies, 1982; Simon, 1977). They 

argue that the attitudes of individuals and groups are generational idiosyncrasies, being 

captured at a time when computers are being introduced into the home, the school and the 

workplace. As such groups retire, a new computer-literate generation will take over and use 

computers as matter-of-factly as our generation uses the telephone. On the other hand, 

Caporael and Thorngate ( 1984) suggest that there is no evidence to support the view that the 

next generation will be any more positive towards the computer than our present generation, 

and that research into current attitudes towards the computer may serve to illuminate 

problems and issues arising out of the spread of this new technology. The present study was 

undertaken to identify those problems and issues which might arise from teachers' 

perceptions of the usefulness of the computer in their domain. 

Investigations to date can be differentiated by the general aim of the investigation, the 

nature of the semple population, and the research method employed. Much of the work has been 

directed towards assessing the depth of knowledge and beliefs held about the role of the 

computer in society, either for the general population (Ahl, 1976), or for sub-groups, such 

as the teachers and educational administrators in Lichtman's survey ( 1979), or the children 

in the stUdies by Moore ( 1984) and Turkle ( 1984). In general the research methcrl employed 

hes been survey by questionnaire, although Turkle used observetional studies end 

non-structured interviews. 
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3.2 Adult Attitudes to the Computer 

Ml's studi sampled 843 'members of the public' 1 in the U~ end Western Germany, of 

which 543 were under 20 years of age. The results from his 17 item questionnaire are 

summ8l"ised in Table 3.1. Althotql both his young end older subjects were generally positive 

in their reponses, viewing the computer as fdHng to the quality of life of a society, there were 

concerns over the de-humenising potential of the computer end about the effects of 

c:omputerisation on future employment, particularly emong the younger group (items 7 end 

13: 39.91 end 401 respectively -- low scores relate to negative attitums). 

L ichtmtvl extended Ml's questionneire, tOting six questions relating to the educ8tiOtl8l 

use of computers, to tap the feelings of his 162 initial8l1d in-service t~s2 end 27 

educ8tional fKiministrators (Table 3.1). The members of this semple were all participants at a 

summer school, which ~ thet they would be from the more innov8tive end flexible end 

of the teocher spectrum. Several interesting points arise out of Lichtman's worle Although one 

might have predicted the ffd that the te6:hers revealed less positive attitudes to the computer 

then Mrs 58f1lple, which almost certainly incorporated a number of computer buffs, the 

discrep8nty in attitlJCEs between teachers end educational ministrators is less predictable 

but still illuminating. The letter group were more enthusiastic 8bout the computer in general 

and its role in education in perticuler, then were the teochers, even though the( perceived the 

computer as offering a greeter threat to their jobs (item 23; te8chers, 161; 8dministretors, 

221). They also showed less fear of a degrflEd end isolated human society following the sprem 

of computers through society (items 7 end 8; 261 end 151) compared to the teochers (551 

and 301). from this studi it would appear that teEdlers, at leest, ere scepticel8bout the 

benefits of computer use, elthotql they too acknowleOJe the pervasive influence of the m~ine 

on society (item 5). 

1 No definilion of this populltion is offered and il seems thll il WIS composed of relders of Crellive 
Compullng Magazine. All dlta should therefore be viewed with clre Ind 10 ISSlIllpUon musl be thll the 
sample is both knowledgeable and generilly posilive lowards the computer. 

2 Inililileachers Ire leachers in training. In-service leachers are trained leachers. 
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Table 3. 1 

Summary of results of the survavs of computer attitudes by Ahl( 1976) and 
Llchtllan( 1979). 
(after Moore, 1984). 
----------------------------------- -----

Altitudes 
Public Educltors 

Test Item Adult Youth Teachers AdminisL 
300 543 162 27 
I bib a b I b ----------------------------------------- --

1. Computers win improve education 
2. Computers will improve law enforcement 
3. Computers win improve health c ... 
4. Credit rating data banks are a worthwhile 

use of computers 
S. A person today Clmot escape the influence 

of computers 
6. Computer polls and predictions influence 

the outcomes of elections 
7. Computers de-humanise society by 

66.6 5.984.2 4.5 
81.9 3.3 70.0 10.1 
76.6 5.3 54.1 11.9 

64.2 13.464.0 7.6 

91.6 4.0 66.6 17.7 

46.1 27.5 44.2 26.9 

trelting everyone 115 I number 37.4 50.3 39.9 30.6 
8. Computers isolate people by preventino 

normal socill interactions 18.7 62.5 20.9 42.5 
9. Computers Ire best suited to repetitive 

monotonous tasks 60.0 10.3 57.0 21.6 
10. Computers Ire a tool just like I hammer 

or lithe 72.6 14.7 61.3 23.4 
11 . Computers slow down and complicate 

simple business operltions 17.6 66.4 17A 68.6 
12. Computers will replace low-skill jobs and 

crelte jobs needing specillist trlining 71.0 15.0 61.6 14.4 
13. Computers will create IS many jobs as 

theyeliminlte 62.5 16.4 40.0 29.1 
14. Computers are beyond the understanding 

of the typicil person 25.2 61.6 30.6 49.2 
15. Computers make mistakes It least lOX 

of the time 9.6 76.7 10.3 60.0 
16. Programmers and operators make 

mistakes bul computers are error free 67.0 19.3 72.3 13.3 
17. It is possible to design computer systems 

which protect the priVItY of data 60.2 26.4 46.6 15.9 
[Uchlm •• "s .ddiUons I.e Ahl"s ... sU.n •• ire) 
18. ().r country would be better off if there 

were no computers 
19. If there was a computer in my classroom 

it would help me be a better teacher 
20. Some dlY I will have a computer or a 

terminll in my own home 
21. Computers can leach mathematics 
22. Computers can teach reading 
23. A computer may someday lake my job 

64.0 9.0 96.0 0.0 
60.0 10.0 69.0 7.0 
51.0 14.0 67.0 4.0 

83.0 4.0 65.0 4.0 

80.0 6.0 92.0 0.0 

46.0 24.0 52.0 18.0 

55.0 22.0 26.0 48.0 

30.0 33.0 15.0 74.0 

54.0 17.0 41.0 30.0 

77.0 8.0 81.0 5.0 

12.0 69.0 11.0 61.0 

36.0 22.0 52.0 15.0 

35.0 30.0 44.0 26.0 

30.0 47.0 33.0 52.0 

30.0 38.0 7.0 70.0 

55.0 25.0 70.0 15.0 

46.0 18.0 70.0 18.0 

5.0 78.0 0.0 100.0 

36.0 22.0 46.0 15.0 

20.0 43.0 33.0 26.0 
56.0 16.0 52.0 15.0 
47.0 20.0 52.0 15.0 
16.0 67.0 22.0 59.0 

------------------ --------------------------------
a II: SAl A ----- Strongly AfTeel Agree --- Collapsed data 
b = SOlD --- strongly Disagree/Disagree --
Ali figt.res are percentages of people agreeing with the question. 
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This resistance to computer technology also appeared in the stuay by Johnson, 

Anderson, Hansen and Klassen ( 1981) of teacher attitudes as part of the Minnesota project, a 

large-scale investigation of computer use and literacy with particular reference to science 

education. In this study it was clear that teachers were fearful of the machine taking over 

their jobs. O'Shea and Self ( 1983) argue that this is an understandable fear as most programs 

do aim to mimic human teaching activities, although this concern was less apparent in 

Lichtman's ( 1979) findings. Teachers were also unsure of their role in a computer-rich 

environment and felt that they neither had the time nor the incentive to come to grips with the 

technology and the potentially new pedagogical techniques required for its successful 

incorporation in their classrooms. The high monetary value of the resource also added 

additional strains and responsibilities on the teachers which they were unwilling to 

countenance. This study conducted at roughly the same time as Lichtman's work I again 

emphasises the more cautious approach to computers expressed by teachers, both within 

education and within society in general, compared to other participants in the educational 

field. 

A later stuay by Opacic and Roberts ( 1985) has shown that the attitudes of teachers are 

complex and governed by a number of factors. They questioned a sample, based on sex and 

subject area, of seventy-nine secondary school teachers from six schools. Their study 

investigated both the use and potential use of CBL techniques. The main findings were that more 

positive responses to the use of computers were received from male teachers and from science 

teachers. Overall, approximately 60~ of the sample expressed positive attitudes. Those 

teachers who were not using, or contemplating using, the computer argued that this was 

because they had received insufficient information and/or training to enable them to conduct 

worthwhile activities with the computer in the classroom. 

The pervasive nature of computers is delightfully highlighted in Turkle's ( 1984) 
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anecOOtal research in which she discusses computer metaphors. Tur~le argues that while we 

thin~ of computers in hum en terms we ere 8lso beginning to thin~ of ourselves in computer 

ter~s. Humans are deftned as highly skilled Information systems whl1e problem solving is 

discussed as debllgJing thought. The author's own experience confirms the strength of the 

computer metaphor, when even such classic educational/ psychological issues as the 'Nature 

versus Nurture' debate are rewritten by first ye6r Psychology students 8S the 

'Pre-pr(XJrammed versus Empirical Search' debate. 

Turkle ( 1984) also cites a number of cases highlighting the confusion, concern and 

often in~ that some mlts feel as they enter the computer-age. Parents are worried 

about the 9i11cUve nature of vl(8) games, comparing the D1icUon to mindless television 

watching: a false assumption in Turkle's view. She states that those who appear afraid of the 

computer use the most mechanistic metaphors to describe the amputer. This appears to be 

confirmed by the results from Ahl ( 1916) end Uchtmen ( 1919); the leest positive group, 

teEdlers, also expressed the greetest concerns about the de-humanisation of SOCiety. As Tur~le 

SlJ(}JeSts, the image of the child with a mtdline is not compatible with a Rousseau-1i~e 

innocence and the flowering of the young child's mind, an important underpinning philosophy 

for the child-centred educational movement. 

Swinton, Amareland Morgan (1978) have shown that, even when t~s' attit~ are 

deemed to be positive to the computer, the educati0081 outcomes of pl~ing computers into the 

classroom will be highly individual. Their role was to evaluate the National Science 

Foundation of America's project Programmed Logic for Automatic TeEdllng Operation, PLATO 

for short. The PLATO project involved children of lower and upper primary school 8J8 

(Gr~ 1 and 2 and Grfd3s 4 and 6), and all the teochers were volunteers with a keen interest 

in the use of the computer in the classroom. 
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In their eveluation they highlighted both the differences in tefdlers' responses to the 

computer in their clessrooms, the dremBtic 8t'ld powerful effects t~ 1m on the prncess 

and, ultimately, the outcome of the Implementation. On the crude measure of pupil ttme 

on-I ine, this might vary from an average of seven to seventy hours. In /aissez-mire 

classrooms computer 'jocks' commandeered the terminals, often to the ootriment of the less 

forthcoming child who was frequently, but not always, female. Classes involved in developing 

rEBjing skills through the use of PLATO spent on average only 101 of the time on- line 

compared to those pupils working on some aspect of mathematics. This raises the question as to 

where the computer will be most usefully employed? The t~hers in the PLATO project m~ 

their views apparent by their s;tiOl'lS in the classroom although the results could be eccounted 

for by age- range. The reElJing schemes were used with the younger chlldren (6r8Es 1 and 2), 

while the older group completed projects in mathematics. 

Two other interesting findings of this evaluation were the ease with which the teachers 

coped both with non-formallntera:tion with the computer and with the growing technical 

expertise of their youno charges. They found that there was consiOOrable disparity in tetdlers' 

opinions of permissable student interaction with the computer. Most of the teachers were 

unhappy when computer contact took place oot5ioo of the formal setting of the organised 

lesson, but a small band of teEdlers Sf!IW such conta:t as providing new and welcome educational 

opportunities. For example one teEdler removed several pupils from the m8:hine on the 

grounds that they hoo completed their tasK and it was no job of theirs to tutor other stumnts, 

that is he or she was unhappy 8bout pupils stepping ootsioo of their role as learner end 

infringing on the role of tea:her. A second tea:her a:tlvely set-up self-help groups, eEdl with 

its own child l~r to co-ordinate the worK. 

The r~tion of t~hers to pupils' growing expertise was also illumineting. One tEB:her 

closed oown the system because pupils were h8:king into the pr01'8lTls rather than 'ooino 
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maths.' The contrast came from 8 teEdler who encouraged pupils to gain computer know-how 

by ~atching and experimenting, in order that the pupils should gain increesing levels of 

lrxEpendence. This fear of pupl1 experUse threatening the t~'s role as a 'repository of all 

worthwhile' knowle«Je is very real. We all have our own anecmtes including that of the 

primary school teacher who continued to let her colltB1U8S laboriously 1000 PrtXTarTlS into the 

me£hine when an effective booting mechanism h6d been provided. If it is difficult to shere our 

experUse with colleagues, how much more frightening must it be to share expertise with our 

pupils? 

The work of Swinton et a1. should encourage a C6Utious interpretation of past and future 

research in this area. 

3.3 Student Attitudes to the Computer 

The attitUOOs of children and students towards the computer has proved a fertile 

research ground in recent years, but m children feel similar alienation to Turkle's ( 1984) 

mlts? Ml's ( 1976) stUttt t in which two-thirds of the sample were under twenty years of 

age, SlJ9JeSts not. 

Klassen, AnOOrson, Hansen and Johnson ( 1980) conducted B major investigation of 

computer use and liter~ with particular reference to science education. A test of computer 

literecy W6S ministered to 929 junior end senior high school students before end 8fter 

receiv1ng a term of computer related courses. The level of l1ter~ of B control group of 177 

students, who did not receive err{ computer education, was also investigated. The questionnaire 

assessed knowlErl;Je of computers, including knowled]e of ~are and prQITamming, 

deta-processing, 6Pplicetioos, and social impect, and a sixth dimension of computer liter~ 
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defined by attitudes and values. 

The stlKtt' shows an initial positive attitude towards the computer for all groups (Table 

3.2). Pupils enjoyed using the computer, were not anxious and felt they cou1d use the mfdline 

effectively, were keen to see the computer in school and valued its technological role and plD 

1n society. These initiel5COf"eS became even more f8Vour8ble in the post respon5e situetion, 

1rrespect1ve of whether stUOOnts hm been enrolled on a 'computer course' or not, and 

irrespective of the nature of that course, that is whether it inv01ved prqamminQ, computer 

awareness or appreciation or the use of the computer as aleerning tool. 

Table 3.2 

Summary of Results for the Minnesota Educational Consortium Questionnaire 
on Computer Literacy (after Klassen et al.). 

Test Dimension Score Range 
min. max. 

Computer users 
(N-929) 

pre post 
mean s.d. mean s.d. 

Non-computer users 
(N-177) 

pre post 
mean s.d. mean s.d. 

------------------------------------------------------------- - --------------------------
Composite 
Knowledge 
Score 0 49 24.9 8.9 28.9 8.9 21.6 7.5 22.9 8.1 

Altitudes 

Enjoymenl 5 25 18.6 3.6 19.0 4.1 16.7 3.5 17.5 3.7 

Anxiety 1 5 25 11.1 3.3 10.5 3.5 11.8 3.1 11.5 3.3 

Efficacy2 5 25 16.5 3.0 17.2 3.4 15.8 2.9 16.4 3.1 

Educational 
16.1 2.7 16.5 2.9 Supporl 5 25 16.4 2.7 16.9 3.0 

Social Value 5 15 13.8 1.4 13.9 1.4 13.5 1.5 13.6 1.6 

Technological 
Value 4 12 11.3 1.8 11.5 1.9 10.8 1.8 11.1 1.9 

------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------

1 Negative construct. low score indicate 1855 .,xiely. 

2 Efficacy - self-confidence in computer use. 
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The failure to match the experience and attitudes of the oontrol group to that of the 

ex~rimental group, prior to the provision of computing experience to the experimental 

group, is to be regretted. On all measures of experience and attitU<Es the control group 

recorOOd less favourable scores than the experimental group, and this hampers any evaluation 

of the imptd of the computing courses on improving ImowledJe and attitudes. 

The work of Matthews and Wolf ( 1979) and Wl1son and Trenary ( 1981) both found that 

undergroouates on computer courses have more positive attitudes to the computer than 

students on, respectively, general technological courses and business administration courses. 

This 8ppe6rs to be a self-fullfilling propheLy. More interesting is the ftd that the business 

studies sturents, in the study by Wilson and Trenary, were more realistic about the 

computer's capabilities than the largely science and technol()Jically orientated stu~ts on an 

elementary computer science course, and that experience of the computer through 

programming courses, did not produce en equivalent positive attitude to the computer emong 

business studies stu£Ents as it djd among the more technol()Jjcally orientated students. For 

many of us this result may not be surprising, business studies students need to be users not 

developers of programs; programming might well have appeared irrelevant to them and it 

might be conjectured that an inappropriate knowlfrlJe can be destructive rather than 

constructive in the £Evelopment of attitudes. 

A number of attitudinal dimensions have been identified in the research studies 

discussed so far. I n the case of Wilson and Trenary ( 1981 ) the differences in attitudes are 

measured on three constructs; Acceptance, Trust and Error-proneness of the computer, all of 

which have equivalents in Mrs ( 1976) and in Lichtman's ( 1979) work. While Matthews and 

Wolf ( 1979) sugje8t that there is computer-attitude continuum from positive to negative 

attitudes. 
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Matthews and Wolf identified their attitudinal continuum by fECtor analysis. They argue 

that two cleer ffdors emerged from en oblique f~tor solution; factor one being ~ined by 

twenty-five content-negative Items, three positive items and nve non-Interpretable l(Bjlngs, 

wh;'le fEr;tor two includes fifteen positive items and one negative plus one non-interpretable 

item. Moore ( 1984), however, argues that although the two f~tors are distinct they EKm.Jnt 

for less than one-third of the V8ri8nCe, and that the inter-f~tor correlation of -0.36 

represents an 1nter-fEr;tor angle of 110 OOgr'ees suooestlng an orthaJ>nal or non-correlated 

solution incompatible with the continuum interpretation. This suwests that the pattern of 

attitudes is more complex than the simple continuum suggested by Matthews and Wolf; much of 

the attitude spoce has not been f£COUnted for and a multi-dimensi0081 solution would be more 

appropriate. 

Moore ( 1985) designed a computers and robots attitude questionnaire (CARAQ) to 

83SeS3 ettitudes of second6ry 1 school pUpi13 to computer3 pre end pmt a wide renge of 

computer education courses. The general aim of the stOOy' was to help t~hers and curriculum 

revelopers evaluate the effective outcomes of their courses. The CARAQ consisted of seven 

scales assessing attitudes to the use or role of computers in: schools, leisure, careers, 

employment end the future, plus the im~t of computer3 on society 8f'ld the potential threet 

associated with wirer computer use. 

A sample of 1,274 third year pupils (mean age = 14.4,628 = males, 646 = females) 

formed the initial response pool, of which 911 (433 = meles, 478 = females) answered the 

rARAQ for a second time one year later. Controlling variables in Moore's stOOy' incllxEd sex; 

ability, as defined by PiBgetian staoe of mental revelopment; course of stlD{ which inclum a 

computer studies group, a science and technolOC1{ group and a low science group; and exposure 
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to romputer assisted learning. The initial responses to the questionnaire show si~ificant sex 

differences; girls were less positive to the computer on 811 seven 5C61es. This concurs with 

Newbold's ( 1982) studt 1n which the male:female raUo of entrants to computer studies 

examinations is roughly 3: 1. This sex bias is confounOOd by a 3: 1 male:female ratio in Moore's 

romputer studies group and a 1:3 ratio in the low science group, who were also less positive to 

the romputer on 611 CARAQ 5C6les comp8red to the other two subject groups. 

These attitudinal differences were confirmed by McKelvey's ( 1983) observational 

stlKtot of six Canmian schools end by Hughes, Macleod, Potts and ROOJers ( 1985) working in 

Scottish schools. In 8 survey of 102 children, divided eqtJ611y into two groups of seven and ten 

year olds, who were pupl1s at eUher a preOOm1nantly mlck:1le class or a working class school in 

Edinburgh. They found that the view that computers are for boys was pervasive across much of 

the sample, and that girls were as likely to express this opinion as boys. The finding was 

particularly strong for working Cl855 children. This WBS despite an overall positive attitude to 

computers and an enthusiasm to use the m~1ne at home and school expressed by most of the 

children, irrespective of age, sex, or class. Such sex differences are particular ly worrying 

when we consider Chapman's ( 1985) view of the computer as the key controller of 

information and therefore skills in computer use BS an access to power in the mroern world. 

Again the more positive response by students undertaking computer studies courses is 

self-explanatory; as is the decline in positive attitudes from third to fourth year. The latter 

can be seen in a general decline in positive regard of school over time (Mfdey, 1971; 

Chopp1n, 1974). What 1s of ~eater interest is the decllne in pos1t1ve att1tu<Es towards the 

computer over the year of the stlXty' for the pupils involved in computer studies. This OOcline 

is less apparent for pupils who are involved in out-of-class ~ivities with the computer, 

however. It WBS hypothesised that the failure of prOJramming experience to encourfrJe more 

positive attltutEs 1n business studies students (Wl1son and Trenary, 1981) was a result of a 
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mismatch of needs. Programming was simple an inappropriate skill for these students to 

leern.Would the5e comPuter-experienced students h8ve been more positive in their 

perceptions of the computer If their experience hoo been directed towards relevent 

management sld11s, such as those of information retrieval or word processing, rather than 

towards programming? This same hypothesis could explain Moores's ( 1985) results. ImEed, 

the relevance of computer studies in schools is being questionned (DES, 1984; The Secretery 

of State for Education, 1984). It can be argued that it Is far more Important, for most of the 

population, to learn to use the computer as a tool in our chosen subjects, rather than learning 

about the computer per se. Equally it may be that computer studies is a poorly t8lJ(jlt subject 

in the research C8SeS investigated, possibly because of ill-equipped teechers. This may not be 

too surprising when we consider the limited training many tetdlers have been able to ~ire 

1n the field. 

The general signifiC8nCe of the5e findings is, however, that contact with the computer 

00es not always lfBi to improved perceptions of its role. Indeed, Frates and Moldrup ( 1980), 

working with first year unOOr'QrOOuates, showed that although less than 151 hm knowledJe of 

computer processes or had written a program, over 901 felt that the computer hfK1a 

significant impact on their lives 8fld hOO strong attitudes towards the computer. Thomas's 

( 1976) sampllng of 1 ,100 seventeen to nineteen year 0100, highllghts the difference between 

general knowled;Je of computers and specific information; for example many pupils in his 

computer liter~ stu~ were fully aware of the likely imp~ts of computers on the job 

market, as defined by the questionnaire, but they showed a very poor specific k now ledJe. They 

were unable to define the term hardware and were unaware of the mechanisms of computer 

fraud, and this incluOOd pupils respondillQ after a term of computer studies. This SU(JJests that 

attitudes to computers are based upon ephemeral world knowlecge rather than formal and 

specifiC instruction. 
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Confusingly, contrEl:tictory evidence comes from the war!( of Anderson, Klassen, Hansen 

and Johnson ( 1980-81), the second helf of the Minnesota project, refined as computer-based 

learn1ng exper1ment. Th1s stOOy' 1nvolved 340 pupl1s, ~ between f1fteen and seventeen with 

equal male:female ratios within both BJ8 groups and within experienced and non-experienced 

computer user groups. The experimental group, consisting of 216 pupils, was exposed to a 

short interer;tive science lesson on the computer (average length 20 minutes). Although the 

experimental group showed no difference 1n computer awareness (general !(nowledJe of the 

computer) compared to the control group (Table 3.3), in either the pre or post experience 

questionnaires, they did show positive improvements on three dimensions of attitude; 

enjoyment, anxiety 6I'ld self-effictI.Y (self-perceived ebility to reel with computers). After 

s1x months the improvements on enjoyment and self-efflC8:.Y hm disappeared when compared 

to the responses of the control group, but the experimental group continued to be Significantly 

less anxious about the use of computers. 

Table 3.3 

levels of Computer Awareness for the Computer User and Control Oroups at the 
Three Stages of Monitoring (after Anderson et at). 

Lavel of Computer Awareness 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pre 
Test 

Post 
Test 

After 
six 

Months 

SD 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Computer Users (N-216) 5.6 5.6 6.4 2.3 

Control (N= 153) 5.6 5.6 6.0 2.1 

Two other findings of the stlKt( are of interest. The six-month follow-up stlKty' showed 

an increased awareness of the computer for both the experimental and control groups but that 

that Increase was Significantly (Teeter for the computer users from the oriQ1nal experiment 

(Table 3.3). Anrerson et a1. ( 1980-81) suooest that the computer user group were seeking 
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out new opportunities to interEd with, and to find out about, computers, that is these students 

were in 50fTle wf1tl more receptive to informtrtion 8bout computers. 

The second point arising out of this stt»{ is a result of one of the three conditions of use 

applied to the computer user group. One third of the sample were exposed to a simulated 

malfunction of the computer while completing their lesson. Although this malfunction caused 

no loss of work and was speedily corrected by the tee:her, pupils in this condition were less 

confident about their ability to U5e the computer (5elf-effiC6CY) than the other computer 

users, a loss of confioonce which persisted after six months, although they were stl1l more 

positive than non-users. These pupils were also more likely to anticipate computer failure in 

other situations. This finding is particularly important in assessing the likely response to 

computers by teachers and pupils in the U.K. The hardwere being rapidly introduced into 

school in the early eighties was prone to malfunction. In particular tape loOOing with the early 

BBC Mc.xEl A m8:hine was a hit and miss affair. For many te8:hers and pupils this was their 

first experience with a computer and, although the findings of An<Erson et al. are on the 

whole encouraging, they 00 suggest that the haste to computeri5e education might have 

prolonged effects including a low self-perception as a computer user for those te8:hers and 

pupils who experienced repeated hardware failure. 

3.4 Summary 

The collective evidence so far suooests that the population, in general, ts well aware of 

the increasing imptK:t that the computer will make on their lives. F(J' many groups there is 

excitement and 8X6J)tance of the benefits that the computer will bring, but some groups are 

more cautious in their acceptemce. T~hers, in particular, are concerned about the negative 

tmp8:ts of the computer and ooubt the overall usefulness of the m8:h1ne at leest In their own 
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area of expertise. Attitudes to the computer appear to be formed from world knowleiJe rather 

than more formal cont~t with the m~hine, although the data are contradictory on this point. 

Poor experiences w1th a computer can leave alasUng mark, however, reduc1ng the users 

confioonce in their own ability to handle the m~hine and prOOucing higher expectations of 

mochine-failure. 

There are disturbing lndlcaUons of sex differences In attitums to the moch1ne and it is to 

be regretted that in the excellent stoo{ of pupil attituOOs by Anderson et a1. ( 1980-81) there 

was no comment on this aspect of their data, although the data were collected. It could be 

hypothesised, however, that the less positive response of Lichtman's ( t 979) teechers 

compared to the subjects in the studies by Ahl ( 1976), Matthews and Wolf ( t 979) and 

Wilson and Trenary ( 1981), was due to an unequal distribution of the sexes in the samples. 

Although no sex-type data were presented in these studies the tBEdling profession has a strong 

tradition of female employment wherees one might conjecture that the subscribers to 

computer magazines or sturents on science and technol()JY courses would be preOOmlnantly 

male, and this may EDllUnt for the differences in attituOOs found. The studt by Johnson ~. 

( t 981) questions the logic of this argument, although they again fail to comment on this 

aspect of their data. They specifically questionned science t~ers, predictably a group which 

one might expect to have a greater number of males than females, nevertheless this group also 

expressed grave reservations about the computer in education. 

On the whole, the research reported here suooests that t~hers, in their role of 

'gate-keepers' to educatlonallnnovat1on, may ~t as a barrier to computer use in schools. 

However. the im~t of the computer on Western society has been not only profound but also 

swift. and it might be argued that the perceptions recor(8:i here are alreEd{ out of date. The 

new generation of t~her~ should be more computer aware than their pr~s. not only 

because of the w100r use of mochines In soc1ety 1n general, but also because en increasing 
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number will have used computers as learners while still at school. Chapter 4, investigates 

the attitudes of t~hers in training over 8 three yelr perioo with 8 view to 8S5e3Sing whether 

or not such stumnts wl1l ~t as f~l11tators to future information technol(l]y' in1tiatives, or 

whether they will remain uneasy about the use of m~hines in schools. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TEACHER ATTITUDES TO EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER USE 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter will OOscrlbe a survey of the attltuOOs of prospective and serving teochers 

to the use of computers in schools over a three year perioo from 1983/84 to 1985/86. The 

aim of this stutly is to assess the degree of support and the degree of resistance to the 

educational use of computers, 8S measured by the perceived usefulness of the m~hine in the 

classroom. 

4.1.1 B~kground to the Survey 

Previous studies of attitudes to computers (Chapter 3) suwest that there is e general 

occeptance of their usefulness In our lives, and, in~, that they are generally held in 

positive regard (e.g. Ahl, 1976; Lichtman, 1979; Klassen ~., 1980). Lichtman's stutly, 

however, suggests that one group with reservations about the computer is the teaching 

profession. The stutly erose out of the consick}rable external pressures on educational 

establlshments to prepare t~hers for their role in a computer l1terate society. As an adjunct 

to the DTI initiatives pIecing computers in schools, the DES required LEAs to provide minimal 

computer awareness courses for the staff of participating schools. Participating coll~, 

however, were required to provick} a minimum of 20 hours tuition for all students on initiel 

or post groouate t~her training courses. The assumptions of such directives were that, 

unlike other innovations within education, there were specific basic skills of computer 

management, not ~le in general training, that t~hers and stlKEnts n~ to qJire 

before any worthwhile educational innovation end evaluation could be undertaken. There W8S 

also perceived resistance to this expensive, technolDJical1nnovatlon which n~ to be 
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overcome. Lichtman's ( 1979) studt quantifies this resistance in the the US't at a time when 

computers were ectively being pltmi in schools. He found that only 64~ of his t~ sample 

thought that computers would 1mprove education, compared to 961 of his educational 

ooministrators. These same teechers were also dubious about the usefulness of the computer as 

an aid in their own classrooms. Only 361 felt that a computer in their classroom would help 

them per50n8lly to be a better tM:her. 

Successful employment of computers in schools and colleges requires teoching staff to be 

persuaded of the relevance and general usefulness of the mEdline, to the curriculum in 

general, 80d to their own area of expertise in particular. Lichtman ( 1979) expresses 8fl 

Important concern arising out of his stU<tt: if mlnistrators are far more positive to the 

computer than teochers will we find that a great number of machines will be purchased but 

that they will not be used? The educational and psychological literatures re€K1ily attest to the 

importance of the teacher as 'gete keeper' to education8l innovation. John50n ( 1980) state5 

that computer lltertr:,y courses have unpredictable effects of on attitudes to computers, and he 

sU!X}eSts that general public computer Htertr:,y is partially repenrent on a computer literate 

teaching profession. 

It is f}JBlnst this background that my college instigated a policy of compulsory computer 

awareness mcdJles in all substantive initial and post-experience educational courses. 

Although such a policy affected all areas of the curriculum, seminars to appraise staff of the 

use of computers in school were poorly attenred, and the policy met with consirerable 

resistance within the teoching staff, a clear case of the 'gate keeper' acting as an inhibitor of 

change. This resistance came as no surprise and was not specific to this institution. Gredler 

( 1985) offers evioonce of covert tef£her sabotage of computer use in the classroom and 

Turkle ( 1984) points out that attitudes to computers are highly charged in general. And as 

Swinton et al. ( 1978) have shown, even when teochers' attitu<Es are largely positive and 
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encouraging towards the use of computers in schools, there may be considerable disparity in 

the degree and the nature of the use that they will initiate or 8llow in their clessroom. 

Initiating a computer literECy course for stutEnts whose interests might range from 

Fine Arts to Physical Sciences, and who taught ,or were training to t~h, the full educational 

age range from 3 to 18+ , was viewed as 8 d8unting task in itself. The erljed prospect of 8 

largely negative response to the concept of computers In the classroom, as appeared highly 

likely after initial discussions with a wioo range of the institutions own staff, only appeared to 

magnify the problem. In order to assess resistance to the computer awareness course, and to 

help in the development of that course, a survey of attitudes to the presence of computers in 

school was undertaken. 

The underlying assumptions of the study were that attitudes to the use of computers 

would be related to a teacher's knowledge of the computer, his or her own area of experti5e 

and, to the age-range of pupils taught. The research evidence on the match between knowleQJe 

and attitudes is inconclusive, as has alrmr been pointed out. In this stuct{ knowlErlJe was 

initially split into two components; self-reported experience of using computers and occurate 

general knowledJe, rather thm precise knowledJe of computers as defined by Thomas ( 1976). 

The main stuG{ was conducted over a three year perl00 wUh a new sample etdl year. As the 

level of knowledJe of computers could be expected to increase with each successive 

questionnaire sample, because of the increasing profile of computers in our society, it was 

assumed that there would be a difference in attitudes between groups at each successive time 

phase. 

The work of Beck ( 1979), Matthews and Wolf ( 1979) and Wilson and Trenary 

( 1981), identifies a subject-expertise or interest component in the formation of positive 

attltures to the computer. The pattern Is not simply one of 'positive scientists versus unhappy 
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artists.' Those elocting to take computer courses are, unsurprisingly, the most positive in 

attitude. There then appeers to be a continuum of appreciation from positive regard 

( mathematicians and techno1aJ1sts) to 1ncreaslngly less positive feelings as expressed by 

business studies and arts students (represented by the historians in Beclc's research). These 

findings are confirmed by ~ic and Roberts ( 1985). 

The var1able age-range was conslmred to be relevant because of the char~ter1st1cs of 

stuoonts entering ~h level of the school system. Primary teochers might be consimred to 

have a more child-centred rather than subject-centred approach to education. Secondly as 

computers, under the DTI scheme, entered secondary schools before spreading to primary 

schools, the level of expertise of t~hers in the secondary school might well be greater than 

for primary t~hers. However the extensive use of computing f~l1ities for computer studies 

classes in secondary education may equally result in a situation where t~hers, who wish to 

use the computer for non-examination orientated purposes, have even less cont~t with the 

m~hine than colleagues 1n primary schools. 

Previous research sUfJ1BSts a difference in attitude to the computer across the sexes 

(Moore, 1985) but in this study', because no group hfKi less than 75~ or more then 90~ 

female membership, there was no scope for an lnvest1gatlon of genmr differences. On the bas1s 

of previous research, the nature of the sample suogested that attitudes to the computer would 

be at best cautiously favourable and possibly negative to the use of the computer in schools. 

4.2 Method 

A small pilot questionnaire was presented to 52 undergroouate students in their third 

year of a four yeer Batchelor of Education Degree (BEd) in the ~ic year 1982/1983. 

Subsequent refinements to the QUestionnaire were unmrtalcen and a new questionnaire 
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formulated and used as the test instrument for the current study'. 

4.2. 1 The sample 

The survey sample consisted of 313 tef£hers, or tea:hers in training, all of whom were 

at the start of a short, compulsory computer 1iter~ course. The survey was conducted over 8 

three yeer perioo from the 8(3jemic year 1983/4 until 1985/6, following the pilot !Study in 

1982/83. The sample subjects were working In the full educational age-range and were 

cat~rised into three groups on age-range: workers with pupils in their Early Years (3-8 

years old); MiBjle Years (8-12 years old); and Later Years ( 11 + years old including further 

education students). The sample subjects were enrolled on a variety of courses but were 

further cat~rised as students on the B.Ed programme, on the Post Groouate Certif1cate in 

Education (POCE), or, as tetdlers (with a minimum of three years classroom experience) 

enrolled on a variety of in-service courses. 

B.Ed. students constituted 591 of the sample with 181 PGCE and 23~ teacher 

subjects. Approximately one third of the sample taught the Early Years age-ran~ (32~); 

481 were involved with the MiBjle Years; and, 19~ were secondary and further education 

teachers (Later Years).All of the students were enrolled on substantive educational courses. 

4.2.2 The Questionnaire 

This questionnaire, designed to gather information on the perceived usefulness of the 

microcomputer in the cl6SSroom, can be considered to have two parts. The first two sections 

(Parts j and j1) collected biqaphical details on age-range taught, considered area of 

expertise (as measured by ~mic specialism studied during their training period), 

experience of using a microcomputer and awareness of the possible uses of a microcomputer 

(Table 4.4a). Information on the area of expertise of currently pr~tising tes;hers varied 

from that outHned above if the t~ers initial training was completed more than ten years 
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prior to the study period. In these cases teEdlers were asked either to identify their current 

mein teeching Br88, in the case of Leter Veers subjects, or, to specify their mein BreeS of 

~mic interest over the prev10us f1veyears. 

Table 1.1a 

A:sse3Sment of Computer Knowledge of the Respondents to the Attitude 
Questionnaire: Part it 

(Although subj~ts' were required only to indicate egreement to the stetements 
below, ennotatlon of the questionnaire was encoureged). 

For what purposes have you used a computer? 

As a programmer. (state language) 
With children in the classroom. 
For Inalysing data Le. using I statistics package. 
For computer games. 
Word processing. 
I haven't used a computer before. 

Which of the following job descriptions could be performed by a computer? 

A consultant doctor diagnosing the problems of patients. 
A powerful typewriter and document organiser. 
A large and efficient filing system. 
A monitor of goods going into and out of a factory. 
A controller of a firm's payroll. 
A highly efficient calculator . 
An expert geologist making decisions about where to drill for oil. 
A translator for the EEC parliament's document department. 

The third section (Part iii) of the Questionnaire comprised 29 Questions ~igned to 

assess ettitudes to the use of microcomputers in education. The 29 questions included 13 out of 

the originel 14 questions from the pilot st~. The one question to be removed releted 

sp~lfically to tee;hers in training and was therefore not relevant to the wirer sample. The 

wording of question ten, which referred to microcomputers caused some confusion in the pilot 

study, and was altered to refer to computers in the final survey. A number of students queried 

the term microcomputer end express no knowlfrlJe of this speciel equipment. It W8S therefore 
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felt that the generic term 'computer' would best suit the needs of the stU<tt. 

Table 1.1b 

IndivIdual Items for the Computer AtUtude QuesUonnatre: Part 111. 

--------------------------------------------------------------
III. On a scale of 1 lo 5. where 1 = slrongly agree and 5 = slrongly disagree. consider the 

following slatements. 

--------------------------------------------------------------

1 . Computers wi11 radically alter the teacher's role over the next few years. 
2. I can see very litlle use for computers in my subjeclarea. 
:5. Computers wi11allow children more conlrol over their own learning. 
4. I think computer awareness courses for teachers and trainee teachers should be 

optional. 
5. Compulers can do liltle thal cannol be done as elsily and more cheaply by alalcher 

with good worksheets. 
6. It is vilal that the next generation become computer aware. 
7. Compulers are simply a new piece of technology to be added to the teachers growing 

armoury of visual aids. 
8. I'm really excited by the opportunities this new machine opens up for leachers and 

pupils. 
9. Computers wi11 de-humanise the learning experience. 

10. Many arels of the curriculum could benefit from the use of computers. 
11 . The computer is simply a new teaching machine which will program children. 
12. The use of the compuler will encourage child-centred learning. 
1:5. The money being spent on computers could be used far more effectively elsewhere In 

education. 
14. More able students make the greatest gains from using the computer. 
15. Parental pressure is the reason we have compulers in schools. 
16. The computer wf11 be I really useful addition to the teaching of: 

a. Arl and Cran 
b. Drama 
c.English 
d. Hum.,IUes 
e. Mathemalics 
f. Modern Languages 
g. Music 
h. Physical Education 
i. Religious Education 
j. Science 

17. A lelcher can do Iiltle useful work with one compuler for I class of thirly children. 
18. Computer games are not educational. 
19. Mosl children would benefit from learning to program I compuler. 
20. The computer Is best used lo give Individual practice In basic skills such as tables Ind 

spelling. 

Questions were constructed on the basis of informal comments by t~hers and student 

teochers with regard to the computer, identifying concerns such as poss1ble lmp~ts on the 
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teaching/ learning situation (including changes in teacher /pupil roles and in the emphasis 

placed on mechanistic learning); child centred learning; the relevance of computer literacy 

within education and within society in general; and the cross-curricula relevance of the 

microcomputer (Table 4.4b). Although no formal sub-scales were defined, the concerns 

raised by our discussions appeared to fall into three groupings; relevance, the learning 

environment, and usefulness. A description and exemplar question for each question group is 

presented in Tab Ie 4.5a. 

Table 4.5a 

The question group descriptions and sample items for the questionnaire 

Question group 

Relevance 

The Learning 
Environment 

Curricula 
Usefulness 

Description 

The extent to which teachers 
fell k.nowledge of computers 
lo be worthwhile to themselves 
or to their pupils. 

The effects of the use of 
computers on the teaching! 
learning environment. 

The degree and extent of the 
contribulion the compuler 
is perceived to have across 
the curriculum. 

Sample item 

Most children would benefit 
from learning to program a computer. 
(+) 

Compulers will de-humanise the 
learning experience. 
(-) 

Many areas of the curriculum 
could benefil from the use of 
mi crocomputers. 
(+) 

Subjects· attitudes were measured by the degree of agreement each subject registered 

upon a five point Likert-type rating scale to a series of statements about the microcomputer 

in the classroom. Questions were structured so that statements which might be construed as 

demonstrating a positive attitucE to the computer were ranoomly organised to elicit 

approximately equal numbers of srores at each end of the rating scale. A breakOOwn of the 

items on the quest10nnaire by question group and by direction (positive or negative wording) 

is presented in Table 4.5b. 
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Table 1.5b 

Allocation of test items by question group and by direction (positive or 
negative wordIng) for the Computer Attitude QuestionnaIre. 

Test I te m s 

CAJeslion group Positive Negative 

The computer and: 

Relevance to society 6 8 19 4 13 15 
and education 

The learning environment 1 :3 12 9 11 16 20 

Curricula usefulness 10 16 a-j 2 5 7 14 17 

4.2.3 Procedure 

Subjects were tested in their course groups at the onset of the computer BWareness 

mooule before any formal work with the microcomputer had begun. Subjects were informed 

that the purpose of the Questionnaire was to gather information concerning teochers' 

perceptions of the usefulness of computers in the classroom. The survey information would be 

an aid to the structuring of the computer awareness courses in the college as it assessed the 

experience and knowl~ of the groups and identified particular areas of interest and of 

concern with1n the groups. It was emphasised that attitu~ to computers were often strongly 

felt and that, whether positive or negative, subjects own attitures were very important to the 

future resign of the course. All responses would be treated as confidential but to aid in the free 

expression of views subjects were told that, elthough the Questionnaire requested the subject's 

name, they were at liberty to ignore th1s Question if, for personal reasons, they felt strongly 

about irentifying themselves. No subject exercised this option. SUbjects were then requested to 

complete the Questionnaire, taking care to answer all Questions (except for the initial Question 

on name). There was no time limit set and subjects took between five and fifteen minutes to 

complete the task. 
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~.3 Results 

4.3. 1 Scor1ng 

The initial biooraphical material was used to ioontify the key groups consiOOred durirlQ 

the analysis, along the two dimensions of ~-range taught (Early, Mictlle and Later Years) and 

type of student (B.Ed., PacE or pr~tising teacher). Simple measures of experience of using 8 

computer (posstble score 0 to 5) and of 8Wareness of the d1fferent poss1ble roles of a 

computer (possible score 0 to 8) were recorOOd. To remove the problem of low frequency 

counts for some cate(})ries on these two measures, these scores were combined to give an 

overell score of computer 8W6reness (possible score 0 to 13) in 811 subsequent enelyses. 

The 29 attitudinal Questions all recorOOd a score of between 1 and 5 points on the rating 

scale. Seven subjects who failed to complete all of the sample Questions were removed from the 

study. 

4.3.2 Analyses 

ltemAnalysis: An item analysis was performed on the data to assess the internal 

consistency, reliability end possible l~k of veriability of the test items, the criteria for the 

el1m1natton of any test item (Dunn-Rank tn, 1983). A summary of the compos1t10n and 

properties of the 29 attitudinal variables showing the mean and standard OO'iiation for ~h 

variable· the Pearson r correlations of es:h item with the total score on all items; and, , 

Cronbech's alpha reliability coefficient (Cronbech, 1951) ere shown in Table 4.6. 

The correlation of eoch item with with the total score on all items octs as a 

discrimination index for ~h item, high correlations indicating internal consistenty and 

items worth retaining. On this criterion item fifteen should be eliminated 83 it fells below the 

0.2 correlation level suooested by Nunnally ( 1967). A more stringent level of 0.3 
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(Youngman, 1979) questions the value of items fourteen and twenty. None of these items has a 

noticeably low variability nor do they record a low Cronbach alpha re1iabilty coefficient. 

Table 4.6 

Item analysis of the twenty-nine attitudina1 variables 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Variable Mean S.D. 
Corr. 
Coeff 

Alpha 
Values 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Teacher role 3.29 0.98 0.30 0.843 
2. Use in my area 3.64 1.23 0.54 0.835 
3. Child control 3.36 0.96 0.48 0.837 
4. Optional courses 3.70 1.22 0.40 0.841 
5. Worksheets 3.52 1.00 0.47 0.837 
6. Next generation 4.22 0.97 0.36 0.841 
7. Visual aid 2.96 1.13 0.32 0.843 
8. Opportunities 3.27 1.05 0.66 0.631 
9. De-humanise 3.14 1.10 0.52 0.836 

10. )Lcurriculum 3.89 0.91 0.54 0.835 
11. Teaching machine 3.87 1.00 0.45 0.838 
12. Child-centred 3.57 0.88 0.48 0.837 
13. Effective spending 3.30 1.00 0.54 0.835 
14. More able 3.7 1.10 0.21 0.845-
15. Parenlal pressure 4.08 0.89 0.11 0.846~ 
16. Useful in Art 2.42 1.10 0.46 0.837 

Drama 2.04 0.92 0.44 0.838 
English 3.56 1.07 0.54 0.835 
Humanilies 3.22 0.99 0.52 0.836 
Maths 4.51 0.72 0.39 0.640 
Mod. Lang. 3.73 0.94 0.40 0.840 
Music 2.84 1. 11 0.48 0.837 
P.E. 1.98 0.96 0.39 0.840 
R.E. 2.43 1.01 0.54 0.835 
Science 4.20 0.88 0.43 0.839 

17. One compuler 3.00 1.13 0.40 0.840 
18. Games 3.87 0.95 0.37 0.841 
19. Benefit to program 3.82 1.00 0.35 0.842 
20. Basic skills 2.99 1.07 0.29 0.844~ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For each variable: Min. score = 1; Max. score = 5; Mean score = 3. 
Where 1 =strongly agree and 5=strongly disagree. 
Values in bold indicate items which fail on the criterion of internal consistency. 
Variable 'descriptions· are abbreviations of the questions appearing in Table 4.4b 
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The questionnaire as a whole achieves a Cronbach alpha score of 0.844, indicating 

occeptable reliability, and a domain validity coefficient of 0.919. Youngman (1983) suooests 

that w1th intelligence or achievement tests validity coeffiCients of 0.9+ should be sought, but 

for the less easily quantifiable measures of attitude or personality, values as low as 0.5 might 

be acceptable, if other criteria are met successfully. In this case the 0.9 criterion has been 

met. It wes decided, therefore, that although the removal of items fourteen, fifteen and twenty 

would increase the rellabllity (Cronbach alpha) of the questionnaire, the items had acceptable 

wlthin- item levels of reliability and variability and that the overall Questionnaire would be 

little improved by their removal. All twenty-nine items, therefore, went forward for further 

analysis. 

The Corre/ation /1alrix: The study sought to estab 1 ish whether or not there was a 

relationship between teachers' and trainee teachers' attitudes to the use of the computer in 

school and it investigated the influence on attitudes of the following three variables: knowleck]e 

of computers; type of teacher (trainee B.Ed. or PGCE, or experienced teacher) over time. 

Further the study sought to establish factors which identified key attitudes to computer use, 

and, through the description and categorisation of teacher responses to the Questionnaire, to 

establish profiles of teachers with varying degrees of enthusiasm for the use of the computer 

in schools. 

Initial application of correlational techniques to the data confirmed that the items were 

not independent and that there appeared to be a small group of items, indicating negative 

attitudes to the computer, which were strongly inter-correlated. Negative regard can be 

identified clearly here. A much looser network of items, indicating positive attitudes to the 

use of computers in school, also became apparent with this analysis. Two multivariate 

techniques were used to tease out the relationships between variab 1es indicated in the matrix 

(factor analysis) and to group or classify the respondents to the questionnaire (cluster 
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analysis). 

The FlEfor AfI8/ysis: Follow1ng the 1n1t1al correlat10nal analys1s, the responses to the 

29 Questions on attitucEs to the computer, were subjected to mUltivariate analysis. As no 

variables ~ been, or could be, identified as of particular Significance, fECtor analysis, 

rather than multiple regression techniques were applied to the data (Youngman, 1979). 

The initial f~tor analysis s~ted an eight f~tor solution although the ei~nvalues 

(the variance OOllunted for by any individual component) for f~tors seven ( 1.08) and eight 

( 1.03) only just ~hieved the 'eigenvalues greeter than one criteria' for the ioontification of 

f~tors (Kaiser, 1958). These eight f~tors ~unted for 56.51 of the variance. As 

Dlfti tucl i \ote\l ~~t t-ovs C.tf't~ Vle(~~st\r;t~ inter-correlated, an oblique f~tor solution was 

sought. Reference to the f~tor pattern matrix (Table 4.7a) for the eight f~tor solution 

enables the char~ter of the f~tors to be specified and highlights the difference between the 

those f~tors exhibiting strong correlations. 

It is apparent from the f~tor pattern matrix that a number of variables contribute 

significantly to several factors and that, particularly, factor eight shows no oofinitive 

variable. Rimoldi ( 1948) argues that the squared multiple correlation (SMC) of a variable 

with the other variables (an estimate of the communality or common variance: 

Dunn- Rank in, 1983) is a useful aid to refinement if a large proportion of the variab les have 

low SMe values. A situation where the oofinition of factors might prove difficult. Rimoldi 

offers a level of 0.30 as a possible cut-off point for variable exclusion. Ten variables in all 

ha1 SMe's of less than 0.30 but all of these variables contributed significantly to at leest one 

foctor in the eight foctor oblique solution. All variables were, therefore, retained. 
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Tuble 1.7u 

Oblique Eight-factor Analysis Pattern Matrix 
------------_ .... _------------_ .... -.... _-------------------------.... _--_ ........ -.... _--............ _-------
Item Paltern Matrix (salients only) ---------------------------------------- -------- ----
1. Teacher role 

0.52 2. Use in my area -0.22 0.23 -0.20 3. Child control 
O.~g 0.16 4. Optional Courses 

-0.39 0.21 5. ·Worksheets 
0.50 

6. Next generation -0.23 0.29 7. Visual aid 0.26 0.29 -0.33 8. Opporlunilies -0.20 0.20 0.20 9. De-humanise 0.31 -0.15 10. X-curriculum 
0.28 0.26 11. Teaching machine OA6 

12. Child-centred 0.58 
13. Effective spending 0.55 
14. More able 

0.24 
15. Parental pressure 0.52 0.16 
16. Useful inArl 0.39 -0.25 0.22 

Drama 0.66 
English 0.36 
Humanilies 0.67 
Maths 0.63 
Mod. lang. 0.34 0.28 0.20 -0.14 
Music 0.31 0.21 0.24 
P.E. 0.61 
R.E. 0.38 0.42 
Science 0.56 0.17 

1 7. <Ale computer 0.48 0.17 
18. Games 0.24 
19. Benefillo program 0.26 -0.21 
20. Basic skills 0.24 0.28 0.26 

Relative contributions 
of each factor lo the 
overall solution (X). 19.5 15.4 14.5 14.0 11.2 11.1 8.0 6.4 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Key items in bold 
Variable 'descriptions' are abbreviltions of the queslions appearing in Table 4.4b 
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Table 1.1b 

D~rlPtion an~ VarIable Spec1flcatlon of the EIght Factors from th 
Ob hque Analys1s e 

Factor Description Salient Variables 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Factor 1 Usefulness in the Arts 16b 16h 16a 16g (16i removed to factor 2) 

Factor 2 Usefulness in the Humanities 16d 16i 16c 16f (2 to factor F5) 

Factor 3 Irrelevance 13 15 11 8 ( 6 and 7 to F7; 20 to F5) 

Factor 4 Usefulness in Sciences 16e 16j 19 (16fto F2; 16g to Ft) 

Factor 5 Non-useful/mechanistic 5 17 9 20 18 2 (16f to F2;) 

Factor 6 Pupil's role 12 3 10 (7 to F7; 8 to F3; 20 to FS) 

Factor 7 Teacher's role 147 6 (8 to F3; 17 to FS) 

Factor 8 Generally positive with no clearly defining variable. 

Tab1e 1.8 

Obl1que EIght-factor Factor Correlation Matrix 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 1.00 
2 0.7~ 1.00 
3 -0.34 -0.54 1.00 
4 0.08 0.53 -0.36 1.00 
5 -0.27 -0.46 0.84 -0.26 1.00 
6 0.31 0.68 -0.66 0.77 -0.56 1.00 
.7 0.32 0.52 -0.59 0.47 -0.58 0.58 1.00 
8 0.7~ 0.66 -0.55 0.10 -0.45 0.37 0.~5 1.00 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Significant relationships p ) 0.00 1 in bold 
Variable 'descriptions' are abbreviations of the questions appearing in Table 4.4b 

The matrix of factor intercorrelations (Table 4.8) shows that factors one, two and eight 

are highly positively correlated showing that a belief in the Cross Curricula Usefulness of the 

computer (factor eight) is closely related to an appreciation of the value of computers to the 

Arts (foctor one) and Humanities (factor two) curriculum. Foctor two is also strongly 
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positively correlated to factors four, six and seven (Useful in the Sciences, Pupil's Role, and 

the Teacher's Role). The latter two factors 6r'e also strongly negatively correlated to factors 3 

and 5 which stress the Irrelevance of the computer and its Non-usefulness/Mechanisation of 

education. No one factor was IiJminant in this eight-factor solution. The initial factor (Useful 

in the Arts) accounted for only 19.5~ of the variance (Table 4.7a) and the next three most 

important factors each accounted for apprOXimately 15~ of the variance. 

The magnitu~ of intercorrelations among the factors (Table 4.8) s~t that there are 

three general attitudes towards the use of computers in schools. The linl( between the 

Irrelevance of the Computer and its Mechanisation of the Learning Experience (factors 3 8nd 

5) is particularly strong and is in opposition to the general attiture seeing the computer as a 

force for change (factors 6 and 7 with associated factors 2 and 4). The third factor measures 

the Cross-curricula Relevance of the computer (factors 1,2 and 8). This last group of 

factors shows no relationship with factor 4, Useful in the Sciences. This is not surprising, 

most respon~nts accepted that there was a use for computers 1n the Sciences, with only a hard 

core rejecting even this use. The acknowledJement of the relevance of computers in the Arts, 

however, requires a different perspective of the computer and its capabilities. 

These three groupings of factors correspond well to the three-factor oblique solution 

(Table 4.9b), in which each factor BCCOunts for between 30 and 36~ of the overall variance 

(Table 4.9a). these groupings could well form the basis of I(ey constructs in any subsequent 

research. 

One unexpected finding of this analysis is the perSistent correlation of the value of the 

computer in mathematics and science with the belief that the computer will allow children 

more power over the learning environment I with the consequent change and challenge to the 

teacher's traditional role. This is surprising because, although the Nuffleld Science Project, 
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Table 1.9a 

Obl1que Three-factor Pattern Matrix 

Item 
________________________________ Pattern Matrix (salients only) 

-------------------------------------------------------
1 . Teacher role 
2. Use In my area 
3. Child control 
4. Optional Courses 
5. Worksheets 
6. Next generation 
7. Visual aid 
6. Opportunities 
9. De-humanise 
10. X-curriculum 
t 1 . Teaching machine 
12. Chlld-centred 
13. Effective spending 
14. More able 
15. Parental pressure 
16. Useful in Art 

Drama 
English 
Humanities 
Maths 
Mod. Lang. 
Music 
P.E. 
R.E. 
Science 

17. One computer 
18. Games 
19. Benefit to program 
20 .. Basic skills 

Relative contributions of each 
factor to the overall solution ("). 

0.55 
0.67 

0.43 

0.57 
0.65 
0.63 

36.4 

0.37 

0.56 

O.~ 

-0.51 
0.57 

0.60 

0.55 

0.42 

33.6 

0.36 

0.34 

0.35 

0.66 
0.51 

0.53 

0.32 

33.0 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Key ilams in bold 
Variable 'descriptions' are abbreviations of the Questions appearing in Table 4.4b 

and similar ventures in Mathematics, have 1ntrcx:1uced a more explorative, chlld-centred 

approa:h to the Science curriculum, the general impression one gains tal~ing to tefrllers is 

that within the Sciences the emphasis is on the structure of the subject, a mechanistic ticking 

off of sub-skills, rather than on individual child revelopment. Inemf many primary tetdlers 

hand over the teoching of mathematics to a set scheme such as SMP, allow1ng it to rom1nate 
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their classroom in a wff{ they would find unacceptable in the Langu8Je-Arts curriculum. 

Although the children work at their own pace through the set exercises, the order end type of 

material1s the same for all, unless the t~her tanors the scheme to suit the 1ndiv1dual thl1d. 

Table 4.9b 

Description and Variable Specification of the Three Factors from the 
Ob Jique Analysis 

Factor Description Salient Variables 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fador 1 Usefulness in the Arts 
and Humanities 

F aclor 2 Non-usefullmechanislic 

Factor 3 Useful in Sciences/ 
child control 

16b 16h 16i 16a 16g 16d 

11 9 5 13 8 7 20 2 

16e 16f 16j 3 12 18 

In summary, therefore, the factor analysis reveals the complexity of teachers' attitudes 

towards the computer. In the eight-factor 5Olution there is no one oominant factor to account 

for ~ major proportion of the variance. An occeptance of the usefulness of the computer 1n the 

Sciences is strongly associated with an encouragement of a child-orientated curriculum with 

the advent of the computer. At the other end of the continuum is a general belief in the 

irrelevance of the computer and the potential for de-humanising the educational experience. 

The pattern is not a simple continuum, however, the ffK:tor identifying the role of the 

computer in the Arts stands alone. It appears not to be related to the more general debate of 

whether we fear the computer in the class or not, rather it is a question of the competence of 

the computer to frlj anything to the more creative and visual mediums, and is related to an 

appreciation of the non-number crunching functions of the computer. 

Tile Cluster Analysis: One main aim of this stu~ was to identify groups of teochers with 
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well defined attitudes to the usefulness of computers in the classroom. Cluster analysis, a well 

(i)cumented BgJlomerative ana1ytiC8l technique for the ioontifiC8tion of intrinsic structures 

within data (Dunn-Rankin, 1983; Youngman, 1979), was appl1ed to the 29 attttudlnal 

variables and four masked variables relating to subjects' biqaphical details (type of 

t~her , year of sample, age range taught and knowleOJe of computers). These masked 

variables were removed from the analysis and so did not contribute to the structuring of the 

clusters. 

The application of cluster analysis to questionnaire responses, involves the 

reerrangement of the matrix of responses into a number of convergences or clusters on the 

basis of the similarity or distance matrix. Items which are most similar or which are not far 

apart are grouped tcgether, and then they are reduced in stepwise fashion by forming new 

groups of similar items at ~h step, until a single grouping is identified (Dunn-Rankin, 

1983). The analysis is designed to bring all items measuring the same construct, or grouping 

of teochers of similar attitudes in this case, together and to form clusters that are distinct one 

from another. 

Youngman ( 1979) sounds a warning bell about the dominance of high-variance 

measures in a classification which can result in distortions because the similartty creffic1ent 

operates on all variables tcgether. It is apparent that in the survey data some items are 

heavily weighted in one direction and there is, therefore, a risk of such distortion. In the light 

of this argument, the deta for ~h variable were standardised about the mean of the variable. 

Analyses completed for non-standard1sed data produced comparable results to those from 

standardised scores and have, therefore, not been included in the stlO{. 

The rel0C6tion centroid method of clustering was used because of the sample size (C8seS > 

100) in this particular invesUgation. Th1s method €Emends an intt1al classification of the 
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data, unlike Ward's ( 1963) least squares distance methoo which starts with individual cases. 

Although Wishart ( 1972) shows that different starting pOints, or initial clessificetions, can 

result in severe diS6'Jreements tn the ftnal classificatIon, Youngman ( 1979) argues that 

ranoom, rather than pre-sel~ted initial classifications, are fK:Ceptable 'as long as the data are 

classifiab~e~ (p. 130). The initial classification ranoomly assigned responses to one of fifteen 

groups, a far larger number of groupings than expected in the final solution. This is necessary 

as the early st6]eS of relocation analysis may not be rel1able. 

The use of cluster analysis ensures a solution whether or not the data is inherently 

clessifiable, thus it is neces58rY to validate the solution. This may be achieved by dividing the 

sample into two, if enough cases are BVailable as in this survey (cases must be greater than 

the number of items to be clustered and this must hold for the half-sample), and re-running 

the analysis. 

As has alrE9:ty been OOscrtbed, all subjects (306) answered 29 questtons plus 

contributing information to the four biDTaphical scores. There was, therefore, a comp lete 

data set available for clustering, although the four biographical scores were masked and not 

used in establishing the cluster solution. Analyses were completed for stenderdised data. A 

second analysis, using half of the orIginal sample selected by an cQj number pairIng, was used 

as a test of the validation of the cluster solution, as recommended by Youngman ( 1979). 

The O;8gflOS;S orc/lISters: The fusion graph (Figure 4. la) shows two marked changes of 

slope at the one and three cluster solutions. Although such breaks IndIcate that relatively 

dissimilar groups have been combined and, therefore, the groupings before that fusion 1S more 

valid Thorndike ( 1953) stresses that the lock of such a break roes not necessarily mean that , 

a boo chmification mtry ensue. Nevertheless the graph 00es suggest that 6 two- or four

cluster solution would be worth further investigation, and this is confirmed by the 
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dendrogram (Figure 4.1 b). The dendrogram indicates a five-cluster solution is also a 

possibility but in the interests of parsimony this solution was rejected. 

Table 4.10 

A Comparison of the Membership of the lwo- and Four-cluster Solutions 
(all data). 

Four-cluster Solution 

C4.1 C4.2 C4.3 C4.4 Tot 
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Two-cluster 
Solution 

Tolal 

C2.1 

C2.2 

43 84 

42 

86 84 

30 158 

53 53 148 

83 53 

A compartson of these two cluster soluttons (Table 4.10) shows that clusters C4.2 and 

C4.4 in the four-cluster solution are refined versions of the two cluster solution , 

representing the pro- and anti-computer groups respectively. Not surprisingly, no members 

of the original cluster C2.2 (anti in the two-cluster solution) cr05S-over and become 

members of the pro-computer group (cluster C4.2) tn the four-cluster analysts. The same 

stability is present in the new anti-computer group, cluster C4.4. The new clusters C4.1 and 

C4.3 are composed of members from both of the original C2. t and C2.2 clusters; C4. 1 

collecting equal numbers of subjects from the originel pro- and anti-groupings, while C4.3 is 

weighted towards subjects from the anti grouping. These two new clusters are indicative of a 

greater variation of opinion than is revealed by the two cluster solution, inOOed the 

composition of the groups st..9.JeSt that there may be B continuum of opinion from positive to 

negative as Matthews and Wolf ( 1979) argued. The four-cluster solution was therefore 

selected on the grounds that the two-cluster solutton ts stmpl1sttc and that the four-cluster 

solution most ~uately represents the range of attituOOs expressed by the subjects. 
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Figure 4.18 

Fusion Coeff. 

1 5.00 
x 

2 6.49 
x 

3 7.15 
x 

4 7.61 
x 

5 8.03 
x 

6 8.60 
x 

7 9.08 
x 

8 11.06 
x 

9 1256 
x 

10 1426 
x 

11 20.14 
x 

12 2822 
x 

13 30.78 
x 

14 75.16 
x 

First Fusion Final Fusion 

5.00 75.16 

D1stance plot for the relocat10n cluster analys1s on the full sample. The breaks of 

slope occur after the ninth, eleventh and thirteenth fusions. This suwests that the six, 

four or two clusters solutions should be consioored further. 
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Figure ~.1 b 
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Dendrogram for the whole sample cluster analysis. A four cluster solution was 

selected in preference to the possible five cluster solution in the interests of 

persimony Bnd ease of interpretetion. 
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The item groupings for the four-cluster solution are shown in Table 4.11. This profile 

chart confirms that the four cluster solution adds considerably to our knowlOOje of 

respondents' attitudes. Cluster C4.2 (84 respondents) and C4.4 (53 respondents) are high ly 

suggestive of the extreme ends of a continuum. In cluster C4.2 twenty-five out of a possible 

twenty-nine item scores are significantly above the mean of the clusters, as measured by the 

Scheffe atypicality test (see Youngman, 1979), that is towards the more positive perception 

of the computer. No item scores are recorded as significantly below the mean of the clusters, 

for this cluster. A similarly strong negative cluster, cluster C4. 4, records twenty-seven 

scores significantly below the mean of the clusters with no scores Significantly above the 

mean. 

Clusters C4. 1 and C4.3 are clearly different from the two clusters expressing the ends 

of the continuum. Each is composed of a reduced number of items in comparison to clusters 

C4.2 and C4.4, and those items mf:YY be both significantly above or below the mean of the 

clusters. Cluster C4. 1 comprises fifteen items, five expressing more positive views and the 

remaining ten below the mean of the clusters. Cluster C4.3 has twelve significant items, six of 

which are above the mean of the clusters. 

The stability of these clusters can be measured by comparison with the half-sample 

analysis (Table 4.11). Although only a three-cluster solution is proposed, after recourse to 

the fusion graph and dendrcgram (Figures 4.2a and 4.2b), there are, nevertheless, great 

similarities between the full and half-sample solutions. The strongly pro- and antl- computer 

groupings (half-sample clusters 2 and 3) are still reOOily apparent, with twenty-seven 

above mean of clusters scores in the former and twenty-three below mean of clusters scores 

in the latter. Again the pro- grouping has no below mean scores and the anti- grouping has no 

above mean scores. The third cluster in the half-sample is defined by eleven items, five of 

which are above the mean of clusters. This cluster is very comparable to cluster C4. 1 in the 
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main analysis. There is no comparable grouping to cluster C4.3 in the full sample solution. 

Table 4.11 

Clusler Analyses for lbe Altilude auestionnaire: Standardised Full Sample .nd H.lf 
Standardised Sample. 

Ilem Standardised Standardised 
Ful1 Sample Half sample 

Clusler C4.1 C4.2 C4.:5 C4.4 hs 1 hs2 hs:5 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ml 
M2 
M:5 ++ + 

M4 + 

1 . Teacher role + 

2. Use in my area ++ ++ 

:5. Child conlrol ++ ++ 

4. Oplional course + 

5. Worksheets + ++ ++ -? 

6. Next generalion -1 ++ +1 

7. Visual aid +1 

8. Opportunities ++ + ++ 

9. De-humanlse ++ ++ 

10. X-curriculum ++ ++ 

11. Teaching machine ++ ++ ++ -1 

12. Chi Id-cenlred ++ ++ 

1:5. Effective spending ++ ++ 

14. More able + +? 

15. Parental pressure ++ 

16. Useful in Arl ++ ++ ++ ++ 

Drama ++ ++ ++ ++ 

English ++ ++ 

Humanities ++ ++ 

Malhs ++ ++ ++ -? 

Mod. Lang. ++ ++ 

Music + ++ ++ ++ 

P.E. ++ ++ + 

R.E. ++ ++ ++ ++ 

Science -? ++ ++ 

17. Cl1e compuler ++ ++ 

18. Games ++ ++ ++ -1 

19. Benefillo program ++ ++ ++ 
++ 

20. Basic skills 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

hs half sample 
M 1-4 are the four biographical variables masked for the purposes of clustering. 
+ or _ indicates lhallhe clusler is respectively above or below the mean of the remaining cluslers IS 

tested by the Scheffe atyplcallty test. 
Variable 'descriptions' are abbreviations of the queslions appearing in Table 4.4b 
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figure 1.28 

Fusion Cosff. 

3.42 x 

2 3.61 x 

3 4.26 x 

4 4.65 x 

5 5.17 x 

6 5.43 x 

7 5.52 x 

6 6.49 x 

9 7.24 x 

10 6.25 x 

11 9.06 x 

12 10.17 x 

13 17.36 x 

14 42.74 x 

First Fusion Final Fusion 
3.42 

42.74 

Distance plot for the relocat1on cluster analys1s on the half semple. The brealc of slope 

occurs after the twelth fusion. This SU9JeSts that the three clusters solution should be 

consirered further. 
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Figure 4.2b 

c 
o 

_I 

l l ...... 
,..L 1 ..... 

- ,.,v ~ 0 
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Dendr(XJram for the half sample cluster analysis. A three cluster solution was 

selected for further investigation. 
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The comparability of the full and half-sample solutions, particularly in the strength of 

the two main clu3ters, is indicative of a stable solution and the internal validity of the 

classification. The charocteristics of the four clusters and the1r membership will now be 

OOscribed in detail. 

A Oescription of the Four-cluster Solution: Before rescribing ~h of the four clu3ter3 

1n detan1t 1s useful to note respondents' overall percept10ns of the computer. In general the 

respondents were more positive than negative in their attituOOs towards the use of computers 

in schools, as is shown by their responses to selected key questions ( Table 4.12) end by the 

ratto of 4: 1 positive to negative responses for the semple population (Table 4. 13). 

Questionned on the relevance to the computer 1n their own area of expert1se and ocross the 

curriculum in general, there is a strong positive vote by the sample as a whole. This pattern 

is confirmed for three of the four clusters ( which include 83~ of the survey sample). Only 

the fourth cluster deviates from this pattern, with members seeing little U3e for the computer 

1n their own area and show1ng uncertainty of its value ocross the curriculum in general. 

Table 4. 12 

Mean Response Scores on Selected Questions: OVera11 Sample and Cluster Means. 

<Alestion Mean Response Scores 
Tot. all Clusters 

C4.1 C4.2 C4.3 C4.4 

---------------------------------------------------
2. I can see little use for the 
computer in my area. 3.64 3.79 4.14 3.78 2.40 

6. It is vilal for the next generl!ltion 
Lo be computer Ii terate . 4.22 4.00 4.56 4.33 3.89 

8. I'm really excited about the 
opporlunites this new machine opens 
up for pupils I!Ind teachers. 3.27 2.94 3.96 3.54 2.30 

10. Many areas of the curriculum 
couJd benefil from the use of computers 3.89 3.81 4.54 3.73 3.21 

---------------J----------r-e-p~~~~~~:-p~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-~:~~;:;:;-~~~;~;~~~-r~:;;e-d~:-~~~-
In cases were a ow score . .. . 

th h· h the score the more POSltlV8 the Ittltude on the 1-5 LIkert-type sClle. in all cases e 19 er 
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Strong positive attitudes are also expressed by the sample as a whole, and by eoch of the 

four cluster groups, concerning the relevance of computer-user skills. All groups expressed 

the need for future generations to be computer literate. This finding is somewhat parOOlxical 

when compared to statements of interest towards the computer in the classroom (question 8). 

Overall the sample is indifferent to the charms of the computer, although recourse to 

the clusters 00es show that subjects 1n clusters C4.2 and C4.3 are keen to use the computer 

whlle those in cluster C4.4 are not. Negative responses are recor~ on only four Questions, 

each relating to the usefulness of the computer in the Fine and Performing Arts. The group as 

a whole sees the computer if not as firm ly Science based, then as of very restricted use in the 

Arts, and of Qual1f1ed use in the Human1tles. 

The pattern of attitudes towards the computer can be seen in Table 4.13, which records 

the total number of items expressing positive, neutral or negetive perceptions of the computer 

for eoch cluster. The oominant feature of this pattern is the strength of the pro-computer 

attitudes expressed by cluster group C4.2. On only one Question 00es this group express a 

clearly negative attitude and that concerns the relevance of computers to the teaching of 

physical education. By comparison group C4.4 is less certain in its anti-computer views; 

there are an equal number of negative and neutral1tems plus four pos1t1ve percept10ns. The 

pro-computer items inclu£E a rBCOJrlition of the usefulness of the computer in mathematics 

and science and the relevence of computer skills to future generations. 

Although Table 4.10 suooests s1ml1arlt1es between groups C4.1 and C4.3, as eoch has a 

membership drawn from both the pro and anti clusters in the two-cluster solution, they are 

in foct two distinct groupings, as is highlighted in Tables 4.11 and 4. 13. Cluster group C4. 1, 

although expressing positive rather than negative views overall, is composed of those p~le 
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with rather weak views. The members of group C4.3, on the other hand, have firm ideas about 

computer useage and, although largely positive in apprOfX:h, the group has certain 

reservat10ns and is less euphoric than group C4.2 towards this new technolqy. 

Interpretation of the Cluster-groupings: This analysis is based on the full sample of 

306 respondents using standBrdised data. A summary of the biographicel charfK:teristics of the 

cluster groups 1s shown 1n Table 4. 14. One 1nnial hypothesis was that att1tudes would become 

more positive towards the computer over time. This would be a reflection of the increasing 

environmental feedb~k to which successive sample groups would be exposed, resulting in the 

increased computer awareness of these later groups. This hypothesis was not substantiated by 

the Chi-SQuare tests appl1ed to the data. There was no effect of 'Year of sample' ocross the four 

cluster groups (X2=O. 45; df=3; n.s'>. Level of computer awareness, as measured by 

knowledge of and use of computers, did influence attitudes, however (X2=5.89; df=3; 

p<O.OO 1 ). The members of cluster C4.2 were Significantly more knowleOjeable about the 

computer than members of the other three cluster groups (Table 4. 14). 

T8ble 1. 13 

Comp8rison of the OVer8ll N8ture of Responses to the Twenty-nine 
Questionn8ire items for the Four Clusters 8nd for the Sample as 8 Whole. 

Nature of Item Response 
Cluster Posilive Neutral Negalive 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C4.1 10 17 2 

C4.2 22 6 

C4.3 14 9 6 

C4.3 4 13 12 

Tolal Sample 16 9 

~ ~::~~ ~:~::s~~: ~:fi~:~::~n~ -~~~ ~:~::s~ ~;i~;~~~~:n-;.;~ :d-;.~~.-------------
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The members of cluster C4.2 were also more l1kely to t~h the mlct1le or later years 

(Table 13), confirming the hypothesis that age-range taught would influence attit~ to 

computers (X2=3.06; df=3; p<O.03). The distribution of teachers across the age-range 

taught did not vary Significantly from the mean of the full sample for each of the other three 

clusters. The fourth hypothesis, that t~her-type would influence att it ures , was also 

substantiated (X2=4.57; df=3; p<O.004). Group C4.4, the least positive group, contained 

Significantly more respondents who were studying for a BEd. degree than any of the other 

groups (Table 4.14). There was no significant difference from the sample mean of 

teocher-type for clusters C4. t , C4.2 or C4.3. 

Table 1.11 

Biographical Details of the Membership of the Four Clusters 

Response Mean for Clusters 
Characteri stir C4.1 C42 C4~ C4.4 

N = 66 64 63 53 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Teacher type: BEd. 
PGCE, Teacher. 

Year of sample. 

Age-range taught: 
Early. Middle and Later. 

Level of Computer 

1.7 

2.26 

1.26 

1.6 1.65 

2023 2.34 2.32 

1.64- M 1.19 1.11 

In oo:I1t10n to the bicgraphical retafls (Table 4.14) entered lnto the cluster analysiS, the 

ed ~t 01 on the area of ocsEmic expertise for eoch member of the sampleo survey also gather Uti a1 S 

to question 16 a-j on the questionnaire, four areas of the I n the 1 ight of the responses 

o o~ tOf°ed 85 prooucing different r~pon5eS on the relevence of the computer currlculum were lUtin 1 1 
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to that area. They were the Sciences (including Mathematics); the Humanities (including 

English); the Arts; and, Modern Languages. The influence of academic area on attitudes was 

analysed using the Chi-squared test. This initial analysis showed no significant influence of 

academic area on attitudes (X2= 11.39; df=9; n.s.). The low sample size in Mcrern Langu~ 

suggested that a further amalgamation of data would be beneficial; the Humanities and Mcxiern 

Languages groups were therefore combined (Table 4.14). This collapSing of groups was 

consistent with the groupings outlined by responses to the questionnaire. Subsequent 

Chi-squared analYSis revealed a weak effect of academic interest on attitudes (X2=9.89; df=4; 

p<O.05). Scientists are disproportionally represented in cluster C4.2, the group with the 

most positive attitudes to the computer, while students of the Arts are over represented in 

cluster C4.4 (negative attitudes). Cluster C4.1 has a proportional mix of all academic areas, 

but cluster C4.3 has proportionally more workers in the Humanities than other ocademic 

areas. 

Table 4.15 

Distribution of Sample Members (number of respondents) across the 
Four Clusters by Academic Area. 

Clusters 
Academic Area 1 2 3 4 Total 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sciences 

Humanities and 
Mod. Lang. 

Arts 

Total 

Cluster C4. 1: 

'Neutrals' 

23 29 19 12 83 

42 40 45 22 152 

21 15 16 19 71 

86 84 83 S3 

Consists of 15 items; 5 items are above the mean of clusters, that is 

they express more positive views than the sample mean as a whole, with 

10 items below the mean of clusters (Table 4.11). Overall this group 
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'High 

Expectations' 

f\UHuaes 

expresses neutrality towards the computer, or at best a guarded positive 

attitude (Table 4. 13). The cluster 1S defined by the groups positive attitude 

to the use of the computer in mathematics and SCience, negative attituoos to 

its use in the performing arts such as drama and physical education and 

their neutrality to its use in art and religious education. The group is also 

neutral on such important issues as the promotion of child centred 

education, the benefits of programming and of spending money in this area. 

The biographical details (Table 4.14) shows that this group does not vary 

Significantly on any of the four measures from the overall group mean. 

There is representative proportion of trainee to trained teachers, at all 

age-ranges, with a moderate knowledge of the computer and drawn from 

each of the sample years. 

This group may be termed the 'Neutrals,' although a better description 

might be the 'I haven't any views' group. In some studies Questionnaires are 

either designed to force such respondents to make a clear cut decision, or 

neutral responses, are removed from the stuay (e.g. Moore, 1984). The 

identification of a confused and irresolute group is important for training 

purposes, however, and the group's emergence from the study is seen as 

va 1 uab le data. 

Consists of 25 items all of which are above the mean of clusters (Table 

4.11 ). This group is strongly in favour of the computer (Table 4.13). They 

are excited about the use of computers in schools, which they believe will 

alter education for the better, resulting in a more child-centred and 

child-directed education. They 00 not fear that education will become 

de-humanised or mechanistic as computers enter the classroom and are 
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'Conditionally 

Positive' 

AttituOOs 

k.eenly BWare of the importance of computing sk.ills in general, and the 

benefits of pr()Jramming in particular. 

The non-mechanistic view of the computer is fused with beliefs about the 

value of the computer E£ross the curriculum. The computer is not just a 

tool of Mathematics and Science, it a150 hBS a plece in MlXErn LBngueges, 

Engl1sh, Humanities and Music. The group is equlvlcal about the computers 

role in Religious Education, Art and Drama and records its one negative 

response to the questionnaire over the pl~ of computers in the 

development of Physical Education. Not surprisingly, the group BS a whole 

values the contribution that the computer can maKe to their own 

individual areas of education. 

The bi()Jraphical details for this group (Table 4.14) indicate that they 

vary from the overall group means on two dimensions; frje-range taught 

(X2=4.85; df=3; p< 0.003) and level of experience with the computer 

(X2=3.06; df=3; p< 0.028). In general the group members are teoching 

older children, with a disproportionate number of midjle and 5eCOndery 

school teachers' and these 'teachers' are more familiar with the computer 

than the members of the other three cluster groupings. The group ctIes not 

significantly differ from the mean on type of teacher; that is whether 1n 

training on a BEd or POCE course or a practising teacher, nor is there any 

difference over the three years of sampl1ng. 

Consists of 12 items; 6 items are above the mean of clusters, that is 

expressing more preitive views than the 58mple as a whole (Table 4.11 ). 

The group is generally positive towards the computer (Table 4.13) 
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'Antl

Computer' 

Attitudes 

and excited about its role in education but that role falls in clearly defined 

areas. Whereas the group is strongly pro the use of the computer in 

Mathematics, Science and, to a lesser extent, Mooarn LanguErJeS (the latter 

two items 00 not contribute significantly to the cluster definition) they see 

no role for the computer in the Arts in general. The computer is a 

scientific machine but not a mechanistic tool. This group values 

pr()Jramming skills but 00es not beHeve that the computer will pr()Jram 

chlldren. It is an OOaptive tool more useful than worksheets and providing 

new educational opportunities in the use of computer games. 

The members of this group are representative of the whole sample on all the 

bi()Jraphical measures (Table 4. 14) and were defined as '())nditionally 

Positive.' 

Consists of 27 items all significantly below the mean of clusters (Table 

4.11 ). The strongly negative attitude to the computer this portrays is 

somewhat softened by recourse to Table 4.13, which shows that only 

12 out of 29 statements were negative and that there is a large measure of 

indecision in this group. They do not, therefore, represent a mirror-im~ 

of the views presented in cluster C4.2. 

As stated ear lier in this chapter, this group is somewhat of a parOOlx. 

Although they oomit that computing skills are vital for the next generation 

and tend towards a positive response on the usefulness of pr()Jramming, 

they appear unwilling to be involved with the computer. They see little use 

for it in their own area, although they are neutral 85 to its role across the 

curriculum. This is a surprising statement when we review the Questions 
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related to specific subject areas; only Mathematics and Science are deemed 

to provide a suitable setting for eduC6tiooal computing. Arts and Humanities 

are not ~1ng to f1nd the computer useful, although there 1s 1n00c1s1on over 

the role of technology in English and M~rn Languages. This division of 

subjects possible relates to a perception of of skills orientated teoching in 

these areas and the view that the computer is best suited to basic or 

low-level sk111s proct1ce, as expressed by this group. The group feels that 

the computer will de-humanise learning. The responses to related Questions 

on child-centredness or control versus prcgrammed children are far less 

strongly expressed, however, and all fall within the neutral C6te«J)ry. 

The bicgraphical details of this group (Table 4.14) show that they are 

disproporHonately composed of BEd as opposed to POCE or pr8:tising 

teachers (X2=4.57; df= 3; p< 0.004) but that they are equally represented 

ocross the age-range and experience level. 

This st~ has two main research 1)J81s: to measure the attituOOs of teochers to the use of 

computers in schools and, to identify the f8:tors influenCing the development of those attitudes. 

The iniHal expectation was that attitudes to the computer would be largely negaHve. This 

hypothesis was based on the findings of previous researchers (e.g. Lichtman, 1979; Johnson 

~., 1981 ; Moore, 1985). This pessimism proved to be ill founded. The sample as a whole 

expresses positive attitudes four times more frequently than negative attitudes. The one area 

where there is an overall consensus on the weakness of the computer is in the usefulness of the 

computer in the Fine and Perform1ng Arts. On key Questions, such as the relevance of the 
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computer to future generations, the full sample mean is positive. Even the most antfr})nistic 

group, as defined by the cluster analysis (cluster C4.4), ~ts the computer's relevance to 

society, a finding in keeping with Lichtman's ( 1979) work. 

It is also quite apparent that the 'High Expectations' group (cluster C4.2) are far more 

definite in their views than the 'Anti-Computer' group, or machine-phobics, who are 

undecided, or hold very weakly defined views, on nearly 501 of the Questions. This highly 

positive group also inc1uOOs 27.5~ of the total semple compared to 17.3~ of the semple in the 

Anti-Computer group. 

Teochers in the 'High Expectat10ns' cluster group are more knowleckJeable about the 

computer than other groups, and more likely to work with chlldren over eight years of frJe. 

They include more scientists than other groups but have strong representation from 

Humanities and MOOern Languages. Workers in the Arts are under represented in this group 

but a notable proportion, 211 of all the artists, are highly positive towards the computer. Of 

the four main groups of teochers defined by the cluster analysis, two are prelilminantly 

positive in their views (comprising 55~ of the total sample); one group is negative 

( 17.3~), although even here indecision is more prevalent than negative statements; and, one 

group 1s oom1nated by indecision (27.71 of sample), although positive statements outweigh 

negative in a ratio of 5: 1. These findings SUl}J8St a wealth of ~ will, or at least neutrality, 

towards the use of computers in schools and should be encouraging to anyone involved in 

computer liter~ courses for teachers. 

Further examination of the cluster groups is revealing. 'Neutrality,' or generally 

irresolute behaviour (cluster C4. 1), is not confined by any of the four biOJraphical details 

entered in the analysis or by the ~mic interest of the teacher. In common with diffusion of 

811 innovatlons, there are lEgJ8rds walting to be convinced ocross the full spectrum of 
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t88:hers. The term l8(}J8rds is used here as a technical term from diffusion modelling. 

The differences between the two pro-computer groups l1e in the 'High Expectat10ns' 

groups' (cluster C4.2) cross curricular view of the computer compared to the more limited 

scientific role of the computer outlined by members of the 'Conditionally Positive' cluster 

group (cluster C4.3). Where85 one might expect cluster C4.3 to be oominated by scientists 

reserving the computer for themselves, this is not so. Th1s group hoo proportionally more 

workers in the Humanities than any other cluster. Conversely cluster C4.2, advocating the 

wioor use of the computer, hoo a greater proportion of the scientists from within the sample 

although the Humanities are also well represented. The 'High Expectations' group is also 

weighted towards the upper end of the school-age spectrum and incluOOs a greater proportion 

of post-groouates and teochers. It may, therefore, be surprising that the members of this 

group are most happy about the changing role of the t88:her which must come with the their 

6CCeptance of greeter child autonomy in a computer enriched clB55room. 

One Question which it is necessary to ask about this 'High Expectations' group is, 

whether the members of the group are basing their decisions on knowleclJe of the computer or, 

whether their euphoria is ill-founOOd. There are two pieces of evioonce to suggest that they 

are making reasoned ju~ments in the main. Firstly this group is significantly more 

knowlOOJeable about the computer than the members of the other three groups. This result 

tends to confirm the work of Anoorson et al. ( 1980-1981 )and Op~ic and Roberts ( 1985) 

which suggests a link between computer experience and attituOOs, rather than that of workers 

such as Frates and Moldrup ( 1980), who argue that att1tuOOs are prcxlucts of ephemeral world 

knowledJe rather than formal conta:t with the ma:hine. 

The second piece of evidence is less tangible. In stating that the computer can be useful 

a:ross a range of a:a:Emic disciplines, the High Expectations group also highlight the 
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non- mechsoistlc role of the computer, and the variety of WfJt{S it can be uS61 in the classroom, 

which is suggestive of the need to move ~fJt{ from besic skills teaching with the computer. 

InOOed, ~itional comments aiEd to the Questionnaire by members of this group emphasis an 

awareness of the computers abilities and the wasted opportunities which miQht occur jf the 

computer is resticted to low-level ~tivities. For example, subject 261 declared that 'The 

compuler can perform as a highly efficienl calculalor " but trl:Ied the rider' bullhis would be a lola I 

waste of lhe resource: An occeptance of the more complex functions of the computer !Jl6S 

hand- in- hand with greater knowled'Je of the computer. 

The finel group, 'Anti-Computer,' is low on computer knowledJe end hes e higher 

proportion of students on BEd. cEgrees and those in the Arts than any other group. The 

preponoorance of B.Ed. student teochers could possibly be a f~tor of SJ6 or maturity. They are 

certainly no less acOOemiC811y qualified than the tEH:her group, nor 00 they have less 

cl655room experience than the post-gr6duetes. Their ent6(})nistic views are most clesrly 

expressed on concrete issues such as the use of the computer in their own area or in specific 

areas of the curriculum such as Drama. They also reoct strongly to emotive words such as 

de-humanising. The pararox of their ~knowled1ing the relevance of the computer in general, 

while expressing no personal interest or velue in the the mechine hes elre6dy been mentioned. 

It appears to be a case of 'I know its ~ for me but don't expect me to get involved!' If 

Anderson et a1. ( 1980-81) and the present stu£ty are correct, many of the members of this 

Anti-Computer group could develop more positive attitudes to the computer once they have 

more first-hand experience of the mechine. One cavest would be that thet experience wes 

relatively trouble free and that 1t was relevant to the direct needs of the group (Anderson et 

ru.., 1980-81 ; Wilson and Trenary, 1981). 
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4.5 Summary 

Foctor analysis su~ts that there are three groups of 1ntercorrelated foctors whtch can 

be used to identify the overall attitude to the usefulness of computers in schools, they are; 

Usefulness in the Arts and Humanities; Usefulness in Sciences coupled with a more 

child-centred education; and, a general view of the non-usefulnes51 mechanistic imp8Ct of the 

computer on education. It appears that once one has occepted that the computer 1s useful in the 

classroom, a major dividing point comes in persuading teochers that this is not just a mochine 

for the science or mathematics laboratory. The current proctice of reserving the computer 

studies room in second8ry schools for examination course Cl8SSes will only confirm this view. 

It may well be left to the primary schools to break oown this prejudice. 

The study suggests that, while knowlErlje of the computer is seen as both relevant and 

worthwhile, and the premminant feelings towards computer use in schools ere largely 

positive, there is an element of 'let's watt and see.' Negative attitures are related to low 

computer awareness and, pOSSibly, the lower maturity of some B.Ed. students, compared to 

post gra:1uates and teachers. Key foctors in the development of a negative attitude to the 

computer are a failure to see the range of uses to which the computer can be put end e general 

feellng that it devalues, in some mechanistic way, the learning experience. Coupled with these 

attitudes are the views that the computer provides low level educational inputs which are no 

threat to the flexible role of the teacher. 

. Positive attitures revolve around the potential of the computer to promote more 

child-centred learning and its usefulness ocross a wide spectrum of the curriculum. A 

discussion of such uses is presented elsewhere (Underwood, 1985; Underwood and Underwood, 

1987). Where changes in the teocher's role are anticipated, they are viewed 8S beneficial, and 

linked to greater student autonomy. A division cccurs between those who occept the computer 
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as a tool for most curriculum areas and those who feel it is still largely a scientific tool. 

Those express1ng the most pos1t1ve att1tudes to the computer are over represented tn the 

Sciences and unrer represented in the Arts, but not all scientists are positive and certainly 

many artists 00 appreciate the value of the computer. The more a:::cepting attitudes of the 

teachers and P05t graduate students, compared to the initial degree students, was 50mewhat of a 

surprise. As many chl1dren are responding very posit1vely to the computer in schools there 

was an expectation of a more enthusiastic response from the youngest 'teochers.' Those who 

were least positive in attitude, however, were also least knowleOJeable about the computer. A 

finding which supports the need for computer awareness courses for all teachers. Neutrelity 

or inrecislveness is not a function of anyone type of teocher, all the initial experimental 

groupings contribute to this final group of subjects, who are charEK::terised by their 

unwillingness to express a strong opinion on even the most contentious of questions. 

The concern, which stimulated th1s stucty, of a praoomlnantly dis1nterested and possibly 

hostile clientele entering compulsory computer awareness courses, has proved ill-founded. 

Nearly half of our sample expressed very positive views towards the educational use of the 

computer, while a further 25~ come to the courses without any strong predjudices. Perhaps 

the most encouraging finding, however, is that those who reject the computer in the classroom 

base their opinions on limited knowledJe. As their level of computer litera.)' rises there is 

every hope that more favourable attitudes may ensue, for even these subjects r8COJnised the 

usefulness of the computer as a tool outside the classroom. 
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Introduction 

The Role of the Computer in Developing Chi1dren"s Classificatory Abi1ities 

The work reported here 1nvest1gates the potent1al1nfluence of classroom computers on 

the OOvelopment of children's ccgnitive abilities. Specifically the research question asked is 

'ean the use of classroom computers, with appropriate software, be an effective stimulus to 

children's acquisition of classificatory skills?' 

Chapter 5 discusses the importance of classificatory skills in human ccgnitive 

revelopment, and sets the later empirical reports in a general p5)'cholcgical and educational 

context. The empirical data rehrtes to work with young children in the upper junior Bge-range 

(9- 11 years old), with the except10n of the case studies reported in Chapter 8. I n this stucty 

the full school EMJe-range was explored (5-18 years of EMJe). 

Chapters 6, 7 and 8 report a series of investigations into the use of computer-b~ 

1nformat1on-handl1ng packages 1n the classroom. The four exper1ments, reported in Chapter 

6, investigate the influence of the pre-oofined structure of a data- base on the user's 

organisation of information within that structure, and the user's retrieval of information 

from it. The key Question here is 'Do young children have an appropriate range of 

organisational structures available to them in oroor to facilitate the effective use of computer 

data-bases?' This work draws heavily on the investigations of Durding, Becker and Gould 

( 1977) and Brosey and Shneiderman ( 1978); both of these research groups worked with 

ooult subjects. 

Chapter 7 reports the results of a factorial design experiment to investigate whether or 

not children's classificatory abilities can be enhanced through the children's involvement in 
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1 nformat 10n- handli ng taslcs, and whether that enhancement, if any, 1S further encouraged by 

the use of computer-based information-handling p~Ic~. The empirical investigation 

supported the argument that such computer-based learning is effective. Any performance 

gains recorred were consirered in the light of similar but non-computer-besed t~hing and 

learning strategies. The children used two 1nformation- handl1ng p8CIc~. The use of such 

prCXJrams is !J)8l-orientated and highly structured, and encour~ the ~tive participation of 

the children, and can be considered to be an example of Ausubel's ( 1968) 'advanced organiser' 

theory of instruction. 

. As with all classroom manipulations the caveat must be that any performance gains are 

possible under appropriate circumstances, but they cannot be guaranteed. In Chapter 8, an 

analysis of eighteen case studies of the use of data-bases in the classroom is presented. 

Ostensibly this analysis was to ascertain whether the computer was used in these classrooms 

in such a wcry as to encourage the pr~tice of classificatory slcills, through the active 

participation of children in data organisation and retrieval. The claims that the use of 

information-handling paclcages would l~ to B more investigative approach to learning were 

also scrutinised. The study ~ beyond this, however, Questioning current developmental 

learning theories and presenting illuminating insights into children's thinking. 

In Chapter 9 the study returns to the question of the effectiveness of the computer in 

st1mulat1ng chlldren's class1f1catory ab111ty, alreOOy d1scussed 1n Chapter 7. The two 

experiments (Experiments 6 and 7) reported here follow the empirical procedure of 

Experiment 5, but in eoch case the software chosen operates under a different instructional 

style. In Experiment 6 the children were introouced to a tutoring prOJram, which operated 

unrer a games format. The program was resigned to encourage classif1catory slcills through 

~ 
practice with immediate feedback. This prCXJram can be though"of as providing a trooitional 

merle of instruction. In Experiment 7 children were introouced to a resign prOJram based on 
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Edward 00 Bono's ( 1978) concept of lateral thinking. This prl)Jram ploces a minimal 

structure on children's ectivities, but encour~ novel mental manipulations of concepts, and 

is suggestive of Piaget's 'guided self-discovery' theory of learning. 

The final sect10n ln this chapter compares the findlngs from Exper1ments 5, 6, and 7 

and consioors the relative effectiveness of different instructional styles, presented by 

computer for OOJnitive development. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CLASSIFICATION, ORGANISATION AND COGNITION 

This discussion will consioor the importance of classificatory skills for human 

C(XJnitive development. This theoretical chapter will therefore provide a general psychological 

and educational context for the empirical investigations which follow. 

5. 1 Categorisation: A Key Ski11 

Gat8(J)risation skills allow the reduction of environmental data into a hierarchy of 

classes by discrimination, abstr~tion, generalisation and organisation of common elements or 

crucial aspects of stimuli. Catec;Jlrisation is an essential cognitive ability in helping with 

perceptual organisation, in eliminating the need for constant learning, and thereby, in aiding 

cEc1sions about necessary oct ions. It 1s an ab111ty wh1ch provires economy of mental effort, and 

efficiency in learning. 

There is a consi~rable research literature on the importance of catBlJ)risation skills in 

the oovelopment of human thought. The work of Bruner, Goojnow and Austin ( 1956) sU(}]eSts 

that catecJ)risation skills are the key to efficient information storege and retrieval in human 

memory. They listed five benefits of forming catec;Jlries: 

1. A reduction in environmental complexity - For example the avereJJe individual can 

discriminate between seven million colours. This feat is not ~hieved by the careful learning 

of eoch individual colour, nor by giving a specific name to eoch, it is occomplished by grouping 
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1 i ke sh~ tcgether. 

2. loontification - RecaJnition of a stimulus occurs when we can classify it into a 

familiar cat89)ry such as animal or fruit. 

3. A reduction in the need to learn - A consequence of these first two benefits is that we 

00 not need to be taught about novel objects because if we can classify them we can use our 

knowlErlJe of other calegJry members to come to an unoorstanding of the properties of the 

novel stimulus. 

4. Appropriate action - Cate(}Jrisation allows us to ~ide how to respond to a novel 

st1mulus. A 110n and a oomest1c cat are both an1mals but they can be further classfffed along 

the-dimension dangerous and non-dangerous, and such a classification will oofine the 

appropriateness of stroking the animal. 

5. Or~nisation of KnowletiJe - Ccte(}Jrisation allows us to rehrte cate(})ries one with 

another to form a hierarchy of concepts. "Thal children and adulls aroup discriminalely differenl 

things and treal them as 'the same' or 'alike' is hardly debatable. II (Olver and Hornsby, p. 68, 

1966). This is a necessary oct in orrer to make sense of the overwhelming amount of data 

impinging on the individual from the environment. This discriminatory ~t is one of 

'equivalence -makfng' which, Olver and Hornsby have shown, is largely a function of learning. 

The evirence for the use of classificatory criteria in organising and retrieving 

information is well established. Bousefield ( 1953) found that when asked to learn and recall 

ranoomised l1sts of categlrisable words, subjects ignored the orrer of word presentation, 

tending to recall words first from one cat891ry and then another. The subjects appeared to be 

using general cat8(J)ry labels as retrieval cues in completing the task. The importance of 

cate(}Jry labels in such a tasK, was confirmed by Tulving and Pearlstone (1966). They found 

that subjects for whom the categlry structure was mOOe explicit during the learning task 

exhibited higher levels of recall than subjects who were not similar ly cued. 
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Further evloonce of the potentlalimportance of organisational structures upon learning 

comes from Bower, Clark, LesgJld and Winzenz ( t 969). They OOvised a set of 112 words 

which could be hierarchically organised into four main categlries. Two groups of students 

eoch received four presentation trials of the target words which they were asked to recall 

after eoch presentation. The first group received a ranoomised orooring of all 112 words on 

each trial. The second group received a word list which m~ explicit the hierarchical 

structure of the data. The results of this experiment emphasised the importance of 

organisational structures for learning, sturents in Group 2 recalled an averaJe of 100 words 

after the final trial compared to a mean of only 65 words for Group 1. Effective learning is, 

therefore, demonstrably dependent upon effective organisation. 

In classifying our world we are in fact developing concepts which, Bransford ( 1979) 

argues, we should view as tools to organise and clarify new experiences. Mosher and Hornsby 

( t 966) state that one of the most charfK:teristic features of seeking information is that we 

must sift alternatives to develop selection criteria, in order to decide what is relevant. 

Alternatives may be 'reOO'y mOO3' but often individuals not only have to choose between 

alternatives, they also have to invent or construct those alternatives. This is no easy task. 

Bransford argues that many potential groupings of conceptual features are relatively 

arbltrary and that individuals can construct classifications based on such arbitary concepts. 

When, however, those concepts are meaningfully related to other knowlfrlJe and purposes, the 

processes of concept formation and identification may be facilitated. Tulving ( 1962) has 

shown that even when no obvious relationships existed between stimuli, those learners who 

imposed their own organisational structure onto word lists, proved to be more effective 

learners, recalling greater numbers of words than their non-organised counterparts. 

Giboin and Michard ( 1984) found that the development of pr~ramming skills by 

chlldren ( 11 - 13 yeers of~) were facilitated by the use of fLIP, a prOJrammlng langu~ 
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which encour~ the learner to think in a hierarchical manner. The use of this prOJram not 

only stimulated top-cnwn processing and mcxjular cEvelopment, but it also encour~ the 

chlldren to concentrate on the semantic features of prcgramming rather than on the 5Ynt~tic 

retalls. 

The OOvelopment of classificatory abilities unOOrpins lcgical thought but it is also 

relevant in the development of basic skills of reaiing. Turner, Skullion and Whyte ( 1984) 

have shown that ~ r~rs have well developed classificatory SKills which allow them to 

construct a fiex1ble and conceptually organised internal lexicon. Although their data are 

correlational, they argue that reaiing involves the selection and organisation of symbolic 

stimuli into units, and that this is ~hieved through superordination. Poor rearers are not 

only less SKillful at classificatory t6SKs, they also show a reduced correlation between rBm1ing 

and various tests of catel}lrisatlon, and a less well1ntegrated pattern of abilities than their 

more able counterparts. This lcw:k of classificatory skills in poor recrl:!rs results in an 

inefficiently organised lexicon and underdeveloped word recognition skills. 

5.2 Defining Categories: Effects of Memory Organisation upon Memory 

Retrieval 

( 

It has been argued that the organisation of knowlerlJe is the key to problem solving and 

thus to the individual's successful trliption to his world. This research emphasis on knowled;}e 

structures is unrerpinned by an extensive literature which has supported two main types of 

mcrels of semantic memory: networK mcrels, based on the relationships between elements; 

and feature mcxEls, in which memory is organised by the irentifieation and grouping of 

features. 
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5.2. 1 Propositional networks 

The computer mcxjel of Collins and Quillian ( 1969, 1972), which simulated aspects of 

human thought, assumed a hierarchical organisation of semantic memory constructed from: 

un1ts, words representing th1ngs or subjects; propert1es, of a word or subject; and 

pointers, ties marking the relationships among units and properties. Within the hierarchy 

information is differentiated, and the properties of a unit at one level apply to all related units 

at the next lower level. In their hierarchy of animals, Collins and Quillian suggested that the 

property 'has w1ngs' would be stored w1th h1gh level un1t 'b1rd' and not w1th the lower spec1f1c 

units 'sparrow' or'canary' although they both share this attribute. Therefore, charocteristics 

of all birds are stored at the bird ncxje and only properties unique to sparrows and canaries are 

stored with these specific bird names at a lower level of the hierarchy. This parsimonious 

storage of fnformation they termed COJnitive economy. 

On the basis of this mcxjel, Collins and Quillian m~ predictions about the efficiency, 

measured by retrieval r~tion times, of an individual's ability to search the memory store 

and answer a serfes of cat8fJ)ry Questions el1citfng a yes/no answer. They found that questions 

wit~in a level, such as 'Dres a canary sing' were answered more rapidly than 'Dres a canary 

fly.' In the first sentence all the required information for verification was stored with the 

term 'canary,' but the latter question involved accessing information about flying, a property 

of most bfrds whfch I under the rule of COJn1tfve economy I was stored with the higher level 

unit 'bird.' A question such as 'Dres a canary have skin?,' spanning three levels of the 

hierarchy I elicited the slowest reaction times of all. Collins and Quillian argued that these 

differential response times were a proouct of the catE9Jry-size effect: r~ion times 

increased as the size of cat8fJ)ry ,or number of units subsumed under a cat8fJ)ry I increased. 

These findings were of particular significance in that they emphasised the foct that all 

knowledJe is not equally occesssible, and suooested that the nature of the knowledJe structure 
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in memory could predict the ease of information retrieval. 

Collins and Quillian based their theoretical structure on the concepts of cognitive 

economy and upon a strict, l()Jically based hierarchical store but subsequent research has 

Questioned these assumptions. Experiments by Rips, Shoben and Smith ( 1973) showed that 

words such as 'mammal' evoked slower responses than 'animal' when linked to the term 

'horse,' despite the foct that 'mammal' is logically closer to 'horse' in the hierarchical 

categJry structure. Conroo's ( 1972) attempted replication of the Collins and Quillian study 

failed when she controlled for the fam111arity or the frequenLY with wh1ch a property was 

associated with a catecpry unit. InOOed she found that familiarity was the main influence on 

response times. Rosch ( 1973) found that processing time was faster for typical catec}lry 

examples such as a robin than for atypical examples, such as e penguin. 

The research data su~t that the rules gJVerning cognitive economy put forward by 

Collins and Quillian need some modification. The basic tenet remains that Queries involving 

properties not stored with a concept take a relatively long time to resolve because they 

require 1nferences to be m~ from information stored at h1gher levels of the hierarchy. If, 

however, a foct about a concept is frequently encountered, it will be stored with that concept 

even if it can be inferred from a node higher in the network, and this increasing frequenLY of 

association will result in rapid verification of Queries. 

5.2.2 Feature differentiation 

Landauer and Meyer ( 1972), while replicating the categJry-size effect, postulated a 

second explanation, that of feature sets. They argued that the higher up the hierarchy a 

search takes place, then the greater number of features that have to be checked, the 

consequence of which is an increase in processing time required to reoch a decision. 
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The feature matching explanation was extencEd by Rips~. ( 1973) and Smith. Shoben 

and Rips ( 1974), in which they argued that concepts are characterised by both refining and 

characteristic features. Defining features are those which must be true of a concept, for 

example birds must have feathers. Characteristic features are not inviolate, however. 

Although most birds can fly, a penguin which uses its wings as flippers is nevertheless a bird. 

They argued that, when making cat891ry decisions of the type used by Collins and Quillian, 

both refining and characteristic features would be called into operation and that, in the case of 

true statements, response times would recline with increasing feature overlap. This was 

confirmed when the rapid response times recorded for comparisons of 'canary' and 'bird' were 

not matched when 'penguin' and 'bird' were similarly compared. They argued that on both 

defining and characteristic features, the overwhelming evidence confirms that a canary is a 

bird, but similar comparisons for penguin result in discordant evidence, and a second stage of 

processing, involving defining features only. needs to be invoked to resolve the problem. This 

m~l also s:counted for the relative rapidity with which individuals responded to false 

statements such as 'a canary is an apple' compared to 'a canary is a robin'. The former 

statement was rapidly rejected as there was so little overlap between features but the latter 

patring hoo many overlapping features which forced the individual to a second comparison on 

defining features only, ~in consuming processing time. 

5.2.3 Schemata 

The mcxEl of semantic memory put forward by Collins and Quillian is essentially a 

propositional network. Anrerson ( 1985) states that, useful though these structures ere, 

there are features of our knowledJe which are too complex to be represented by such 

structures. Unoor these circumstances propositions cohere tcgether in large order units called 

schemata (Bertlett, 1932; Rumelhart, 1980; Schank, 1980). The schematic representation 

of any object is defined not only by the attributes that the object possesses but also by the 
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specific value associated with eoch attribute. A schema represents our knowleQJe about how 

properties tend to fit ~ther to cEfine objects (units) or how events tend to ~ ~ther to 

define episc03s. The emphasis here is on the word 'tend' for, although plocing values in a 

schema will often specify typical cat8(}Jries, this is not always so. Anoorson cites the example 

that although houses are typ1cally bul1t of wcxxi or brick th1s roes not excluoo the possibility 

of a cardboard construction. To be able to predict what gJes with what is vital if we are to 

operate successfully in our environment, but one prediction from the schematic structure of 

categJries is that they will not have fixed boundaries. 

5.2.4 Natural cat8(}lries 

Rosch in her seminal work on cat8(}Jry structure (Rosch, 1973; 1975; Rosch, Mervis, 

Gray, Johnson and Boyes-Braem, 1976) has contributed much to the unoorstanding of 

natural catefJlries. Ear lier worl< in this field was based on the Aristotelian strictly 

hierarchical superordinate-subordinate structure, in which, "lhe calegories are logical, clearly 

bounded enlilies, whose membership is defined by an ilem's possession of /I simple sel of crilical 

fealures, in which all inslances possessing lhe crilical allributes have a fuJI and egual degree of 

membershil2" (Rosch, 1975, p. 193). Superordinate cat8(}Jries are differentiated by a paucity 

of shared attr1butes, for example furniture and vehicles share the attr1butes of 1nan1mEV{ and 

being m~ or used by people, but little else. At the subordinate level there is a high cEgree of 

over lap as between arm chair, rocking chair and sofa. Rosch, however, argued that many 

natural cat8C})ries are not of this type, but are organised around prototypic exemplars. 

Potent1al cat8(}Jry members may vary 1n the1r distance from, and number of shared attr1butes 

with, the protypical member. Cat8(}lry membership is, therefore, not absolute but a matter 

of regree, oopenoont on the match to the prototype. 

Rosch's research prov1res empirical evioonce of a level of cat8(}Jrisat10n ly1ng within 
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the Aristotelian structure, wh1ch is of spec1al psycholo;Jical sign1f1cance. Th1s basic level of 

abstrs:tion in a taxonomy is the most important, in the sense of most useful, for cata}Jries at 

this level carry the most information, possess the highest cue-validity and are the most 

differentiated one from one another. At the basic level, objects share a maximum number of 

attributes within the categlry, whl1e sharing a minimum number of attributes with objects in 

contrasting cat891ries. They are thus the first names we learn, they tend to be used in 

ioontifying objects and are the most generally useful in language. For example faced with a 

specific chair few people would name it as furniture (superordinate catec}lry label) or 

K ltchen chair (subordinate), rather they would use the basic level label, chair. 

Support for the extrE£tion of the basic level categJry from the super and subordinate 

division comes from the worK of Schvaneveldt, Durso and Dearholt ( 1985) on networK 

scaling. They found that basic level concepts, as refined by Rosch, temEd to proouce a 

star-shape pattern of links. In their directed network, es:h concept hoo both an 'in-€i3gree' 

and 'out-OOgree.' By 'in-OOgree' they meant the a number of directed linKS terminated on a 

concept, and the 'out-regree' referred to the number of directed linKS initiating from the 

concept. The sum of these two diviOOd by the total number of HnKs in a networK gave the inrex 

of ' star ness.' Superordinate cat8(})ries tenred to have inrexes of a round 0.50 but basic level 

cat8(})ries had an indices approaching unity. 

Rosch's emphasis on the importance of prototypes is supported by experiments resigned 

to teoch new concepts (Posner and Keele, 1968, 1970; Franks and Bransford, 1971). In eoch 

of these studies subjects were presented with sets of visual patterns which were examples of 

particular concepts. For example, a prototypical pattern of nine oots, representing an 

isosceles triangle, was distorted by moving several ranoomly chosen oots in the vertical or 

horizontal plane to proouce a number of nine-oot patterns (Posner and Keele, 1968,1970). 

Subjects were presented with four distorted patterns of three different prototypes and asked 
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to classify eoch of the twelve patterns into one of three groups. Without axess to the prototype 

the subjects learnt to correctly cate(}lrise the stimuli. Subjects then presented with the taslc 

of classifying stimuli defined as 'new' , but including both previously seen and unseen patterns 

plus the group prototype, correctly cl8SSified the 'seen' stimuli about 87~ of the time 

compared to a commendable 75~ correct categlrisation for unseen stimul1. However, the 

prototypes, which hoo not been previously presented, were classified as easily as the seen 

stimuli. The results sU(}JeSt that, by averaging the characteristics of the distortions, 

subjects had created prototypes in their own memories and clBSSification had taken pla:e by 

matching st1mul1 to that prototype. In the Franlcs and Bransford ( 1971) study' there was no 

diff~rence in the rate of success in recognising old and new patterns, but subjects were more 

confident about having previously seen a pattern if it differed by only a small amount from the 

prototype. This result confirms thBt subjects in these tosks were learning a prototype. 

The use of such prototypes in every day life is exemplified by Miller's ( 1980) 

successful prediction of the winner of the Miss America beauty contest, one year ,by the 

process of BVeraging the characteristics of winners from the previous twenty contests. AgBin 

it appears that the j u{tJes of such contests have a prototypical or ideal 1m6J8 of a beauty queen 

in their minds. 

Both in the laboratory and in our everyday world there is clear evidence that we 
s 

evaluate cat8(J)ry membe7hiP, such as prospective beauty Queens, by the distance from the 

prototypical case. It is the family resemblance, not rules of function, that holds a cate(}lry 

t(XJ8ther. Wittgenstein ( 1953) argued against the idea that concepts can be represented in 

terms of defining features, citing the example of the catecpry 'games'. There is nothing 

common to all games, yet we stll1 revelop the concept of the game. He argued that such a 

concept has a 'family' of meanings in which members of the family may loolc similar but yet 

laclc a clear set of <Efining features common to all. 
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Rosch ( 1975) has suggested that words such as 'car' and 'bird' are represented in the 

C(XJnitive system by a core meaning which is the prototypical instance. Natural catfg:lries have 

an internal structure which is composed of that core meaning and the family resemblances 

which are stored at some distance from the prototype. For example the categJry 'birds' has a 

typical member 'sparrow' and a non-typical member 'penguin.' The latter shares fewer 

attributes, or has a low family resemblance, to the prototypical bird, in that it swims but ~ 

not fly, than 00es the sparrow. Similarly a Ford Escort is a typical car while the sinclair C5 is 

atypical, and is viewed by the public at lar~, and inreed the liscensing authorities, as more 

ak 1n to a b1cycle or motor1sed toy. 

This fuzzy boundary to class membership, the l~k of Aristotelian absolutes in the 

refinition of catetpries is supported by Lakoffs work ( 1973) on linguistic 'hectJes' , devices 

used to express degrees of class membersh1p. Terms such as 'loosely speaking' used as in 

'loosely speaking, a chicken is a bird' reflect the non-absolute nature of cate;Jlry 

membership. McCloskey and Glucksberg ( 1978) looked at people's juttJements as to what 

were, or were not, members of various catetpries. They found that although there was a lar~ 

degree of overlap between the decisions on class inclusion maE by their thirty subjects, 

differences did occur. Terms such as 'stroke' were classified equally often as a disease and as 

not-a-disease. Interestingly, the disputed items such as 'stroke' were often reclassified by 

the "same subjects when re-tested one month later. Thus catetpry boundaries not only differ 

between subjects, individuals may provide different resolutions to a classificatory problem 

over time. 

Bateson (Schwartzman, 1978) further highlighted the subjective nature of natural 

catecpries, when he argued that the obverse of the class of 'chairs' was not simply the class of 

'not chairs,' there was also a class of 'improper not chairs:' a 'table' is a 'not chair' but 

'tomorrow' is an 'improper not chair.' He argued that in defining B class, the members of the 
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'not class' must always be of the same logical type as the members of the class. I n the above 

example 'tomorrow' is not of the same logical type as 'chair' and it is, therefore, defined as an 

'improper not chair,' that is it should not be considered as relevant in defining the boundary 

between the 'chair' and 'not chair' categories. 

5.2.5 Prototype abstraction versus feature differentiation strategies 

There are problems with Rosch's theory, however, in particular with the notion of 

class inclusion being based on family resemblance or number of shared attributes. Reed 

( 1972) asked students to classify line drawings of simplified faces and found that the 

predominant strategy used by the students was to match examples to prototypes. Some 

subjects, however, matched individual features such as the length of nose or the set of the 

eyes. and then matched on the Similarity of these individual features. Similar results were 

found by Hyman and Frost ( 1974) and by Neumann ( 1977). 

In the latter case, Neumann was able to manipUlate whether or not a prototype 

abstraction or feature differentiation strategy would be employed. Once more using simplified 

faces as the stimuli, he found that if subjects were exposed to example faces composed of a 

range of extreme and non-extreme features, then they averaged the data, that is they built 

and used prototypes. If, however, only extreme cases were presented, or the facial dimensions 

were made explicit to subjects. then they were more lil<ely to recognise extreme examples in 

the post- presentation situation, indicating that they were differentiating on variations in 

individual features. I n a second experiment, using geometric figures as the stimuli, Neumann 

( 1977) found no evidence of prototype generation, rather the subjects appeared to focus on 

extreme features. 

Homa ( 1984) argues that laboratory experiments with single categories, such as those 
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OOscribed above, are limited in their importance because they fall to tal<e 1nto account the 

relationship of the experimental cata)Jry to other cata)Jries. Lil<e Bateson, he believes that 

cat8(})rical information can not be acquired in a VE£uum without recourse to other cat8(})ries. 

For example, he suooests that a child cannot ~uately learn about 'chJs' without also learning 

about related catEQ)r1es such as 'cats.' He, therefore, argues that exper1ments 1n the Neumann 

mould can provloo useful information on similarity processing, but the results are not 

extendable to multiple cat8(})ry situations. 

Research by Labov ( 1973) throws further llght on the prototype abstrE£t10n versus 

feature differentiation oobate. He investigated people's concept of 'cup' by presenting subjects 

with line drawings of a range of typical and atypical cups, for example one-handled, 

two-handled and no-handled cups, in a variety of contexts. The context was either neutral, that 

is a picture of just a cuP. or sUl}J8Stlve of function, a cup filled with coffee, flowers or mashed 

potatres. Context had no influence on the classification of prototypic cups or, on cups which 

were strongly atypical, but examples which were consioored at some distance from the 

prototype but not borrerline cases were context bound. If they contained coffee they were 

refined as cups but not when they contained flowers. This effect of context brings into Question 

assamptions about class membership being ~erned by 8 static set of defining features. 

These experiments show that the classificatory strategy employed by individuals is 

cpverned by the nature of the problem to hand, and although the prototype abstr~tion merel 

occounts for many instances of cat~risation, it is not the sole strategy available. The strategy 

employed will oopend on the nature of the stimuli and on the nature of the cat8(})ry. If the 

catf(}Jry is deterministic, with clearly refined boundaries, then rule-based or exemplar 

strategies are genera l1y em p loyed. I f the catEQ)ry is probaba list ic then prototyp iea 1 

strategies come to the fore (Homa, 1984). 
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Bransford ( 1979) argues that it is conceptual flexibllity that unoorlies the ability to 

choose sets of oofining features oopenOOnt on context and purpose, but that in choosing those 

features we are not implying that they are the inherently oofining attributes of the concept. 

While it is important that we are ab le to limit our flexibility of OOfinition, otherwise 

communication could not take place between individuals, the ability to be contextually nexible 

is important because new wfSYs of defining concepts can lead to new insights about those 

concepts. 

5.3 Organ1saUonal structures and ask1ng quesUons. 

The emphasis in the research which will be discussed here, is on how the individual 

comes to understand, search for and retrieve the answers to questions, an approoch which 

refines thinking as a search of semantic memory. Within education, current curriculum 

chan~, such as those promoted in the Nuffield Science Curriculum, necessarily emphasis 

the ability to test hypotheses through a logical search of alternatives. This ability to 

hyp.othesise and to aslc gDj questions, in order to select between alternatives, is partly 

repenrent on the chl1d's abl1lty to plck out relevant features of objects and to group them. Yet, 

as Mosher and Hornsby ( 1966) point out, we should reccgnise that what we ask and how we 

use the answers both oopend on how we organise knowlerl;}e. 

Oroanising the vast amount of material impinging upon us is a necessary precursor to 

mak ing decisions and taking fCtions. In much of the literature on cat8C}Jrisation there appears 

to be little differentiation between grouping objects or concepts, and developing a coherent 

organisational structure of the material, and the ability or willingness to use those 

structures. Mosher and Hornsby ( 1966) have shown, however, that the ochievement of 

grouping skills, including the ability to construct superordinate cat8(Jlry labels, ~ not 

necessarily mean that those structures will be used in problem solving. 
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They investigated the oovelopment of chlldren's COJnitive growth. revealed by the 

children's approoch to a simple information sorting puzzle. The children I in the ~ range six 

to eleven years. were to identify the one card that the experimenter had chosen and was 

thinking of. from a set of forty-two picture cards laid foce upwards on a table. The children 

could elicit information from the experimenter to help them in the tasK by asKing any number 

of questions. However. the questions were required to be such that a simple yes/no answer was 

always appropriate. The children employed two main types of strategies to solve the problem. 

The 'hypothesis scanning' strategy involved questions ecch of which tested a self-sufficient, 

spec1f1c hypothes1s, wh1ch bore no necessary relationship to the previous Questions. The 

'constraint seek ing' strategy, on the other hand. built Question upon question, eoch 

systematically reducing the number of possible answers to the problem. 

They found that six year olds operated an exclusively 'hypothesis scanning' strategy, but 

by eight years of ~ constraint questions were an important part of the child's approoch. and 

this shift in strategy continued into the eleven year old group. They argued that the lack of 

constraint questions for young children was due to a lack of superordinate-equivalence 

C8t~r1es. a necessary prerequisite for 'constraint seeKing' strategies. The disparity in the 

OOgree to which the contraining strategy was used by eight and eleven year olds, was a function 

of a growing appreciation with age of the fact that general questions were the key to resolving 

the problems. They were aware that some children with the ability to revelop superordinate 

groups d1d not use this SKill in their tests and they sUgJeSted that these chlldren hoo not 

mastered the skill of hierarchical organisation, the unoorpinning structure of the constraint 

seek jng strategy. 

This division between being able to 1£Entity superordinate categ>ries and being 

comfortable with hierarchical structures can be inferred from the worle of Giboin and Michard 

( 1984). In a stu~ of the OCQuisition of pr(lJramming sleills. they found that the use of 
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hierarchical structures was initially Quite difficult for eleven to thirteen year old children, 

but with directed prcctice the use of these structures increased. The evioonce, therefore, 

suooests that efficient problem solving will depend first on developing gooj classificatory 

skills and then on a grOWing appreciation of the organisational structure of information. 

Morton, Hammersley and Bekerian ( 1985) have also Erljressed the Question of how we 

retrieve answers to specific Questions which provide the knowleclJe used in the course of any 

CCX]nitive operation, in orrer to make sense of our environment and to guire our actions. They 

argue that sfmple everyday phenomena, such as the fnabflfty to retrfeve a name while, at the 

same time, being able to recall other information about a person, cannot be explained by 

either the ~iative network nor the schema mcx1el of memory. In the latter case, all 

informetion related to e person should be subsumed under the 5Chema title or neme end, 

without access to the name, all other information should be irretrievable, but in their 

examp 1e this is clear 1y not so. I n the 8SSOC:iative network theory, concepts are represented as 

noctes with links refined by the nature of relationships between those ncx1es. Morton et a1. have 

suooested that this theory requires some sort of blocking of the pathwrrys linking the name 

nore and other nores referrlng to that person I ln order to explaln the partlal retrieval of 

information. However, such a bloc:k~ would violate the concept of content Erljressability, 

that is, if one ncx1e is available all other associated ncx1es will also be available, an unrerlying 

assumption of the theory. 

The h~-record mcxEl, they argue, can explain a number of retrieval problems. 

Loftus, Miller and Burns ( 1978) have offered convincing evidence that memories for events 

are subsequently mooified by post-event information. In one experiment they showed a slire 

sequence of a motor occldent. Subjects saw a slide depicting a STOP Sign but were later told in 

a Questionnaire that they hOO seen a YIELD sign. As many as 801 of the subjects fed this false 

information reported seeing a YIELD sign in a subsequent test. Morton et al. argue that fer 
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from the memory being altered by the post test Questionnaire, the apparent failure of the 

subjects to report the correct information is best explained by the absence of critical 

information at test. 

The original s1100 sequence is stored in memory in a h~ record, while a second 

record is constructed to store the new but inconsistent information from the questionnaire. 

Both records exist in memory but only one can be retrieved at a time. As retrieval operates on 

8 'last-in first-out' principle, the slioo sequence record heOOing would need to be 

discrim1nab1e from that of the Questionna1re heading and the information in that key head1ng 

would need to be present when the subjects were tested, in order for that record to take 

precidence over the later record. They argue that the ranoom ising of the slide sequence in the 

test violated one of the key f~ts stored in the slioo sequence record heOOing: the sequential 

theme- related information of the accioont. Accordingly, the heading for the more recent 

record, that constructed from the Questionnaire, would be matched and the inconsistent 

information would form the basis of subjects answers. Bekerian and Bowers ( 1983) provided 

support for this interpretation of the data. They repeated the Loftus et a1. experiment but in 

the final critical test they hoo two conditions, a ranoomised and a non-ranoomised sl100 

presentation. In the first condition they also found that inconsistent information was retrieved 

by subjects, but no misleading effects were found when the original sequence was followed 

during the test. This study su~ts that if we 00 not appreciate the organisational structure of 

our information I then we w111 construct inappropriate Queries that lead to either incorrect 

and misleading answers or, possibly, to no outcomes at all. 

Although the controversy over which organisational structure best m~ls the human 

memory has yet to be resolved, there is sufficient empirical evioonce to show that the 

revelopment of classificatory skills are important to both the stor~ and retrieval of 

information. Secondly there appears to be a consensus of opinion that the attainment of 
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superordinate-equivalence is a critical step in the individual's ability to solve more OOvanced 

COJnitive problems. Catet}lries may be constructed by reference to both prototypical cases and 

to the process of feature matching, the choice of classificatory strategy being ~erned by 

environmental cues, familiarity and the nature of the material to be grouped. The attainment 

of grouping skills, however, does not necessarily indicate that the individual, particularly the 

child, has come to appreciate fully the usefulness, for problem solving, of the structure 

inherent in their cat691ryorganisation. Finally there is evidence that the type of organisation 

will influence the nature of the questions that we can ask and indeed the answers we will 

receive. This is a common sense conclusion. It is difficult to nnd a library book without at 

least a rudimentary knowleiJe of the classification system employed by the librarian. Equally 

it is virtually impossible to find the owner of a known telephone number from a conventional 

telephone directory. 

5.4 Education and Information-handling Stil1s 

As has been discussed in Chapter 1 , there is now a powerful lobby within the educational 

system arguing for a process rather than a foct orientated curriculum in U.K. This focus on 

information manipulation can be explained in a number of ways. Summerville ( 1983) points 

out that mo:1ern methods of communication have, and are, resulting in an exponential 

increase in the Quantity of data impinging upon the individual. It, therefore, becomes 

imperative that each person develops information-handling skills in order to make sense of 

the world. These skills, as has been shown, are underpinned by an explicit understanding of 

the organisational structure of cat691ries. Indeed an understanding of such concepts appears to 

be important for many aspects of intellectual functioning. 

The problem is not seen simply as one of individual survival, however. The nation's 

future is also at stake. It is has been argued that our future economic success depends on the 
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OOJree to which children are taught to be sufficiently flexible and ooaptable in their thinKing 

and ~tions to handle the p~ of change brought about by information technolllJY. As Gagne 

( 1970) has stated, the most important things learned in schools are intellectual sKills not 

verbalised Knowl~. Longworth ( 1981) paints a very gloomy picture, however. He 

consioors that what tOOBy's children learn at school, at best, has a usefull1fe of half a 

generat ion, wh i le at worst it is obso lete as it is taught I 

Labbett ( 1985), building on Gagne's ( 1970) assertion that learning in schools is 

largely information processing, argues that teachers and pupl1s are alrea:ty 

information-maKers and information- handlers,' and that all curricula are 

infgrmation-handhng curricula. To a degree she is right, for we must all handle information 

to survive and, as Olver and Hornsby ( 1966) have pointed out, even very young chHdren 

operate processes of discrimination. The evioonce from both Mosher and Hornsby ( 1966) and 

Giboin and Michard ( 1984) su~ts that Knowing is not enough, however. The relevance of 

the SK ill to any prob lem has also to be understooj before it is used to any effect. 

There fs also strong evioonce that the emphasfs 1n classrooms 1s on factual KnowleOJe 

combined with very limited structural organisation of information rather than on 

information-processing SKills. BecKer ( 1982) has shown that in the area of computer-based 

learning (CBL) dri11-and-pr~tice programs preOOminate. This emphasis on Knowing f~ts 

rather than applying CO'Jn1tive SKills was a worry highl1ghted in the CocKcroft Report ( 1982) 

on mathematical education. An evaluation of the use of mathematical software in schools 

(RicX]ewey, Benzie, BurKhardt, Coupland, Field, Fraser and Phillips, 1984) also showed that, 

even with ~ support materiel, it is difficult to shift the classroom focus towerds higher 

CCXJn1tive SKills. They observed teachers and pupils using non-drill-and-practice prcgrams, 

which developed important SKills of mathematics identified as neglected in most classrooms by 

the Cockroft report. They found that these programs led to an increase in discussions of 
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hypotheses and in problem solving, but Coclecroft's missing 'investigational worle' was not 

feeilitated even though software aimed at stimulating such worle was available to the tecchers. 

They concluded that such peeleages were not used because teochers could find no WflY of fitting 

them into the existing curriculum. 

Curricula which fossilise information into feets to be Ienown, rather than into material 

to be manipulated and thought about, mflY be nearer the truth for many classrooms than are 

those OOscribed in Labbett's ( 1985) hopeful comments. Nevertheless there is an awareness of 

the need to change the emphasis in education, although this may prove difficult as old ways are 

teneeious. 

5.5 The Computer and Inform,Jtion-handling Ski1ls. 

The argument presented here is that we must not expect children to fine-tune their 

information-handling sleills unless they are presented with opportunities which exploit those 

skills. As the advent of information technolcgy has, in part, forced us to revalue the direction 

of educat10n, 1t seems most appropriate that we should use the new technol()Jies to encourage 

those C(XJnitive skills neei:!d to process the growing tide of information. An important question 

to be asleed here is is whether one particular type of instruction is more conducive to the 

revelopment of classificatory skills and the processes involved in information-handling than 

another. 

The premise on which much of the following research section is built, is that such 

skills are ~tively encour~ by the ready availability of data stor~ and retrieval systems, 

of which there are now B number specifically designed for educational microcomputer 

systems. Rushby ( 1979), in his classification of educational software, cat8(J)rised data-base 

prCXJrams as 'Conjectural' , that is they encouraged thought rather than mere assim ilahon, and 
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emphBSised the manipulation and analysis of data, the use of abstroctions and the testing of 

ireas and hypotheses. This oofinition strongly su~ts that information retrieval p~kfrJeS 

will have an imp~t on classificatory skills, and many t~hers are using such pr~rams with 

this educational ~l specifically in mind (Chandler, 1984; Ross, 1984; Stewart, 1984). 

M:J1tionally, 1t is suggested that 1n quizzing a data- base even young children can begin to BSK 

'(JlOO' questions and be introouced to a hypothesis-testing-strategy approoch to learning. What 

constitutes a '~' question will be discussed at some length in Chapters 7 and 8. 

There are, however, other methods of teach1ng than the invest1gative approoch outl1ned 

above. Although the use of the computer as a tutor is often frowned upon in education at the 

lower age ranges, proctice/tutor pr~rams are widely used. In higher education they are both 

widely used and have a far more respectable image (Bork, 1983; Kearsley and Seidel, 1985). 

Such prOJrams may also have a role to play 1n ooveloping classificatory SKills, for they can 

make explicit the oofining features and the organisational structures of any classification. 

Finally what will be the effect of exposing children to software which encourages them 

to find new classifications for seemingly disparate concepts, and encourages novel uses of 

objects to resolve OOsign problems. Such pr~rams l~k the explicit organisational structures 

of knowledJe-based systems and tutoring pr~rams but they 00 encourage children to think 

about the nature of any object and the many dimensions along which grouping can take place. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DATA ORGANISATION AND RETRIEVAL BY YOUNG CHILDREN 

6. 1 Introduction 

The increasing use of information-handling pt:l;\(ages in recent decades stimulated 

research investigations into how people organise data (Durding, Becker and Gould, 1977; 

Brosey and Shneiderman, 1978). The underlying aim of such research is to focilitate the use 

of computer information pE£l<ages by matching, where possible, software structures to the 

organisational structures most reroily available to humans. If matches are not possible, the 

software designer, and the potential users, at least, need to be mare aware of the potential 

problems in the use of any prOJram. Although the applied aims of the research might appear 

new, the theoretical and methoclical approaches are firm ly based in cognitive psychology, and, 

in particular, in research on the structure of memory, an approach which views problem 

solving as a search of ones meaningful memory (e.g., Underwco1, 1976; Anderson, 1980; 

Mayer, 1983). The computer metaphor arising out of mochine-based information systems is 

now, in turn, influencing the formulation of moclels of human memory (cf. Morton, 

Hammersley, and Bekerian, 1985). 

The assumptions of such research on CCXJnitive erlpnomics is that memory is organised 

in such a Wf!Y that new information can be easily entered and can be, at a later date, efficiently 

retrieved from the memory store. The aim is to discover the nature of the specific 

organisational schema on which these high-level C(XJnitive octivities are based. Durding et 

a1. ( 1977) have argued that there is substantial experimental support for a number of 
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organisational mOOels, including lists, hierarchies and networks, but that no one mOOel fully 

exp lains how memory is functionally organised, because the type of organisation used is 

task -dependent. 

6.1.1 Previous Research 

The collechve findings from the inveshgations in this area su~t, therefore, that a 

number of organisational structures are reffiily available for people's use. We are not 

resticted to using one data organisation because we have the flexibility to roapt our C(XJn1tive 

processes to a variety of information structures. Durding et a1. confirmed that ooults 

(undergraduates), when fOO3d with word sets exhibihng a range of pre-defined organisational 

structures, were capable of rero]nising and making explicit those structures. The task 

presented subjects with word sets, 15 - 20 words long, and the subjects were asked to 

organise the word sets in a wcry which maintained and, maO:! explicit, the semantic 

relationships among the words. Each word set had a natural organisation such as a tree, 

network, list or table. There was, however, a ranking of ease of use in the orrer: lists, 

hierarchies, networks and tables. The latter was the only organisational type with which 

subjects achieved less than a fifty percent success rate. This order was not maintained when 

subjects were primed as to the appropriate organisation to use, by the inclusion of a skeletal 

diagram ~mpanying each word set. Lists and hierarchies were still the easiest to re(DJnise, 

but they were now followed closely by tables. The provision of an overt structure did little to 

focilitate the rea:x]nition of networks. A small number of the subjects tested in ~h condition 

applied the same structure, that is a list structure, to all data regardless of the pre-defined 

organisational structure, but the overall findings were that ooults were aware of, and were 

capab le of, construct i ng a variety of organ isat iona 1 structures. 

Rather than asking their subjects to construct organisational structures, Brosey and 
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Shneiderman ( 1978) asked them to occess information from databases, with either a tree 

(hierarchical) structure or a tabular structure. The tree structure proved to be an easier 

retrieval format, and it was also easier to commit to memory and to reproduce, than the 

tabular structure. 

The two sets of experiments tcgether su~t that, after lists, hierarchies or trees 

present data in the most readily occessable form for adults, but that other organisational 

structures may be used with some measure of success, if the subject is m~ BWare of the 

relevance of that structure to the task in hand. 

The conclusions to be drawn from this research are that the type of data structure 

available will influence the efficiency with which adults both input and output material from 

a data-base. As the use of educational information-handling pock ages grows it becomes 

pertinent to question whether these findings are applicable to younger subjects and, if so, 

what are the imp lications for the use of information-handling pockages in school? The use of 

such packages is to be welcomed, not only because they will familiarise children with the 

concepts underlying a new informatIon technology. but also because they focl11tate COJn1tIve 

revelopment (Underwooj and Underwooj, 1987). The most common knowledJe-based 5ystems 

for U.K. schools use either a hierarchical ( e.g., SEEK, TREE OF KNOWLEDGE) or tabular (e.g., 

FACTFILE, INFORM, QUEST, GRASS) structure. SEEK and TREE OF KNOWLEDGE both use a 

binary tree structure, in which information is sorted or classified linearly through a series 

of non-probabalistic yes/no answers. FACTFILE and INFORM both operate a matrix structure 

of fields and records. 

A network structure has not commonly been chosen as the unoorpinning organisational 

structure for educational oota- bases. The results of Durding et a1. ( 1977) and Brosey and 

Shneioorman ( 1978) would suooest that this is a wise exclusion. Tables, and particularly 
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hierarchies, are more lilcely to CK:hieve that congruency between the existing organisation in 

the user's mind for a particular task, and the representation of information by the computer 

to the user, which should facilitate the successful manipulation of the data-base. 

The follow1ng 1nvestigations were res1gned to test the s1gnificance of the research of 

Durding et a1. ( 1977) and Brosey and Shneioorman ( 1978), which had used an adult subject 

pool, to the use of data-bases by chlldren in the age-range nine to eleven years. This 

age-range was selected for two reasons. Pragmatically, children in the upper junior school 

are a target populat1on for those trying to encourage the use of 1nformat1on-handllng p~lcages 

in the schools, because such packEgeS fit so well into the topic-work approach that forms a 

core element in U.K. classrooms at this age. Secondly, work, such as that of Olver and Hornsby 

( 1966), sU!JJeSts that by nine years of age many children are capable of reveloping 

superordinate categories, a necessary precursor for defining complex organisational 

structures, although they adj the rirer that the cate(}Jries so formed are not always 

particularly appropriate. 

The key questions in this research were: 

1. Have young children a range of organisational structures reCK:Iily available for use? 

2. Do young children use different organisational structures to ooults? 

3. While children might be expected to have lower overall organisational proficiency 

than ooults, 1s the pattern of that proficlency qualltatively the same; that ls, do they proouce 

the same rank orrering of ease of use for organisational structures as was found for ooults? 
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6.2 Experiment 1: Organising Data 1 

6.2.1 Introduction 

The aim of this first experiment was to investigate the types of organisational 

structures children would employ when asked to sort a set of objects oopicted on cards. This 

experiment was a precursor to Experiments 2 and 3, which followed closely the work of 

Durding et a1. There was no one pre-defined organisation to the material. It was perfectly 

possible to sort the cards into 11sts, hierarchies and tables, although not into networks. The 

picture cards provided a less abstrl:K:t stimulus set than the word sets in Durding's 

experiments. They could be physical manipulated and did not engage the child in a reading task. 

Together these charrieristics reduced the tesle difficulty and ~l1owed the child to concentr~te 

on prcx1ucing a structure to malee overt the relationships between the objects. Unlike the 

investigations of Durding et al., which assessed children's abilities to recognise and 

reconstruct pre-defined organisational structures, this stucty monitored the organisations 

children chose to use when a number of structures were possible. The children were asleed to 

organise the same stimullin two wft./S to give some measure of the types of organisation 

available to eoch child. It was also hoped that in encouraging a second sort of the cards it might 

be possible to stimulate the children to use more complex organisational structures such as 

hierarchies and tables. 

6.i2 Methoo 

Subjects 

Subjects were 50 school chlldren fq3d between 9 and 11 years, all members of either a 

third or a fourth year class of a junior schoo1. Subjects were tested for their reOOing ability 

(McLeOO, 1970), and for their non-verbal spatial ability (Raven, 1956). 
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Materials 

The materials consisted of twenty-four cards with a simple line drawing in black ink on 

white card. The drawings differed on two dimensions, object type and number of objects. The 

objects were equally div100d on level of concreteness (HeidbrecEr, 1946 and 1947) 1nto 

concrete objects, toys, and abstroct objects, two-dimensional ~metric shapes. Six examples 

of each cat991ry were presented: cards depicting toys included footballs, t~ bears, rattles, 

ool1s, spinning tops and alphabet blocks. At a further level of abstr~tion, ~h object was 

represented singularly and as a pair of identical objects. 

Procedure 

. All subjects were tested individually. The experimenter ranoomly ploced the 

twenty-four cards face upwards on the table. Subjects identified verbally the object depicted 

on each card. A precise name was not required from the child as long as the object stayed 

within its pre-defined cat991ry. Once the subjects had identified each card they were told that 

the objects on the cards were related in some Wf!Y and that their task was to discover what 

those relationships were and to re-arrange the cards to make expl1clt those relationships to 

the experimenter. The children were octively encouraged to articulate the reasons for the 

organisations they constructed. Once they had completed the task they were asked if they could 

think of a second wf!Y to organise the material. Note was taken of both the working comments 

and nnal solutions from each subject. There was no time constraint to this task which took 

between five and thirty-five minutes to complete. 

6.2.3 Results 

Scoring 

Subjects' organisations were classified initially on two criteria: the number of criteria 
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employed in sorting the cards, and the use of superordinate categJry labels or subordinate 

catec})ry labels. 

The four organisations produced using these criteria were: 

Name 

Lisl 1 

Lisl2 

Table 

Hierarchy 

Descriplion 

Simple division on one crilerion 

using a superordinale calegory label. 

Simple division on one crilerion 

using a subordinale calegory label. 

Division on more lhan one crilerion 

(superordinale) applied across all 

lhe objects to form a matrix or lable. 

Division on more lhan one crilerion 

applied linearly lo form a hierarchical 

struclure. Each main division sub

divided on calegory sped fic 

(subordinale) crileria. 

Example 

loy/nol loy 

single/nol single 

l ypes of shapes 

loy /nol loy sub

divided inlo 

single/ nol single 

loy/boys/babies -

shapes/round/ 

angular 

These four categories failed to handle all of the data, however. Two eeXiitiona1 categJries 

were used for scoring purposes. A number of subjects organised the objects into pairs. 

Although such an organisation could be viewed as a special case of List 2, where grouping was 

by subordinate features only, it was felt that pairings were sufficiently different to be 

classified separately and they were termed primitive lists. These primitive lists are 

eQuivalent to the multiple groupings, complex structures in which the stimuJi are formed into 
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a segmented list with no brickJing of the gap between the various groups so formed (Olver and 

Hornsby, 1966). List 2 organisations, on the other hand, were formed by the use of a 

subordinate criterion across all or most of the groups. It was this application of anyone 

criterion across groups which differentiated the List 2 and primitive list structures. 

A few of the organisational structures were idiosyncratic and termed 'others.' For 

example, one chlld formed four groupings with the titles: "I like lhese piclures;- "I play with 

baby with them;- -These are bloc~s;- and, -Those are the others: This child, in defining her 

organisational structure, covered four of the five main modes of equivalence as defined by 

Olver and Hornsby; these were respectivly affective, functional extrinsic, perceptual 

intrinsic, and fiat equivalence. 

The subjects' organisational structures were, therefore, classified into six cat8(JJries 

primitive lists, lists using superordinate criteria, lists using subordinate criteria, tables, 

hierarchies and others. The subjects ~h contributed two scores, that is, they were asked 

complete two sorts of the cards. 

Analysis 

Table 6. 1 shows the percentage frequency of ~h type of organisation produced by the 

young subjects. 

Table 6.1 

Percentage Frequency of Each Type of Subject Organisation. (N = 50) 

Subject 
organt satt on 

~ 

frequency 

Primilive 
List 

39 

list 1 

21 

list 2 Table Hierarchy 

8 5 23 

other 

4 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
All figures are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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The results (Table 6.1) show that the young subjects were quite capable of imposing a 

reGOJnisable oroor on the stimuli. Only 4~ of the organisational structures were 

idiosyncratic (others) and were occounted for by three children. One subject produced two 

idiosyncratic structures, but the other two subjects produced consistent classifications for 

their first structuring but lost this consisten~ when asked to reorganise the material. The 

most prevalent organisation was the primitive list, an organisational type not used by the 

adults in the Durding eiM. stUdies. This figure is rather high compared to that of Olver and 

Hornsby, who found that on their picture organisation task, eight year olds used pairings 36~ 

of the time and this had dropped to 25~ for eleven year olds. Primitive lists are defined using 

subordinate categJry features. The children oof1ned just unoor half of their structures us1ng 

these lower level characteristics only (primitive lists 39~, list 2, 8~). 

The use of superordinate cat~ry labels is essential to proouce useful classifications, 

however. In this stu&{ 70~ of the children used superordinate characterist1cs to def1ne one or 

more of their organisations, a figure very much in line with the findings of Olver and 

Hornsby. Fifteen children (30~) failed to identify either of the superordinate criteria: 

object type or number. Of the organisations using superordinate criteria, lists (L ist 1, 21 ~) 

and hierarchies (23~) were equally favoured. I n organising the stimuli into either of these 

structures subjects n~ to use only one dimension at a time. For the hierarchies the 

children divided the stimuli using either the 'trJ.{/ not trJ.{' or 'single/ not single' dimension. 

They then went on to work OOwn each branch of the hierarchy using subordinate C8t~ry 

features. Tables (5~), which required the subjects to operate on both superordinate 

dimenSions, proved extremely difficult for these young subjects. 

Compari~n of the two organisational structures proouced by each child showed that 

64~ of the sample emplrJ.{ed two different structural organisations, and for these thirty-two 

children, 66~ of the second organisations were more complex than on the first trial, using 
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superordinate cate(JJries and/or consistently using more than one criterion. All but one of the 

children who used a simpler organisation as their second offering presentecla primitive list, 

and this incluOOd children who had devised tables or hierarchies on the first trial. It would 

appear that once having established a satisfactory organisational structure it was very 

difficult for these children to re-organise the material. One chl1d, however, d1d succeed 1n 

prooucing first a table ( object type and number) and then a hierarchy (object type and 

shape)using different criteria consistently across her organisations. 

6.2.4D1scuss10n 

The results of this experiment suggest that, while there was a wide range of 

organisational structures which could have been used to maKe sense of the pictorial stimuli, 

these young subjects most frequently used l1sts, of one type or another, as their preferred 

organisational structure. The primitive list, or pairing, was the most prevalent of all the data 

structures. 

Newport and Bellugi ( 1978), in their analysis of American Sign Language, found that 

single signs were use:1 for base level terms for natural catef}Jries( Rosch, Mervis, Johnson, 

and Boyes-Broom, 1976) such as apple, but superordinate and subordinate categories were 

represented by compound signs, su~ing that when a restricted vocabulary was available, 

humans prefered to operate at the base level. In this study the most prevalent organisation 

generated by the children, the primHive list, was revise:1 when children concentrated on toy 

or shape names (taity bear, circle) which are basic level terms (Rosch et al.). 

Many of the children proved capable of employing more than one type of organisation to 

make sense of the stimuli, however, and their second restructuring of the material often 1800 

to a more detailed or complex organisation. Of these organisations, hierarchies (23~) were 
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constructed with greater frequency than tables (5~), which were offered by very few 

subjects. 

The results from these children showed a superficial similarity to the pattern of 

performance of adults (Durding et a1.), where 11sts, hierarchies and tables were used with 

~reasing proficiency. The use of list stuctures was far more important for the young 

su~jects, however, and a low level organisational structure, the primitive list, featured 

prominently in their solutions. Hierarchies ususally emerged on the second sort when the 

chl1dren were pressed to reorganise the material. 

6.3 Experiment 2: Organising Data 2 

6.3.1 Introduction 

The second experiment, also resigned to ootermine the organisational structures 

available to young children (9 - 11 years of age), followed closely the experimental methcxj of 

Durding~. ( 1977). The objective of the experiment was to investigate the types of 

organisational structures young children would employ when asked to sort word sets. The main 

question was whether the choice of data organisation employed would be ootermined by the 

pre-defined semantic relationships within each word set, or whether subjects would operate 

one prerominant structure regardless of those pre-defined semantic relationships. 

In oroor to answer this question subjects were asked to organise word sets which, 

unknown to them, hoo the following pre-defined structures; lists, hierarchies, networks and 

tables. There were a number of reasons for choosing these particular data structures. In the 

first place hierarchies and tables form the unoorlying structure to a number of common 

educational computer information-handling prcgrams, such as binary trees (e.g. SEEK) and 
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data-bases (e.g. FACTFILE and INFORM). In more advanced or commercial data-bases , 

networks are also wiooly used as the unoorpinning structure (Shneioorman, 1980). 

Secondly, the types of stimuli presented matched those in Durding's experiment. Hence, 

comparisons were possible between the organisational structures available to ~ults and to 

children. Durding et a1. argued that these were relevant structures to investigate because of 

their frequency of use in day-to-day events; because hierarchies and networks have been 

consioored as possible organisations for information in human memory (cf. Collins and 

Quillian, 1969, 1972; Anoorson and Bower, 1973); and because these structures were used 

by Wortman ( 1966) and Schwartz ( 1971) in their studies on problem solving. 

6.3.2 Methoo 

Subjects 

Subjects were 38 school children aged between 9 and 11 years, all members of either a 

third or a fourth year class of a junior school. Subjects were tested for their reading ability 

(McLeo::I, 1970), and for their non-verbal spatial ability (Raven, 1956). These subjects did 

not participate in Experiment 1. 

Materials 

The materials presented to 8€£h subject consisted of five word sets of 10 or 12 words 

~h. The words within ~h set were selected to conform to one of the selected pre-refined 

organisational structures; lists, hierarchies, simple tree networks and tables, and in 

ad:fition, a group of ranoom words, OOsigned to have no apparent semantic organisation, were 

used as a control condition. An example of 8€£h structure is found in Figure 6.1. Two separate, 

but similar, sets of material were revel oped. There were, therefore, two word sets 

corresponding to eoch of the four chosen organisational structures and there were two sets of 

twelve 'ranoom' words. This proouced five types of word sets for which there was two 
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instances of eoch. 

Figure 6.1 

Examples of word sets used for each of the pre-ciefined organisations in 
experiments 2 and 3. 

req ball hour games 

I / '" green leddy day ouldoor indoor 

I I / "" / "" blue doll month girls boys cards board 

/ \ / \ 
yellow rallle year nelball foolball crickel snap ludo snakes & 

ladders 

a. LIST b. HIERARCHY 

lap mini - car driver - road 

I I I 
hit july doll - toy child - home 

I I I I I I 
pat - sue - ann - june tennis- game -player - courl 

I I 
stroKe november 

I 
march 

c. NETWORK d. TABLE 

As this experiment was conducted with much younger subjects than those used by 

Durding et al. ( 1977), the number and type of word sets presented to the subjects were 

severely limited. Two word sets were organised as lists consisting of high frequenGY examples 

of three semantic categories taKen from Rosch (1975). No category names were included and 
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these word sets were similar to Durding's lists. The two hierarchical structures consisted of 

words relating to common flowers and to children's games. E~h hierarchy ha:l four levels. 

Networks, as defined by Durding, contain; ·words with mulliple meaning relalionships lo other 

words in lhe sel: Thus JUNE, in Figure 6. 1 c, is related to NOVEMBER and to SUE. Figure 6. 1 c 

does not constltute a full network as there is no cycle present. Th1s simple network was used 

because of the immaturity of the subjects. Two sets of words with a network organisation were 

produced and this was also the case for tables. Each column of the table consisted of words 

chosen from one semantic C8t~ry while each row contained words which were semantically 

related across semantic cateqJr1es. Both of the word sets were organised as complete tables. 

. Each subject received a booklet containing five word sets, each printed in a single 

column on a separate sheet, and representing each of the five types of experimental stimuli. 

The presentation order of the stimuli was ranoomised for each subject. 

Procedure 

Subjects were tested in their two class groups. The two groups of five word sets, which 

comprised the book lets, were given out alternatively to the children in the class. Thus 

neighbouring children within a class worked on different word sets. 

The subjects were told that the words on each page were related in meaning and that 

their task was to discover the relationships among the words. Then they were to rewrite the 

words in such a w~ as to make the relationships they had discovered apparent to the 

experimenter. They were told that the words were not intemEd to make up a sentence end that 

the printed orrer of the words on the sheet was unimportant. There was no attempt to prime 

subjects as to the possible organisational structures they might use, by the provision of 

exemp lar structures, but a brief Question session was allowed to make sure the children 
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unrerst(XXj the task at hand. 

Emphasis was pl~ upon the lack of any time constraint. Time-on-task was not taken 

as a measure of performance because it would penalise those children with poorly reveloped 

writing sl<ills. Subjects were told that they could have as many tries as they wanted before 

coming to their final decision but after they hCKi turned over to the next example they were not 

to l}) back. The subjects worked through the five examples at their own pace, which took from 

30 to 45 minutes. 

6.3.3 Results 

Two scoring techniques were reveloped. The first scoring technique w~ a simple 

measure of the type of organisation used by each subject and matched that used by Durding et 

a1. The second scoring technique measured the regree to which subjects reccgnised 

relationships among words but did not require the subject to demonstrate an overt reccgnition 

of the pre-defined orgBnisational structure. 

Simplescorillg teclmiqlleend8IJelysis. This initial methoo of scoring was a measure of 

organisational structure alone and took no account of the accuracy or semantic sufficienLY of 

the subjects' work. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 6.2. 

The subjects' organisations were classified into the four pre-defined organisational 

structures to give the contrasts shown in Tab Ie 6.2, but it was apparent that these young 

subjects frequently used organisational structures other than those defined by Durding et a1. 

Several subjects actually identified the ranoom stimuli as ranoom. commenting that they could 

see no pattern in the meaning of the words. Others simply reorganised the word set into 

alphabetical order or Erl:ied 5)'nonyms to each of the stimuli words. More important, however, 
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a number of subjects organised the word sets into pairings. This organisational structure can 

be thought of as a primitive list. The subjects organisational structures were, therefore, 

classified into seven cat8(}lries; lists, hierarchies, networks, tables, defined-ranckJm, 

primitive lists and 'others.' 'others' inc1u~ the alphabetical and synonym structures. 

Whereas Durding's adult subjects occas10nally left a word set without any visible attempt at 

organising the material, the children in this experiment either attempted some sort of 

organisation or stated that the words had no relationships in every trial. These cat8(}lries, 

therefore, described 1 OO~ of the subjects' organisations. There was no ambiguity in the 

subjects' structures and it proved Qu1te easy to place each one 1nto one of the seven cateqJries. 

Table 6.2 

Percentage frequency of each type of subject organisation for each type of 
pre-defined organisation in Experiment 2. (Simple scoring technique. N = 38) 

Subject 
Organi sati on 

Lisls 
Hierarchy 
Nelwork. 
Table 
Defined as 

Random 
Primitive 

List 
Other 

Lisl 

" 
82 

0 
0 
0 

0 

8 
11 

Pre-defined Organisation 

Hierarchy Nelwork. 

" " 
66 61 
8 0 
3 21 
0 0 

0 0 

18 11 
5 8 

Table 

" 
76 

0 
3 
0 

0 

13 
8 

Random 

" 
26 
0 
5 
0 

16 

47 
5 

Tolal 

" 
62 
2 
6 
0 

;3 

20 
7 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Figures in bold indicale the ~ match between the pre-organisational structure and the subjects' 
organi sation of words. All " are rounded to the nearest whole number. 

Table 6.2 shows the percentage frequency of each type of subject organisation for each 

type of pre-refined structure. On average, only 25~ of the word sets were organised in a w~ 

consistent with their pre-refined structures. further, it can clearly be seen that the young 

chi Idren have a strong preference for list organisation; 62~ of all word sets were organised 

into list structures. Of word sets with a pre-defined list structure, 82~ were organised into 
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lists. Subjects hoo little success with the other three pre-oofined structures. Hierarchies 

(8~) and tables (Oi ), proved very difficult for these young subjects, and were rarely 

organised into their pre-defined structures. Indeed the children were more likely to r800Jnise 

the lack of structure in the ranoom word sets ( 16~) than to reGOJnise the hierarchical or 

tabular nature of the data. 

QJmp/ex scoring technique andana/ysis A second more detailed scoring technique was 

also used. Here subjects organisations were matched to the pre-defined structure of the 

experimenter. The reco]nition of the semantic relationships within the word sets was now 

important. Eoch subject's score was incremented if they had maintained the relative position 

of the word within the experimenters organisation, but an exact pattern match was not 

n~ry. 

Eoch list word had only one relevant relationship - its placement into a group - but 

there was no orooring within the group. Each hierarchy and table word hoo two relevant 

relationships. for hierarchies, ~my one word was related to words both above and below it in 

the hierarchy. For tables, relationships were defined within each row and column. A network 

word had one relevant relationship, its place within a group but not the order within the 

group, unless the word lay on a nOOe. In that case the word would have two relationships. 

Thus for a list, a score of 12 pOints could be achieved by placing the twelve words into 

the three pre-defined groups. Although many children achieved a full score others reccqnised 

only two groups or failed to find the fourth member of one or more groups. For networks, 

where ten words completed a set, one point was awarded for correctly resignating ~h 

member of the group, as in with the lists, but words with dual m.eanings could acquire two 

points if appropriately ploced, that is if the child reccgnised its membership of both groups. 

For the hierarchies, children were required to reccqnise the subordinate and superordinate 
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member associated with any word, ochieving half a point for eoch. For tables, rec(XJnition of 

the class type (table column) and semantic relative (table row) eoch received half a point. 

Alt(XJether a score of 12 points could be gained for each of the pre-defined organisational 

structures. 

This second, ootaited scoring technique examined the OOgree to which the subjects 

matched their organisational structures to the four pre-defined organisational structures. The 

control condition, ranoom words, did not feature in this analysis as it was not possible to 

define a correct response. A one-way, within-subjects analysis of variance showed that the 

young subjects responded differently to the different data organisations (F =50.2; df=3, 1 08; 

p<O.OOO 1); that is, they were not able to match the pre-defined structure with equal faciHty 

in all cases. This confirms the data from the first simple analysis shown in Table 6.2 . 

. T8ble 6.3 

Mean percentage score for the degree to which subject organisation 
matched the experimenter"s pre-defined structure. (Complex scoring 
technique - maximum 8chiev8ble score 12. N = 38) 

Mean Degree 
of Organisational 
Match 

mean" score 

List 

74.3 

Pre-defined Organisation 

Network. Hierarchy Table 

51.4 29.9 27.8 

Performance contrasts in Expt.2 Conditions joined by a common line did not differ from 
each other. according to Tuk.ey's HSD test. 

Meon percentage scores representing the regree of orgeni56tional match ochieved 

between the subjects and the experimenter, for eoch of the four pre-defined organisational 

structures, are shown in Table 6.3. The Table also shows the results of the paired 
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comparisons using Tukey's HSD test. Hierarchies and tables did not differ from eoch other but , 

they did differ from both lists and networks which, in turn, differed from ~h other. 

6.3.4 Discussion 

This investigation sought to answer several questions. The first question was whether 

young children (9 - 11 years of age) can organise information according to a pre-defined 

structure. The corollary of this question is whether young children use a single organisational 

structure desp1te the 1nternal organ1sat10n 1nherent 1n that 1nformation. The answers to these 

questions allow a comparison between the organisational structures available to, and 

preferred by, adults (see Durding et al..J, 1977) and young children. 

A comparison of these data with the results from Durding et a1. (simple scoring 

technique only - Table 6.2) revealed not only a quantitative but also a qualitative difference 

in responses. These young subjects were less successful at identifying the pre-defined 

structure (25~ success rate) than the adults (59~) of Durding et a1. These figures were not 

totally comparable as Durding's results did not incluoo correct responses for the control case, 

ranoom word sets, but did include a finer gradation of lists and tables into categorised and 

non-categorised. Although lists were rero]nised almost as easily by the children (82~) as 

the adults (96~), there was a very poor response to other types of organisation. Hierarchies 

caused particular difficulties for the younger subjects (8~) as compared to the adults who 

found this type of organisation quite easy to handle (79~ correct responses to hierarchical 

organisations) who found this type of organisation quite easy to handle. Networks proved 

relatively less difficult for the younger subjects (21~) than hierarchies, a reversal of the 

Durding~. results. Tables were poorly handled by both groups, however. 

Consistent with Durding's findings, subjects largely reverted to 11st structures if they 
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could not reGOJnise the semantic structures in the data, or if they were having trouble with a 

more constraining structure, that is a structure which requires the subject to recoJnise more 

than one semantic relationship. For example the semantic relationship between rows 

(semantic relative) in a table might be reroJnised while the relationship between columns 

(class type) might not. Of the non-random word sets which were organised differently from 

their pre-defined structures 69~ were classified as lists O~ as hierarchies 2Z as , , 

networks, O~ as tables, 19~ as primitive lists with 13~ of other types of erroneous 

organisations. 

The control case, random word sets, was the only 'structure' for which lists (26Z) 

were not the oominant organisation employed, here young subjects reverted to primitive lists 

or pairings ( 47~). Hierachies, networKS, tables and other types of organisation were not 

seen as viable organisational structures for the random word sets. These young subjects 

actively treated the random word sets differently from the pre-defined structures word sets. 

This fact, coupled with the success, albeit limited, of young subjects in actually specifying a 

• 
lack of relationship within the ranoom words, strongly suggests that they saw the 

experimental and control word sets as different and, although they could not always tease out 

the relationships in the pre-defined word sets, they were aware that a relationship existed. No 

word set in the four experimental conditions was defined as ranoom by these young subjects. 

This is not the case for the adults in the study by Durding et a1. They found that the 

pattern of error scores (that is words organised incongruently to the pre-defined structure) 

for the non- random word sets were very similar to that for the control condition I ranoom 

words. In both cases list structures were the most frequent type of organisation employed 

(75~ for non-ranoom; 69~ for ranoom word sets) and all word sets in both the 

experimental and control condition were organised into one of the pre-defined organisational 

structures. No adult argued that the control condition was indeed ranoom. 
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The failure of young subjects to use a range of organisational structures may have been 

due to the l~k of familiarity with the more constraining structures; or the limited cognitive 

ability of many subjects to work with more than one dimension at a time, as would be required 

by the tabular structures 1n particular; or the mcde of presentation of the stimul1. I n the 

latter case list structures may have been induced by the columnar presentation of stimulI. 

This possibility exists both here and in the experiments of Durding et a1. Experiment 1 

provides a partial refutation of this argument in that lists and primitive lists were still the 

most frequently occuring organ1sat10nal structure of the randomly presented picture cards. It 

was on the second attempt at organising the cards that the majority of the more complex 

organisational structures, particularly hierarchies, were proouced. Tables were rarely 

prociuced by subjects in Experiment 1. 

6.4 Experiment 3: Organising Data 3 

6.4.1 Introciuction 

Experiment 2 found that children had difficulty in organising sets of words into tabular 

and hierarchical organisations. Hence, the next experiment was designed to determine 

whether these organisations could be constructed when the structure of each word set was 

made explicit. The objective of this third experiment was, therefore, to investigate the effect 

of providing a pre-specified organisational structure into which the words could be slotted on 

young children's semantic organisation of groups of words. Again this work followed that of 

Durding et a1.( 1977). 

It was hypothesised that the failure of young subjects in Experiment 2 to use a range of 

organisational structures, as the material demanded, was due either to the lock of familiarity 
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with the more constraining organisational structures, or the limited CCXJnitive ability of many 

subjects to work with more than one dimension at a time, as would be required in the tabular 

structures, in particular. Experiment 3, therefore, asked subjects to organise the same word 

sets as in Experiment 2, but this time the words were to be placed in skeletal structures 

which made apparent the pre-defined semantic structure of each word set. 

6.4.2 Method 

Subjects 

The subjects were 52 school children aged between 9 and 11 years, all members of 8 

either a third or a fourth year class of a junior school. Subjects were tested for their reading 

abHity ( McLeod I 1970) I and for their non-verbal abil ity (Raven, 1956). These subjects did 

not participate in Experiment 1 or 2. 

Materials 

The materials were the same word sets as used in Experiment 2 with exclusion of the 

control condition, random word sets, as it was not possible to draw an organisational structure 

for these arbitary sets of words. A skeletal diagram consisting of a system of boxes and 

non-directional links, into which the words were to be placed, was presented below each 

word set. The diagrams appeared as in Figure 6. 1 but without the words in place. The 

diagrams were ploced below the word sets as the task sequence would suooest. Orrering of 

stimuli was randomised among subjects. 

Procedure 

Subjects were tested in their two class groups. A booklet containing four word sets, eoch 

8S a column of words representing one of the four pre-refined organisational structures 
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(lists, hierarchies, networks and tables), with the appropriate skeletal difl]ram highhghting 

the structural organisation of the word set below, was presented to ~h subject. The two 

groups of four word sets, which comprised the booklets, were given out alternatively to the 

children in the Cl8SS. Thus neighbouring children within a class worked on different word sets. 

I nstructions to the subjects were as in Experiment 2 with the aO:fitional rescription of 

the skeletal structure and the use that the subjects were to make of it. They were told that each 

box represented the space to be occupied by one of the words on the page above the diagram. The 

lines joining one box to another showed that the two words were related to each other in some 

way. They were asked to sort the words into an order which highlighted the relationship 

between them, and they were to put each word into the appropriate box. 

Subjects worked through the four examples at their own pace, which took from 25 to 50 

minutes. Consistent with Experiments 1 and 2, time-on-task was not taken as a performance 

measure. 

6.4.3 Results 

Scoring 

Two scoring techniques were employed, as in Experiment 2. 

Simple scoril7g terlmiQlJe 8nd 81781ysis An initial simple analysis assessed the type of 

organisational structure chosen in each instance by the subjects, with no reference to the 

accuracy or semantic sufficiency of the subjects· work. The subjects' organisational 

structures were, therefore, classified into six catef})ries; lists, hierarchies, networks, 

tables, primitive lists and others as defined in Experiment 2. The seventh cat8(J)ry, 

defined- ranoom, from Experiment 2, was not appropriate here as each word set hoo a 
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pre-refined structure. Again these cat~ries described 1 OO~ of the subjects' organisations. 

The results of this analysis are to found in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4 shows the frequency of ~h type of subject organisation for each type of 

pre-refined structure. Only 39lt of the word sets were organised in a wft{ consistent with the 

experimenter's pre-defined structures. There is a strong preference for list structures: 57i 

of all word sets were organised in this wft{. Subjects organised 92~ of the list word sets into 

list structures, but were less successful in using the other three pre-refined organisations. 

Only 21lt of hierarchies, 39lt of networks, and 6lt of tables were detected. 

T8b1e 6 ..... 

Percent.ge frequency of e.ch type of subject org.nis.tion for e.ch type of 
pre-defined org.nis.lion in Experiment 3. (Simple scoring technique. N = 52) 

Subjecl 
Organisation 

Lists 
Hierarchy 
Network. 
Table 
Primitive 

List 
Other 

List 
~ 

92 
0 
0 
0 

4 
4 

Pre-defined Organisation 

Hierarchy 
~ 

21 
21 

0 
0 

52 
4 

Network. 
~ 

48 
0 

39 
0 

12 
0.5 

Table 
~ 

67 
0 
4 
6 

21 
4 

Total 
~ 

57 
5 

11 
1 

22 
3 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Figures in bold indicate the" match between pre-defined organisational struclure and the subjecls' 
organisation of a word set. ~ are rounded to the nearest whole number. 

Complex scoring teclmiquetJndtJ/7tJlysis The second, more detailed scoring technique, 

which assessed the degree of match between subject responses and the experimenter's 

pre-oofined structures, was applied here as in Experiment 2. An analysis of variance 

confirmed the findings of the simple analysis, in that subjects responOOd with varying success 

to the four types of data organisation (f = 116.5; df=3, 150; p<O.OOO 1 ). Mean scores for the 
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OOgree to which subjects' organisations matched the pre-refined structures are shown in Table 

6.5. Multiple paired comparisons using Tukey's HSD test are also indicated in the Table. 

Hierarchies and tables did not differ from each other, but they did differ from both lists and 

networks which, in turn, differed from each other. 

Table 6.6 

Mean percentage score for the degree to which subject organisation 
m.lched lhe experimenler's pre-defined slruclure. (Complex scoring 
technique - maximum achievable score 12. N = 52). 

Mean Degree Pre-defined Organisation 
of Organisational 

Match list Network Hierarchy Table 

mean" score 90.3 65.6 32.9 36.1 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Performance contrasts in Expl. 3. Conditions joined by a common line did not differ 
from each other. according to Tukey's HSD test. 

6.4.4 Dlscussion 

In Experiment 2 the two scoring techniques gave very similar results and it could be 

argued that one of the technlQues was redundant. In Experiment 3, however, there were 

contrBdictlons between the analyses. The simple analysis, which asked whether the subjects 

recognised the inherent structure in the word set, concluded that hierarchies were more 

easily recognised than tables (Table 6.4). But in the more detailed analysis, where the child's 

abi 1 ity to match his or her solution to that provided by the experimenter was taken as the 

criteria of success, then hierarchies faired less well than tables, as is shown in Table 6.S. 

This apparent contradiction can be seen in terms of the relationship between lists and tables. 

Tables are lists on two dimensions; the cate:pry relationship was represented in the columns, 

and the semantic association occured ocross the rows. Many children were able to work along 
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one or other of these dimensions but were unable to worle in the second dimension. 

Alternatively, they may have felt that they ha:1 successfully completed the task once a list was 

produced. The production of a list organisation would proouce a score of zero unoor the first 

scoring technique, but a score of 3 (25~ match) on the second scoring technique. This 

cumulative actJit10n of small scores increased the overall mean success rate of subjects' 

responses to tabular structures. 

This incrementation did not occur for hierarchies, where the failure to recognise 

cat8(Jlry labels had an equally damaging effect on either scoring system I and the oofault 

organisation 'lists' did not provioo a useful partial solution to the, problem of organising these 

word sets. This point appeared to be apparent to the subjects themselves. Subjects reverted to 

list structures in 21 ~ (Table 6.4) of cases for hierarchical word sets as compared to 6 7~ of 

cases for tabular structures. OVer half the subjects (52~) who falled to recognise the 

pre-defined hierarchical nature of a word set organised that word set into a primitive list or 

pairing. 

It seemed legitimate to maintain both scoring techniques as each proviOOd information 

about the children's abilities to handle data. In particular the second scoring technique, hinted 

that subjects were having less trouble with tables than at first thought, even though it 

appeared to be limiting the subjects because it demanded that they reconstruct the SBme 

semantic relationships as the experimenter. The results from the second scoring technique 

appear reasonable given that children meet tabular data structures on a day-to-day basis in 

school, and some level of competence should be anticipated. 

Thus it can be argued that priming the subjects as to the nature of the word set 

organisation 00es make a wioor variety of organisational structures available to young 

subjects, and the subsequent improved performances are statistically reliable. These points 
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will be considered further in the General Discussion. 

A comparison of these data with the results of Durding et a1. ( 1977, simple scoring 

technique only - Table 6.4) again showed that the young subjects performed less well overall 

than adults. One paint of discrepancy between the two patterns of scores remained the 

comparatively greater ease with which the young subjects handled networks (39~) as 

opposed to hierarchies (21 ~), compared to adults (69~ and 94~ respectively). In the 

second experiment by Durding et a1. a further qualitative difference was apparent. Adults had 

minimal difficulty in using a provided tabular structure (87~ partially correct responses) 

and showed the largest improvement in correct responses over the first experiment on this 

type of organisation. However, these young subjects were still having considerable difficulty 

with tables (6~ correct responses), when the simple scoring technique was employed. As 

argued earlier. the difficulties with tabular structures were less apparent when the more 

complex matching technique was employed to score the responses. 

Durding et a1. ( 1977) commented that the failure of their adult subjects to successfully 

negotiate the network word sets could be explained partially by the multiplicity of choice 

available in the locations for words (number of boxes to be filled), while only one of these 

locations could result in a correctly structured net. This argument is confusing because, 

although keywords (words with multip le meanings in the net) needed to placed on significant 

nodes (nodes wh1ch are at the j unction of pathways). associated words (single meaning) could 

frequently occupy one of several locations and still allow a successful reconstruction of the 

net. It is also difficult to understand why they 00 not consider the identification of 

superordinate cat~ry labels in a hierarchy as equally constraining on the subjects. 

Despite the problems which might ensue from the misplacement of a word with multiple 

meanings in a network, or a superordinate cat8C})ry label in a hierarchy, the constraining 
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nature of the skeletal diagram was an important factor in the successful completion of anyone 

type of organisation. I nreed our evidence suggests that in all types of organisation, except 

lists, the skeletal diagram made our young subjects pause for thought. Their deliberations 

resulted in one of three main strategies or approaches to the problem at hand. The first 

approach was to order the words without recourse to the diagram, most often 1nto 11sts or 

primitive lists. These lists were then placed word by word into the skeletal structure, but 

because the skeleton was not congruent to the organisationel structure they had elected to use, 

there was no obvious starting point for these entries. An arbitary entry point was therefore 

selected, and words were entered along a linear pathway ignorlng the tie l1nes which indicated 

relationships, until all the boxes were full. Comments on the sheets by a number of children 

indicated that they were not satisfied with their solution of the problem, that is they knew 

they were in error, but that they could see no other solution. 

A second approach was used when the young subjects were COJnizant of the skeletal 

structure but, in completing the diagram, one of the keywords was misplaced (multiple 

meaning words in networKS; categJry labels in hierarchies), possibly because of alacK of 

pre- planning or entering material into the skeleton before all the relationships had been 

established. In that situation subjects were inclined to alter the skeletal di~ram, breaking 

links where they felt no relationship existed and forging new links where appropriate. The 

final approach, the most appropriate strategy, occurred when subjects were cognizant of the 

skeletal structure and actively reworked the1r organ1sat10nal structure to fit the skeleton. In 

the case of these young children both rework ing and redrawing of the structure frequently 

occured for the same word set. 

The results of Experiment 3 suggest that young children are capable of constructing 8 

range of organisational structures when the nature of the structure required is mOOs apparent 

to them. 
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6.5 Experiment 1: RetrleYing Data 1 

6.5.1 Introouction 

In Experiment 4 the investigation questioned the ability of young chl1dren to access 

information from a variety of comp leted organisational forms. 

6.5.2 Method 

Subjects 

Subjects were 50 children aged between 9 and 11 years of age, all members of either a 

third or a fourth year junior school class. Subjects were tested for their reading ability 

(McLeod, 1970). and for their non-verbal ability (Raven, 1956). No subjects in this 

experiment had taken part in the previous experiments. 

Materials 

The materials consisted of three word sets of 10 or 12 words each. and were the same 

word sets as used in the previously described experiments, with the exclusion of the words 

organised into list structures and the ranoom words, which acted as the control in Experiment 

2. List word sets were exclured because they offered little scope for interrelational questions: 

each list was semantically isolated from the other two lfsts in the word set. Two separate, but 

similar, sets of stimuli material were developed. There were, therefore, two word sets 

corresponding to each of the three chosen organisational structures. 

Each word set was placed in its appropriate SKeletal structure and appeared at the top of 

the pat}:! (as in Figure 6.1 ). A number of questlons, pertinant to the relationships in the word 

set, and with appropriate spaces for answers left blank, appeared underneath the 
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organisational diagram. This was the reverse of the presentation layout in Experiment 3, but 

it was consistent with task sequence orrer. Number of, and type of, questions were used with 

the same frequenty, as far as possible, across the pre-defined organisational structures. For 

example, a simple sub-cate(J)ry question appeared on all sheets: 

Hierarchy: How many games are shown on this sheel? 

Nelwork: How many actions are shown on this sheel? 

Table: How many people are shown on this sheel? 

A more complex question might ask: 

Hierarchy: What have cricket and netball got in common? 

Nelwork: What have pat and june gol in common? 

Table: What have road and court got in common? 

In all, six questions, resulting in seven answers as one question required two answers, 

were required for each type of data organisation. Each subject received a booklet containing an 

example of the three experimental stimuli. The presentation order of the stimuli was 

randomised for each subject. 

Procedure 

Subjects were tested in their two class groups. A booklet containing three word sets was 

presented to each of the subjects. Each booklet placed an appropriate word set into one of the 

three pre-defined organisational structures, hierarchies, networks or tables, and this 

organisational structures WBS accompanied by the relevant target questions. The two groups of 

word sets were given out alternatively to the chlldren in the class. Thus neighbouring chl1dren 

within a class worked on different word sets. 
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The subjects were told that the words at the top of the page, in the boxes, were related to 

eoch other. The relationship between the words was indicated both by the lines linking any two 

boxes t()Jether. The tie-lines between boxes were bi-directional. The subjects were then 

asked to complete the questions below the diagram. It was emphasised that the answer to each 

question could be found by looking at the diagram and checkIng the relationships between the 

words found there. 

Subjects were told to work at their own pace. It was emphasised that they could have as 

many tr1es as they wanted before comIng to a final decfsfon but after they had turned over to 

the next example they were not to go back. Subjects worked through the three examples at 

their own pace, which took from 10 to 20 minutes. To maintain cross-experiment consistency 

time-an-task was not taken as a performance measure. 

6.5.3 Results 

Scoring ttrlmique t/nd t/nt/lysis Subjects were accorded one mark for each correct 

response and could, therefore, achieve a minimum score of zero and a maximum score of seven 

far eoch word set. Table 6.6 shows the mean scores for correct query responses for the three 

pre-defined data structures. Subjects had m()jerate success in extracting meaning from each of 

the three pre-defined organisational structures. Scores for responses to hierarchies ( 47~) 

and tables ( 49~) were little different from each other, but networks gave a slightly higher 

success rate (55~). 

An analysis of variance of the query response data indicated a main effect of 

organisational type (F =3.15; df=2 ,96; p<0.05). Multiple paired comparisons (Tukey's HSD 

test) between mean scores for eoch of the data structures failed to reach significance (p>O.O 1 ) 

although a trend was discernable. There was a strong tendency for performance scores for 
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networks to be better than for hierarchies ( p<O. 05); although the difference falled to reach 

the cn:eptab le level of significance advocated for paired comparisons (Meyers and 

Grossen, 1974). Performances using tab 1es were not statistically distinguisheble from those 

of either networks or hierarchies. 

TobIe 6.6 

Mean percentage score for correct query responses for each of the three 
pre-defined organisational structures. (N = 50) 

Mean Correct 
Response Score 

mean" score 

Pre-defined Organisation 

Nelwork Hierarchy 

55 47 

Table 

49 

Performance conlrasls in Expl. 4. Condilions joined by a common line did nol differ from 
each other, according to Tukey's HSD lest. Condilions joined by a broken line just failed to 
reach significance althe 0.01 level. 

6.5.4 Discussion 

Tentative comparisons can be made between these data and those of Brosey and 

Shneidermen ( 1978), who tested the reletive ease of dete extraction from simplified tebular 

and hierarchical data structures for university unoorgraduates. They used two tasks: execution 

of queries from the data-base, and the commitment to memory and recall of the complete data 

structure after the query task. Only the first task, execution of queries, has relevance to this 

present stu~. On this task Brosey's adults found it easier to extract dete from the 

hierarchical structure rather than from the table. This finding was confirmed for data 

extraction from a larger data-base organised into each of the two structures, table and 

hierarchy. 

These findings are less directly comparable to Experiment 4 than those of Durding et a1. 
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( 1977) were to Experiments 2 and 3. but points can be raised with caution. The caveat is 

that the reduction in task difficulty for the young subjects in Experiment 4 was so much 

greater in comparison to the ooult study than it was for the initial experiments. However, 

young subjects again performed less well than ooults, but equally importantly there was a 

qualitative difference in responses between adults and young subjects, the latter preferring 

the tables( 49% correct) and hierarchies (47%)equally difficult, while the adults were more 

adept at using hierarchies (tables 70~, hierarchies 78~ - approximate derived figures). 

6.6 A Comparison of the Experimental Results 

In order to allow comparisons across these experiments, the reOOing ability and 

non-verbal ability of each subject in each experiment was assessed prior to tak.ing part in the 

organisational task. The group mean age and test scores are shown in Table 6.7. 

The data from Experiment 1 were not of an equivalent form to the data in Experiments 

2. 3 and 4 and, although qualitative comparisons are made, where possible, these data did not 

form part of the statistical analysis across experiments. 

A comparison of the data from Experiments 2 to 4 showed an overall improvement in 

performance for the young subjects as the task. changed from ordering data with no guidance; to 

orooring the word sets with an explicit statement of the structure to be used; and. finally. to 

extracting meaning from the pre-oroored word set. An analysis of variance of the percenta;}e 

correct scores for the three organisational structures (hierarchies, networks and tables) 

common to all three experiments, indicated main effects of experimental condition (F = 7.86; 

df=2. 137; p<O.OO 1) and of organisational structure (F =62.72; df=2.274; p<O.OOO 1 ). There 

was also a strong interaction between experimental condition and organisational structure 

(F = 7.56; df=4,274; p<O.OOO 1 ). The pattern of performance was complex, however. Multiple 
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paired comparisons (Tukey's HSD test) of the common structures, ocross the three 

experiments, confirmed that networks were handled more easily than hierarchies (p<O.O 1 ), 

and than tab les in the first two experiments (p<O.O 1) but in Experiment 4, although 

networks proved easier to extroct information from than hierarchies (p<O.O 1 ), there was no 

reliable difference in performance in the extraction of data from networks and tables. 

Table 6.7 

Ability profiles of the children for Experiments 1 to 4. 

Experimenl 1 

Experiment 2 

Experimenl 3 

Experiment 4 

S.D. in brackels. 

Mean 
Age 

Years 

10.02 
(0.6) 

10.06 
(0.7) 

10.03 
(0.5) 

10.06 
(0.6) 

Mean 
Reading 

Raw Score 

18.7 
(7.9) 

21.5 
(5.6) 

20.5 
(9.8) 

20.4 
(10.0 ) 

Mean 
Non-verbal 
Raw Score 

16.1 
(4.0) 

16.2 
(4.1) 

16.8 
(5.3) 

16.2 
(5.0) 

The results suggested improvements across all types of structure for Experiment 3, as 

compared to Experiment 2, and indeed, the provision of a skeletal structure in Experiment 

proved to be an aid to subjects' recognition and use of the network organisation (p<O.O 1 ). 

Although the multiple paired comparisons showed that the improved performances in 

Experiment 3 for hierarchies and tables (p>O.05) were not reliably different from those 

recorded in Experiment 2. The pattern of overall improvement was not maintained in 

Experiment 4. Subjects were more successful at using, rather than building hierarchies and 

tab les, but it appears that it is easier to construct a network when primed (Experiment 3) 

than to either produce an unprimed network (Experiment 2) or to extract information from it 

( Exper iment 4). 
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The lack of improvement when using networks in Experiment 4, compared to 

Experiments 1 and 2, can be partially explained by the failure of the young subjects to 

complete Questions which required more than one answer. As was argued in Experiment 2, 

when considering the failure of subjects to organise tabular data, these subjects felt that a 

Single description of the word JUNE was sufficient and rarely gave a second meaning. In this 

sense the subjects were responding in a similar manner to all three structures in Experiment 

4. It is difficult not to conclude, however, that subjects were treating networks as lists for 

much of the time and failing to see cross relationships. 

Performances on tables improved across the three experiments. Young subjects found it 

easier to access rather than construct tables with no priming (p<O.O 1) as was shown by a 

comparison of scores for Experiments 2 and 4. Experiment 1 had already confirmed that young 

subjects found great difficulty in constructing tables. The difference in performance scores 

between Experiments 2 and 3 just failed to reach Significance (p<O.05; operating a 

significance level of 0.01 for paired comparisons), although the difference between these last 

two'experiments did confirm the trend of improved performance when using, rather than 

constr uct 1 ng, tab 1 es. 

Comparison of performance for the young subjects working with hierarchies pl8:8d 

similar emphasis on the improvement in performance between the task of constructing 

hierarchies, whether primed or not, and the task of accessing information from the data 

structure. Paired comparisons indicated reliable improvement in performances between 

Experiments 1 and 3 (p<O.O 1) and between Experiments 2 and 3( p<O.O 1 ). 

Table 6.8 presents correlations between task performance (complex scoring technique) 

and ability level for Experiments 2,3, and 4. The tasks in all four experiments were 

inherently classificatory; such tasks could legitimately be expected to draw on non-verbal 
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abilities (Bruner, Gocdnow and Austin, 1956), and, following the work of Turner, Scullion 

and Whyte ( 1984), also be related to reOOing ability. In Experiment 1, level of complexity of 

organisation offered, a gradation from primitive lists to hierarchies and tables, was related to 

reading ability (r=O. 41 ; df 45; p<O.O 1) but not to spatial ability (p>O.05), although spatial 

and.reading abilities were themselves correlated (r=O.36; df=45; p<O.02). There was 

therefore an ability componet to the level of performance on this organisational task. 

Table 6.8 

Correlations between abilities (Reading Age and Non-verba' Ability) and tast 
performance for the three pre-defined organisational structures common across 
Experiments 2.3 and 4. 

Ability 

Reading 
Age 

Non-verbal 
Abilily 

Experiments 

2 
3 
4 

2 
3 
4 

Pre-defined Organisation 

Hierarchy 

0.294 
0.515* * * 
0.269 

0.058 
0.476* * * 
0.350* 

Nelwork 

0.149 
0.538* * * 
0.528* * * 

-0.172 
0.634* * * 
0.448** 

Level of significance of correlation: * p (0.05; **p (0.01; *** p (0.001. 

Table 

0.198 
0.237 
0.438* * 

0.004 
0.249 
0.525*** 

In Experiment 2, the most striking finding of the analysis was the failure of reading and 

spatial abilities to explain the performance scores recorded for each organisational type 

(p>O.05). There are two possible contributary factors to these results. As can be seen from 

Table 6.7, the range of ability in this experimental group was small in comparison to that for 

experimental groups 3 and 4 and this fact may well have disguised any relationships between 

ability and performance. This argument might also provide an explanation for the results in 

Experiment 1. The children in this group showed greater variation in reading ability than 

non-verbal ability, and it was the former ability that correlated with the task performance 

scores. It is possible that further studies on selected groups of ~ and poor r~rs, and 
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children exhibiting good and poor spatial skills, would further elucidate the relationships 

between a range of abilities and task performance. 

The lack of correlation may also have been partly due to both ceiling and floor effects as 

a result of the high performance of the vast majority of the children when working with lists 

compared to a very poor performance by the majority when working with other structures. 

Although one might have expected the more gifted child to use a greater variety of 

organisational structures than their weaker peers this was not the case, list structures were 

the predominant organisation used. However, those who performed well on constructing l1st 

structures also performed well on each of the other three organisational structures 

( p<O.05). 

The results for Experiment 3 showed that success in organising lists, hierarchies and 

networks were all correlated to ability levels, but this was not so for tables. In each case 

ability level is more predictive in the success of reconstructing hierarchies (p<O.OO 1 land 

networks (p<O.OO 1 ) rather than lists (p<O.05). This suggests that list structures were 

readily available to most of the subjects. The lack of any relationship between abilities an the 

reconstruction of tables is difficult to explain. There was a relationship, however, between the 

successful camp letion of tabular organisations and both hierarchies (r= + 0.35; df=49; 

p<O.02) and networks (r=+O.33; df=49; p<0.05), but not between tables and 11sts 

( r= + 0.26; df=49; n.s.). This hints at an ability component in the successful comp let ion of 

tabular structures but the confiicting data may well be a result of the dual nature of the table, 

in that it could be seen both one (e.g. list) and two dimensionally (e.g tab le). 

I n Experiment 4 success at responding to questions all three data structures was related 

to non-verbal ability (Table 6.8), while responding to questions on networks and tables was 

correlated with reading s:]e, although this relationship did not hold for hierarchical 
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structures. 

Successful completion of the task on anyone of the structures was related to success on 

each of the other structures; thus hierarchies were related to success with networks 

( r= + 0.49; df=49; p<O.OO 1 ) and with tables (r= + 0.43; df=49; p<O.O 1 ); and this 

relationship held for networks and tables (r= + 0.43; df=49; p<O.O 1 ). 

Comparisons across the three experiments (Experiments 2, 3 and 4) proouce no clear 

picture of the influence of ability on the rate of success children might achieve in either 

setting up or extracting information from the different data structures (Table 6.8). This 

result may well have been due to the low success rates achieved when working with 

hierarchies and tab les. The construction and extraction of information from networks was 

strongly related to ability levels. Success in constructing hierarchies was also related to both 

non-verbal and reading ability but, extraction of meaning from a hierarchy showed reduced 

dependence on non-verbal ability ,and no influence of reading ability at all. Tabular 

structures show the reverse pattern to hierarchies. I n Experiment 4 ability components 

appeared highly significant but these relationships were not present in Experiment 3. 

One possible explanation for this reversal is in the very obvious need to clearly sort out 

the relationship between objects and to think spatially in order to successfully place material 

into a hierarchy. A misplaced superordinate object will have repercussions for the 

construction of the whole structure. Although a four by three table is also a highly spatial 

structure, there is no one critical point of entry into the diagram. A subject who started to 

insert the experimenter's row objects across the columns would find difficulty in placing all 

the objects, but the cumulative error would be far less punitive than when constructing a 

hierarchy. 
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6.7 6eneral Discussion 

The experiments were designed to explore the ease with which young children (9 -11 

years of age) could construct and extroct data from a variety of organisational structures. This 

work was stimulated by the rapidly increasing use of computer-based information-handling 

packcges in schools, and extends the conclusions reached by Durding et a1. ( 1977) and, to a 

lesser extent, by Brosey and Shneidermen ( 1978). 

Experiments 2 and 3 encourage us to approach the use of information- handling 

packages with caution. Unlike Durding's undergraduates, these young children were not very 

successful in discovering the inherent organisation of information, and showed a marked 

tendency to impose 8 standard structure (8 list) on 811 data regardless of its inherent 

organisation. This result held true whether the subjects were primed to the appropriate 

organisational structure or not, although priming did improve performance on the non-list 

organisations. Hierarchies end tab les were perceived as equally difficult by these young 

subjects, while networks were somewhat easier to construct; again 8 very different result 

from that of Durding~. Their results showed that undergraduates were well able to 

reconstruct hierarchies, networks and, particularly lists. Tables were more difficult to 

reproduce I however. 

The dominance of the list structure for the majority of children, and the poor 

performance on all other stuctures, in Experiment 2, masked individual differences and the 

influence of ability measures. Non-verbal and reffiing abilities were controlling variables for 

all data structures, except tables, in Experiment 3. 

On a more hopeful note for those work ing with young children I Experiment 4 shows that 

the children were able to extract data from hierarchies, networks and tables, although scores 
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hovered around the fifty percent success. We might, therefore, expect junior school children 

to use, if not construct, ea:h of these organisational structureswith similar f~ility. A fifty 

percent success rate is still Quite low, although it seems that in working with networks and 

tables at least, low scores might be partially attributed to the childrens' view that one answer 

is suffiCient for any Question! Again comparing these results to adult studies (Brosey and 

Shneiderman, 1978), the most striking finding was the near equivalence of performance on 

hierarchies and tables by the young subjects when asked to organise word sets (tables being 

the easier of the two), whi Ie oou Its found it far easier to work with hierarchies than tables. 

Non-verbal ability proved to be a key pred1ctor of data extr~tion, although reading ab111ty 

was also highly correlated with the successful use of networks and tables. 

The pattern of organisation of picture sets (Experiment 1) follows more closely that of 

adults, and the children appeared to relatively proficient 1n the use of hierarchies, but such 

structures were generally proouced on the second sort. Primitive lists and lists oominated the 

initial sort and were the most frequently occuring organisations overall. Bruner ( 1966) 

suooests that: 

• At first the child deals with sinale features of a problem one !!Ita time!!!!. In time the child 

is able to deal with seyeral alternatiyes simultaneously. hjecacchicaJJy. and wjth the exclusive 

inferences made possible by hierarchical structure: (pp. 323-324, 1966). 

It may well be that these experiments were tapping a critical perioo of cEvelopment for the 

chlldren. 

What 00 these f1ndfngs mean for the use of information-handling pock.ages in school? The 

difficulties experienced by these young subjects, compared to ooults in similar circumstances, 

cannot necessarily be explained in terms of the develpoment of individual abilities. It could be 

argued that Mult performances are a result of greater exposure, and therefore familiarity 

with, the types of structures used in these experiments. Equally, the low level of success may 
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have resulted from the fact that the children could not see the purpose of a task which merely 

asked them to organise words. If the task had been placed in context then they might have been 

more successful. In either case, if information-handling packages are to be used in school, 

then teachers will need to ensure that children have had exposure to the relevant structures 

and have come to value the different methros of organising data, in order to achieve successful 

outcomes. 

Research by Bransford ( 1979) adds another caveat to the application of these results. 

In his discussion of concept formation, he paints out that in the majority of 

concept-identification experiments, participants had to identify which member of a set of 

known concepts the experimenter had in mind (e.g. red triangles, Bruner et a1., 1956). Once 

the correct concept has been identified, or the experimenter made the rule explicit to the 

subject, problem solving became relatively easy (Anderson and Kulhavy, 1972). Bransford 

argues that this is a very different situation from that normally existing in the classroom for 

here the child is generally provided with the definition of new concepts rather than being 

allowed to discover them, and so the child fails to understand adequately or to transfer 

knowledge. Essentlally, this suggests that data structures must be made transparent to 

children if they are to successfully organise or extract information from a particular 

structure, and this is best done by involving the child actively in the process of learning. 

Transparency of structure can also be aided by the manipulation of concrete objects, such as 

picture cards, as was shown by the children's relative success in producing un-primed 

hierarchies, but not tables, in Experiment 1. 

Experiment 5 and the case studies, reported in the next two chapters, are investigations 

of the educational outcomes which occur when the children are encouraged to actively 

construct and use data-bases as part of their learning activities. In these investigations 

children's manipulation of data is placed in the context of a prCXJramme of topic-work. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE ROLE OF THE COMPUTER IN DEVELOPING CHILDREN·S 

CLASSIFICATORY ABILITIES: 

INFORMATION-HANDLING PACKAGES IN THE CLASSROOM 

7. 1 Introduction 

The need to encourage children to develop information-handling sld11s, which are in 

turn based on well tuned classificatory skIlls, hes alremy been outlined. In a world of 

inexorably increasing information we need to develop skills of information-handling rather 

than accumulating facts parse There is ample encouragement from the literature that such 

skills can be fostered. Mayer ( 1983) states that the cumulative research evidence shows that 

children's performances can be improved on virtually any task, given appropriate training or 

by changing the format of the tasK, although the effects are strongest for those children at 

critical points of development. The premise on which this study is based is that the use of 

readily available data storage and retrieval systems for educational microcomputers should 

actively encour~ informatlon-handl1ng skills. ThIs stuay esKS what wfll be the effect, on 

children's minds, of exposure to information-handling software? 

Although all information stores, including bOOKS, directories and computer data bases, 

are displays of organised data, the structure of that organfsatIon 1s more overt fn computer 

data bases. The importance of this transparenO{ of the organisational structure to the efficient 

retrieval of information is highlighted in the work of Durding et a1. ( 1977) and in 8 

comparison of the results from Experiments 1 and 2. It is also recOJnised by bOOK publishers 

who, in the lest two~, have worKed hard to h1ghllght the structure of both school and 
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un~rgraduate texts through the use of colour, script style and skeletal summaries. The very 

methoo of constructing and tnterr(XJ8ttng computer data-bases, however, requires a clear 

understanding of that structure. This is not always so for a directory and certainly not so for 

retrieval of information from a book. 

It might be hypothesised, therefore, that the transparency of structure in a computer 

data-base would facilitate the development of classificatory skills. Personal experience has 

shown that many teachers would not support this hypotheis. Comments follOWing a 

~monstration to teachers of SEEK, the binary tree classification pr~ram used in this study, 

were less than enthusiastic. One teacher argued that he hoo been successfully conducting such 

work with children, using filecards and a knitting needle, for a number of years, so what 

argument could be put forward for replacing his home-made 'technology' with an expensive 

and scarce piece of equipment? This investigation in a very real sense was stimulated by that 

genuine and healthy scepticism. The aims of the stucty were fourfold: 

1. To investigate whether children (9-11 years of age) would show a measurable 

improvement on a pre-post categ:>riS6tion task through participation in a task involving 

classification of familiar objects (cheeses). 

Hypothesis 1: Involvement in an information-handling project willlsOO to an improvement in 

children's classificatory abilities. 

2. To investigate whether the children would be equally adept at using data stor~ 

systems exhibiting two standard methods of organisation, a binary tree and a matrix table. In 

the former the child is encoureged to think linearly but the latter requires a two-dimensional 

apprCEh. On the evioonce of Durding, Becker and Gould ( 1977) and the general view that 

operating uni - rather than bi-dimensionally would prove less difficult ,it was anticipated that 
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{he production of a binary tree would prove eesier for these young subjects and, therefore, a 

more effect1ve stimulant of the chl1dren's class1f1catory abl1ltles. Experiments 1 to 3, 

outlined in the previous chapter, suggest that there will be no difference between the two 

types of organisation, however. 

Hypothesis 2: Chl1dren working with different methods of data organisation will show a 

differential improvement in classificatory abi lity. 

3. To investigate whether the te6:hing strategy employed, in this case te6:hing with or 

without the aid of a microcomputer and relevant software, would Significantly lnfiuence the 

acquisition of classificatory skills. 

Hypothesis 3: Children working within different teaching strategies will show a differential 

Improvement 1n class1f1catory ab1l1ty. 

4. To investigate whether the teaching strategy employed, in this case teaching with or 

without the aid of a microcomputer and relevant software, would significently influence the 

acquisition of spec1fic knowled;Je. 

Hypothesis 4: Children working within different teaching strategies will show differential 

6Quisition of specific knowledge. 

7.2 Method 

Subjects 

Ninety-one children, between 9 and 11 years of age, were assessed for reOOing ability 
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(Melero, 1970), and for their non-verbal ability (Raven, 1956). Fifty-nine children, the 

members of two Jun10r classes, were selected from th1s pool and assessed on the1r ab111ty to 

complete a simple 'twenty Questions' type catefJ)risation task which is ~ribed more fully in 

the experimental procedure. Two classes were selected out of the original four tested, partly 

on organisational grounds, but also because there was a wide range of ability within each elass 

and two age groups were represented. 

TobIe 7. 1 

Ability Profiles of Children for the Four Experiment.1 Conditions (N= lOin e.ch 
condition). 

Mean 
age 

Mean 
reading 
score 

Mean 
non-verbal 

score 
categorisation 

score 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEEK 10.5 19.4 17.1 8.2 
computer (SC) (O.gb) (3.96) (6.46) (2.69) 

SEEK 10.6 19.2 17.6 8.6 
control (SN) (O .. b) (5.06) (7.89) (3.70) 

FACTFILE 10.4 19.5 17.5 8.6 
computer (F C) (0.49) (3.17) (7.00 (3.92) 

FACTFILE 10.5 19.7 16.6 6.2 
control (FN) (O.bl) (4.76) (9.73) (3.21) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S.D. in brackets. 

The three test scores were used to establish the four experimental groups, each of which 

contained ten children. The meon test scores for the children are presented in Table 7.1. 

Whl1e care was taKen to match groups overall on fMJe, 1t was also necessary to assign an equal 

number of children to each group from the third year (9-10 years of age) and the fourth year 

( 10- 11 years of~) junior classes to remove any bias from the extra year of schooling 

received by the older children. 
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Materials 

Tile pre-post caterprlsatlon test mater/als Test materials for the pre- post 

categlrisation consisted of two matched sets of twenty-four cards with a simple line drawing 

in black ink on white card. Each set of drawings differed on two dimensions, shape and number 

of objects. The shapes were equally diviOOd into concrete objects, fruit or toys, and abstract 

objects, two or three-dimensional geometriC shapes. Six examples of ~h cat8(Jlry were 

represented: cards depicting fruit included oranges, apples, pears, bananas, grapes and 

strawberries. Within each set of cards the objects occurred singly or as a group. In Set 1, 

composed of fruit and three-dimensional shapes, the group size was two. In Set 2, which 

incluCed the toys and two-d1mens1onal shapes, each object occurred by Itself and in a group of 

three identical objects. Two sets of test material were developed to reduce the effects of 

memory and material familiarity in the post-test situation. 

The choice of stimul1 was g:werned by a number of criteria. There was a clear hierarchy 

of dam i nance in the st i m u 1 i chosen; that is, subj ects cou ld be expected to attend to concrete 

objects first then to more abstract shapes, and finally to the concept of number (cf. 

Heidbreder, 1946; 1947). There was an equivalent number of stimuli in the groups formed 

on these criteria. 

The stimuli were also ~erned by the criteria of 'imageability' and '~ness of 

example.' Rosch ( 1975) states that C8t~ries appear to be represented in OOJnitlon not as 

sets of critical features with clear-cut boundaries, but rather as prototypes or clearest cases. 

The nearer an object is to the prototype the higher it will be rated as an example of the 

cat6glry. The selected toys and fruit used in constructing the test material were all ranked 

eleven or higher, out of a target population of sixty, on their 'gxxtness of example' (Rrech I 

1975). 
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The 'imegeebility' of ~h ~timulus card was Blso controlled. SnodJress Bnd VBnderwBrt 

( 1980) argue that because there are so many wft{s to draw even the simplest object there 1s 8 

need to use normative data on the charocteristics of pictorial representations of concrete 

objects to achieve generally comparable data resulting from a catEgJrisation task. Therefore, 

in stUdies involving such tasks, the concepts employed must be unambiguously picturBble, 

and there must be a wide consensus about the name assigned to any object to be used for 

experimental purposes. Where possible the line drawings, all of the fruit and two of the toys, 

were selected from the standardised picture collection developed by SnodJrass et al., on the 

basis of ease of recognition Bnd high Bgreement between subjects on the neme BSSOCiBted with 

the picture. The four remaining toys and the geometrical shapes were either unavailable from 

pub lished literature or inappropriate because of the American bias in the material. 

Consequently the OOjitional stimuli were designed by a small team and tested for 

'imegeebility,' on e smBll pilot populetion, in e menner simi1er to thet of SncrlJress et Bl. 

TllecomplJter prq;rams. Two computer prI)Jrams were employed in the stu~. The first 

prCXJram SEEK (ITMA, t 984), and its EnX>mpanying prCXJrams THINK and INTREE, allows 

children to set up end interrogBte B binary tree, in which informetion is sorted or clessified 

l1nearly through a series ofyes/no answers. The second prCXJram FACTFllE (MEP, 1982) 

operates a matrix classification structure. Again children can set up and interrOJBte the 

data-base, but in this case the classificatory m~l is two-dimensional rather than linear. 

Tile know/~ a::quisition test The knowleQ]e ocquisition test was resigned to test the 

children's factual recall of the material discussed during the three week project on cheeses. 

The test was in two parts: a simple recall of the names of the cheeses in the project and, 

secondly, e more deteiled test of the children's recall of the charocteristics of eoch cheese. The 

latter test was constructed after the chlldren hOO designed their data- bases and followed the 

fgrmat of the questions they themselves hoo used in the interr(XJ8ting their data-bases. 
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The second part of the test consisted of nine questions. Each question required the child to 

select and name a cheese which would fit the description proviOOd. The level of rescription, 

that is the number of oofining features specified, varied between the questions. Three 

questions contained only one defining feature: 'Name a soft cheese.' There were also three 

questions with two and three defining features ~h, for example: 'Name a white cheese with 

rind' (two features) and 'Name a hard yellow cheese with veins'( three features). 

Questions were also ~erned by the number of possible correct answers, that is the 

number of cheeses which could fit the description proviOOd, that were evai1able as answers to 

anyone question. Th1s could vary from one to three cheeses. There were three groups of three 

Questions with a choice of ,respectively, one, two or three possible answers. For example 

'Name a red cheese' required the child to name one specific cheese but when naming 'a soft 

cheese' the subjects had two possible answers to choose from. 

The presentation oroor of the questions was randomised for eoch subject. 

[jesign 

There were two between-subjects factors and one with1n-subjects factor 1n the 

experiment. The four experimental groups each received the pre- and post-catEglrisation 

tests along with all members of the contributing school classes. All subjects completed a worK 

topic which involved clessifying a range of cheeses. The children worKed with the same adult 

who was not the experimenter. Two groups, further diviOOd into two by Ega, operated a binary 

tree classification; one of these groups used the microcomputer with the SEEK pr(XJram, the 

other group matched the structure of the computer prcx.;Jram using file cards. The interrcgatlve 

aspects of the prcx.;Jram were provided by the adult working with these children. The two 

remaining groups, ~in sub-divided by age, completed the same task but operated B 

two-dimensional matrix classification; one group using FACTFllE on the computer and the 
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other group designing their data-bese with file cerds emd appropriate questions from the 

occompanying ooult. There were 1n all e1ght work1ng groups which comb1ned to form two 

experimental conditions, SC (computer users operating the prooran SEEK) and Fe 

(computer users operating the program FACTFllE); and two control groups, SN ( a group 

operating a SEEK -like cla55ification without the computer) and FN (non-computer users 

operating a matrix classification which matched FACTFllE). 

Procedure 

Pre-post testing. The twenty-four cords depicting fruit and three dimensional shapes 

(Set 1) were used as st1mu111n the pre-test cat8CJ)r1sation task and Set 2 (toys and 

two-dimensional shapes) was used as the post-test stimulus. All subjests were tested 

individually. 

In this task, a version of Mosher and Hornsby's ( 1966) 'twenty Questions' game, the 

child was asked to discover which of the twenty-four cards the experimenter hoo selected and 

was thinking about. The experimenter ploced one set of twenty-four cards face upwards on a 

table and the subject identified verbally the object depicted on each card. This removed the 

need for subjects to generate a precise name for eoch object, as would be required 1n many 

investigations involving a semantic task. Synonyms were quite occeptable as long as the object 

stayed within its categlry. This was particularly useful in naming the geometric figures. 

Shapes such as the elipse were more casually named by the young subjects than the SQuare. 

Labels such as an oval or a squashed circle were generally offered by the chl1dren. The oroor 

of presentation of the stimuli was ranoomised for eoch subject although Lange and Griffith 

(.1977), in their information retrieval tasKS, had found no relationship between position of 

presentation and recalL 

Once the subjects hoo ioontified eoch card satisfoctorily I a neccessary pre-condition to 
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limit any disparity in the two sets of stimuli, the child was asked to identify which one of the 

twenty-four cards the exper1menter was th1nk1ng about. An unl1m1ted number of Questions 

could be asked to aid in the ioontification of the selected card but a response would be given 

only to those Questions which could elicit a yes/no answer. The child was asked to generate both 

a legitimate and illegitimate Question on this criterion. If he failed exemplar Questions were 

given. Once the chlld understCXJd the type of Quest10n which would elicit 1nformat1on the test 

proceded. Ten trials were conducted for ~h subject. The number and type of Questions used to 

identify the target card were noted. The total task took between five and twenty five minutes 

for each chi ld. 

Oeve/opingC/BSSifiC8toryebilities. Mielke ( 1968) has reminOOd us that when 

comparing the educational imp~t of different media only the media being compared can be 

different. All other aspects of the treatments, including the subject matter content and method 

of instruction, must be identical. This statement was born in m1nd in all aspects of the 

experiment. All fifty-nine children in the two sample classes were involved in a three week 

project in which the main task was to classify a range of cheeses. Care was taken not to 

distinguish the forty subjects contributing to the study from the remaining members of their 

class in order to reduce experimental bias. The chl1dren worked in groups of seven or eight 

and each group contained five experimental subjects. 

All groups were led by the same adult who was not the experimenter. In the light of the 

findings of KuliK, KuliK and Cohen ( 1980) this provided a ri!JJrous test of the robustness of 

any experimental results proceding from this experiment. Kulik et a1., through a 

meta-analysis of previous media comparison studies, have shown that the positive effects 

recorded for technol~iC811y-based compared to traditional approeches to teaching, largely 

disappear when the same t~her proouces all the treatments. 
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E~h group was initially shown nine cheeses and, with guidance and following careful 

observation and description, ioontified a number of char~ter1stics of eoch cheese. from this 

work the children constructed their classificatory criteria and eoch child was eiven one cheese 

to describe in detail using the agreed criteria. The remaining cheese, or cheeses, were 

described collectively by the group and one child recorded the group's deliberations. four 

groups (SC and SN x the two age ranges) presented the1r work in the hierarchical mOOs of 

the binary tree and the remaining four groups (Fe and FN x the two ~ ranoes) developed a 

matrix data grid. 

Once the classif1catory criteria had been 6Jreed eoch group took part in an 1ntroouctory 

session to familiarise the children with the computer including the use of the disc drive, a new 

device to all of the children. Those experimental groups (SC and Fe), who were to use either 

the SEEK or FACTFILE programs, proceeded to enter their dete into the computer over the 

next week, and then they 1nterrOJated their newly-made fl1es. The non-computer users (SN 

and FN) created hand-made grids with file cards and, with the aid of the adult, simulated the 

computer interrogation. This simulation consisted of the children asking retrieval Queries in 

the manner of the computer user group and the adult responding to those Queries. It was 

stressed to the chl1dren that their Quest10ns must be carefully formed, and the adult was 

instructed to give a nil, or 'oon't understand' response to ill-formed Questions. For example, a 

question asking for the 'best' cheese would be unanswerable if the children failed to specify the 

criteria on which 'best' should be ju~. 

I n order to remove, or at least reduce, any perceptions of being treated differently I the 

control groups (SN and FN) completed a series of mathematical investigations with the 

computer. All activities took place in the school library I an area the children frequently u5ed 

for small group worle 
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Assessing knowlecfJ:! tx:qlIisition. Three weeks after the completion of the main project 

and the post-testing of class1f1catory sk111s, all of the chl1dren in the two sample classes 

were tested on their acQuisition of the specific knowleOJe of the material discussed during the 

'cheese project'. The children were tested in their class groups. The test was presented as 8 

Quiz to establish who could remember most about the cheeses we had been working with. The 

children completed the f1rst part of the test, wr1ting down all the cheeses they could 

remember from the project, and then handed their papers in. They were allowed five minutes 

for this task. The Question sheet for the second part of the test was then distributed. It was 

emphasised that the answers to the Questions were the names of the cheeses the children had 

experimented with, and that 1t was possible for one cheese to be the answer to more than one 

question. There was no time constraint to this part of the test and the children took between 

five and fifteen minutes to complete the task. 

7.3 Results 

Scoring 

Pre-post cotet;lJriSlltion test. Subjects were assessed on the mean number of Questions 

required to identify the target card on eoch trial. Note was taken of the overall ratio of 

constraining Questions to specific Questions. A constraining Question was defined as a Question 

which eliminated several possible cards at a time. For example, the Questions 'Is it a fruit?' or 

'Do chl1dren play with it?' are both constrain1ng Questfons as they effectively elimfnate the 

geometric shapes. Specific Questions and pseuoo- constraining questions referred to 

individually identifiable cards. Such Questions might take the form of 'Is it the te4tY?' or, 

more convolutedly, 'Has it oot four corners and lines all the same length and right angles?' 

Knowltd;e~is!lion test On the simple recall task subjects could score 8 maximum of 
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nine points if they could name all of the cheeses used in their project work. On the complex 

identification task, where subjects were asked to name an appropriate cheese to fit the 

desc!'iption provided, subjects scored one point for each correct response and could ochieve a 

maxium tally of nine points. No account was taken of spelling in assessing these answers. 

Overall each child could achieve a maximum score of eighteen points when the two parts of the 

test were combined. 

From this same scoring technique, the data from the second complex recall test, was 

subdivided to give aggregate scores on the dimensions of 'level of description' (number of 

specified defining features in each questlon- one to three) and number of possible alternative 

answers (one to three). The maximum number of correct responses, for each subject, on these 

di mensions was three. 

Analysis 

Pre-post cet8{)JriSBtion test A split-plot analysis of variance was performed on the 

mean number of questions per trial provided by each subject in each condition. The three 

factors were type of data organisation (between-subjects factor), teeching strategy 

(between-subjects factor), and pre- post classification test (within-subjects factor). There 

was a significant improvement in performance for subjects as a whole on the pre- versus 

post-categorisation task (F =9.07; df= 1 ,36; p<0.005). The mean number of questions 

required to identify the target card was lower for the post (X= 7.13) as compared to 

pre-categorisation (X=8.44) task, but there was no reliable difference in performance 

between the two methods of data organisation (SEEK, X=7.62 vs FACTFllE, X=7.96) or 

between teaching strategies (computer, X=7.27 vs non-computer, X=8.31). There WBS, 

however, a strong interaction between the teaching strategy employed and performance on the 

pre- versus post-categrisation task (F =6.39; df= 1 ,36; p<O.O 16). 
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Further enelysis showed thet while the pre-cetegJrisation scores for the computer end 

non-computer groups were virtually indistinguishable (F < 1), and there was equally no 

difference between the pre- and post-test scores of the non-computer users (F < 1). the 

computer users did not follow this pattern of results. This is clearly evident from the overall 

meens of Questions per trial shown in Table 7.2. There W6S a reliable difference between the 

pre- and post-test scores of the computer users (F= 15.34; df= 1,36; p<0.0004) and between 

the post-test scores of the computer versus non-computer users (F = 12. 10; df= 1 ,36; 

p<O.OO 1 ). The computer users not only showed improved performance in the pre- versus 

post-test situetion, they outshone the non-computer users in the post-test situation elthough 

their performance had been 1nd1st1ngu1shable from the latter group on the pre-test. Analys1s 

of the strength of the improved performance registered between the pre- and post-test 

situation (mean post-test minus mean pre-test score) confirmed the the superiority of the 

computer user groups over the non-computer users (F=6.39; df=l ,36; p<0.016). 

Table 7.2 

Hean Number of Questions per Trial for the Pre-post 
C.tegorisation Test •• cross Te.ching Str.tegy. 

Computer groups 
(Se and Fe) 

Non-computer groups 
(SN and FN) 

s.o. in brackets. 

Pre-test 

8.48 
(3.28) 

8.42 
(3.40) 

Post-test 

6.07 
(0.95) 

8.21 
(3.54) 

A simllar pattern of improved performance was apparent for the computer user groups 

(SC and Fe) over the test perioo in the analysis of the type of Questions asked by subjects 

(F =23.6 7; df= 1 ,36; p<O.OOO 1 ). Although there was no difference between groups in the 

pre-test situation (F < 1), the computer groups esked a higher ratio of constraining to specific 

Questions on the post-test than did the control groups (F = 12.00; df= 1 ,36; p<0.002). There 
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was no improvement in the performemce for the non-computer user groups over the perioo of 

the invest1gat10n (F=2.83; df= 1 ,36; n.s.). Th1s suooests that the computer groups were 

operating a classificatory strateqy in the post-test situation. InOOed, Table 7.3 shows that in 

the post-test situation the computer users were asking slightly more constraining Questions 

than specific Questions. The non-computer users as a whole remained relatively reluctant to 

use this strategy, which suooests that the strategy was not avai lab 1e to them and that the 

children hoc! not come to realise the benefits that it offered in solving the task at hand. It might 

be argued therefore that the computer users had been primed to a classificatory appr~h to 

the data by use of the computer software, but no such priming had taken place for the 

non-computer users. Th1s argument would be consistent with the view of the superior 

transparenc:y of organisational structure of computer versus non-computer data-bases. 

Table 7.3 

Me.n Ratio of Constr.ining Questions to Specific Questions par 
Subject for the Pre-post C.tegorisation rest. .cross reaching 
Str.tegy. 

Computer groups 
(SC and FC) 

Non-compuler groups 
(SN and FN) 

Pre-test 

0.52 

0.49 

Post-test 

1.06 

0.67 

To further amplify the changes which hoc! taken pl~ between the pre- and post-test 

performances, the Pearson Proouct Moment Correlation was used to compare the relationship 

between i nd1v1dual stuoont's performances on the pre-post categJr1sat10n task, with the 

general measures of reading and non-verbal ability. Pre-test scores were related to both 

reading ability (r=-0.43; df=38; p<O.O 1) and non-verbal ability (r=-0.45; df=38; 

p<O.O 1 ). The relationship between non-verbal ability and the catef}Jrisation task, in the 

post-test sHuation (r= -0.34; df=38; p<0.05) hoc! weakened whl1e that between the 
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categorisation performBnce and reading Bbillty hBd di5Bppeared (r=-O.18; df=38; n.s.). These 

results clearly suggest that the 1mproved performances on the post-catEgJr1sat10n task were a 

result of the experimental treatment which, in the case of the computer users, hoo allowed the 

children to either enhance or compensate for the initial personal abilities they brought with 

them to the teaching programme. 

Know/ed;fJ tK:quisition test Analysis of variance of the mean number of correct 

responses for the combined learning test indicated that there was no difference in the 

performBnce of computer versus non-computer users (F = 1.22; df= 1 ,36; n.s.) , nor between 

the two types of data organisatfon (f = 1.55; df= 1 ,36; n.s.). A more detailed analysis of the 

responses to the complex recall task showed that the number of correct responses was 

T8ble 7.4 

Mean Number of Correct Responses versus Complexity of Question Description in 
the Second Part of the Knowledge Acquisition Test 

Mean number of correct responses 
per subject 

Number of Defining Features per Question 

One Two Three 

1.85 1.40 1.20 

governed by the complexity of the questions (F=6.56; df= 1,72; p<O.02). As the number of 

defining features in eoch question increased the number of correct responses decreased (Table 

7.4). Paired comparisons confirmed that those Questions with one defining feature were much 

easier to answer than questions with two (f =5.99; df= 1 ,72; p<O.O 1) and three (f= 12.50; 

df= 1 ,72; p<O.OO 1 ) defining features; although there was no significant difference between 

two and three defining feature questions (F = 1. 18; df= 1 ,72; n.s.). The number of possible 

answers available for anyone Quest10n d1d not influence recall performance (F2.6 7; df= 1 .72; 

n.s.). 
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These results are comparable to those of Shephard, Hovland and Jenkins ( 1961) who, 

1n a s1mple class1f1catory learn1ng task, found that subjects rap1dly learnt, and were eff1c1ent 

at recalling, objects classified on one attribute, whereas pr~ress was slow and difficult 

when the classification of stimuli to be learnt was based on two or more attributes. Shephard 

( 1967) argues that problems involving such complex interew:::tions of attributes are of greet 

conceptual d1ff1culty because of a comb1nat10n of memory l1m1tat10ns and d1rected attent10n. 
i 

As has alreOOv been stated, the results of the knowlOOje acquisition tests were not 

infiuenced by the main experimental conditions; organisational structure and teeching 

strategy. Compar1son of the recall performance for each subject with the general abllity 

measures, proved more fruitful. Overall performance on the knowlErlJe OCQuisition test was 

strongly correlated with reading ability (r=-O.64; df=38; p<O.OO 1) but not with non-verbal 

ability (r=-O.29; df=38; n.s.). The conclusion to be drawn here is that the recall task was 

more a test of the children's memory capocity and reading ab111ty than of the foctual 

information acquired during the project! 

7.1 Discussion 

The evidence from this stucty confirm, as Mayer ( 1983) suggests, that it is possible to 

aid skills acquisition with judicious teaching/learning strategies. There were certainly 

overall gains in performance between the pre- and post-cat~risetion task but the strength 

of those gains was fPYerned by the teochfng strategy employed, computer users outperforming 

the non-computer users. 

Why should this disparity in ski1l5 acqui5ition occur? As the cetegJri5etion t85k did not 

involve the use of a computer 1t m1ght appear surprising that any effects should be 

discernib le, nevertheless one might conjecture a number of possib le exp lanations of this 
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result. The first two erguments ere su~tive of e disperity in the treetment received by the 

experimental and control groups. It m1ght be argued that the data-handl1ng poclc~ on the 

computer exhibited a superior oroanisation to the hand-operated 5Ystem oenerated in the 

study. Secondly it might be argued that the interrogative mc03, in both SEEK anf FACTFILE, 

wes superior to that operated by the oou1t worKer with non-computer groups. other 

explanations stem from the intrinsic nature of the computer. Were the chl1dren simply more 

motivated because they were using this new technology or, was there something more specific 

than an overall stimulus to work, in the nature of the interaction between the computer and 

the child? 

In conducting the experiment great care was taken to match the operations off the 

computer to those presented by the mochine and the appropriate software. This would have 

minimised if not removed any effects of the differences in orgenisehon. Possible support for 

the rejection of this organisational hypothesis (Hypothesis 2) comes from the lOCK of 

disparity in performance between the chf1dren using the two different types of organisation; 

linear SEEK versus matrix FACTFllE. Interestingly this lacK of disparity concurs with the 

results from Experiments 1 to 3 (Chepter 5) in which children produced ~imi1Br 

performances levels when required to both organise and retrieve information from data 

presented in either a hierarchical and tabular structure. This same argument, the careful 

matching of the interrogative style of the computer by the adult worker, can also be put 

forward to reject the superior interr0J6tive performance of the computer. 

Are we left then with the motivational aspects of the computer as the sole cause of the 

improved performance in this study? Certainly the comments of the children using the 

computer were encouraging. The children appreciated the colour, the l8YOut and the animated 

aspects of the prCX]rams which were either absent, or hoo to be proviOOd by the children 

themselves, in the control situation. Those children in the control groups, using the computer 
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for other activities, were also willing to complete the most mundBne of tasks over end over 

again if the computer was involved. 

There are perhaps other factors to be considered, however. Although care was taken to 

mimic the computer in ell relevant operation5, in humen operetions it is difficult to operete 

the same rigidity of control. The demands placed on the learner for precision 1n data 

presentation may be Significant here. Es;h user must have thought very deeply about the 

material to hand not only to enter it into the ms;hine but also to allow worthwhile questions to 

be asked of that data. This is no easy task, and both adults end children may initially have great 

difficulty in preparing material for entry into pr~rams such as FACTFILE (Underwood, 

1985). 

Col1aboretive work, with teachers in e number of primary schools, highlights some of 

the diff1cult1es faced 1n data-base use. For example, 1n proouc1ng a FACTFILE related to their 

project 'Sound in the Environment' upper junior school children ( 10 to 11 years of age) 

designed a number of field entries which did not exploit the full potential of the 

program. Such field entries suffered from an inability to maintain congruency of command 

(see Carroll, 1982; UnderwcOO, 1983): for example, the proouction of a sound would be 

attributed to the object making the noise if it were a car. but to the human operating the 

object, in the case of a drill or a piano. There was a strong resistance to numerical coding even 

for those entries, such as noise level, which are inherently numerical. Numerical coding, 

despite its OOvantages for sorting s;tivities, presents material in a more abstrs;t form, and it 

dres not seem surprising that these children were unwilling to let go the immedi~ of a 

~riptive field entry, although not all children reject this form of coding. 

In the present stu&y the chl1dren operated five-point taste and group-preference scales 

alongside their OOscriptive fields, such as cheese colour. Children may not come to these 
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decisions easily, however. In devising a 'Rood Safety' data-base, a further group of junior 

children, numer1cally ro:Ed both traffic density and and raoo vislbllity. The chl1dren came to 

occept the need for such coding after several fruitless attempts to occess information from the 

data-base in which the field entries were highly descriptive. Their information was too 

complex to put succinctly into the program because of the nature of the criteria employed. 

These children made an important breakthrough in their understanding of the wf!y in which 

both data-bases and computers can be effectively used. In the latter case they came to 

appreciate that the computer is to be used with other tools, in this case worksheets displf!ying 

a full explanation of the field. This clear specification of the field is one of the k~ 

classificatory skills that had been epcouraged during the experimental study. Secondly they 

learned that you often have to collapse or even throw awf!Y information in order to pick out 

essential patterns. 

It 1s this latter process, the process of stripping data down to the essentials, that could 

be responsible for the differential improvement in performance of the computer and 

non-computer users in this study. This is a persuasive argument, for it feels right that the 

careful observation and naming of objects should lead to improved classificatory skills. 

Equally, although in both in the construction and interr0J8tion of either a SEEK or 

FACTFllE data-base the program exercises considerable control over possible operations, 

the children mf!Y have felt a sense of of control when working with these programs which was 

not achievable when the adult took the role of the computer. Such a sense of control might lead 

to greater self-esteem (Papert, 1981 ; Golden, 1982), and be motivating in itself. 

Anecdotal evidence confirms that children appear to produce differential responses to 

the authority of tt-tmochine compared to that of humans as Turkle has shown ( 1985) and pilot 

work to this project crl1s weight to her evidence. Video record1ngs of less able eleven year olds 

working with 8 drill-and-practice mathematics prCX]ram shows that far from being castigated 
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by the response to an incorrect answer, the children were highly relighted to see the computer 

d1sp lay1 ng a harsh message of 

-WRONG WRONG WRONG-

in bright red letters across the screen. These young boys produced a string of palpably 

i~correct responses in orrer to enjoy what appeared a savage telling off. It appeared that the 

ability to flaunt an authority figure was almost a cathartic activity which they enjoyed to the 

full. This is very similar to Tur~le's children pulling out the batteries in the 'SPEAK AND 

SPELL' mechine. The inability of the computer to truly punish might be one of its greatest 

edvanteges in the clessroom. 

One final explanatory f~tor might lie, yet again, in the nature of the interaction 

between the child and the computer. Alongside the 'power hypothesis' outlined above it could be 

argued that the swift response of the computer to the children's Queries, particularly on 

more complex quest1ons, m1ght have led to a greater bonding between question and answer. 

Although the adult, under the control condition, would have provided rapid answers to simp le 

searches there may have been delays on the more complex material. For the less able subjects 

in this experiment, the immediecy of feedbeck may have proved particularly importElnt BS 

answers could be provided before attention strayed and memories of the question under review 

faded. 

A comparison of the effects of the computer condition on fectuallearning and 

classificatory skills is 1llum1nating. Whl1e the computer groups proouced signif1cantly better 

performances than the non-computer groups in the latter case, there appeared to be no such 

benefit of the computer on information recall where performance was strongly related to 

reading ability. There are several possible reasons for this result. It has a1reaay been argued 

that the computer emphas1ses the organisation of data rather than the data themselves. If this 

is the case it could be argued that there is no legitimate reason for supposing that factual 
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information should be preferentially available to the computer user groups. One flaw in this 

argument l1es 1n the foct that the conjectured superior skeletal moc1el of that data, provtOOd by 

the computer programs, might have been expected to aid the organisation of the data in the 

child's memory and thus have aided recall, but this was not the case. 

>, 

As there 1s abundant ev100nce to show that ~ organisation of material In memory is an 

aid to learning, the results of this experiment may be better ascribed to the limitations of the 

knowledge acquisition test. The results may well be attributable to the readability of the test 

material. The results on the test were also highly correlated to the reading test scores but not 

to measures of non-verbal ability. Even the low recall of cheese names by the less language 

proficient students could be attributed to a reluctance to put pen to paper, that is to commit 

themselves in a medium in which they have a history of difficulties and fallures. The 

conclusion of this argument is that the results may tell us little of the true recall of the less 

reading proficient chl1dren, and that an Individual oral test might have produced results at 

variance to those recorded here. 

Also it W6S apparent that children certainly had difficulty in providing an appropriate 

answer as the questions became Increasingly comp lex; that 1s when the question speclf1ed more 

than one defining feature of the cheese, as was predicted by the work of Shepard rtM. ( 1961 ). 
I, 

Shephard ( 1967) cites considerable evidence for the fallure of humans, in most cases ooults, 

to use all the information available to them in making decisions. His argument is based on 

limitations in information procesSing, in that, when pressed to make decisions about 

multi-dimensional stimuli, humans generally have a tendency to simplify the problem, 

collapsing all information onto one single dimension, with the attendent loss of detail. 

Decisions are then made on this reduced information base. The decline in performance as 

questions increased in complexity m1ght well have been a result of this simplifying of the 

problem to a single dimension by a number of the subjects, particularly the less able 
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children. 

One futher point should be mOOe. Snow and Yalow ( 1983) suooest that one of the key 

questions in education concerns the relationship between intelligence differences and 

instructional treatments. The studies they discuss show that didactic teaching with paced 

individualised learning tends to wipe out intellectual differences, but that d1scovery learning 

tends to emphasis initial ability differences to the ocivantage of the more gifted child 

(Cronbach, 1977; Cronbach and Snow, 1977). The findings in this study 00 not fully concur 

With these results. Activities in the cl8SSroom, which involve the use of data-bases 65 a 

support tool to the exploration of a particular data set, are generally viewed as ~ examples 

of discovery learning (see Chandler 1983). Yet the less able children in the computer groups 

made strong performance gains on the post-categJrisation task and appeared to be reaching a 

level of mastery commensurate with their more able peers. Such gains were not evident for 

the less able non-computer users, nor for the less able in either condit10n on the recall task. 

One explanation of these results might be that although the classroom activities were 

explorative and, therefore, should have benefitted the more able, the rigidity of acceptable 
• 

input to the computer provided the low abl1ity children with a step-like sequence of moves 

which one would normal find in an individualised learning package. These children were, 

therefore, exposed to discovery learning with clear structure which proved very beneficial to 

them. Because the work on the computer did not specifically direct attention towarli:s the 

acquisition of the specific knowlOOJe of cheeses, the low ability children failed to make 

similar gains on the learning task, performing in a similar manner to the non-computer 

users, considerably below their more gifted peers. 

The lack of impact of the two data organisations on children's classificatory abilit1es or, 

indeed, their ability to recall factual information, is congruent with the findings in the 
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previous chapter. Children of nine to eleven years of age, 00 appear to treat hierarchical and 

tabular structures in the same wf1'l. This finding is at variance with that of Durd1ng et al. 

e 1977), workino with unoorQroouates. Further exploration of the intervening ~ Qroups 

may provioo an interesting insight into the individual's developing comprehension of data 

structures. 

The arguments offered as a partial explanation of these results, imply that there are 

specific attributes of the medium, in this case the computer and accompanying software, 

which influence the w~ that information is processed in learning. In his criticisms of the 

effectiveness of new media in educat1on, Clark ( 1983) has only been marginally less skeptical 

about 'media attribute research' than he was about 'media comparison studies'. He arQues that 

although certain attributes of any given medium can model CCXJnitive processes, as in 

S8lomon's ( 1974) attention-directing studies, they cen only serve as 0 sufficient but never 

necessary condition for learning. The rigidity of response acceptance, the explicit nature of 

organisational structures, the rapidity of response to a child's Question, all attributes of 

information-handling packages, are what Clark calls operational vehicles for methros that 

reflect the roJnitive processes nece556ry in order to sUcce55fully perform 0 given learning 

task. He would argue that there would be other wf1'ls of mOOelling the cognitive processes wh1ch 

did not depend on the computer, and that these Wf1'lS may be as, or even more, efficient at 

stimulating learning, as was the case for Salomon's ( 1974) study. 

Clark's concerns rise out of a perceived need to produce a general theory of learn1ng, 

and, if the use of the computer is only a sufficient and not necessary condition for learning, the 

achievement of this 9)81 is not furthered. Citing the work of Dixon and Judd ( 1977) 

comporing teecher ond computer use of 'branching rules of instruction,' he concludes thot 

most of the methOOS carried by the new media, can be performed equally well by teochers, and 

that no learning differences can be unambiguously attributed to any medium of instruction. In 
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tne face of such criticisms, b8Sed on extensive research evidence, it is perhaps important to 

reiterate that this st~ d1d find strong evidence of d1sparate skills, but not of fa::tuallearning 

between the computer and non-computer groups, even though the children had ioontical 

learning experiences for the first part of the stu~ and experiences were matched on and off 

the computer in the second half; and, the 'teecher' was the same adult throughout. 

One explanation for the disparity between Clark's views and these findings mioht be 

simply accounted for in terms of poor experimentation, it seems obvious from the research he 

cites that crucial variables, such as the impact of individual teechers, have been widely 

ignored. On a more pragmat1c note, however, any successful methocl should be welcomed into 

the classroom, particularly when the attributes of that methoo are structural and therefore 

available for use by even the weakest teacher. 

I n summary the main findings of this study were that teaching strategy, but not 

organisational structure, 1800 to an improvement in classificatory ability. The recall of 

information post-stu~ was related to recK:ting ability rather than to either of the main 

experimental conditions. Whatever the underlying causes, the computer in this stu~ did leed 

to improved performance on a s1mple categJrlsatlon task, and although 1t can be argued that 

binary trees can be easily constructed without a computer, there are gains to be mf(Je usino 

the computer as part of the teaching and learning environment. Bruner, Gc:xx:1now and Austin 

( 1956) consider the process of cate9)risation as essential to everyday life, for it enables us 

to make sense of the vast array of data impinging on our senses. Computer software resigned to 

organise data can act as a stimulus to classificatory skills revelopment. It provides the teacher 

with a pack* which is highly flexible and content-free, but with a well developed and proven 

structure. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE USE OF INFORMATION-HANDLING PACKAGES IN SCHOOLS: 

TEACHER AIMS AND CLASSROOM REALITIES 

8. 1 Introduction: 

The Potential of Information Storage and Retrieval Systems 

The argument has already been presented that the classroom computer can, and should, be 

used 1n more llberating and creative wflYs to stimulate children's intellectual capacities, 

rather than as a drill and practice machine. In the terms of Bloom's ( 1956) taxonomy we are 

discussing uses which place a h1gh COJn1t1ve remand on chlldren. Such uses go beyond the 

acquisition and comprehension of knowleOJe, encouraging children to apply skills and 

knowledge, to evaluate and make jUDJements, and finally to drew together disparate 

information into a whole, in order to solve problems. To achieve these ~ls the child is 

encouraged to use the computer as a tool, part1cularly a tool to ampllfy his own th1nking. One 

such tool use is that involved in processing data. 

The views of Gagne ( 1970) and Labbett (1985), that teochers and students are alreOOy 

steeped in the wft../S of the informat1on processor (discussed in chapter 5), Question the 

importance laid by many educators on the introouction of computer-based stor~ and 

retrieval systems into classrooms. What can they offer in educational terms that the 

book-based databases can not? Kelly ( 1984) states the computer is a most appropriate means 

of storing, retrieving and classify1ng information as 1t has the capabll1ties for processing 

large Quantities of data at vastly superior speeds than anything that has been OOvised before. 

Here Kelly is arguing the machine's superiority on two characteristics, the encyclopaedic 

storage of data and the rapidity of occess to that stored data. 
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Chandler ( 1984) Questions this encyclopaed1c view of ~-bases, pointing out that the 

lormn m~ine TIME OUT in 100 P8}3S, proviOOs all the entertainments currently available 

in the capital. To metch this, PRESTEL's viewdata system would need to set aside 200,000 

frames, a highly uneconomic proposition. He ergues, 8S meny others before (cf Bloom, 1956; 

8a'Jne, 1970), that it is not the collected dete which is of greet 1mportance, for he bel1eves 

f&:t5 are the least important f&:tor in thin~ing and learning, rather it is the wff{ in which data 

ere used, ~nowing how to find, select, interpret end re-organise the meteriel. The Schools 

Council ( 1981) put thi~ succinctly when they pointed out, not only the growth in informetion, 

but the rEBty aval1abl1ity of that informat1on to Individuals. They argued that chl1dren neeooct 

to be able to search out relevant information, assess critically the ia:m and f&:ts offered and 

then to meke use of those findings. It was not only this goal-directed purpose to learning thet 

they felt was miSSing in many of our secondary schools, they also maintained that in 

inst1tut10ns whose main concern was learning above all else, t~hers found greatest difficulty 

in teoching pupils the s~ills of learning itself. 

In Piagetian terms of course, the skills of learning are inherent in the child end cannot be 

taught, the teacher's role 1n such a classroom is to provide an environment in sympathy with 

the child's level of development in order that he can make appropriate intellectual leaps as 

efficiently as possible. The teacher has a far more &:tive role in the V~tskian (1978) and 

Brunerian (1983) cl855rooms. For example, in the Brunerian classroom the teacher's role 

is to prov1de a scaffold for chl1dren's problem solving. Here the t~her is a key 

interventionist, provi.ding help when the child is in difficulty but standing asilE when he 

succeeds, and generally supporting the abilities to select, remember and plan which are 

necessarily unrer-developed in the child (see Wroj, Bruner and Ross, 1976). It is in this 

role of support facil1ty that the deta-base is seen as most useful. 

·Comoularised informalion storage IOd retrieval is capable of offering liberation from 

- 'c1utlared brains' and thus giving freedom to concentrate on the development of nexible 
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Th1s v1ew equates with Rushby's ( 1979) class1f1cat1on of 1nformation-handl1nQ p~kBQes as 

emancipatory, in that they free the user from non-essential work. 

Moreover the pregmetic argument tM! computer-besed informetion ~ems ere 

w1desprea:J 1n the world outs1de the classroom and, therefore, that there 1s a need to develop 

'information 1iter~,' is quite powerful. Papert's ( 1981) third guiding principle of 

appropriate mathematics (but possibly also of education in general) is that of 'cultural 

resonance.' He argues that knowledJe must meke sense in terms of the lerger sociel context, 

and that It must be valued by ooults 8nd not simply seen as a 'k1d's th1ng: wh1ch the ooult 

population sees no reason to take or use themselves. 

Chandler ( 1984) is particularly concerned that children should not only be aware of, and 

have ~ to, nat10nal and even 1nternational data-bases, they also need to be contr1butors to 

the store. He argues that, "guided tours of someone elses frame of reference are not enough n (p. 

48). Children need to create their own systems for communicating information with one 

another, otherwise they will become alienated consumers of others' knowledge. Papert defined 

th1s as the 'power pr1nc1ple: The learner must be empowered to perform personally 

meaningful projects. 

As Olsen and Bruner ( 1974) h8Ve pointed out, direct experience develops skills 8bout the 

~t1v1ty 1nvolved 1n gain1ng 1nformation, whereas medfated exper1ence (for example us1ng a 

pre-pock~ information store) revelops skills in using the medium. Both are useful and 

provioo information about the world, but for the majority of teEdlers -the key educational 

gJ8l is stimulating ~itive OOvelopment and not training technical skills. 

The premise that the chlld's aqlitive performance will improve, over a will! range of 
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measures 1f the educaUonal exper1ence bullds upon the chllcfs own exper1ences I 1s one which 

finds rEm; a:x:eptanc:e among prE£tising teEdlers and theorists alike. Papert ( 1980) ~fined 

this as the 'continuity principle,' the first of his guiding principles for en appropriate 

mathematics, ~ principle which is the corner stone of most theories of leerning end child 

OOvelopment (see Wooj, 1980). Publ1cally aval1able v1ewdata systems such as PRESTEL and, 

the non-interE£tive, CEEFAX and ORACLE, make only minor concessions to children. Many 

teachers have felt it more worthwhile and, it must be said, cheaper, to use disc-based 

simulations of the original ~8Qe5, especi81ly 8S children can generate their own 

PRESTEL -l1ke p8Je5. The TTNS (The T1mes Network for Schools), however, 1s a full 

information stor~ and retrieval system, which has the potential of national and international 

communication, and in which children can play an E£tive part in building the data store. The 

use of such a pockage not only encourages children to collect their own deta and prepare it for 

consumption by the computer, it has also encour~ children to pose a range of questions of 

their own OOvising, which the machine can respond to, through an analysis of the children's 

own data, resulting in a representation of the deta in an altered form (Kelly, 1984). 

The 1ntrooucUon of TTNS fnto schools h1ghl1ghts one of the pitfalls of working with a 

powerful tech nol cq{ , however, that is the ease with which the individual is subverted by the 

glamour of the machine into trivialising education. In my own county one 'major' project 

undertaken using the focilities of TTNS was a national survey of secondary schools. The topic 

chosen for th1s costly operaUon was 'Pop Music.' The topiC has of course 1mmediate relevance 

to teen~rs and it is quite possible that some useful mathematics came out of the project, but 

it is difficult to see what reasoned or evaluative statements could be merle from questions of the 

type: 'Who is your favourite malel female singer I group?' This encapsulates Chandler's 

( 1984) concern that educational insUtutions in Britain have responOOd to the ever 1ncrees1rlCJ 

threat to the ploce of focts in education by OO:1ing to the curriculum something called 

'information skills,' defined as the ability to 'handle' facts. He considers that the phrase itself 
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has disturbing overtones because of the reference to 'sk111s' rather than 'strategies: and the 

implled focus on 'information' rather than learning. Ellingham ( 1982) takes up this point 

when he argues that thinking about the computer in primary education (or in~ at any level 

of education) should not mean thinking about computers but thinking about education. 

Sigel and SauncErs ( 1979) have queried the assumption that a question-asking 

instructional strategy necessarily promotes thought. They argue that all the studies which 

accept the proposition that asking questions is '~' are based on two implicit BSSumptions: 

firstly because it enhances problem solving skills; and. secondly because Question-asking by 

the child reflects his or her thinking, while question-asking by the tea:her promotes the 

child's thinking. They suggest that previous studies (see Sigel and Saunders, 1979) have not 

provided a systematic conceptual base for advocating the use of question-asKing strategies as 

an instructional model. nor have they explained why Questioning should enhance problem 

solving skills. Dillon ( 1982) and WOCJJ and WOCJJ ( 1983) are of the opinion that classroom 

Questions delimit rather than stimulate inquiry, but this, of course, is when the teacher asks 

. 
the questions. 

One reason for using information-handling pack~ in the classroom is to encourage the 

children to ask the Questions and not the teacher. Under these circumstances, the answer put 

forward by Siegel and &iunder~ to their own Query, i~ certoinly tenoble. They orgue thot it i~ 

because inquiry can create discrepancy or a mismatch between sets of events that such an 

approach to instruction provides 8 framework for CCXJnitive development. This view of 

prob lem solving as the resolution of uncertainty, in which ambiguity and paracbx drives 

thinking, a vital engine for the revelopment of the individual, is at the heart of many theories 

of learning and child development (cf Pieget, 1952; Bruner, 1966; Vy~tsky, 1962; Papert, 

1981). 
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However, it is not enough for chl1dren to asK Questions, whether they are motivated by 

covert or overt hypotheses. It is also important that they come to appreciate that those 

hypotheses built on a foundation of constraint, rather than hypotheses strung 

non-cumulatively tOJether (eg, the hypothesis scanning strategy of Mosher and Hornsby, 

1966), are a far more effective problem solvIng strateqy. Children operating an hypothesis 

scanning strategy can become confused and discouraged by the mass of disorganised information 

impinging on them and fail to see essential patterns in the data. It is argued that practice in 

inquiry, in trying to figure things out for oneself, encourages the rearrangement lmd 

transformation of detain such a WflY that one Is enabled to go beyond the evIdence and assemble 

new insights (cf Bruner, 1973; Papert, 1981). Emphasis upon active learning encour~ 

children to become autonomous and self-motivated thinKers, leading them to be 

constructionists, organising data, discovering regularity and relatedness, and avoiding the 

Kind of Information drift that is symptomatic of non-goal directed thinKing, and which fails to 

recognise the potential usefulness of much of the data to hand. 

The argument for the flexible thinker l~ us back to societal needs. BrOOshaw ( 1985) 

argues that there is mismatch between employer needs and the educational responses. While 

tne latter focus on disciplines and vocational SKills the former sees transferable SKills and 

attitudes as more important. Although it is difficult to define such skills, he suggests that what 

employers are looking for are the skills of communication, co-operation and teamwork. One 

major firm itemises its prior1tles as a need for worKers who can: set and ochieve objectives; 

communicate and influence others; solve problems and set priorities; show lBaErship and 

work with others; and generate new ideas and better WfJiS of ooing things. Although Bradshaw's 

report is reeling with post-degree recruitment, the issues are relevant at a variety of levels. 

Essentially it is an argument for a problem solving approach to education, which is not content 

orientated, and which allows the learner to make recisions and to take on a variety of roles 

including project manager and team member. These are the central !p8ls of prcgrammes 
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involving computer-based 1nformat1on-handling p~kages 1n the classroom. 

I n brief, therefore, information-handling p~kages are seen by many as one of the most 

effective wf!Ys of using computers in school. Firstly because the software exploits the full 

potential of the machine 1tself; as in the Mult world, information processing by computer 

allows rapid and increasingly complex manipulations of data. Secondly, it offers the 

opportunity for children to collate and interrogate their own material from the environment. 

Finally, Goodyear ( 1985) argues that, prior to the a:ivent of classroom computers, in any 

exploratory approach to deta the amount of 'inauthentic' labour, that ts work wh1ch is not 

intrinsically valued as part of the learning experience, was high. Children spent far more 

time on tasks such as completing simple computations or conducting frequency counts rather 

than thinking about the relationships within the data. This pl~ severe limits on the amount 

of data that could be manipulated, and downgraded the activity as an example of real-world 

research problems. 

These last two points, in which students not only have ownership of tha data, as they have 

collected it, but are also able to use large bodies of data because of the emancipation of the child 

by the computer, each go some wf!Y to answer Weisenbaum's ( t 976) concern that the 

computer encourages the divorce of humans from the real war ld. 

There are, it would seem, compelling arguments for using information-handling pockages 

in schools, but are they really such effective tools in the classroom? In the follOWing 

investigation, eighteen instances of classroom data-base use were analysed in order to 

identify the educational benefits, if any, which accrued from children's u~ of such p~lceges. 
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8.2 An Investigation of Teacher Intents and Classroom Outcomes when 

Information-Handling Packages are Used in the Classroom 

8.2. 1 Aims of the study 

This study was an evaluation of the investigations undertaken by t~hers and pupils using 

a number of computer-based information-handling packages in eighteen classrooms. This 

research sought to identify end compare the expressed aims and objectives of t~her5 using 

data-bases in the classroom across this wide age-range and, to identify the compatabll1ty, if 

any, between identified aims and classroom outcomes. For example, 00 t~hers consider the 

development of hypothesis-testing strategies as an important cognitive outcome of the use of 

data-bases and, if so, 00 children, when using data-bases, develop insightful Questions based 

on implicit or explicit hypotheses? In this analysis outcomes are restricted to post hx 

analysis of data collated after the trial perioo by the teachers themselves. 

In the next section 8.2.2 a conceptual framework for the analysis of the eighteen case 

studies will be estab11shed. This will be followed by a resume of the sample studies in which 

the characteristics of each case study will be noted. The resume will include a statement of the 

software used; notes on the content area of each project and the main roles taken by both the 

children and the computer during the project; and will also include a statement of the sources 

of data availab le to this analysis. 

In section 8.2.4 a four-fold classification of teacher intents will be applied to the data 

fcom the case studies. A more detailed version of the same frameworK will also be used to 

describe the classroom transactions and outcomes for the sample studies in section 8.2.5. A 

comparison of intents with transoctions and outcomes will then follow. The chapter will close 

with some concluding remarks about information-handling packages in schools. 
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8.2.2 A conceptual framework for classroom analysis. 

An evaluation of educational outcomes per se is far from easy and the arguments for and 

against nomothetic and idifJJraphic approoches to evaluation have alremy been discussed in 

Chapter 2. The use of technology in education can lead to a technological view of education I 

where success or failure is defined in terms of of the size of discrepency between intended and 

actual student performance; the matching of instructional sequences to individual student 

differences. The computer is well-suited for the role of collecting and analysing statistical 

indicators of performance towards such specified behavioural objectives. 

The use of information-handling packages is seen in a rather different light by those 

supporting their use in schools (Adams and Jones, 1983; Chandler, 1984; Ross, 1984). 

Their views coincide with McClellan's ( 1972) definition of individualised learning, in which 

instruction is directed at the optimisation of students' own aims and no common objectives are 

given. The concept of the computer as a tool is in sympathy with a less teacher-directed 

education in that it can be used to expand the children's own abilities and allow them to achieve 

new goals: for example by increasing their working memory as an aid in problem solving 

when using data-bases; or by the encour~ment of writing skills through the use of a text 

processor. 

Kemm1s ( 1978) argues that where students are not expected to atta1n common objectives, 

or if the instruction can not be defined in clearly graded steps, then a nomeothetic approach to 

evaluation will rapidly become unworkable. This stucty did not directly assess the 'amount' of 

learning, in the form of knowlErl;e or skills, ~uired by the pupils, rather it sought to 

identify the occurence of episocJes and exchanoes in the classroom which have been desionated 

as leading to beneficial outcomes by educationalists , in order to ascertain whether the 

perceived potential of using such software in schools hoo been realised. The case stuay as a 
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methOOol()Jical approach shifts the emphas1s from Quant1tat1ve to Qualitative evaluation and is 

in the hermeneutic tradition (cf MacDonald and Walker, 1975; Stake, 1980). 

In reveloping a framework for the analysis of the eighteen case studies there was 

necessarily an element of h1ndsight. The analysis worked backwards from the effects or 

outcomes of the individual projects to the expressed aims of the teachers involved in each 

project. The study is in one sense highly subjective in that no independent observation was 

undertaken, the record for analysis is that of the teachers alone. This may be seen as a 

weakness of the stucty in that the effects of the media in education are frequently subversive 

and counter-intuitive, and it is necessary not only to look at the expected effects, as su~ted 

by the aims of the teachers, but also the hidden curriculum of data-base use. Insights into this 

hidden curriculum must be gleaned from teacher descriptions, transcripts of interactions and 

support material, such as worksheets, all carefully pre-digested and selected by teochers for 

inclusion in their reports. In some cases individual discussions occurred, after the 

comp letion of the individual reports, which helped to clarify the more ambiguous statements 

of the teachers. 

There were several reasons for unrertaking this method of research. On a pr~matic level, 

it was impossib le for one part-time researcher to monitor eighteen classrooms spread over a 

wide geographical area, within one calendar year. I n addition, as all the teachers involved were 

submitting work for assessment, the researcher would have been viewed as part of that 

assessment process and this would have placed an additional strain on the teacher, and might 

have influenced the nature of the activities in the classroom. 

Although the use of only teacher-reported and selected materials meant both a loss of 

control over the data and a necessarily limited spread of data, such a technique has a1reacty 

been proouctlvely used to analyse classroom outcomes (cf Wrnj, McMahon, and Cranston, 
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1980). This technique not only allowed t~hers to record those activities that they felt were 

of value, in annotating the material, they were also able to explain why they hoo approoched 

the work in a specific wfJI and to articulate what they felt about the outcomes. Teachers often 

feel that objective educational evaluation misses the point of what is happening in their 

classroom, an argument frequently raised 1n the study by Wood et a1. ( 1980). 

One caveat which must alwfJls be applied to such an approach is that although the records 

of the teachers were meant to be evaluative, the element of self-evaluation would 

understandably lead to a bias towards the most proouctive classroom outcomes, and although 

specific weaknesses were ioontified, the picture most of the teachers provided should be 

considered rose-tinted. This in itself was not viewed as a weakness for it presented the work 

undertaken in its best light, that is it largely captured what the teachers ~ as optimal 

performances, and provided a ~ basis for comparing the potential and the reality of 

data-base use in classrooms. 

The extraction of intentions and outcomes of classroom activity from teacher reports is 

problematical, however, because not all t~hers are adept at clearly art1culat1ng their 1J)81s 

or their achievements. Strake (1980) has ooveloped a description-juckjement matrix as an aid 

to planning classroom analysis, but it has also been applied retrospectively to evaluate 

educational outcomes (Harrison, 1985). The first dimension of the matrix is refined by time; 

antecedents, transactions and outcomes can be interpreted as relating to observations or 

judgements made respectively before, during or after classroom activity. The second 

dimension, the nature of response, relates to intents and observations (the description 

matr ix) and judgements and standards (the j ucXJement matrix). This, ina reduced form, 

provided the basis for the current analysis. I nitia11y teachers' anteceOOnt intents were 

identified (section 8.2.4) and these were then compared to the transoctions and outcomes from 

data- base use noted in the classroom. 
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The post ncr nature of the data used in this analysis has already been noted. In EKX1ition, as 

the reports were produced for assessment, it appeared that some t~hers specified aims 

quoted in the literature with little thought of classroom implications; they were not true 

intentions. Equally other teachers proved less eble to articulete their intentions but 

nevertheless established a highly productive learn1ng env1ronment. It was with these 

cautionary notes in mind that the analysis proceeded. 

8.2.3 The S8mp1e 

The survey sample incluOOd the full educational age-range from the earliest years (5-6 

year olds) to secondary and further education ( 16-18 year olds). The sample was divided into 

three groups on the criterion of age: early primary (4 schools in the ~ range 5-8 years); 

later primary (8 schools in the age range 8-11 years); and, secondary/ further educat10n (6 

schools in the age range 11-18 years). In OOjition, one of the survey's secondary schools was 

a special ist school for chlldren with learning difficulties. All the teachers involved in the 

study were on substantive courses (over 100 hours in length) in the use of educational 

computers. This meant that all the teachers were competent computer users, but not 

necessarily programmers, who valued the computer and wanted to use it effectively in their 

own teaching. The teachers themselves covered a wide range of a:ademic interests although 

there W8S a preponderence of language/ arts specialists working with the younger children, 

while the proportion of science/mathemattcs specialists increased with tncreastng ~ range. 

The content areas covered by these case stUdies was far ranging including support pock~ 

for computer aided design (CAD), careers counselling and the selection of rea:jing texts, but 

the preponderance of projects were in the field of environmental science/ studies, drawing 

heavlly on the discip lines of biolcqy, gecxjraphy and history. A brief rescription of eoch case 

study is presented below. Eoch study will be referred to by number to maintain the anonymity 
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of the teachers and pupils. 

Case studies CS 1 to CS 18: In ~h brief description of the eighteen case studies the 

age- range taught, the topic of the study and mcx:le of use of the data- base have been noted. The 

nature of the data to be used in this analYSis of teachers' intents and classroom transactions 

and outcomes, is also specified. In some studies, the only source of data was the teachers' own 

written comments, but many of the studies incluOOd exemplar worksheets and ~tual pieces of 

children's work. In one or two cases there are retailed transcripts of classroom inter~tions. A 

disc containing a copy of the data-base and a print out of 1ts structure and contents was 

avai lab 1e for each of the eighteen case studies. 

Secondary IFE (11 - 18 years of age) 

CS 1 An investigalive local history project using the program HISTSEARCH with 13-14 

year olds. The pupils used a ready made dala-base; that is, they were involved in 

informalion retrieval and nol organisalion of the dala. The role of the compuler was lo 

provide a legible printoul of census malerial. 

Data source for the analysis: Teacher's comments only. 

CS2 A biology project invesligaling speciation of lwo island populalions using INFORM. 

The project formed parl of a spiral curriculum with work al each level of the 

secondary school; age range 11-18 years old. The pupils used a ready made dala 

base lo answer a series of research problems posed by the leacher. 

Data: Teacher's comments plus exlensive examples of the worksheels presenled lo 

each group of pupils. 

CS3 A reference base for a crafl design course using BETA BASE with 14-16 year olds. 

The pupils used a ready made dala-base lo identify specific malerials needed lo 

complele their designs. 

O.t.: Teicher's commenls only. 
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eS4 A reference base for careers counsel1lng using BETA BASE with 16-16 year olds. The 

pupils used a ready made data-base to identify possible career pathways, including 

necessary Qualifications and conditions. 

Oltl: Teacher's comments only. 

eS5 A project on health care investigating the children's own dental health using INFORM 

with 13-14 year olds. The pupils were Involved in data collection. defining the 

structure of the data-base and in interrogating their package. 

Data: Teacher's comments. examples of the data recording sheets and detailed 

specification of the interrogation of the data-base including both the Questions asked, 

the steps of each sort, and the children'S responses to each sort. 

eS6 A reference base for reading books using FACTFILE with 11-13 year old slow 

learners. The teacher constructed the format of the data-base with these less able 

children but they were actively involved in collecting and entering the data into the 

pre-defined structure. Evidence of information retrieval was sparse. 

Data: The teacher's comments only. 

late Primary (6 - 11 yalrs of Iga) 

eS7 A study of European Countries using FACTFILE with 6-9 year olds. The children were 

involved at all stages of the project from initial goal definition and data collection 

through to Questioning the data-base. They also took on the role of curriculum 

organisers, preparing and carrying out a series of teaching activities with a parallel 

class of children. 

Oltl: Teacher'S comments plus the worksheets designed by the children to pass on 

their skills and knowledge to the parallel class. 

eS6 A mathematical project developed to support the SMP mathematics scheme using 

FACTFILE with 8-9 year olds. The children were involved at all stages of the project 

from initial goal definition and dala collection through to Questioning the data-base. 
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The package was used both as an investigatory tool and also as a reference source to 

provide the data necessary to perform problems arising out of the SMP mathematics 

scheme. 

Dati: Teacher's comments only. 

CS9 There were two projects In this study. The initial project called 'Ourselves,' was 

conducted using a hand-sort on 8 binary-selection punched card data store and was 

introduced to help children understand the nature of computer sorting processes. The 

second project, Included two sets of environmental data, and operated using the SEEK 

program. Each study was investigative and involved these 8-9 year olds in the full 

range of activltes from initial goal definition to interrogation of their various data 

structures. 

Data: Teacher's comments, extensive transcripts and exemplar printouts of specific 

interrogations. 

CS10 There were two projects in this study. The initial project on environmental studies 

used the MINI8EASTS program and involved these 8-9 year olds in the collection and 

input of data into a pre-defined structure, and the later interrogation of that 

structure. The use of this simple program was seen as an introductory step to the 

more sophisticated INFORM program. 

The second project on community needs used INFORM. The children were not Involved 

in the collection of the data but they did provide the format of the data-base and input 

the data, and they then interrogated the data-base. 

Oltl: Teacher's comments, selected transcripts and tape recordings of the 

conversations around the computer between teacher and individual children, and 

between the children themselves, plus exemplar print outs of specific interrogations 

of the data-base. 

CS 11 A project on countries of the world using FACTFILE with 9-11 year olds. The study 

was investigative and involved the pupils in the full range of acttvites from Initial goal 
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definition to Interrogation of the data-base. 

Data: Teacher's comments, exemplar worksheets and a range of the children's own 

work arising out of the use of the data-base. 

This was an Investigative project on road safety using FACTFILE with 6-9 year olds. 

Pupils were actively Involved In the full range of activities from goal definition, 

through data collection and organisation, to the resolution of the research question 

Where is the safest place to cross the road?' 

Data: Teacher's comments plus examples of children's work arising out of the use of 

the data-base. 

This was an Investigative project on the planets using FACTFILE with 6-10 year olds. 

The teacher defined the initial goals based on work from the educational television 

programme Zig Zag. Children were involved in data collection and. with considerable 

teacher guidance. In structuring. producing and Interrogating the data-base. 

Data: Teacher's comments. exemplar worksheets and examples of children's work 

arising out of the use of the data-base. 

An investigative project on modes of transport using FACTFILE with 6-10 year olds. 

The children were involved in data collection and interrogating the data-base. The 

teacher defined the project goals and format of the data structure. 

Data: Teacher's comments and exemplar worksheets 

An investigative project on the topic of the children themselves using FACTFILE 

with 5-6 year olds. The children were involved in data selection and collection but the 

teacher designed the format of the data-base. input the data and. to a large extent, 

formulated the questions to be asked of the data-base. 

Oat.: Teacher's comments only. 
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An investigative project about the children themselves using FACTFILE with 7 year 

olds. The children were involved in the full range of activities from goal specification 

to Interrogation of their self-constructed data-base. 

o.t.: Teacher's comments. exemplar sorts and a limited number of examples of the 

children's work arising out of the use of the data-base. 

CS 17 A project on trees using FACTFILE with 7-8 year olds. Initially two children designed 

the project. collecting the relevant data and specifying the organisational structure 

for the information package. which was then used by the rest of the class 8S a 

reference source in their environmental studies project. 

CS18 

o.t.: Teacher's comments and an exemplar worksheet. 

An investigative project about the children themselves using FACTFILE with 5 year 

olds. The children were involved in data selection and collection but the teacher 

designed the format of the data-base. input the data and formulated all the questions 

to be asked of the data-base. 

Oat.: Teacher's comments and an exemplar worksheet. 
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8.2.4 An analysis of expressed teachers· intents 

The nature of the study required evidence that teachers showed at least some 

understanding of the potential educational value of data-bases. Intents were articulated by all 

teachers, and such intents, because they have been selected from an almost infinite number of 

possib 1e objectives, are indicators of a t80cher's educational priorities. The evidence from 

these lists is crude, however, because it 00es not differentiate between priorities, that is it 

does not indicate the emphasis which will be given to each intent only that that intent will be 

taKen into account during the classroom activ1tes and interchanges. 

The aims of the teachers in using computer-based information packages fell into quite 

clear groupings: 1. Skills and KnowleOJe 

2. Strategies 

3. Socio-p5)'chol(XJical Issues 

4. Societal Issues 

These four groupings were defined as follows: 

1. What skills and knowledge ckl we want the children to acquire from this exercise? 

This was further subdivided into objectives related to CCXJnitive development, communication 

sk ills and computing skills. For example, paraphrasing case study 9 (CS9), a ccgnitive intent 

would be to use data-bases to encourage the shaping of hypotheses and the formulation of 

questions. A communications intent would be to enable children to develop new and alternative 

ways of presenting information (CS6). While in CS 16, the teacher specified the intent of 

developing children's keyboard skills; a computing skills objective. 

2. What teaching and learning strategies will be employed? 

There were four intents expressed here: to encourage discovery or enquiry learning; to 
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emancipate the learner by reducing the amount of inauthentic labour required of the 

individual; to operate an integrated studies approoch to learning; and, to motivate the learner 

through the use of the computer. Kemmis, Atkin and Wright ( 1977) defined discovery 

learning as a gradual unveiling, during the learning operation, of key concepts in which 

content and related theory are pro;Jress1vely revealed. At first Sight, more important to the 

type of work undertaken here is conjectural learning, in which the pupils learn through their 

experiences, experimenting and exploring an idea or topic. It is apparent from the teachers' 

comments that they were not using the term 'di5COVery' in this precise wf!Y, but rather it 

represented a very general statement of the chl1dren as active learners. 

3. Influencing the social and psychological climate of the classroom. 

The intents expressed under this cat~ry stem directly from the types of teaching and 

learning strategies to be employed and the nature of learning that the teachers felt could be 

stimulated by the use of the computer. Tes:hers expressed a desire to change the nature of 

classroom interaction (CS 14) and to raise the child's self-esteem. 

4. Children, information processing and socIety. 

This final grouping of intents is less coherent than the the previous three groupings. I n this 

teachers expressed intents which generally had a soc:ietal dimension. The first objective was to 

develop ski 11s for life, the vocational objective. A second was to make children aware of the 

eth f ca 1 f ssues f n data- base use. 

The percentage of teachers expressing each of these intents is shown in Table 8. 1. Whlle it 

would be inappropriate to draw detailed conclusions from percentage scores drawn from this 

small sample, a number of points may be made about the overall placing of emphasiS of the 

teachers' aims. Firstly, there is a strong emphasis on aims which articulate the 'what' and the 

'how' of education, with a reduced emphasis on the soc:io-psychological impacts and soc:ietal 
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issues emanating from the use of the computer-based pBCk~. This is not surprising, because 

'what' and 'how' questions are the 'bread and butter' issues of teaching, and even the experts, 

cited earlier in this chapter, emphasis such aims. 

Table 8. 1 

Teacher intentions expressed as a percentage by type and age-range taught. 

Type of intent Early 
primary 

no. of teachers 4 

Skills and knowledge 
Cognitive 75 
Communication 100 
Computer • 13 

Strategies 
Adive learning 75 
Emanci pa ti on 0 
Integration 0 
Motivation 0 

Socio-psychologica' 
Classroom interaction 0 
Self-esteem 25 

Societal Issues 
Life skills 50 
Ethics 25 

Age-R.nge Taught 

Lale 
primary 

8 

100 
75 
19 

63 
38 
38 

0 

25 
0 

50 
0 

Secondary 
and FE 

6 

67 
83 
17 

50 
33 
17 
17 

17 
0 

17 
0 

All 
Teachers 

18 

63 
83 
17 

61 
28 
22 

6 

17 
6 

39 
6 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
II 

each case study contributed two scores to this variable. 

Skills and Knowledge 

Looking more closely at the skills and knowleck;le intents, it is apparent that most teachers, 

whatever the ege of their pupils, recognised that information-handling has both a strong 

cognitive and communicat1ve component. Terms such as hypothesis test1ng, relevant 

questioning, problem salvino, cEcision making and organisational skills were used, to a 

greater or 1 esser extent, by v irtua 11y all the teachers. F or exam p 1 e, CS2 (secondary) argued 

thBt the exploration of the deta-bese should be used to encourege independent thought, to 

stimulate speculation and to aid sturents to revelop the skills of the research worker. Only one 

teacher, a secondary teacher of history (CS 1 ), failed to designate the revelopment of one or 
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more of these skills as one of his own objectives. 

The greater emphasis on communication, rather than cognitive skill, by the teochers of 

the youngest and olrest students, cen be explained in terms of the ectivities undertaken by the 

students in these groups. In half of the secondary case studies the children were being asked to 

use a pre-constructed data-base. They were not actively involved in those key classificatory 

decisions required to structure a data-base. Their main task was to use the pre-digested 

knowledge. As we shall see, this IiJes not prohibit intellectual thought but it does remove one 

opportunity for children to think conceptually about data. In the case of the youngest children 

although they were involved in collecting raw data, the four teachers generally made the 

necessary classificatory decisions, as they felt that their children had yet to develop the 

appropriate cognitive skills which would allow them to structure the data. Although this is a 

view supported by the work of Olver and Hornsby ( 1966) other workers are more scepticel 

of this simple stage theory (Donaldson, 1978; Bryant, t 974) and this will be discussed 

further under transactions and outcomes. 

As Ellingham ( 1982) advocated, knowled;le of the computer is seen as far less important 

than the development of C(XJnitive and communication skills. Only one teacher directly 

specified the development of computing skills as important. CS 16 (early primary) 

felt that it was important to encourage keyboard skills in seven year olds. While it may seem 

strange that keyboard skllls should be singled out, as few U.K. primary teachers have 

expressed a need to teach typing skills, it is probably legitimate to surmise that this intent is 

comparab Ie with the vocational intents expressed by a number of other teachers in the 

samp Ie. These in turn may well be a reflection of parental perceptions of the value of 

computing skills. The need for children to be aware of the weaknesses as well as the strengths 

of the computer as information processor, were highlighted by 22~ of the sample. 
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Strategies 

Aims concerning classroom strategies largely reflect the cognitive and communicative 

aims outlined above. More than half of the teachers (61 ~), particularly in the primary 

schools, felt thet the menipu1etion of date end the structuring end restructuring of Know1ErlJe 

were skills best learnt through active learn1ng strategies. The main reason for using a 

data- base was, for CS 15, that the children would be actively involved or, for CS3, that 

children would be able to sort out materials for their own needs, McClelland's ( 1972) 

individuelisetion of education. 

In categorising these intents, it is apparent that differentiating between intents and 

ju
4

dgements can be problematical, many of the aims carried implicit ju~ments, for example 

CS 10 sUgJeSted that the activities ... would allow children to reason and draw conclusions in 

an environment of enquiry learning. There is little doubt, however, that his aim was to 

operate an active learning strategy in the classroom. I n the light of such statements, Stake's 

( 1980) initial categorisation of responses was reduced to intents, with or without 

judgements, and observations, which might also be implicit juOJements. Three teachers 

articulated a desire to change the nature of classroom interaction. CS 10 (late pr1mary) 

wanted to foster pupil-pupil interaction, a view echoed by CS6 (secondary slow learners), 

who felt that in developing the data-base children should be encouraged to pass information 

directly from one to another. CS 14 (late primary) thought it important for children to gain 

control over their own learning. 

While active learning strategies were particularly favoured by the primary teachers, the 

use of the computer to reduce inauthentic labour (emancipation of the learner) was more 

likely to be expressed as an aim by workers with older children. Surprisingly perhaps, a 

direct reference to the motivational potential of the computer data-bases was expressed only 

once, by a teacher (CS3) of fourteen to sixteen year old craft students, although within the 
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overall enquiry strategy, comments about 'ownership of data' and 'the collection of materials 

for their own use,' do suggest a covert appreciation of the motivational aspects. 

5ocio- psychologicol Issues 

OVert socia-psychological intents were rare, only one teacher (CS 17 - early primary) 

commented on the need to encour~ the growth of self-esteem in the learner, although such 

intents were implicit in the decision to operate an active learning strategy. Although none of 

the teachers commented directly on their own role, the above intents suggested that didactic 

teaching would be discouraged, that the teacher's role would be one of classroom manager and 

focilitator in the learning situation, and they would no longer be the pivotal focus of the 

classroom. CS2 did comment that teachers should not over specify to children the required 

outcomes of their work beceuse this would limit the children's own thinking, inhibiting novel 

solutions as children personalise new knowledge - a case of the teacher not being an inhibitor 

of the educational process. This approach belongs very firm ly to the view of instruction in 

which the child develops by meeting and resolving uncertainty. 

I n contrast to the low teacher prof1le and c lear encouragement of student independence I 

articulated in CS2, the teacher in CS 13 commented that the uses of data-bases is limited only 

by the imagination of the teacher, a clear statement of who is in charge and where initiatives 

might be expected to come from! 

Societal Issues 

The emphasis on vocational intents by the primary teachers is both an expression of 

parental aspirations and, possibly, of a misguired view that exposure to the computer at a 

young age will automatically be beneficial in later life. The feelings here are among the most 

intensely expressed. CS 13 suooested that in today's society it is vital to introouce children to 

the microcomputer as information store and information retriever; a real world skill (CS 18) 
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CS6 stated that every opportun1ty should be taken to ensure that children are exposed to the 

functions of the computer, while CS 17 stated cate}lrically that it is the duty of every teacher 

to give all children the opportunity to handle information on a data-base, as they will need this 

skill in later life. 

Only one teacher (CS 18), working with six year olds, mentioned the need to raise the 

ethical issues of storing large bodies of information on computers. She argued that we should 

pose questions about who should have rights of access to the information stored in a deta-base; 

who should be held respons1ble for recorded errors and, what problems might occur for the 

person whose data is incorrectly entered. The data protection act was not foremost in the other 

teachers minds. It should be noted that this intent could probably be re-clessifled as a 

transactional observation/ juckJement in Stake's terms, for although it was specified as an aim 

it appears to have arisen out of the class project called 'Myself.' 

A summary of teacher intents 

The intents of this disparate group of teachers, using computer-based 

information-processing packages, were very slml1ar. They saw an opportunity to stretch and 

develop their pupils' cognitive abilities and at the same time to encourage the development of 

important skills of communication. This was largely to be achieved by an active process of 

le~rning in an environment of enquiry. Children, working in this exp lorative classroom, 

would show benefits along the socio-psychological dimenSion as well as learning relevant life 

skills. 

The emphasis in these intents clearly matched those aims and objectives articulated by 

educational writers in this area. This is not surprising: for example, Taylor and Maguire 

( 1967) also found that teachers and educational experts substantially agreed on the 

educational objectives within high school biology. Stake ( 1970) has pointed out, however I 
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that many teachers, through perceived ability or time constraints, feel unable to dictate 

priorities and quickily defer to the expert or text book writer, and it in may be that our 

teachers were largely restating expert opinion as their own intents in the classroom. I n every 

classroom teachers have to mak.e decisions about the allocation of scarce resources to each of 

several objectives. Teachers' priorities may appear different when measured against the 

educational outcomes of their classrooms. 

Stake has further argued that the orooring of priorities (intents) may vary for any one 

individual (the teacher) oopending on the way in which the individual is asked to express that 

priority. Although individuals may argue that a particular intent is of central importance, 

they may be unwilling to give a great deal of time to the pursuit of that particular objective. 

For example teachers asked to specify the principle aim of education I collectively considered 

the knowledge objective to be of most importance. 

" ... Facing the k:.nowledge explosion, the schools should help young men and women 

build skills --- and even discovering - new knowledge II (Slake, 1970. Figure 2. pp.11b). 

These same teachers were willing to assign no more staff time to the attainment of this 

objective than to the human/social or vocational objectives, and felt that in North America, 

vocational objectives regularly received priority over all other objectives. 

The second part of this study will now analyse the transactions and outcomes of these 

classroom episodes, and consider the ev1dence of the extent to which the objectives expressed 

by the teachers were met and, in those cases where intents were ignored or not fufi 11ed , 

consider why this ocurred. 

8.2.5 An analysis of educational transocUons and outcomes 

The following analysis of the case study material uses the previously defined groupings of 
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intents for the purpose of making comparative and critical comments. The nature of the data 

and the mode of collection prohibit the division of the classroom activities into transoctions 

and outcomes. Many of the teachers' statements were both a comment on classroom pragmatics 

and a summative evaluation of the learning process. The first level of analysis consisted of 

accumulating evidence of whether recorded transactions or outcomes matched perceived 

intents. The percentage of teachers noting the occurrence of each type of transoction or 

outcome is shown in Table 8.2. It should be noted that in this first simplistic analysis no 

account is talcen of the quality of the tran~tion or outcome. 

Skills and Knowledge 

Cognitive Sic ills 

The majority of teachers were aware of events which could and did stimulate both the 

cognitive (72i) and communication( 94i) skills of the pupils in their charge. Teachers and 

or pupils (roughly half the cases and mainly in the later primary age-range) were actively 

involved in providing the structure and form of data to be entered into to their data-bases. 

This task involved the use of classificatory and decision making skills. 

Coon it ive sic ills of data organisation: CS 12, a data- base to high light the level of road safety 

for pedestrians around a village school, showed clearly that the formation of a!JXX1 research 

question could make the selection and organisation of data relatively easy. I nitially the 

children began by focusing in on features important to road safety, such as the occurrence of 

zebra crossings. They quickly realised that an organisational structure which used such 

features as records and then used the criterion of ploce to resignate fields, was not ~ing to be 

effective. The spatial component, where a hazard occurred, was critical and in most instances 

they needed a place name to be returned as the meaningful answer. This led the children to 

restructure their data-base and enter data into place name records. Of course, this study 
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clearly illustrated Papert's ( 1981) 'continuity principle' in action; crossing the r~ hoo 

meaning for these children, they k.new what the goal was and it was, therefore, within their 

power to manipulate the material into an appropriate form. 

Table 8.2 
Teacher recorded transactions and outcomes expressed as a percentage by type 
and age-range taught 

---------------------------------------------------------
Type of intent Early 

primary 
no. of teachers 4 

Late 
primary 

8 

Secondary 
and FE 

6 

All 
Teachers 

18 
---------------------------------------------------------

Skills and knowledge 
Cognitive 50 100 50 72 (-) 
Communication 50 100 83 83 
Computer 25 50 33 44 (++) 

Strategies 
Active leBrning 100 100 100 100 (+++) 
Emancipation 25. 38 83 50 (++) 
Integralion 25 75 0 39 (+ ) 
Motivation 75 63 50 61 (+++) 

Socio-psycho logical 
Classroom interaction 75 88 83 83 (+++) 
Self-esleem 25 25 17 22 (+ ) 

Socielll Issues 
life skills 0 13 0 6 (--) 

Ethics 25 0 0 6 

The difference between inlents and outcomes for the lotal sample is denoled in the final column: (+) 
or (-) represents a difference of 10~ to 19~; (++) or (--), 20~ to 29~; (+++) or (---), 30~ or 
+ 

The activity of constructing a data-base ekes not necessarily develop ~ sk.ills in 

selecting and organising information, however. CS 14 illustrated both the teachers' and the 

children's inability to operate a consistent criterion for choice of items. In this data-base on 

transport, they designated Concorde as their example of a plane, a highly atypical category 

member, but specified an 'average family car' (typical cater;ury member) for the latter entry, 

when conSistency oomanded a Ferrari at least! (cf Rosch, 1975). It would appear that the 

teacher, or perhaps the children, was subverted by the glamour of ConcorcE into prooucing a 

data- base which would on ly confirm existing predj udices, such as 'nying is very fasl bul very 
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expensive.' The lack of a clear, articulated goal for collecting the data on transport may I in 

part, explain the inconsistencies of data selection. 

Even for files where the structure was pre-defined, however, the classificatory decisions 

often proved important. CS 10 showed the potential for testing category boundaries that entry 

of data into such a structure could offer. Six chlldren were working tCMJ8ther to OOscribe and 

identify a number of small animals that they had collected from an afternoon's field work. The 

teacher rescribed the children's problem thus: 

Chlld 1 .. immediately homed-in on the field which was giving her (and the others she was to 

discover) some difficulty. Stinaina find bitina was one feature of the creature about which she had 

not been able to make direct observations." 

There then followed a discussion between the children as to what constituted 'stinging and 

biting.' Child2 decided that this attribute was a superordinate category attribute and that it 

could be used to separate animals from insects: the assumption being that this was a refining 

feature of the latter group. This type of erroneous classification, where an atypical concept 

(insect) tends to be either linKed to the superodinate category by a pathway of concepts or I as 

here, to be misclessified, is quite common (Rosch, 1975; Schvaneveldt et a1., 1985). Child3 

argued that all creatures which could eat could also sting or bite. After a small prompt from 

the teacher, Child3 went on to note that the creature in question ha::1 a rear structure which 

lOOKed very similar to a scorpion, and that it would therefore attacK people. 

Child4 J was very reluctant to maKe a contribution to this discussion and continued to ask 

the teacher for the answer. The children, however, endeavoured to help her out of her 

difficulty. Child 1 causally linked a negative response to having know18liJe of the answer, to 

the answer itself, and su~ted entering the answer 'no.' Child5, however, suooested that 

she look again at the creature. 
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The children had still not resolved the specific paint of whether their creature was one 

which would sting or bite, nor had they resolved the global issue of what was meant by the 

field heading 'stinging or biting.' The children now began to explore these wider concepts and 

the teacher, after initiating the discussion, withdrew as he felt his presence would inhibit the 

discussion. Child3 adopted the role of le6:Er and encouraged the other children to make a 

decision. Child 1 now offered the argument that meat-eating and biting, in the aUs:king sense, 

were synonymous. This decision was taken up by the other pupils who now assumed that any 

insect with visib le mouthparts would att~k by biting and this would be the criterion on which 

they would base further replles. The property of stinging was now ignored by the children. 

Vurpillot ( 1976) has shown that children left to their own devices frequently fail to explore 

all aspects of a problem. It was some minutes later, when a different task was being 

undertaken, that Child5 commented that biting to eat plants was not what we would consider to 

be an attack I this inSight was not taken up by the rest of the group I however. The teacher 

concluded that if the program had offered an option of passing over a field, all of the children 

would have taken it. 

This exchange does of course exempl1fy a number of the other transoct10ns and outcomes 

which will be discussed later but its inclusion here, demonstrates how even pre-formed 

categories can act as a stimulus to discussions on the structure of knowl£rlJe. The children 

were drawn into active recision making and operated a number of strategies to resolve the 

problem; these included solution by analogy (the scorpion) and by anatomical structures (the 

occurrence of mouth parts). 

A final examp le of classification in action is taken from CS2, which uses an extensive 

teacher proouced data-base on mammals of two island habitats. In this example the teacher 

overtly encouraged classificatory s:tivity. Lower secondary children were presented with 

ranoom ly proouced lists of up to twenty animals from the data-base. The children's task was to 
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first use the data-base to find the order and family of each mammal on the worksheet. The 

children were then encouraged to find the common features of mammals in ~h of the families. 

This was prelim inary to third year work ( 13 -14 year olds) which was designed to "to Bid 

children in the formation of biological keys, binary lrees which fire used to sort mammals into groups 

in a coherent manner. " 

Cognitive skins of guestioning: In this biolcgical case stucty (CS2) it is apparent that 

children were being asked to question the data-base. This questioning of the data-base was seen 

as an important cognitive 9181 by the sample tef£hers, but not all Questions act as a stimulus 

to-the higher cognitive skills of hypothesising, seeking relationships and making connections, 

and in a very real sense reasoning about our world. The approach taken to questioning, who 

designs the Questions, whether they are seeking facts or testing ideas, is of considerable 

importance in the assessment of the potential cognitive development of the children. 

Farrar ( 1985), in her analysis of child Iteocher discourse, has queried the ready ease 

with which Questions are divided into factual recall and reasoning, and the assumption that the 

latter are in some wery 'better.' She points out that H is no easy matter to refine such 

questions and that there is frequently a confounding of variables, 'factual recall' 1s often 

confounded with 'cognitively simple,' and 'reasoning' with 'cognitively complex.' Moreover 

reasoning Questions can be less useful than factual Questions if they elicit a "oon't know' 

response or ask for information concerning irrelevant deteil. 

It is in the nature of data-bases that all the questions asked hoo closure, such packs:jeS are 

driven by 8l~rithms and they lack the heuristic structure for probabalistic reasoning 

necessary to begin to cope with open enre:1 queries. Much of the work on the value of open enOOd 

questions stems from work on 'learning through discourse' (see Sigel and Saunders, 1979; and 

Wr::nj, 1980) and is only peripherally relevant to this situation. The preponderence of closed 
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questions does not mean that the questioning was at a low level, however. As can be seen from 

the example of CS2, on mammals, quite simple f~tual questions (Fact2) may be combined to 

answer complex theoretical questions, and the appearance of a large number of such questions 

does not necessarily imply a low level of thought is taking pl~. 

Indeed the use of the simpler data-bases such as FACTFILE made it very difficult to ask 

complex, or highly specified questions and the children often found it necessary to split 

relationship or hypothesis-testing questions into component parts, and then to piece these 

answers together in order to resolve their initial query. 

A c/BSSltieationofquestions' It is with the above points in mind that a classification 

system was devised to aid in the analysis of the questions esked of the data-bases. These 

questions were grouped on the structure of the sort required to answer the query, and on the 

purpose of that query. The quality of questions, questions with a purpose, is also reflected in 

the information processing techniques (key communication skills) that the children operated. 

This produced a simp le three-fold division with the latter two groups further subdivided into 

two and were defined as follows: 

1 . P age the data. 

In this moc1e the child simply asks the computer to reproouce on the screen, or printer I 

specified blocks of the fUe w1th no manipulations. This is analoguous to opening a bOOK at page 

35 or 42, and often consisted of a comp lete record across all fields. 

2. Foct seeking. 

Here the mochine is always used to manipulate the data but the type of questions can be 

sub-divided into: 

Fa::t 1 - list all the known examples of ..... These are simple sorts on one dimension and 
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were used to list all the housewives or marsupials. 

Fcct2 - were identification questions, find the mammal, person, type of transport, which 

fits these properties. These Questions generally explored two or three dimensions, but in 

certain cases were more specific. 

Children could answer both of these fact seeking type of questions in the page mode, with the 

children manipulating the data themselves, of course, and this did happen in a few cases. 

3. Relational 

I n these questions children were seek ing relationships and patterns within the data through 

the testing of hyopotheses which could be either: 

Covert, implied by the type of Question asked. 

Overt, a clearly articulated hypothesis. 

OVerarching research questions were often a feature of work which involved such questions. 

The analysis of questions: The data in Table 8.3 provide a subjective jud;Jement of the 

balance of Question type asked in each of the eighteen case studies. In the light of the work of 

Olver and Hornsby ( 1966) and Piagetian theory, it was not surprising to find that the 

youngest children, case studies 15 to 18, were concerned with factual information retrieval 

and not with the testing of ideas. Two groups paged the data and never asked a specific Question. 

CS 18 commented that her six year olds were unable to formulate Questions, but that they 

derived great pleasure from seeing their names and personal data on the screens. By seven the 

children were asking simple but logical questions, such as 'who has an elder brother?' 

(CS 16), or identifying leaves using a pupll-constructed data-base on trees (CS 17). 
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Table 8.3 

The Occurrence of Three Types of Queslion in the Eighteen Case Studies 

Legend 

Occurrence of Question type 

this type of question was well represented 

moderate use of this lype of Question 

Question type occurs but infrequently 

a blank space indicales no occurrence of this Question type 

The above divisions are subjective, a proportional count was not possible for the following 

reasons: 

1. There was a high variation in the numbers of Questions recorded by the leachers. 

Some gave only exemplars. others inserled complele worksheels and fulllranscripls which 

gave greal detail. 

2. In sludies. such as CS2 and CS 1 O. the posing of global research queslions were 

indicative not only of overt hypothesis lesting. bul also of the need to ask factual questions. 

Grouping of Case Studies 

Case sludies 1 to 6 

Case sludies 7 to 14 

secondary/ FE 

late primary 

Case studies 15 to 18 -- early primary 
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Table 8.3 

The Occurrence of lhe Three Types of Queslions in the Eighleen Case Sludies 

CASE 

STUDY 

2 

:3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

\0 

11 

13 

14 

\5 

16 

17 

18 

Page 

()JESTION 

Fact Seeking 
Fadl Fact2 

TYPE 

Relational (hypotheses) 
Covert Overt 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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It is worrying that the teachers of the youngest children should assume that questioning 

was beyond the children's capabilities. Donaldson's ( 1978) argument would be that the task 

had not been presented in a wfrY that the children could understand. The structuralist mc03ls, 

such as those of Jean PiBget (see Flavell, 1963; Bcrl:ln, 1979) can lead to tea::hers essuming 

limits to children's behaviour at anyone time and thus to an unwillingness, due to the best of 

motives, of teachers to stretch children. Workers such as Donaldson ( 1978) and Bryant 

( 1974) would argue underdeveloped language or memory skills might be the cause of what 

appears to be a failure in conceptual development, and that the simplification of instructions, 

particular with relevance to the child's own experiences, and aid? memoires might proouce 

quite high powered thought from children as young as the subjects discussed here. 

In CS16, the teacher pointed out that the vagaries of the FACTFILE data-base caused many 

problems for the children. The simple 'who has an elder brother?' question produced a list of 

names each with a number denoting quantity of brothers to the right of it. The equally simple 

Question 'who has 8 brother?,' was complicated by the structure of the data-base, for there 

were two fields relating to 'elder' and 'younger' brothers. The two questions were similar in 

syntactic and semantic terms, but the second question demanded a two field sort. Factfile again 

returned a relevant list of names, but the numerical data appeared odd to the children, for 

example Child 1 was on the list but accorded no brothers. In fact the file had returned the last 

quantity requested only, the presence of one or more younger brothers, of which this child hoo 

none but the child occurred on the l1st because she had an older brother. The children found , 

this very difficult to grasp and decided to ask only one field questions ;n future and to piece 

their answers together from these bullding blocks. 

I n case studies 7 to 14, late primary, there was evidence of a questioning apprOfK:h to the 

data. Although there was still some paJing of the data, this now had a clear purpose, and the use 

of FACT2 questions occurred in all studies. More interestingly 75~ of the studies showed 
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evidence of the use of covert hypotheses and in 50~ of the cases children were involved in 

testing clearly articulated premises as is shown in the following descriptions. 

In CS 10, a child was confused by a zero matching on a multi-field Query, and re-ran the 

search to check the accuracy of the answer. The problem here, which was shared by the group 

as a whole, was coping with the counter- intuitive nature of the search. They felt that the more 

fields they specified the more records should be matched. They were unable to come to grips 

with the logic of a constraining 'and.' The children, with considerable help from the t~her, 

learnt to operate a two-field sort successfully but showed that they had not fully come to grips 

with the the concept of class inclusion/ exclusion by their failure to reach an unoorstanding of 

the more constraining Questions. 

The teacher articulated the problem as one of the children making semantic associations 

connecting 'and' with mathematical terms such as 'summation' and 'aOjing,' each of which 

imply an increase in the final result. This might be described in terms of the Whorfian 

phenomenon (Slobin, 1979). The linguistic and logical meanings of 'and' are different, 

however, and these children were reaching to understand complex issues. The problem here is 

that the pragmatics of everyday life do not help us come to terms with the logical 'and,' and as 

8 result this is a situation in which the 'continuity princip le' cannot operate. 

In CS9, the teacher successfully tackled the problem of class inclusion and exclusion by 

using a knitting needle for a hand-sort on a binary-selection punched card data store. Her aim 

was to aid her children's understanding of the nature of a computer sort before they used a 

machine-stored data-base, and, although the teacher did not articulate this intent, she was 

also to confront the children with the logical 'and.' The principle of such a sorting procedure 

is that a knitting needle is placed through the hole marking the attribute that is to be retained, 

for example 'girls,' and all the cards not pierced by the needle fall off, leaving cards 
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representing 'girls' on the needle. 

Her children had had some initial difficulty in answering the query "which boys had bikes" 

[boys and bikes = true]. The chlld conducting the sort had great difficult in understanding why 

when he put one needle through boys and another through bikes, he retained not only all the 

cards of boys with bikes but those without bikes and the cards of gir 1 cyclists too. This is the 

reverse of the sort problem outlined by CS 10, here the children were expecting a reduced 

number of cards with increased specification of the question, but the nature of the sort 

resulted in the inclusion of more records than expected. The problem was finally resolved 

when the children came to appreciate that they should sort on one field at a time, either boys 

or bikes, or vice versa, first. Through this the chlldren came to realise the equivalence of 

'boys with bikes' and 'bikes with boys,' the reversability of class. The teacher in this case 

reinforced the learning by enacting out the problem, grouping the appropriate children (boys 

with bikes, girls with bikes etc.) around the classroom. The children then transformed this 

knowledge into a Venn diagram. 

The children now wanted to identify all the girls with watches and pets using two passes 

through the data only. However hard they tried, their simple binary sort resulted in a loss of 

data, either some of the girls with pets or with watches were dropped out of the sort. A prompt 

by the teacher to look at the cards which had fallen off the needle and to remember the 

equivalence of 'boys and b1kes' and 'bikes and boys,' led the children to try a sort in the order 

pets, boys and then watches but this too failed. After further inspection of the discarcEd cards, 

one little boy had what can be described as an 'Aha' experience. He carefully explained to the 

rest of the group the importance of the order of sorting. 

"If you have watches and pets first then those that drop off we don't want at all. that juslleaves 

the people with walches and pets. It's easy lhen to solitlhose into boys and airls. Hey 'OJ we can 

use either hole. We don't need a hole for boys and airls do we, because if you're not a girl you 
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myst be a boy." 

He hCK1 come to terms with two problems simultaneously, the un~rstanding of the concept of 

the logical 'and' plus a procedure for operationa1isation of a search procedure to realise it. 

These eight year olds were indulging in thinking similar to that required by the Wason and 

Johnson-Laird ( 1972) 'Four Card Problem,' in the sense that it was important for the 

children to come to grips with the nature of the discarded information, the not watches, not 

pets, and not girls. 'Not' here is used in Bateson's first sense highlighting the class of watches 

(see chapter 5). The teacher noted, however, that despite lengthy discussions of negative 

questions, no child posed such a question during the lengthy period of this work. Again the 

chlldren were faced with a situation in which everyday pragmatic use of the language did not 

coincide with specialist use required for data sorting. The natural choice is to use negatives to 

falsify presuppositions and assertions but in such situations as here the function of the 

negative is to verify. Wason ( 1965) in his discussion of 'the context of plausible denial' has 

shown how reluctant individuals are to use the negative in this w£fi. 

These insights, however, were crucial to the successful use of the computer data-base. In 

posing the question 'Are the boys better swimmers than the girls?,' the chlldren ran into 

problems resulting from the structure of the FACTFILE data-base. They initially wanted to 

identify all swimmers before operating a 'goOOness' criterion to their sort, but this is no easy 

matter with FACTFILE (see Unrerwood, 1985) and it required an application of knowledge 

from the previous needle and punched card work, for one little girl to offer the solution of 

ask ing the computer to identify all the swimmers who could swim 0 (zero) metres, that is a 

negative question to ascertain all the swimmers regardless of distance. 

Of course the use of multi-field sorts 00es not necessarily mean that thought provok. ing 

questions were being asked. The teacher involved in CS8, commented on the ease with which 
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his eight year old children were able to cope with highly constrained Questions. He, however, 

doubted the value of queries such as 'How many children have birthdays in June, blond hair I 

. 
blue eyes, a height more than 130cm, and take a size 2 shoe?' The children were simply 

playing a gBme with the computer by testing its ability to hold all the variables in 'its mind,' a 

task they themselves would find extremely difficult, and were operating an hypothesis .... 

scanning strategy, with no clearly defined cognitive goal or outcome. They were, however, 

gaining considerable expertise in information retrieval, and it has already been shown that 

without this skill many CCX]nitive outcomes can be stifled. 

As for the youngest children (e.g. CS 16), coming to terms with the structure of the 

data-base and the format in which questions must be posed was problematic, but ;t did 1800 to 

valuable cognitive outcomes in those studies where the children were receptive and the 

teacher was aware of the problem. The examples, drawn from CS9 and CS 10, clearly illustrate 

Donaldson's (1978) thesis that schooling is necessary to encourage special wflYs of thinking 
. 

about and operating on the world. Her argument is that certain varieties of human reasoning, 

particular those necessary for the solution of abstract or hypothetical problems, can only 

come from 'schooling.' Appeals to common sense or plausible inferences are not enough, the 

child needs to understand the formal structure of the problem. 

One last point from this age-range: it has already been noted that there is widespread 

acceptance of the principle of starting from the child's own knowledge and interest in order to 

maximise learning: the 'continuity principle' found in most theories of developmental 

learning. There are times when se1f- interest can be inhibiting, however. In CS 10 ,one 1 ittle 

gir 1 involved in a social survey of her village, was very eager to Question the data-base. With 

great enthusiam she asked the computer to identify all the village people who wanted to start a 

tennis club. The answer "none" was totally unacceptable, for she herself was a very Keen 

player. She refused to have any more to 00 with the project since her own interests could not 
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be met. 

In case studies 1 to 6, secondary/FE, there was a strong emphasis on factual questions and 

only two studies (CS2 and CS5) showed evirence of rule testing and of questions which 

explored relationships. In part, this failure to achieve one of the key aims for using 

data-bases identified by both the experts and the teochers themselves, was due to the purpose 

to which the programs were put. In three of the studies (CS3, CS4 and CS5) the programs 

were used as reference texts to irentify specific materials, careers or booics, given a set of 

constraints. This, of course, is the most frequent use of information packages in the adult 

world, and while it gives little opportunity for the direct development of cognition, it does 

require skilled information retrieval and, as has already been shown, such questions can 

present the user with conceptual problems which require a solution before data can be 

accessed. 

It is interesting to surmise, however, that the better the retrieval facilities of the 

software the less liicely the user is to be faced with these cognitive experiences. for example, 

in CS4, the overall goal of allowing adolescents to match their interests, aspirations and 

qualifications to a potential career, would be better served by an expert system rather than a 

data-base. An expert system includes not only a data bank containing a series of proouction 

rUles, but in addition an interpreter which retermines how the data-base should be 

interrogated, allowing the system to make ostenSibly intelligent decisions and to answer 

queries related to its specific knowledge base. To the user, the difference between an expert 

system and a data-base is that the former asks the Questions, as a metor Questions his patient, 

in order to resolve the query in the user's mind. In a data-base, as we have seen, the user has 

to pose the questions, but it 1s here that much of the more fruitful cognitive activity occurs, 

and while the adolescents in CS5 would have resolved their careers' queries far more Quickly 

using an expert system theirs would have been a very passive role. 
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The three investigative studies (CS 1, CS2 and CS3) were each extremely interesting. In 

CS2, the teocher developed a spiral curriculum from first to sixth form, eoch with its own 

research problems on speciation in mammals. This study has already' been referred to under 

issues in classification, but perhaps one additional comment will suffice. The te6:her offered 

global research questions to each of his third and sixth forms, rather than more specific 

queries. For example, his sixth form were asked to identify and account for species variation 

in anyone genus. A number of subordinate questions needed to be posed to resolve this 

problem, but the teacher felt that it was critical that the pupils constructed those questions 

themselves. OVer-specification of questions, he suggested, would produce clones who thought 

only as the teacher thought and who would learn nothing about the process of generating 

hypotheses. It was important that chlldren came to recognise the multip le routes to the 

solution of any problem and to value their own approach, where it was effective. Many 

educational thinkers would concur wHh this view on the grounds that self-constructed 

knowledge is more memorable and easier to make generalisations from, than given knowledge 

(cfDewey, 1933; Piaget, 1952; Bruner, 1966; Papert, 1981). Einstein (1957) in raising 

the problems which result from the use of pre-digested ideas and concepts in scientific 

enquiry, offers a pragmatiC justification for encouraging novel thought patterns. 

"'n the allempllo achieve a conceplual formulalion of lhe confusingly immense body of 

observational dala, the scienlisl makes use of a whole arsenal of concepls which he imbibed 

practically with his mother's milk; ........ He uses ... lhese concepluallools of thought. as something 

obviously immulable given; somelhing having an objective value of truth which is hardly ever ... lo 

be doubled .... And yel in lhe interests of science it is necessary over and over again to engage in 

the critique of lhese fundamental concepts, in order that we may not unconsciously be ruled by 

them. This becomes evident especially in those situations involving development of ideas in which 

consistent use of lhe traditional fundamental concepts leads us to paradoxes difficult to resolve." 

(pp. xi-xi;). 

Miller ( 1973) takes this argument further, it is not sufficient to question the conceptual 
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base, this questioning must have an element of play. He argues that while exploration 

transforms the novel into the familiar by allowing the construction of general statements, 

play transforms the familiar into the novel. All theories result in a selective acceptance of 

data, which governs that which we see as relevant and that which we describe as 'noise.' 

I nevitably play is involved in this process because we must pretend some things are 1mportant 

and some are not. Thus for Miller, the reinterpretation of reality or the production of novelty 

occurs through play and this results in flexible thinkers able to deal with the changing world. 

Science, then, will not nourish without the continued testing of our fundamental 

conceptual base and this testing must be in an active learning framework. 

In CS5, children proouced a data-base with the aim of irentifying the nature and causes of 

dental problems within adolescent children, namely themselves. As can be seen from Table 

8..3, their questions were both factual and relational. One of the important points of this study 

was the way in which children re-formulated Questions following output from the data-base. 

For example, the children felt that brushing teeth twice a day would lead to an improvement in 

health, that is fewer fillings, extractions and bleeding gums. They were surprised to find that 

the evidence did not support this hypothesis but still felt that their initial assumption was 

valid. The hypothesis was therefore modified to explore the effects of not two but one cleaning 

per day and this indeed was correlated to rental health. 

In CS 1 the children did not question the data-base they simp le paged through the material 

and extracted the data by 'eye.' 

Cognitive outcomes were, therefore, most apparent in the late primary studies. The 

youngest children had not developed the conceptual base from which a 5)'stematic enquiry 

approach could be bullt, nor were they aided to construct one. In the secondary/FE sector 
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skills of enquiry were often highly developed but the use of data-bases with these alter pupils 

was often restricted to reference seeking rather than an exploration of id:as. 

Communication Skills 

The transactions and outcomes involving communication skills occurred as frequently or 

more frequently as cognitive outcomes across the age-ranges, and were particularly 

important in the late primary (8-11 years) case studies. The types of communication skills 

encouraged throughout these studies fell into two broad categories: those involved with 

information processing on the computer, for example encoding of data and information 

retrieval; and, those skills involved in the collation and presentation of data off the computer, 

including questionnaire design and the transformation of data from one medium to another. 

I n all but three of the case studies, CS 1 , CS 15 and CS 1 8, there was evidence of a growth 

of computer-based information processing skills. Even in these latter two studies, working 

with the very youngest children, the children did learn to page through the data-base. In the 

secondary case study, CS 1 , the teacher's attitude to the usefulness of the computer OOta- base 

was summed up in his assertion that, "Much of the analysis could be performed with the printout 

itself without needing the investigatory properties of the programs al all. II This was despite the 

initial assertion that the computer brought limitless flexibility and emancipation to the 

clBSSroom. This does not negate the fact that the children were involved in information 

processing skills, but the involvement was through manual sorts when it took place, and the 

majority of the work appeared to be by individual case studies, with little reference to 

collective data or to the development of general statements or laws. This teacher was 

preoccupied with a major problem for teachers who try to involve their children in historical 

research I that problem is the illegibility of documentory evidence. The teacher was obviously 

so pleased to have a printout that the children could make sense of, that the he failed to see the 

benefits of a computer sort I legibi lity was his primary goal. 
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CS7. exemplifies the problem of making inferences from case study data. In this example 

the children were very much in charge from the beginning of the project and having 

constructed their file they then wanted to see it used by a parallel class. There followed an 

animated discussion on the best wft{ to introouce the second clBSS to the file, the outcome of 

which was two question sheets. The first sheet required the children to page throuoh the 

FACTF ILE, while the second sheet contained more constrained questions, which were to be 

answered using the sort routines. The 'teacher-children' argued that paging would give a feel 

of its structure to those children who had not been involved in constructing the data-base, a 

necessary precursor before moving on to more complex interactions with the file. 

Although at first sight the second set of questions, all of which fell into the FACT2 

(identify) type, was ostensiply geared to helping the children understand more about European 

countries. they were in fact constructed in such a WffY as to provide a stepped learning 

sequence through the information retrieval skills required to use the file. Questioning in this 

case had little to do with hypothesis testing, it was a means of interacting with the file and 

produced benefits largely in communication rather than cognitive skills, although such skills 

mffY have been enhanced by the act of teaching in the 'child-teachers.' 

It is apparent from many of the examples already discussed that it is extremely difficult to 
. 

separate the development of cognitive skills from the development of communication skills. 

Indeed. some would argue (Bruner, 1966; VygotSKY, 1978) that it is undesirable to try to do 

so for the representation of knowlecXJe is the essence of thinking.When asking questions 

children have to take cognisance of the data structure and revelop skills in using the data-base, 

but in coming to terms with the specific remands of their information pock age , the children 

mffY be forced to think counter- intuitively (CS 10) or to gain new insights into basic concepts 

such as equivalence (CS9). 
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Similarly I in seeking cogn1tive ends, chi1dren may be forced into new ways of 

representing data. In CS 12, the children were conducting a road safety project and their clear 

goal was to identify accident black spots and safe places to cross the road. Their first attempt at 

retrieving the required information from the file was not successful, the nature of the data 

format inhiblted access to the information the chfJdren knew to be in the file. They had used 

lengthy string, rather than numeric, OOscriptors for most fields, but the children came to 

appreciate the need for numeric coding after several fruitless attempts to access the 

data-base. For example, in categorising certain road junctions close to their school as heavily 

used or not, they employed a five point scale; 1 represented a junction with low flow and no 

commercial traffic and 5, a junctio,n with lots of heavy commercial vehicles. These children 

made an important breakthrough in their understanding of the Wf!Y in which data-bases and 

computers can be used efficiently. In the latter case they came to appreciate that the computer 

could be used with other tools, in this case work sheets displaying a full explanation of each 

field's structure. Secondly, they learnt that you often have to re- present data to pick out 

essential patterns, and that this might involve putting the data into a different form, 

collapsing the data and even throwing away material. 

These children clearly demonstrated communication skills by producing a hazard map of 

the area around their school which was a synthesis of the information stored in their 

data-base. This transformation of data from one medium (data-base code) to another (spatial 

representation) in order to project a message, is at the heart of communication. Skills in 

information processing were clearly shown in the majority of case stUdies. For example in 

CS2 the pupils were encouraged to produce species distribution maps. In CS5, csa, CS9, 

CS 10 and CS 11 data was transformed into wall charts, pictCX]rams, graphs and venn diagrams; 

each with the ~l of further elucidating the data. In CS 13 the chl1dren used their fectua1 data 

on the solar system to create images of the planets and the imaginary life that could exist 

there. Here art and the collation of scientific fact came t()J8ther to support the act of design. 
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The potential of this worK was rather greater than the final outcome as the teacher did not 

encourage the children to go that little bit further in articulating why each feature of their 

monster would be an important adaptlon in each particular climate. 

I n those case studies (CS3, CS4, CS6 and CS 1 7) where the data- base was used as a 

reference text, the mode of use precluded such reworKing of the data. Again CS 1 , CS 15 and 

CS 18 responded differently from the majority, the latter two because the students were 

deemed too young by their teachers, and the former, because the teacher did not appear to 

encourage such transactions and outcomes. 

Computer Related Skills 

Transactions and outcomes related to the development of computer SKills were recorded 

less frequently than cognitive or communication outcomes. In CS 15 the children discovered 

errors in their data-base. This made them aware of the need to check all inputs and of the 

literalness of the machine; it works with the data provided and it is only as good as the 

information fed into it. One sophisticated insight was offered by a more able eight year old 

child (CS8), who recognised the problem of drawing conclusions from a small data-base (32 

subjects). He felt that the data- base could be easily expanded, with the aid of the computer's 

memory, in order to allow more valid conclusions to be drawn. The children in this study also 

remarked on the wCfY in which the computer would present answer lists in different orders 

depending on the nature of the question; for example, the names of children with birthdays in 

June were presented alphabetically, but a similar list of children by weight or height would 

be sorted along the numeric dimension. The children thought this very clever of the computer 

and it also presented the teacher with a stimulus point from which to discuss issues in 

communication. 

Of course such stimuli can be abused. In CS 10 the teacher dazzled the children with the 
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, 
computers' statistical powers. It was apparent, however, that although the children were 

impressed by the computer's ability to prOOuce fr9lJeOCY counts end the like, there was little 

unoorstending of what the results meant or i~ what the computer was ~tU811y tiling. This 

tranSldion appeared to be directed tow8rds a ~l of enhancing the computer's reputation in 

the eyes of the children. The teEdler's notes on this tr8ll~tion SlJgJeSted that he W8S also 

entranced by the computer's powers. 

The m8jority of trenSldions and outcomes were, however, releted to the efficient use of 

the ma7line. In CS 11 and CS5 the chl1dren learnt to make baj(-up discs after eEdl session in 

oroor to limit any damage that might occur from a hardware failure or a user error. While the 

teacher in CS2 produced a user OOcument of 'oo's' and 'OOn'ts' when using a computer. 

It was generally apparent, however, that the computing sKllls were being seen 8S 

precursors to more interesting and important fK:tivities and KnowlectJe. The greater emphasis 

on such skills in the miafle age-range can yet again be explained by the high teocher-input 

with the very young and the use of the date-base as a reference text in half of the altEr 

age-range stud1es. 

strategies 

Active leerning 80d emancipation: In all the studies, tetdlers presented evicEnce of 

~tive leernino. to a greater or lesser OOQr'ee. In those studies usinu the computer ~K8J8 8S 8 

reference text this was limited to searching the data-base for a spa:ific list of 'jrgredients.' 

The children were none the less involved in pI-directed behaviour and were required to 

revise the structure of their &rt. In ell such studies the emencipetory role of the amputer 

was noted and the preponcErence of this mcxE of use in the secondary/FE ~ range explains the 

greeter frequeocy, in these case studies, of trans8:tional jOOJements relatirYJ to that role. In 

this age range, studies (CS2 and CS5) which used the ~ages exploratively also noted 
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tran~t1ons and outcomes, often JUOJemental, related to this removal of tnauthentlc work 

from the child. This was almost certainly a result of the size of the data-bases constructed 

which tended to be very much more extensive than those used by the primary groups. 

Inteoratlon: No case study 1n the seconmry/FE ~ range presented evilEnce of an 

i~tegrated appr~h to the curriculum. This is not surprising, it is not in the nature of 

secondary schools to cross discipline boundaries. Integration was most apparent in the late 

primary fJJe range where a topic apprarll to the curriculum is the norm. Here children were 

encouraged to l1nk mathemat1cal and sc1enUf1c stud1es to the creative arts. For example, 1n 

CS 13 children proouced ~riptions and sketches of imaginary creatures who mi~t live in 

the very reel planetary conditions of our solar system. 

soc I 0- psychologlC81 transactions and outcomes 

Motivation and self-esteem: When describing their intents at the beginning of these 

studies, tee:hers expressed motivation in strateg{ terms, that is the tEB:hers ~ the use of 

the computer as a teaching apprOfdl. In 8081ysing the trenmions and outcomes of these 

stud1es, 1t 1s apparent that motivational statements were nrm closely related to 

socio-p5YChol(XJical outcomes. They were expressed in terms of the children and their 

self-perception rather then in terms of a WffI in which the teaj)er could pass on valued skills 

end knowlOOJe. Reference to motivation occured at all age levels but also incretmi with 

recreestng ~ of the chl1dren. In CS 15 and CS 18, the t~hers both commented on the thrill 

the children received on seeing their own names on the screen and irdled, CS 15 recortEd 

problems of man8(}mlent because of the over-stimulation of the children. In CS5 and CS7, the 

children were excited by the prospect of prroucing their own data-base. Motivation here was 

due to the sense of pos1tive power which comes from the ownership of a skill or a block of 

knowled-Je and is very closely aligned to self-esteem. In the former stlrl{ 8 high level of 

motivation was essential for the successful completion of the task. In this school computing 
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focl11t1es were parUcularly poor and th1s mEd31t necessary for the chl1<ren to 1nput eEta to 

the m~hine in any and fNery free moment they tun That children were willing to work 

unsupervised over lunch-times or before end after school to greet effect is indicative both of 

the spirit and self-discipline these chl1<ren brought to the projEd. 

Only a handful of cases, spres:f ~oss the age-ranges, mentioned self-esteem specifically. 

In CS3, the teE£her commented on the feeling of 81ulthoxt that using the data- base gave to his 

stuli3nts, partly, in his jlrlJement, because they felt they were in control end the teedler wes 

not there to assess their attempts to ~1re resired knowleOJe. but also because use of the 

computer was perceived as an EKlult ~t. Acquired status from using the computer can be a 

stimulant to learning. For example, basic skills programs have been used effectively with 

langu~ retarded frl:Jlescents because they felt that the computer wes for men, end not kids' 

stuff. 

Classroom interoctions 

The m6jority of tM;hers at all levels commented on the interoctions between pupil, 

teE£her and mtdl1ne (Table 8.2). It 1s apparent from the prev10us d1scussion. however. that 

although the specification of intents was relatively simple, statements of tr~tions and 

outcomes 00 not fall easily into the neat hEBtings of Table 8.2. Much of the evitEnce of active 
j 

learning, motivation end self-esteem t and irxiBj the role of the tM:her comes from en 

analys1s of classroom 1nter~t1ons. 

Play versus work: In CS 15, the chilcren used the deta-base under two sets of conditions, 

either es e group or in e one to one reletionship of child, computer end IdJlt helper. The 

enthus1asm noted by the tefdler unOOr the f1rst reg1me evaporated 1n the second situat1on. The 

teE£her commented that her young charges requir8i the stimulation and interest of the other 

children to maintain their own interest. Activities with the EdI1t were seen 8S work and of 
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Httle value. Chandler ( 1984) argues that teEalers habitually make d1sUct1ons between 'play' 

and 'real work " and it would appear that these five and six year olds hfKf alreerl{ leernt that 

distinction. 

This 1s an unfortunate diVision which arises partly out of theories of play, but also from 

our cultural respose to the words 'work' and 'play.' Schwartzman ( 1978) states that most 

theories of play agree that it is pleasurable and enjoyable experience, characterised by 

freeOOm end sponteneity end requiring the ~ive participetion of the individue1. It is 

generally assumed to be unprroucUve and without 'rear consequences for l1fe: for example 

Garvey ( 1977) argues that play has no extrinsic I}l8ls, and occurs separately, in time and 

sps::e, from other non-play activities. k3 Chandler says, with such a definition it is hardly 

surprising that play cannot survive in the school curriculum. 

Schwartzman argues, however, that while the pleasurable aspects of play need not be 

questionned, it is not at all clear that play is unprOOuctive and without I}l8ls. Miller's ( 1973) 

argument on the centrel importance of play in theory construction h6S elrEBtt been discussed, 

and Schwartzman provides further evidence of the relevance of play in creative thought and in 

the OOvancement of science (see pp.328). She conclucEs from her extensive review of 

anthropol()Jical studies, that play itself encourages those vital skills of re-interpretation that 

lie et the heort of cognitive development. 

"Children at play lurn how to be sensitive to the effects of context and the jmportance of 

relationshjPs; they develop the capacity to adootan 'as jf set towards objects. actions. persons 

and situations; and they continually explore the possjbilities of interPretation and 

reinterpretation and with this the creation of new possibilities: (SchwII'urMn.1978; p. 328) 

In stt»{ CS 15, one set of interactions were rescribed 6S play because they were enjoyeb\e 

and the chlldren were f£tive parUc1pants, but in the mlt-chUd sitU8tion the ~t1v1ty was no 
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longer fun and the chl1dren took 8 far more passive role. therefore this was work. It was In the 

first situation that the children were motivated to discuss their oota and to ask questions about 

the computer, and to come to an understanding of the important principle of reciprocity. E~ 

child wanted to show the others his or her personal <irta, but this involved both teking turns 

end show1ng an Interest in other people's <irta. This they ~h1eved with Httle d1fficulty. 

The comments from this stoot raise a number of eduattional issues: one is the deep 

prej udice lJJ8inst play in the classroom which is unOOr'stcxx1and ~pted by even very young 

chl1dren, as here; a second Is the assumption that work cannot be run; and. thirdly that play 

cannot have extrinsic 1J)81s. If. however. we Ettept Schwartzman's thesis that play is 

essential for creativity. occurring in all aspects of our lives, and is therefore of pivotal 

concern in the classroom, then there ere a number of clessroom benefits. The reluctance to 

stimulate such peer group 1nter~t1ons. as noted in CS 15. w11l be dim1n1shed. 1f not removed 

al1aJether for the non-compatability of play and the curriculum noted by Chandler will no 

lon~ hold true. Equally t~s will be able to use that consioorable motivating power of 

p lay to educ8tiona I ends. 

In a number of studies there was a greWal shift in the nature of interactions as the 

project continued. In both CS 10 and CS 13, the teEdlers were very actively involved in 

teedling about the computer end about using the data-base at the outset of the project, but 

there was a Qrooual reducUon of this dlcB=t1c role as the chl1dren's skills Increased. In CS 13 

the t~er commented on his changing role from authority figure to facilitator as the chi1~en 

grasped the elements of 'computer speak.' By the third session with the machine, the tSEdler 

in CS 10 was operating a reliberate policy of withdrawal to allow the children to discuss end 

make recisions without h1m. This did not mean that the tetdler negated his responsibilities 

rather that he saw, and clearly cEmoostrated, his role as catalyst at critical points in the 

project. "I withdrew It this point in order not to inhibit the di5CY5sions taking place between the 
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children." I n discussing cogn1t1ve and communication outcomes, 1t has alrmy been shoWn that 

the children in this stld{ took on a variety of new roles, carefully lea:ting a weak. member of 

the group to e decision point and, in one case, taking over as the authority figure in the group. 

This key role of tet£her 8S fEK:i1itator is also well OOmonstrated in CS9, both in earlier 

discussions and in the follow1ng transcript (CS9). 

Peer group fE£ilitation: To discuss interE£tions in terms of the inter~tions between 

t~her and pupil over Simplifies the wealth of relationships that have been established in 

these stud1es. One of the more encouraQil'lQ outcomes is the willingness, and the competence, of 

children to take on roles of responsibility, caring and sharing. In CS7 the pNX1uction of 8 

prOJramme of work by one class for another has alrefd{ been discussed. Interestingly, the 

t~her OOjuOJed here that, in teaching their peers, the children came to e better 

unrerstand1ng of the material in Question and actually reta1ned factual knowleQJe that had been 

excluOOd from the data-base. She argued that, of three parallel classes, only those not involved 

with the computer, as either teachers or pupils, developed negative ettittms to the project as 

a whole. The two computer user groups retained sufficient enthusiasm to search the library 

for further information once the official project was rNer. 

There is en extensive literature supporting these conclusions of peer fE£ilitetion in 

leer-ning. Much of this work erose out of the cleims of rivelleerning theorists,' for exemple 

Pi~t has argued that conflict and confrontation between children's differing viewpoints would 

be e powerful stimulus to intellectual development. ~tslcy ( 1962) concurs, stating that the 

child moves from pre-scientific thinking, epitomised by the inconsistenty of concepts, to 8 

more stable perception of reality through the resolution of competing predictions. This 00e5 

not imply the strong maturational11nk Inherent In the Pi~tlan viewpoint, hoWever. Wrm 

( 1980) points out that this need for children to experience ronceptual conflict is elsa fOUM in 

the disparate theories of lsaocs, Dewey and in Bruner and his colle8}JeS. 
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D01se, Mugny end Perret-Clermont ( 1975; 1976) have shown that chlldren work1ng 1n 

pairs on Piegetian conservation taslcs perform better than equally-able peers working alone, 

and that this superiority carries over into performances of individuals 1n the post-test 

situation. Similar findings ere reported by (31~ end Light ( 1982) end Light 5ld (31~ 

( 1985) who 851<00 e1ght year old chl1dren to resolve the Tower of Hano1 problem. 

They comment on two Uiitional findings, however. Children who had worked in pairs not 

only performed beUer in the post-test situation, there was also a qualitative difference in 

the1r performance, in that they showoo a greeter abl1ity to generalise their new unOOrstanding 

to other problems. This is the '~lden fleece' all ~s ~ they ere loolcing for, 

transferability of slcills. They also noted, however, that these beneficial effects were not 

shown by children who lEtted 8I1Y strategic apprOtY.;h to the problem at the outset, nor where 

one chlld was allowoo to ttxninete the 8:tivity to the exclusion of his or her partner. Foot and 

Light ( 1984) replicated these results for children working on problems with the 

micr(O)f1lputer. They found a further interesting limitation to the result, if children were 

highly involved with the keyboBrd, rapidly typing in answers, then there was no learning 

f8:111tat10n. If the children's Icey press1nQ was slowed e1ther by an tltj1t1onal pancl1 and paper 

task or by insisting on dual control of the keyboord then focilitation occurred. 

other examples of children ~ing as experts, passing their knowleO;;Je on to their peers, 

or even sett1ng up a store of 1nformation for other pupl1s to use end extend at a later date, are 

found in CS6, CS8, CS 12 and CS 17. In the latter case two children OOveloped a tree 

identification program to be used by the rest of the class and they carefully drew up a users' 

m:ument which inclucEd expl8rl8tory sheets on terms such as bud and leaf arrengement. 

Dynamic interoctions: The most invi~ating observation that arises out of these studies is 

the ~namic nature of the interactions in which the computer plays a full part. This is clearly 
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shown 1n the following transcript (CS9), which prov1cEs a fascinating exemplar of clessroxn 

inter~tion when a discovery learning strateg{ is encouraged by the~. It is a short plfty' 

in three ~ts. There ere five actors - three children (C1 , C2 and C3), one teEdler (T), end the 

computer (CBL). The plfty' might be called 'Changes in the Locus of EducatiOl'l8l Control' given 

that the events of parUcular Interest involve the children, teEDler end computer taking 

control of the inter~tions at different points. Just as Papert found that LOOJ enables children 

to taKe control of their microworlds, this prDTam encourages these eight year old children to 

question answers stJgJeSted by the computer J to 'tetdl' the computer to ~ribe e new datum 

entry, and, perhaps most Importantly, helps the chl1dren discover the Importance of asKing 

9D1 quest ions. 

The lesson is pert of e bot8flical project on the ioontification of trees. This part of the 

transcript concerns the uses of leaves as Identifiers. The t~her d1d not spec1fy on what 

grounds the group was formed, but it did consist of two girls and 8 boy. 

&U: With the Computer (Computer as authorative source) 

CSl + C t : Is the leaf just one simple leaf on a stalk? (C t acts as computer operator 

throuohout, reading aloud screen instructions. and entering responses via the 

keyboard). 

C2: What does ·simple lelf" mean? 

C t : It means all in one piece and not in bits like a chestnut. 

C2: ell. well it is then - press Y. 

CBL + C t: Has the leaf got an edoe like the teeth of a SIW? 

C:5: My turn. Well it's got I curved edge but not like a saw. 

C2: Let's see - mmm. I agree. 

C t : a<. 111 put no. 
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CBl + C 1: Has the leaf an oval shape and the veins going right to the edge? 

C2: Neither. 

CBl + C 1: Has the leaf got prickles? 

C3: No. 

CBl + C1: Oak. 

C2: let's lel1 T. 

C3: It doesnl. look like an oak to mel 

The sharing of I<eyboard lK:tivities and the careful qeement between the participants before 

entries are m~ into the computer shown here must be consirered significant aspects of this 

inter~tion following the work of Foot and Light ( 1984) cited earlier. 

Following the questioning attiture expressOO by C3, T su~ts further research in the 

library. Here the pNlJram ~ts as an initiator of other learning-related ~tivities, and T is 

~ting as a man~r of the educational environment. 

Act 2: In the library 

C3: Oak leaves have deep rounded lobes with two small lobes at the bu •. nr laaf 

doesn't. The ends are more pointed. 

C2: In an oak leaf the top part is wider than the bottom - ours is the othar way around. 

C 1 : I think I've found it. Is it a maple leaf? It says that the leaf and veins hava milky 

sluff in them. and this one does. 

Act 3: Back with the Computer (The children leach the compuler) 

The children confirm their finding with T and enter a new leaf in the SEEK cEta-base. Still 

operating in the "irentification mOOs" which they were using in Act 1, they EWJBin ~t to the 

point where the PrDTam tells them that they have an oak: leaf ... 
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CBl + C 1 : Oak. 

C t: No! Oh. whal's happening? (The screen display is changing al this point) Il's 

disappearing. Wail. part of it's sun on. It says "Whal is it?-

T: Il's asking what the leaf is if it isol an oak. 

C t: Oh. silly me. Righl. lel's put in maple. M-A-P-L-E. 

CBl: A question lo give the difference? 

T: Il wanls you to len ita question lo show the difference belween the lwo leaves. 

C2: Is the lop wider than the boUom? 

C3: Does il have lwo small lobes at the base? 

C t : Does it have milky sluff? 

T: Which one do you wantlo use? Remember thal il roosl have a YES/NO answer. 

C3: Use Jackie's (C2) - it's the clearest. 

C 1 : Whal do you meln? 

C3: Well. it's the easiesl for anyone lo S88 when they look al it. 

All three children are actively involved in devising and evaluating questions. Their final 

choice is based on ease of use. It is interesting to see that the children were able to reject the 

question concerning the milky fluid, an exciting characteristic of the maple, for the duller 

but more pragmatic question on leaf shape. This is no easy matter as was apparent from the 

inappropriate inclusion of ConcortE, as the example of air transport in CS 14. 

In selecting the most appropriate question these eight year olds are showing both an 

abi lity to shift perspective and to make j ~ments about those various perspectives. In 

PiEq:!tian terms the children have pr(XJressed towards 'OOcentring' operational ju~ments. 

While children's thinking at this frJ8 might be expected to be in terms of 'pre-operational 

centrations: PifrJet 00es allow that experience of conflicting irees can accelerate the move to 

operational thought and Daise et at ( 1975; 1976) have shown that peer group learning ae 

facilitate 'ck:!centring.' 

C 1: ac. sha11 I type it in? 

• 
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C2 + C3: Vas. 

The children then entered their newly found cEfining charfK:!teristic and new datum, and 

worked through the pro}"am to check that they could icEntify a maple leaf. 

Not all interfK:!tions with the computer will be of this quality but there is nrNi enough 

evicEnce to show that the computer in the classroom can stimulate worthwhile educational 

outcomes, and this exc~ illustrated a number of those ~irable outcomes. A questioning 

attitucE was apparent, with no straightforward ID:ePtance of mfK:!hine-produced solutions and 

a marked appearance of both child autonomy and group cohesion; the children appeared to be 

t~hing one another, partly by tefK:!hing the computer; the teE£her ~ a 

man~riallf~i1itator role in that she no longer provired final answers but pathways to 

answers for the children to explore themselves. 

In this transcript and in other discussions, such as that on 'biting and stinging' from 

CS 10, there was evicEnce of the ~her stimulating the children to take an fK:!tive part in the 

discourse. This was ~hieved in a number of ways; for example, by the use of 'distancing' 

questions (Sigel and Saunders, 1979) or by offering slJgJeStions or speculations congruent to 

the context of the study (Wmj and Wmj, 1983). All enquiry structured lessons have this 

potential, but it is because the use of information processing ps:kages stimulates 

inqUiry-type fK:!tivities that the opportunity for these beneficial aspects of discourse can be 

encourfged. 

These interfK:!tions, and those highlighted from other studies, clearly show that children 

hOO an opportunity to take on new roles and responsibilities as BrOOshaw ( 1985) has argued 

they should. He quotes a number of university departments who are fK:!tively involved in 

re-organising their teldling to encour8JB similar outcomes at the behest of employers. It can 

surely be argued that these fK:!Uvities fulfilled Papert's principle of 'cultural resonance.' 

Perhaps the most encour~ing cEvelopment was the appearance of the children's 
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questioning of their own questions - they came to unOOrstand what was a ~ question through 

evaluation. They have also come to realise that the '~' of the question may vary with 

tas~ it is to f~ilitate. 

Societal Issues 

On the whole societal tranS8:tions and outcomes were not recor~ by the tea::hers. Only in 

CS 15 were ethical consiOOrations important and here the six year olds discussed who should 

have ~ to their data file. They also discussOO who was at fault and who might suffer from 

an incorrect input of data. This discussion arose out of their own experiences of erroneous 

data input. These might appear rather high powered discussions for such little children but 

the disturbing f~t that arises from these studies is that although many teEdlers, at all age 

levels, recor~ data errors they St!JW this in terms of poor prOTam structure, a hurdle to be 

surmounted. No other tel:dler recognised the unmrlying ethical issues. 

8.2.6 A comparison of expressed intents and recorded transactions and 

outcomes 

The similarity between expressed intents (Table 8.1) and recor~ transa:tions and 

outcomes (Table 8.2), fg}'egated ~ross the eighteen case studies, was analysed using the 

Spearman's Ran~-Difference correlation. This test was chosen rather than the more ex~ting 

Pearson Proouct-Moment correlation on the basis of sample size (Meyers and Grossen, 

1974). There was no consistent relationship between expressed intents and educational 

outcomes (p= + 0.54; df= 10; n.s.). 

. Quantification is not valuable in absolute terms, but only in as far as it provides a useful 

reduction in the data, in artEr to draw attention to trends and patterns. In this case the 

analysis raises the question of whether the differences in emphasiS between intents, on the one 

hand, and transoctions and outcomes, on the other, imply a critical difference between 

expressro pls and ~tU8l priorities in the classroom, or are we simply r~ding the f~t 
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that when opereting in the classroom, it is the pr91metics of the situetion which ere foremost 

in the te8::her's mind. This analysis raises the issue of the validity of frequency of occurence of 

any event as an inmx of importance versus the critical episOOe. In essence, however, because 

the data has been filtered through the teEDlers' own perceptions and educational priorities, the 

informetion discussed here is e frequency count of critical episOOes, or points of significance 

as seen by those te£dlers. 

To comment thet t~hers did not 8::hieve whet they set out to do would be too harsh a 

ju~ment. T~hers' initiel focus of intents was on the skills and knowla:ge to be taught; 

while the mvelopment of life skills, the vocational purpose of education, was also highlighted. 

Not surprisingly in rEnlrding tr8flS8::tions and outcomes the ~hers focussed to a far greater 

extent on the m8MJTlent of the classroom, on how to organise the learning environment, and 

on the child, in particular the socio-psychol()]ical outcomes they could 8::tively observe. It 

may be, however, that this result is inherent in the methOO of data collection, in that 

transa::tions end outcomes are likely to be selective (what catches the eye) while intents are 

all inclusive (a precis of what the 'experts' say). In such conditions, concerns such as time on 

task, motivation and co-operetive endeavour are likely to be more dominant than long-term 

educational issues. With these caveats in mind, there ere nevertheless a number of useful 

points which can be m~ from e comparison with intents. 

In the area of skills end knowla:ge the majority of teachers (721) were able to provide a 

learning environment in which their pupils mveloped and tested their OOJOitive skills but, 

this is one of only two areas in which recorck!d tranS8::tions and outcomes fell short of intents 

(831). Only ~hers in the late primary age-range matched COJI1itive outcomes to intents. 

The discrepancy noted in the other two age-ranges resulted from the reference use of the 

data-base with many of the olcEr children and, the assumption that the youngest children 

would not be able to classify or ask questions of the data-base by teEdlers of the very youngest 

children. 

TranS8::tions and outcomes related to communication skills were metched to intents 
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across the full sample of case studies. They were least important, however, for the youngest 

children for whom an adult often took on the role of information retriever. Although the 

emphasis in the transactions and outcomes was heavily weighted towards the a::MJnitive and 

communcation skills, computing skills were prominent in the rescriptlons of classroom 

events. It was apparent from the reports that teachers felt that there was a basic level of 

computer skills and knowledge that children had to acquire before they could test the data-base 

but, as with such skills as holding a pencil or being able to read, these underpinning skills 

were not itemised in intents. 

A greater emphasiS on strategic outcomes, compared to intents, was generally apparent for 

the full sample. For example, all case studies recorded the use of an active learning strategy 

for at least part of the programme, although with the youngest pupils the children had fewer 

opportunities to guide their own work despite teachers of this age-range initially being the 

greatest supporters of this strategy of teaching. The importance of the active learning strategy 

lay in the opportunities it provided for a variety of classroom interactions and in the 

motivation of the children. As is shown in Table 8.2, it is the nature of such interactions 

(83!l) which captured the attention of many of the teachers although they figured little in the 

articulation of intents ( 17!l). The variety of roles taken up by both teacher and pupil and the 

shifts in locus of control were evidence of a dynamic social structure which often had 

important learning outcomes, as for example in CS2, CS5, CS9 and CS 10. 

The increased emphasis on the emancipatory role of the computer is a reflection of 

statements by the teachers of the oldest children, and is clearly due to the use of the computer 

as a reference source and to the generally larger banks of data used by these children. 

Societal issues were rarely mentioned in the transactions and outcomes even when an 

opportunity presented itself. For example only one teacher dealt with the ethics of computer 

data-bases following an instance of incorrect data input. Many of the groups had similar 

experiences but no other teacher felt either the need or recognised the teaching point 

presented to them. 
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In OOscribing intents at the beginning of this chapter it was stated that teEdlers 

concentrated first on the 'what' and then on the 'how' of education. In diSCUSSing trensew:tions 

the 'how' now tooK preced3nce over the 'what' with increasing importance on the 'who.' Who 

controlled the learning experience, who was the (8::ision maKer, who would benefit from the 

experience? Vocational issues were of little significance to these ~hers, even for the 

careers data- base tran~tions and outcomes were framed in terms of the benefits to the 

crlllescent using it and not in terms of societal ~ls. BrOOshaw ( 1985) would argue that this 

is ex££tly what emplayers want rather than the rather old-fashioned view of specific 

behavioural SKills the te££hers recorOOd in their intents. 

In summary, t~hers expressed a number of aims for their use of data-bases in the 

classroom, and these intents showed a collective KnowlErlJe of current educational thinKing in 

the area. The recorOOd tran~tions and outcomes from the use of computer-based 

information-handling p££K9J8S did not match intentions, however. The cause of this disparity 

appears to be the shift in focus of attention from global issues during the planning phase 

(specification of intentions) to the pr8JTlatics of learning and classroom manfg!ment, and the 

responses of individual children, during the ££tion stfg!. In a number of cases there appeared 

to be some confusion over what should be classified as a cognitive outcome, and this renected 
-

Chandler's (1984) concerns about information processing SKills being seen as data 

manipulation rather than reveloping conceptual inSights. 

8.3 The Uses of Computer-based Information-Handling Packages in Schools 

Kuhn (1961) has pointed out that measurement rarely lMis to theory but on the 

contrary, qualitative thoory revelopment has usually preca:Bj and often guiOOd and inspired 

measurement. This is a timely warning for those wishing to use information-handling 

P££K9J8S to stimulate CDJlitive revelopment, for it su~ts that a bottom-up apprCldl, 

collecting basKets of data and manipulating them to see what drops out, is likely to be less 

effective than the top-rown approdl, where a specific research question is posed and data 

collected to support or question the initial assumptions. In the former case the emphasis is on 
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valuable but lower level skills of data manipulation while in tha latter case, the posing and 

testing of iems, the questioning of concepts is highlighted. This split was apparent in those 

studies which used the information pfdc~ in an investigative prcq'amme. Altholql eEdl 

specified COJnitive intents, those operating a bottom-up appna:h were more likely to operate 

hypothesis scanning strategies , if they tested rules at all. Those studies which be]an by 

sp8:ifying clear research aims always operated a questioning approach in which a constraint 

straUq{ was ev ident. 

This top-mwn approach which incllKEs clear specification of ~ls and problems has a 

validity beyond the classroom, as mas the mIlE of solving those problems throucj1 active 

participation in the learning experience (Brt}jshaw, 1985). Papert has suooested that urn 

clearly fulfilled his 'continuity' and 'power principle,' but he was uncertain if Lmlactivities 

hoo 'cultural resonance.' The evid3nce from these eighteen case studies stJgJeSt that all 

Papert's princip les can be met using computer- based information- handling pack8}!S. 

There is little Question of meeting the 'continuity principle' if this is ~fined by the 

content areas covered. In cases where it was not fulfilled tE9:hers and children hOO general 

selected a topic because it would fit nicely on to the data-base rather than for any inherent 

value in the data itself. These examples were rare and comprised only 171 of the sample. On 

the whole the topics were ooveloped with a greater purpose than satisfying the appetites of the 

computer. 

. If the 'continuity principle' is d3fined in terms of level of thought then children in these 

case studies were frequently asked to perform at higher levels than Pi~tian theory would 

predict possible, and the 'continuity principle' was therefore not met. For example, the 

youngest children (5- 7 years of ~) were required to operate a constraint hypothesis 

strategy which is founcEd on the concept of equivalence. Pi~tian restraints were violated in a 

number of studies as children learnt to cope with ~tive questions and showed abilities to 

recentre their thinking. In the studies CS9 and CSl0, children wrestled with the problem of 

the l(XJical 'and,' a highly abstract concept, although only one of the two groups (CS9) came to 
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an unOOrstanding of this concept. 

Some of the most stimulating classroom outcomes occur because profound issues arise 

naturally out of the use of computers, presenting children with the conceptual conflicts that 

all learning theories ~ee are n~ry for OOJnitive growth. Sherry Tur~le ( 1984), in a 

very different context, also provims eviOOnce of how the confrontation with computers lems to 

such growth, as children are f8:ed with the issues of life and reath, and of the nature of 

humanity, when coping with a responsive and 'intelligent' mfK:hine. 

The 'power principle' is clearly illustrated in a number of studies as children slowly 

mastered complex issues of data organisation and, not only retrieving, but making sense of 

information. Often the computer format forced children to resolve issues as in CS 10 where the 

children began to develop an understanding of 'biting and stinging.' The influence of the 

computer on classificatory ability has also been noted in Experiment 5. 

The use of data-bases fulfilled the principle of 'cultural resonance' in two WfJ{S. At its 

simp lest, information processing s~ills in general, but particularly those associated with 

computer PfK:~~, are valued in our society. The use of data-bases encour8Je5 fK:tive 

learning, however, and those s~ills of lE9Ership and group cohesion noted here are also 

perceived as Mult and valuable. Only in educational institutions is there such a strong 

emphasiS on wor~ing alone and not sharing iOOas. This trMitional apprfEh to education was 

not apparent in these studies at all. 

In conclusion, these eighteen case studies collectively provioo considerable support for 

the argument that use of computer-based information-handling pa:k8Je5 in schools will be 

beneficial. Powerful learning situations can occur and children can begin to develop valued 
. 

s~ills and ~nowledJe. Not all the case studies should be viewed with such euphoria, however. 

There were examples of missed learning opportunities in virtually all the studies and, one or 

two studies, appeared to record few transoctions and outcomes of any value at all. Equally there 

were exciting educational events often stimulated by the teEdlers but also developing from the 
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children themselves, and it is possible that it was this partnership which most excited the 

majority of ~hers, many of whom were eEg3r to repeat this experience with other classes. 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE ROLE OF THE COMPUTER IN DEVELOPING CHILDREN'S 

CLASSIFICATORY ABILITIES: 

TUTOR AND DESIGN PROGRAMS IN THE CLASSROOM 

9. 1 Introduction 

In Experiment 5 (Chapter 7) it was established that using the computer in the classroom 

could have beneficial effects on children's classificatory abilities. That experiment 

demonstrated that children who used computer based information handling packages, as part of 

their project work, showed differentially improved performances on a simple classificatory 

task, compared to students involved in the same project but not having access to the computer 

data-bases. It was suggested that this differential gain could be explained partly by the 

motivating effect of the computer, particularly in stimulating the individual child's 

self-esteem I but also by the very rigidity of interactions between the computer and Child, 

which forced the children to think carefully about the organisation of their data and to be 

meticulous in the construction of Questions to retrieve information from the data-base. 

In the following two experiments the aim was to investigate whether or not classificatory 

ability could be stimulated by the use of other computer software which, although requiring 

children to complete classificatory tasks, presented very different approaches to the 

teaching/learning situation. 
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9.2 Experiment 6: The Use of Tutor Programs In Schools 

9.2.1 Introduction 

The alm of Experlment 6 was to lnvest1gete whether chl1dren's classificatory ability could 

be stimulated by a more trfKiitionalleerning apprca:h than that used in Experiment 5, 

through the use of a tutoring p~k8J8 with a strong emphasis on skills pr~tice. The specific 

aims of the study were two-fold: 

1. To Investigate the extent of the development of classificatory skills, as measured by 8 

simple pre-post catSlp'isation task, for children involved in a learning programme which 

involved both direct instruction end cl8SSificatory skills prfl:tice. 

Hypothesis 1: Involvement in a relevant tutoring prqamme wl1ll88:i to an improvement in 

children's classificatory abilities. 

2. To investigate whether the t~h1ng strategy em plated. in this case t~h1ng w1th or 

without the aid of a micorocomputer and relevant software, would significantly influence the 

ecquisition of classificatory skills. 

Hypothesis 2: Children working within different t~hina stratetJies will show differential 

improvement in classificatory ability. 

9.2.2 Method 

Subj~ts 

Twenty-nine children, eged 10 to 11 years, were assessed for rtB1ing ability, 
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(MelEm, 1970), and for their non-verbal ability (Raven, 1956). The children were 

further assessed on their ability to complete a simple 'twenty questions' type C8t~isation 

tasK which is described 1n det811 in the procedure for Experiment 5. 

Table 9. 1 

Ability profil.s of th. Childr.n in th. Two Exp.rl .... nul CondilioDs 

Mean 
age 

Mean 
reading 
score 

Mean 
non-verbal 

score 

Mean Pre
categorisation 

score 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer group LC 10.9 24.7 16.6 7.9 
(N-12) (0.28) (5.21) (5.43) (2.41 ) 

Control group LN 10.9 24.4 16.0 7.7 
(non-computer) (0.29) (5.19) (6.44) (1.67) 

(N:a12) 

S.D. in brackets 

The three test scores were used to establish two experimental groups, each of which 

contained tWBwe-chlldren. The mean test scores for the children are presented in Table 9.1. 

Materials 

The pre-post cettJ{lJriStJtitYItest m8teri8/s. Test materials for the pre-post cat8(J)risation 

tasK consisted of two matched sets of twenty-four cards with a simple line drawing in bl6:K 

inK on white card, as cEscribed in Experiment 5. 

ThectKT/puter prtq'8f11. The computer software lOOIBlOCKS 2 (Shiva, 1984) is a suite 

of prDJrams cEsigned to encourege the revelopment of classificatory abilities through tutorial 

guidance and pr~t1ce 1n the the catEQ)r1sat10n of two and three dimensional shapes, the latter 

being represented by two dimensional drawings. The prDJrams are carefully grdd and offer 

pr6:tice in a games format. The games are designed to be played individually but can be used by 

two or three children t(JJBther. The prqams drew on familiar primary school ~tivities 
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OOsigned to encour~ classificatory skills through the manipulation of concrete materials. 

LOOI BLOCKS 1 consists of simple sorting games along one or two dimensions and may be used 

with children as young as five yeef'S of ega, 81though the gr~ exercises are desi~ for 

chl1dren in the age-range of s1x to eight years. The programs used in Experiment 6, 

LOOIBLOCKS 2, require children to apply their classificatory skills in a series of problem 

solving games. Classification may occur on one, two or three dimensions and the more difficult 

games have a time element which can be pre-set by the child or the t~er. 

The software ~umentation incluOOs a booklet of support exercises to be used by the 

children when not working with the computer. These exercises are generally board game 

simulations of the computer gemes. In the present studyt they formed the basis of the worle 

completed by the chl1dren 1n the control group, but were not available to the computer group. 

Design 

In this mixed flJ;torial design experiment there was one between-subjects flJ;tor and one 

within-subjects flJ;tor. The two experimental groups each received the pre- and 

post-categrisation tests alonQ with all members of the contributing class. All subjects 

completed a progremme of work based on a suite of graded catec})risation games. The children 

worked with the same oouIt who was not the experimenter on all occasions. The gemes were 

presentoo on the computer to the experimental group le. The 'IcnowlErlJe of results' 8S~ts of 

the computer programs was provided by the mIt working with the children in the control 

condition LN. 

Procedure 

Pre-past testing The procedure for ministering the pre- and post- categrisation task 

was the iMntical to that of Experiment 5. 
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OevelopingclassifiCtllory8bililies All twenty-nine children in the sample class were 

involved in a three week work programme which involved the children in grEKB:! series of 

cl6SSifiC8tory gemes. Cere W8S taken not to distinguish the twenty-four members of the 

experimental groups from the remaining members of the class in order to reduce 

experimenter bias. The children worked in groups of three which were not fixed, rather they 

were formed by the availability of any three subjects within a condition. All work took plo 

in_ the children's normal cl8SSroom 8S part of an integrated prDjramme of work. All groups 

were led by the same ooult who was not the experimenter. 

Initially 88:h tried was introduced to one of the simple games either on or off the 

computer, oopending on the experimental condition they were assigned to. Over the follOWing 

three weeks the chl1dren worked with ~h of the games and ~h chl1d played every 

categlrisation game at least twice. All the children proved proficient players of the simplest 

games and showed greeter enthusiasm for the more demanding games. The children were, 

therefore, allowed to concentrate on those games and each child W8S involved in the demanding 

games on six to eight occasions. 

The term 'more demanding' here refers to both the number of dimensions upon which the 

cl6SSifiC8tory rescision W8S to be besed end to the nature of the game. The h8rcEr exercises 

asked children to complete relational equations such as : 

Shape t is to 1111 as Shape 3 is to Shape 4 

or to pl8:8 an object rapidly in a partially completed matrix, when the missing objects were 

presented in ranoom sequence to the child. In this latter prDjr8ffi the teacher or child could set 

a t1me 11m it to the task. In the control situation (IN) a large clock was used to provide the 

speed incentive for those children who wanted to test themselves in this wflt{. This element of 

self-selection was important as it was an integral part of the comparable computer game. 
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I n or~r to remove, or at least reduce, any perceptions of being treated differently I the 

chHdren in the control group LN were involved in a prD1'emme of worK using the computer 

for text processi ng. 

9.2.3 Results 

Scoring 

Pre-post CBterprisatim test. Subjects were assessed on the mean number of Questions 

required to i~ntify the target card on ~h trial, as in Experiment 5. 

Analysis 

Pre-post CBtegrisatiOll test. A split-plot analysis of variance was performed on the mean 

number of Questions per trial proviOOd by ~h subject in ~h condition. The two f~tors were 

t~hing strate(]{ (between-subjects f~tor) and pre-post classification scores 

(within-subjects ftclor). There was a significant improvement in performance for subjects 

as a whole on the pre- versus post-catBfJ)rlsat10n task (F=6.29; df= 1,22; p<O.02). The mean 

number of Questions required to identify the target word was lower on the post test (X=7.24) 

as compared to the pre-cat8f}lrisation task (X-7.80), but there was no reliable difference in 

performance between tEB;hing strategies (LC, X=7.4S; LN, X=7.59). The interedion between 

teoch1ng strategy employed and performance on the pre-/post-catef}X'1sat1on task fal1ed to 

r~h significance (F = 1.62; df= 1 ,22; n.s.). 

Further analysis showed that the pre-ceierJ)riS8tion scores for the computer end 

non-computer groups were virtually indistinguishable (F < 1), nor was there a rel1able 

difference between the pre- and post-test scores for the non-computer group IN (F < 1 ). The 

computer users LC , however, did show improved performance on the post-catEglriseHon test 

(F=7.1S; df= 1,22; p<O.02), as is shown in Table 9.2. Although there was no reliable 
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difference in post-test performance between the two tefdling groups LC and LN (F= 1.76; 

df= 1 ,22; n.s.). 

Table 9.2 

Me.n Number of Questions per Tri.' for the Pre-Post 
Categorisation Test. across Teaching Strategy. 

Pre-test Post-test 
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer group 
LC 

Non-computer group 
LN 

7.66 
(2.41 ) 

7.73 
( 1.67) 

7.03 
(2.52) 

7.45 
(2.52) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
- S.D. in brackels 

An analysis of the ratio of constraining to specific Questions, as performed in Experiment 

5, showed that the pattern of improved performance for the computer group was less robust 

than in Experiment 5 (Table 9.3). There was no difference between groups in the pre-test 

situation (F < 1 ) nor in the post-test situation (F = 1.43; df= 1 ,22; n.s.), and there was no 

improvement in the performance of the non-computer user group LN over the perioo of the 

investigation (f < 1). This was also true for the computer user oroup lC (f =3.64; df= 1 ,22; 

n.s.) although a trend of improvement was di scer nab Ie su~ting that this group was more 

likely to use 8 clB5Sificetory streteqy in the post-test situation. 

Table 9.3 

Me.n Number of Constr.iniag Questions to Specific Questions per 
SubJecl for the Pre-Posl Calegorisalien Test. across Teaching 
Str.tegy (N-21). 

Pre-test Posl-test 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer group 
LC 

Non-compuler group 
LN 

0.59 

0.61 
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As in Experiment 5 J the Pearson PrOOuct Moment Correlation was used to investigate the 

relationship between individual stwSnt performances in the pre-post cate;p'isation task J 

with the generlll meesures of reming lind non-verb8l lIbility. There WtlS no reletionship 

between abl1ity levels and pre-test reOO1ng abl1ity ( r=-0.20; df=20; n.s.) and non-verbal 

ability (r=+0.21; df=20; n.s.) or post-test reOOing (r=-O.l 0; df=20; n.s.) or non-verbal 

ability (r=+0.34; df=20; n.s.) performances but post-test scores were highly correlated to 

pre-test 5COres (r=0.90; df=22; p<O.OOl). 

The lOCK of a relationship between ability levels and the pre- and post-test performances 

is puzzling and is not consistent with the findings in Experiment 5. Scatter plots of the data 

confirmed the la:;k of relationship and m~ lIpparent that the la:;k of pattern in the data WtlS 

not a result of a small number of outlying scores. Further I the strenQth of the relationship 

between the pre- and post-test scores SU9,;J8Sts that the experimental manipulation can only 

partially explain improvements in cat8(})risatlon performance. 

When initially setting up the experimental groups one little girl htIJ been exclucEd from 

the study because she scored very btlJly on the non-verbal test while performing at a very 

high rea:iing ability level. The class teEdler commented that this child suffered severe anxiety 

when fa:;ed with something new J 8S in the Raven's test. It is possible that some of the children 

in this class were more 11kely to be anxious 1n novel situations than other chl1dren used in 

this series of experiments and url£Er-performed on the ability tests, particularly on the novel 

Ravens test. This would not invalidate the results of the experiment as matching was 

primarily on pre-categrisation scores and the relationship between these scores and the 

post-cat~r1S8tion test scores in this experiment was consistent with those found 1n 

Experiments 5 and 7. 
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9.2.4 Discussion 

The pre-post anEglrisation task end the tutorial prtJTamme required the children to 

employ comparable strateQies to resolve the problems set tn both s1tuatlons and, because of 

this, it was anticipated that there would be an overall improvement in performance on the 

catecp'isation task by subjects in both experimental groups, although the computer users 

might be expected to outperform the control group. Such en improvement in performence did 

occur, but the results are not as clear or as eesy to Interpret as those of Experiment 5. The 

overall gains were small and further analysis showed that they were related to the use of the 

computer. 

The computer users performed Significantly better on the pre- versus post-test, unlike 

the non-computer users, but they did not significantly out-perform the non-computer users 

in the post test situation. The results imply a small a:ivantage of te8:!hing strategy, that is 

teoching with, as opposed to without, the computer. The large predicted performance gains due 

to the similarity of the learntno task and the test task were not apparent, however. 

As in Experiment 5, it is not possible to unequivocally identify the reason why the 

computer group should fare better than the non-computer users. Possible explanations fell 

into the two types: disparity of treatment of the two expertmental condttions and the nature of 

the interaction between the user and the computer. In conducting the experiment great care 

was taken to match the operations off the computer to those presented on the midline. This was 

easy to achieve as the prDTam rix;umentetion provided r~-mOOe board games which 

simulated the computer oemes. Of course, tn the control cond1tlon the ooult hOO the important 

role of arbitrator and provioo... of 'knowleQ}! of results' to the children, 8 role fulfilled by the 

computer for the experimental condition. It can be argued that the differences between the two 

conditions were minimised, if not removed, by this careful matching of prOCEdJre. 
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If we reject the disparity argument then the differences 1n rEDlf"~ performances neej to 

be exp lained in terms of child-computer inter~tion. The motivational aspect of the computer 

were always evi(Ent, the children nEBEd no encouragement to join in the gemes. I mEed , the 

class te8:her commented that some chUdren were more motivated to complete non-related 

work in oreEr to be rE9tt when their turn to 'plfP{' came about. His comments did not apply to 

the control group but the children did exhibit considerable enthusiasm when playing the board 

g6mes. 

There are other f~tors to be considered, however. Although care was taken to mimic the 

computer 1n all relevant operations, however careful the EdJlt worker was in her attempt to 

be mochine-like, she still formed a significant figure in the working group and it could be 

argued that an ooult 8S arbiter of success in the non-computer group would be inhibiting to the 

children. As a consequence of this the children might have viewed the exercise as a tr~itional 

classroom experience, becoming more circumspect in the solutions they put forward, and 

watching carefully for signs of ~lt approval or disapproval. 

ViOOo tape evioonce of pilot work, unOOrtaken at the start of this research project with a 

group of less able ten and eleven year olds, showed that the children often respond rether 

differently to corrective information f~k from the computer than to informetion from 

ooults. In one v1cm ~uence three Httle boys cEl1berately and repeatedly f11'Ie incorrect 

answers to a simple mathematical problem in order to receive, what appeared to the 

experimenter, B very harsh jud1ement of their performance by the computer. This reduced 

the children to fits of uncootroll6ble laughter and appeared to be B cathartic fdion trJtinst 

authority by children who were frequently tested and found want1ng by the fmEmlc system. 

A second video sequence showed a little baf becoming increesingly irate with the computer 

which corrected what he felt was a perfectly ~ answer to the set question. The child 
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eventually abancbned the computer b££ause it was 'unfair' and went to a different m~hine. 

Throughout the remaining ten week period of work this little bay refused to work at the 

offending mf£hine. The import8l'lt point here is that 6 child labeled inDquete, with 6 history 

of ~mic fanure, was wi11inQ to question the authority of the computer and to put forward 8 

~nt, if misguicEd argument, as to why his answer was correct and the m~ine's wrong. It is 

difficult to envisage the same child challenging his t~her in this wflt{. IrxiB:I, Hughes ( 1986) 

cites several instences when even highly able children ~ted incorrect information from a 

teacher without raising a single objection. It would appear that, for some chl1dren 6t leest, the 

computer has a similar status to Donaldson's ( 1978) 'naughty t.atiy;' a source of information 

which can happily be queried because it is less of an authority figure than an mlt, and making 

mistaKes in front of it is not damaging to the child's self-image. This reduction in the 'fear of 

fanure' could prove to be 6 powerful motivator for all chl1dren, but particularly for the less 

ab le or the anxious child. 

The children might heve benefited from intending with the computer, not just beceuse it 

is motivating, but also because of the swift response of the computer to the child's f£t1onS, 

which could have 1600 to a greater bonding between the child's input and the correct answer. As 

in Experiment 5, the adult would have provided rapid responses in the simpler games but 

relays might have occurred in the more complex games. For the less able subjects, in 

particular, the 1mmeditJ:,)' of feedbf£k when playing the computer games, may have proved 

important as answers could be provicEd before attention strayOO and the memories of the 

question un~ review fOOed. 

Wine ( 1971), 1n investigating the ooverse effects which test anxiety has on task 

performance, has shown that there is en attentionsl interpretation of performance. The highly 

anxious person divides his attention between self-relevant and task-relevant variables, in 

contrast to the the low-test-anxious person who focuses his attention more fully on the task 
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and, therefore, has greater processing C8p8::ity available for solving the problem to hand. A 

similar situation of divided attention can be argued here. The presence of the mit might have 

caused the children, p8rticul8rly those more 6nxious members of the group, to divire their 

attention between the game and the ~u1t, only partly concentrating on solving the 

classificatory problems of the game, with the consequent limf~ improvement in performance 

on the post-cat9lJ)risation test. 

~ 

I n summary, the maIn f1nd1ng of thIs stoo{ was that teEdling strategy led to an 

improvement in classificatory s~ill. The strength of association between the pre- and 

post-test performance scores can not be ignored, however, in any explanation of the 
-1 

experimental results. It cmmot be 8rgued that the experimental tr~tment allowed these 
• 

children to enhance or compensate for their initial refX1ing or non-verbal abilities. The lOCK of 
J 

relationship between these abilities and the pre-catEgJrisation scJres is not ea:ry to explain. 
I 

What is apparent from the stlJ6t is that the children in the computer group made a small 

differential gain in perform8llCe over the control group, end that the explanation for this gein 

lies partly in the power of the computer to motivate children and in the nature of the 

interoctions which occur between the computer and the child. 

9.3 Experiment 7: The Use of Design Programs In Schools 

9.3.1 Introduction 

The aim of Experiment 7 was to investigate whether children's classificatory ab111ty could 

be stimulated by encour91ing children to thin~ in new w8'{S about everyOry obj~ts through 

the use of a design prorem based on Edward de Bono's ( 1978) concept of lateral thinKing. The 
I 

specific aims of the stoo{ were two-fold: 
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1. To investigate the extent of the development of classificatory skills, as measured by 8 

s~mple pre-post catecprisation task, for children involved in learning prOTemme which 

involved both novel mental menipuhrtions of concepts end eppliC8tion of these new insights to 

specific problems. 

Hypothesis 1: Involvement in a relevant lateral thinking programme willleed to an 

improvement in children's classifiC8tory abilities. 

2. To investigate whether the teEdling strategy empl(}y'8:i, in this case teoching with or 

without the aid of a micorocomputer and relevant software, would significantly influence the 

a:;quisition of classificatory skills. 

Hypothesis 2: Children working within different teoching strategies will show differential 

improvement in classificatory ability. 

9.3.2 Method 

Subjects 

Twenty-nine children, aged 10 to 11 years, were assessed for ~ing ebility (Mcleod, 

1970), and for thetr non-verbal abll1ty (Raven. 1956). The children were further assessed 

on their ability to complete a simple 'twenty questions' type C8Uglrisation task which is 

mscribed in detail in the procedure for Experiment 5 and 6. 

The three test scores were used to establish two expertmental groups, ~h of which 

contained twelve children. This was further reduced to a group size of eleven because of one 

child's absence during pert of the learning programme.The mean test scores for the chi1~en 

are presented in Table 9.4. 
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Table 9.1 

Ability profiles of the Children ia the Tw. Exp.rimenu. Contillions 

Mean 
age 

Mean 
reading 
score 

Mean 
non-verbal 

score 

Mean Pre
categorisation 

score 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer group TC 10.8 29.5 19.4 6.89 
(N-ll) (0.31) (4.97) (4.52) (0.91) 

Control group TN 10.9 29.6 19.9 6.69 
(non-computer) (0.29) (4.80) (3.80 (1.02) 

(N-l0 

SD. in brackels 

Materials 

The pre-post categ;riSlltitKI test materials. Test materials for the pre-post catEgJrisation 

task consisted of two matched sets of twenty-four cards with a simple line drawing in black 

ink on white card, 8S OOscribed in Experiment 5 8fld 6. 

The computer pro;ram. The pro;Jrems which formed the basis of Experiments 5 and 6 

simulated classificatory ~tivities either by requiring children to organise information in 

orrer to resolve specific problems (SEEK 8nd FACTfILE) or, by giving overt cleificatory 

pr~t1ce (LOOIBLOCKS 2). In this final experiment the prqem used was THINKLINKS 

(Straker, 1983), a prcgram to stimu late children's skills in resign through encourBling 

lateral thinking. De Bono regards design as a higher-level cognitive skill than 

problem-solving, bec8use "Design is more open-ended than problem-solvtnq. It reQUires more 

creativity." ( 1978, pp.247). for cE Bono the open-encEdness of resign extends the chl1d's 

thinldng beyond the specific pI orientation of problem-solving. 

Whether resign is one element of, or 8I'l extension beyond, problem-solving, it is 

generally perceived as a worthwhile educational ~tivjty. In THINKLINKS children's ebl1ity 
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to OOsign is developed through a series of increasingly complex a::tivities. Initially children 

are asked to classify, on a range of criteria, five ranOOm ly selected objects presented by the 

computer. For example, they may be requested to gr~ the follOWing objects on the criterion 

of softness: matches, a shre, water, a sp~ and a table. This encour~ chl1dren to view 

objects in new wf1t{S. The second phase of the game is to use five rancbm ly presentoo objects to 

solve a computer selected problem such as crossing a stream, catching a fish, or, getting into 8 

house for which you have lost the key. Finally the children are esked to invent or resign a 

oovice to solve a problem such as sorting potatoes or catching a mouse (see Unrerwoo1, 

1986). 

At first sight this type of 18ler81 thinking exercise appears to be en ~ivity which can 

gain l1Ule from befng computerfsed, as all that is necessary is a mechanism for providinQ the 

rarrllm list of words and resign problems. Output to the screen is confined to text and the 

children's only input to the program occurs when they request another list of words or 

problems. The computer prD}"am proved very 6fJSo{ to replicete 85 8 card geme with 

appropriately marked cards and the mit experimenter ranOOm ly realinQ out the p~k . 

Design 

In this mixed f~ori81 design experiment there was one between-subjects f~or end one 

within-subjects f~tor. The two experimental groups ~h received the pre- and 

post-catecJ)risation tests along with all members of the contributing class. All subjects 

completed a prc.;Jramme of work based on 00 Bono's ( 1978) design game to encour~ lateral 

thinking. The children worked with the same ooult who was not the experimenter on 811 

occasions. The gBmes were presented on the computer to the experimental group Te. The 

problem generation aspect of the computer prOTem was provicBi by the mit working with 

the children in the control condition TN. 
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Procedure 

Pre-post testing The procedure for ministering the pre- end post- categrisation task 

was the irenticaJ to that of Experiment 5 80d 6. 

OevelopingclassifiCIJltrysbilities All twenty-nine children in the sample class were 

involved in a three week gr~ programme of work which encouraged them to think in new 

w~ ebout ordinary, everdey objects; end to epply those new insights to the solution of 

specified problems. care was taken not to distinguish the twenty-two members of the 

experimental groups from the remaining members of the class in oreEr to reduce 

experimenter bias. The children were ranOOm ly essigned to groups of three within a condition. 

All work took pJoc:e in the chilcren's normal classroom as pert of Bn integrated programme of 

work. All groups were led by the same mlt who was not the experimenter. 

In oroor to remove, or at leest reduce, any perceptiOns of being treated differently, the 

children in the control group TN were involved in a prllJramme of work using the computer 

for text processi ng. 

9.3.3 Results 

Scoring 

Pre-posl catapriSIJlion lest. Subjects were assessed on the mean number of questions 

required to iOOotify the target card on eEdl trial, as in Experiments 5 and 6 

Analysts 

Pre-post ClJlaprisalion lest. A split-plot analysis of variance was performed on the mean 

number of questions per trial proviOOd by etrll subject in etrll condition. The two f~tors were 

leoching strategy (between-subjects ffdor) end pre-post Cl6SSificetion scores 
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(within-subjects factor). There was a significant improvement in performance for subjects 

as a whole on the pre- versus post-cateorisetion test (F = 19.45; df= ',20; p<O.OO'). The 

mean number of questions required to irentify the target card wes lower for the post 

(X=6.18) as opposed to the pre-catefJ)r1sat10n (X=6.89) test. There was no rel1able 

difference between te££hing strategies (computer, X=6.39; non-computer, X=6.6 7), nor was 

there an interaction between teeching stratew employed and performance on the pre- versus 

post-cetefJ)f'isation tesk (F=3.13; df= 1, 20; n.s). 

Table 9.5 

. "e.n Number of auestlons per Trl.' for the Pre-Post 
C.tegoris.tion Test •• cross Te.ching Sir.tegy. 

Pre-test Post-test 

-------------------------------------------- ---------------------------

Computer group 
TC 

Non-computer group 
TN 

S.O. in brackets 

6.69 
(0.91) 

6.69 
( 1.02) 

5.69 
(0.76) 

6.43 
(1.36) 

Further 8I18lysis showed that the pre-arteg:riS8tion scores for the computer and 

non-computer groups were IndlsUngulshable (F < 1), and there was no difference between 

pre- and post-test scores for the non-computer users TN (F =3. 48; df= 1 ,20; n.s.). The 

computer users Te, however, did not follow this pattern of results, as is shown by reference 

to the means of questions per trial (Teble 9.5). There wacs a reliable difference 1n pre- and 

post-test scores for the computer users (F = 19. 10; df= 1,20; p<O.OO 1) and between post-test 

scores of the computer Te versus non-computer TN users (F=6.26; df= 1,20; p<O.OS). 

This pattern of improved perform8l'lCe for the computer users W6S not epperent in the 

analysis of constraining quesUons. There was no difference between groups In the pre-test 
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situation (F < 1 ) nor in the post-test situation (f =3. 13; df= 1 ,20; n.s.). There was 00 

improvement in the performance of the non-computer user group IN over the perioo of the 

investigation (F < 1). This W8S 81so true for the computer user group lC (F=3. 94; df= 1,20; 

n.s.) 81though a trend of 1mprovement was discernable suooesUng that this group was more 

liKely to use a classificatory strateg,t in the post-test situation. 

Table 9.6 

He.n Number of Conslr.ininl auestions to Specific QuesUons per 
Subject for the Prl-Post Cat"orisaUo. Tlst. across Te.clling 
Str.tegy (N=24). 

. ---------------------------------------

Computer group 
TC 

Non-compuler group 

TN 

Pre-test Post-test 

0.91 1.15 

0.87 0.98 

As in Experiments 5 and 6, the Pearson PrOOuct Moment CUrelation was used to 

investigate the relationship between individual stOOmt performances in the pre-post 

categJrisation tasK, with the gener'81 meesures of re8ding end non-verb8lability. There W6S a 

pos1t1ve relat10nship between pre- test performance and both rEBJ1ng (r=-0.45; df=19; 

p<0.05) and non-verbal (r=-0.50; df=19; p<0.05) abilities, but these relat10nshipswere 

not apparent for the post test situation. Both r881ing (r=-O.l 0; df= 19; n.s.) and non-verbal 

(r--0.35; df=- 19; n.s.) abilities eppeered to have little influence on the post-test 

performances. The post-test scores were correlated to pre-test scores (r=O.65; df= 19; 

p<O.O 1), however. 

The rel8tionships between me8SUred 8bility levels BOd the pre- and post-test 

performances is conSistent w1th the results 1n Exper1ment 5. Th1s s~ts that the 1mprov81 
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performances on the post-catep'isation task were a result of the experimental treatment 

which, in the case of the computer users, h~ allowed the children to eUher enhance or 

compensate for the initial personal ebilities they brought with them to the terDling 

prOJram me. 

9.3.4 Discussion 

The evllEnce from this stu~ 8;J81n conf1rms that specific skIlls tK:qUls1tlon Is possible 

with judicious teoching/learning strategies. There were overall gains in performance between 

pre- and post-cat8'Jlrisation tasks but the strength of those gains was ~erned by the 

teoching strategy' employed. The computer users performed significantly better on the pre

versus post-test, unl1ke the non-computer users, and they slgn1f1cantly out-performed the 

non-computer users in the post test situation. The results imply an ~an~ of tEs:hing 

strategy, that is teEdling with, as opposed to without, the computer, although the strategy' 

employed by the computer users in the categrisation tesk was not signifiC8l1tly different from 

that of the control group. 

The question 8;J8in arises as to why this disparity in skills ~isition should occur. The 

arguments for and 8J8inst explanations involving disparity of treatment between groups and 

the nature of the fnterocUon between chl1d and mochine have been presented In Experiments 5 

and 6. In this experiment e(JJ81 care was taken to match operations on and off the m8:hine and, 

as the operations on the mfdline were very simple, involving the presentation of ranOOmised 

lists, this matching process was extremely e85Y to fdlieve. 

As a result of the simplicity of the computer operations, and the cEgree to which the 

children worked off the m~hine in the computer group, it is difficult, at first sight ,to offer 

any explanation of the ~8I1tage of computer use in this experiment. Coolments from the 
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children in the non-computer group were illuminating, however. When presented with the 

tasK of organising five rancbnly selected objects along a novel dimension, as tBscribed in the 

procedural description of this experiment, several of the children appeared resist8l1t to the 

task. Comments on the silliness of discussing the softness of a table were articulated and the 

ooult worKing with the children was asked on several occasions to re-eml the cards (that is 

ranOOmly select 8 new group of objects) to produce a more sensible problem. Although the 

mlt resisted these overtures and continued to operete in a similar manner to the computer, 

there was no doubt that the 1ntertdlons between the children and the adult were different to 

those taking pl~ between the children and the computer. In the latter case, although the 

children were often puzzled by the unusual task set, they accepted it for a variety of reasons. 

One little boy said that the computer was m~ to Ed like that by people and it could not change. 

This was occepted by his group. other children simply stated that the computer was funny but 

they carried on the task nevertheless. 

The motivetional ergument appeers less tD:ePtable for this cllm of children for two 

reasons. The children were not computer naive. They htll a computer permanently in their 

classroom and were using it for a wire variety of Edivites including OOventure gaming. 

Neither can the software be described as exciting as it used few of the focilities of the 

computer in this electronic-booK-mere. EQUally, the argument pertaining to the rapidity of 

IcnCJNl~ of results is irrelevant here as there was no interaction between the chl1d and the 

computer other than when the user asked for another problem to be set. 

The conclusion to be drawn here is that although a variety of hypotheses can be put 

forward to explain the results In this experiment, the InSights Into acceptable interactions 

between child and 8iJlt and child end computer, particularly the awareness that OOlilts can be 

manipulated but 'mEdlines are mEdlines' and you have to tU8Pt that, 00 present 8 convincing 

argument as to the differential effectiveness of the two experimental conditions. In 
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Experiment 5 it was argtej that the rigidity of 8:Ceptable interection between the child and 

the data-base was a powerful influence on classificatory ability. The argument posed here is 

similar. Although there was no direct effect of the computer on the orgenisatiooal structures 

proouced by the children, the children's ~tance of both the rigidity and the difference of 

the mechine to humans allowed the computer group to become more involved in the tas~ at 

hand. In the non-computer group the task was seen by several children as silly end not 

worthwhile and these expressed ettitudes provide a powerful explanation for the children's 

fallure to gain from the learning sltooUoo. 

In summary, the main finding of this stlD( was that teaching stratBq)' lEB1 to an 

improvement in classificatory skill, and the computer users mD differential gains over the 

non-computer users. The relationship between nmlng and non-verbal abl1ltles and 

pre-catefJlrisation performances was no longer evirent on the post-test situation, sW}1eSting 

that the experimental treatment had allowed the computer users to compensate for their 

initial abilities. It is suooested that the cause of this differential improvement ley in the 

nature of the Interactions between the children and the authority f1gure In eoch of the 

conditions. Whereas the children, for a variety of reasons, were preparoo to ~pt novel 

problems set by the computer, they were less ED:8pting and more manipulative in their 

inter~ions with the tK1J1t 8lIthority figure. 

Prior to the experiment, the main argument for using this software ps::1<~ might have 

been that it saved teEdlers time in prOOucing worl<shheets and g3flet"ating iOOes, a view put 

forward by several tefdlers on seeing the prD1"am THINKLINKS. A more C01E'nt argument 

following this trial, would be that the use of the computer can generate new relationships in 

the classroom which can encourage children to be more ra::eptive to new ideas or wfJ{S of ckling 

things. 
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9.4 A Comparison of the Findings from the Three Classificatory 

I nvestigations: Experiments 5. 6 and 7. 

The purpose of this group of experiments was essentially two-fold: to establish whether 

or not children's classificatory abilities could be stimulated by a set prcgramme of work, and, 

whether or not the use of the computer would lfB1 to differential gains in performance over 

non-computer users. Direct comparisons between types of instruction, based upon deta 

handl1ng p~fWJeS, dir~t skl1ls pr~t1ce and the concept of lateral thinking and resign, were 

not built into this prqamme of research. Inevitably questions of the comparative 

effectiveness of these methods of presenting classificatory prab lams to the children arise 

from the results presented here. Some tentative comments will be m~ but, although the 

procedures 8nd test items were iOOntical for each experiment, the experimental groups were 

not matched ocross the three experiments. The group mean age and test scores are presentB:l in 

Table 9.7 . 

A comparison of the results from the three experiments showed that there was an overall 

improvement in performance on the post-. as compared to the pre-, caUglrisation task and 

that these improvements were a result of teaching strategy. In all three experiments the 

computer users m~ differentiel performance geins over the non-computer users. 

Although the results s~ that improvements cccurred for eoch instructional 

programme, the results appear most robust in Experiment 5, in which the children were 

asked to complete a reta organisation and retrieval task. The computer users in this 

experiment not on ly 1m proved their own C8t~riS8t1on performance end performed 

Significantly better than the non-computer users on the post-test, they also were likely to use 

the more efficient hypothesiS constraining strategy to resolve the 'twenty questions' problem, 

rather than an hypothesis scenning strategy'. 
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Table 9.7 

Ability Pronles .f the Cblldre. In the Three Experlnaents 

Mean 
1ge 

Me., 
relding 
score 

Meln 
non-verbal 

score 

Meln Pre
cltegorisation 

score 
------------------------------ ... _-------------------------------------------------------
Experiment 5 10.5 19.5 17.2 6.3 

Experiment 6 10.9 24.5 16.3 7.6 

Experiment 7 10.6 29.5 19.7 6.9 

In Experiment 7 similar differential gains were moc.e by the computer users as compared 

to the non-computer users but, although the computer users show a trend to use the more 

efficient constraint strategy in the post-test situation this improvement is below statistical 

significance. In Experiment 6, the computer users 00 show significant gains in the post-test 

situation but they 00 not reliably outperform the non-computer users, althouoh they 00 show 

a trend to greater use of the constraint strategy when completing the post-cat9J)risetion 

t6Sk. 

Ability levels 

Correlational information on tasi( performance and ability level is presented in Table 9.7. 

k$ was ergued in Chepter 5, for successful completion of the cetegrisetion tasi(s, children can 

leg1t1mately be expected to draw on non-verbal ab1Htles (Bruner, ecmnow and Austin, 1956) 

which should be related to measured reading abilities( Turner, Scullion and Whyte, 1984). 

In Experiments 5 and 7 success on the pre-categ:>risation tasi( was correlated with ability 

levels, results consistent with the f1ndings of Experiments 1 , 3 and 4. This was not true for 

Experiment 6 in which no discern8ble pattern was found between cate(JX'isation performance 

and the general measures of ability recorOOd in this experiment. The argument for a ceiling 

effect, posed to explein e simil8f" enomely in Experiment 2, wt:JS not velid here end the 

possibility of high test 8Clxiety within this particul8r class of chtldren seems to be one 
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explanation, as has alr~ been discussed. 

Table 9.8 

Correl.Uons Bet.ee. Readiag an ..... -V.rb.1 Ability .n. Pr.- .nd Post
C.t.gorlsltlon risk PerrormlRc. rer the Thr.e Experlmenls. 

Ability level Pre-Test Post-Test 
-----------------------------

Experiment 
5 

Reading Ability 6 
7 

5 
Non-verba) AblJtty 6 

7 

-o.426MM 

-0.197 
-o.449M 

-o.451M M 
+0.206 
-o.499M 

-0.179 
-0.094 
-0.043 

-o.336M 

+0.:329 
-0.275 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
n.b. A negative r score indicates. positive relationship. 
leve) of slgntncance of the correlation: M p (0.05; M. P (0.01; ••• p (0.001. 

In the post-test situation, the relationship between ability levels and catEgTistion scores 

weakens. I n both Experiments 5 end 7, there was no longer a relationship between rEBiing and 

cat~risation scores. The relationship between non-verbal ability and post-test performance 

weakened but was still present in Experiment 5 but disappeared in Experiment 7. 

Interestingly, although there was again no relationship between abilities and catec}lrisation 

performance in Experiment 6, the direction of change in the correlations was the same in this 
. 

experiment as in Experiments 5 and 7, that 1s the overall trend was to a reduced rel1ance on 

initial abilities in completing the post-categlrisation task, clearly indicating an effect of the 

educational programme on the children's performance. 

9.5 Oeneral Discussion 

The three experiments were OOsigned to investigate the ease with which young children's 

classificatory skills could be stimulated in the classroom through a variety of work 

prOTammes, with particular emphasis on the effectiveness of the computer in enh8ncinQ 
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skills acquisition. In all three experiments the computer users out-performed the 

non-computer users. The non-computer prcgrammes of work had disaPPointingly little effect 

on children's performances. The three investigations together show a gradation in performance 

gains, by the computer users, with the children using the information-handling pack8(}3S 

being most successful, followed by those children involved in the exp loration of concepts 

through a design programme with least gains being made by the group who received a tutorial 

programme of worle. 

The apparent low effectiveness of the guided tutorial programme of work was surprising 

for it offered activities closely related to the categorisation task. In their work with very 

young children (4 to 5 years of age), Lawton, Hooper, Saunders and Roth ( 1984) found that 

what they described as traditional instructional programmes, had little effect on children's 

classificatory skills. They compared the effects of three types of instruction defined as 

Ausebelian, Piagetian and traditional, on pre-school children's acquisition of logical concepts. 

For Lawton et at, an Ausebellan programme emphasised the organisational structure of 

the knowledge to be learnt, as in the information-handling packages used in Experiment 5 

which required children to think in terms of rules of organisation. To a lesser extent the 

THI NKll NKS program, used in Experiment 7, operated a Piagetian mode of instruction, 

according to Lawton's definition. This was a self-discovery approach to learning, in which the 

chlld made spontaneous physical and mental manipulations of objects and the teacher acted as a 

facilitator guiding the child, through the judiceous use of questions, statements and suggestions 

aimed at arousing curiosity and motivation. 

Lawton et at defined a traditional mode of instruction as one which used many of the 

activities and materials of the Ausebelian and Piagetian approaches but without an 

underpinning theoretical approach. In Experiment 6, LOOIBLOCKS 2 was considered to 
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operate a tr~itional m(Xi! of instruction, but here 'tr~itional' was ~fined as learning 

through skills practice, a didactic rather than discovery learning approach. 

Lawton e1.al. found that their YOUnQ chl1(hm In the Ausebel1an prcgremme, that is 

children who were encouraged to emphasis knowleiJe structures, were far more successful on 

a range of post- versus pre-C8t~iS8tion tasks, than were children being taught in a 

PiegetiM or trediti0l'l81 chmroom. The results for the computer users in Experiments 5,6 

and 7 are consistent with their findings. Those chl1dren using information handling pr(XJr8fTIS 

not only m~ post-test ~ins, they were also more likely to use the highly effective 

hypothesis constraining stratel:b' to resolve the classsification problems, but this was not true 

for the THINKLINKS 8fld LOOIBLOCKS 2 prOT6ms. 

Problems 00 arise from the comparison of the results in Experiments 5,6 and 7 to those 

of Lawton at a1. Although the pattern appears to be similar, the instructional mcm 

emphasising the structure of knowlErlJe being most successful, followed by the self-di5COVery 

methoc1and wtth little success coming from the trad1t1onal1nstruct1onal prt)Jramme, this is 

only true when comparing the computer user groups. Pr(YJress by the non-computer users 

was small, if it occurred at all. Yet Lawton et at did not use computers! 

Lawton and Wanska ( 1979), working wtth eight to ten year olds, have shown that knowing 

Ute structure of concepts merely in terms of the property of that concept is not sufficient for 

young children to successfully produce a hierarchical structure for those concepts, or to 

compare super and subordinate concepts within the hierarchy. They found that children need 

more than the knowleOJe that 'a mammal is a hairy animal which suckles its young,' in ormr 

to pl~ that concept in the animal hierarchy. The children must be able to generate the rules 

governing that hierarchy, for exemp 1e that the superordinate concept (animal) is oofined by a 

property shared by all the subordinate concepts. 
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Lawton et a1. ( 1984), in their Ausebellan programme, placed a heavy emphasis on this 

rule generation, and the chlldren made commensurate classificatory progress. In Experiment 

5, many of the activities described by Lawton et al. were undertaken by both the computer and 

non-computer users during the programme of work on cheeses. It was in questionning the 

data-base, however, that a clear understanding of the structure of the information, and the 

rules governing it, were most needed, and it was in this area that the disparity between 

computer and non-computer treatment may have occurred. It has already been stressed that to 

get an answer from the computer required great precision in questionning. This was further 

emphasised in the case study work (Chapter 7) which clearly showed the difficulties children 

of all ages had in gaining information from computer data-bases and the quality of thought 

required to resolve those retrieval problems. 

When the adult in Experiment 5 was asked a question, in the simulated computer role, 

every effort was taken to be computer-liKe. It has already suggested that there might have 

been some loss in immediacy of feedback on more complex Questions. It might also have been 

the case that, due to the shared knowledge of both child and adult, the adult was able to 

interpret and respond to less precise questions from the non-computer users. This 

unintentional lacK of rigidity in the adult's behaviour would have allowed children to gain 

information without the precision of thought needed by the computer users. 

That child-computer interaction can be different from child-adult interaction was 

clearly shown in Experiment 7. Here, the chlldren were willing to accept a tasK refined by the 

computer I but the same tasK presented by an adult was rejected as nonsensical. The children 

in the non-computer group then tried to manipUlate the adult and change the learning 

situation. This is a frequent and normal occurrence in the classroom, as John Holt ( 1970; 

1969) has demonstrated in his classic bOOKS 'How Children Learn' and 'How Children Fai1.' 
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The children reduced their role in finding the solution to the problem to hand, and encour~ 

the adult to taKe on part of the tasK, or to alter the tasK and maKe it simpler. In ooing so the 

children may have reduced those conceptual conflicts that are generally believed to be vital to 

their own cognitive development. 

In summary, the main findings of these three experiments were that the computer can be a 

powerful tool for encouraging children's classificatory abilities. The arguments presented 

here, to account for the results in Experiments 5, 6 and 7 I are tWo-fold. Firstly children 

respond differently to the computer than to an adult. They appear to be aware that the 

computer is inflexible and that they must be the ones to adapt if communication is to taKe 

place. Some children go as far as treating the computer as a less able peer who must be helped. 

This inflexibility forces the children to greater preciSion in their own thinking. Secondly I 

children are more liKely to accept novel ideas when presented by the computer, for the 

computer is different from a human being, it has a different status in terms of authority. 
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CHAPTER 10 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ON THE USE OF EDUCATIONAL 

COMPUTING 

The research issues discussed here have all concerned the intr(Xiuction of microcomputers 

into the school clessroom. Although Chapter 1 outlined a number of pressing issues related to 

th1s educationallnoovation, the two maln themes of thls thesls are the receptlveness of the 

educational environment to the new ~hnol~, and the impECt of that innovation on the 

recipient children themselves. In essence the questions relating to the educational 

environment 8re firstly how computers 8f'e being greeted by teechers 6nd treinee teechers; 

and the state of ~nit1ve raooiness of chl1dren who are presented w1th selected software 

pock6JeS. The second theme concerns the impoct of educational computing upon the 

development of children's minds. The choice of research themes 00es not negate the importance 

of other issues such 8S the influence of resource levels on effective implement6tion, nor 00es 

1t reduce the importance of the computer 1n children's SCX:ial development. 

10.1 Attitudes towards the Innovation 

, 

The investigation of att1tures to classroom computers held by servlng teochers and 

teochers-in-training has been set in the context of Kuhn's assertions on the nature of 

par~igm shifts. Such shifts are dependent on the rise of a new generation of workers 

uncommitted to established iOOas end procUce who ere, therefore, cepeble of being receptive to 

innovative approoches. Kuhn 00es not 8ft{ that a new generation wlll be receptive, only that 

they have the potential of beino receptive to an innovation. The hypothesis tested here W6S that 

yOunger teochers would be more ED:epting of educational computing, but the hypothesis was 
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disconfirmed in a surprising Wf!Y: it was the older teachers who proved to be more 

enthusiastic than their younger counterparts. 

I n the study of attitudes to the computer, reported in Chapter 4, there were two main 

research goals: to measure and compare the attitudes of serving teachers and teachers in 

training, and to identify the factors influencing the development of those attitudes. The initial 

expectation, based on previous research (e.g. Lichtman, 1979; Johnson et a1., 1981 ; Moore, 

1985), was that attitudes to the computer would be largely negative. This pessimism proved 

to be largely ill-founded. In general, attitudes to the computer were positive, but there were 

varying degrees of acceptance. Four main attitudinal groups were identified by the cluster 

analysis. There was a continuum of acceptance from highly positive (27.5~ of sample), 

through conditionally positive (27~) to those with generally negative attitudes (17.3~). 

Members of the fourth group (28. 1 ~) were muted in their opinions, although more positive 

statements were made than negative. The sample as a whole expressed positive attitudes 

towards the computer four times more frequently than negative attitudes. These were not 

demand-effects for there was a careful balancing of direction of response for each item in the 

questionnaire. In the light of the strong gender bias found in previous attitudinal studies, the 

positive responses in this predominantly female sample are both surprising and encouraging. 

Positive attitudes revolved around the potential of the computer to promote more 

child-centred learning and its usefulness across a wide spectrum of the curriculum. Where 

changes in the teacher's role were anticipated, they were viewed as beneficial, and linked to 

greeter student autonomy. A division occurred between those who accepted the computer as 8 

tool for most curriculum areas and those who feel it was still1argely a scientific tool. Those 

expressing negative attitudes saw the computer as a restricted 'teaching-machine' I providing 

low level educational inputs and no threat to the flexib le role of the teacher. Coup led with this 

is a general feeling that the computer devalues, in some mechanistic w(f(, the leerning 

experience. 
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The stu~ suooested that, while knowleBJe of the computer is seen as both relevant and 

worthwhile, and the premminant feelings towards computer use in schools are largely 

positive, there is an element of IOlet's wait and see. II Surprisingly, serving tM:hers end 

post-groouate tef£her trainees were disproportionately represented in the positive attttudinal 

groups. There was an expectation of a more enthusiastic response from the youngest 'teachers' 

who h~ been brought up in the 'computer age' and, indeed, could be expected to have met the 

computer during their own school-life. This did not prove to be so, however. Initiel ~ee 

tfEher trainees were disproportionately represented in the small group expressing hostl1e 

attitu~ to classroom computers. Further analysis of the factors influencing the expressed 

attitudes showed that those expressing the most positive attitudes are more likely to work in 

the Sciences rather than the Arts, but not all scientists were positive and certeinly meny 

artists expressed interest in, and enthusiasm for, the new tech no 1 o;N. 

The rejection of classroom computers by the newest generation of tee:hers (the B.Ed. 

students) would be a cause for considerable concern if Kuhn's arguments held~, but the 

positive response from the serving tE9;hers and post-groouate students indicates that 

attitu€Es to 'new things' are not as entrenched as Kuhn's argument sU(JJeSts. Another 

encouraging point is that the members of the sample, who rejected the computer in the 

cl6SSroom, based their opinions on limited knowled;;Je. If these young t~hers ~ used the 

computer in their own school-Ufe it must have been for a very restricted purpose which left 

them with little unrerstanding of the power of the machine for educational purposes. As their 

level of computer liter~ rises there is every hope that more favourable attit~ may ensue. 

Such a view is substentiated by the finding that those who are most positive towerds cl8SSroom 

use of the computer are also those who are the most knowleOJe8ble members of the sample. 

This sttrly of attitudes sucpsted that there is a great deal of informed interest and 
-

~-will towards the use of computers in the cl8SSroom. InOOed the expectetioms of the most 

positive tef£hers were very hi~ in<iB1. M Clark (1984) has commented, generations of 
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teachers have pinned their hopes on innovatory practices, especially those with B high 

technological input, to resolve the problems of the classroom. The question here is whether 

the new technologies can live up to these high expectations. The remaining research reported 

here considered this question in relation to the development of children's classificatory 

abilities. 

10.2 Educationa1 Computing and ChiJdren"s Minds 

The investigations reported in Chapters 6 to 9, concerning the role of the computer in 

the development of children's classificatory abilities, had two main strands. The pivotal 

investigation was the effectiveness of data-base use in the classroom. This work was 

stimulated by the rapidly increasing use of computer-based information handling pock ages in 

schools. In Chapter 6 an important environmental factor, that of the children's level of 

knowledge prior to treatment - in this case, the types of organisational structures available to 

them - was assessed prior to an empirical investigation of the benefits of data-base use on 

children's classificatory ability which was reported in Chapter 7. While in Chapter 8, an 

analYSis eighteen of case stUdies of classroom data-base use questionned whether teachers are 

encouraging children to make the most of their experience of working with a computer 

data-base. Chapter 9 presented a comparison of classificatory development using three 

teaching strategies. 

The evidence from the investigations on types of organisational structure available to 

young children (9 -11 years of age) encourages us to approach the use of informat\on 

handling packages with caution. The chlldren, when asked to organise a group of words to 

indicate semantic relationships, tended to form lists of words using only one classificatory 

criterion. They had little success with two-dimensional organisations such as hierarchies, 

tables and networks. The dominance of the list structure for the majority of children, and the 

poor performance on all other structures masked individual differences and the influence of 
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ability measures. On a more hopeful note for those workina with youna children, Experiment 

4 showed that the children were able to extr~t data from hierarchies, networKs end tables, 

although scores hovered around the fifty percent success point. We might, therefore, expect 

junior school chl1dren to use, if not construct, E9;h of these organisational structures with 

similar focility. Non-verbal ability proved to be a key predictor of the ability to extrrd €ilta 

from a given structure, although reming ability was also highly correlated with the successful 

use of networks and tables. 

In Experiment 5 (Chapter 7) children were ~in asKed to build organisational structures 

and to retrieve information from those structures, but the worK was now in the context of an 

extenOOd work project on the topic of cheeses. In this experiment the objective W~ to 

invest1gate the 1mpoct on chl1dren's classificatory abl1ity of a project which emphasised 

information-handling skills. Would children (9-11 years of aoe) show a measurable 

improvement on a pre-post catSC}lrisation test through participation in a tasK involving the 

cl6S5ifiC6tion of famili8f' objects. In frljition, any gains mOOa were to be considered in the 

l1ght of the type of organ1sational structure (hierarchy or table) used and the t~hing 

strategy (with and without a computer) employed. Finally would the t~hinQ strateg{ 

employed (worKing with or without a computer) influence children's s=quisition of a specific 

body of knowlErl)e. 

Children using the two types of organisational structures, a binary-tree hierarchy and B 

matrix table, produced indistinguishable results on the pre- and post- catEgX'isation task. 

This is consistent with the findings in Experiments 1 to 4, and is at variance with the results 

of work with El1ult subjects by Durding et a1. There was also no difference 1n performance on 

the test of foctuallearning for children in these two groups refined by organisational 

structure. The main influence on the level of foctual recall by the children was rE8:ting ability. 

There wos no significent influence of t~hing stretegy. 
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The evidence from this study did confirm, however, that it was possib 1e to aid skills 

acquisition with judicious teaching/learning strategies. There were overall gains between the 

pre- and the post-categorisation tasks but the strength of those gains was governed by the 

teoching strategy employed, computer users out-performing non-computer users. Although a 

number of explanations of this result were conSidered, there were three foctors which 

provided the most persuasive arguments for the differential improvement of computer users 

over non-computer users. Firstly the use of computer data-bases demanded a rigour, 

particularly in information retrieval, which was not the case in the child-adult interaction. 

Secondly despite the level of control operated by the computer, it was suggested that the 

children felt a greater sense of responsibility for, and therefore power over, their own 

actions when working with the machine rather than interacting with an adult (cf Papert, 

1981). Such a sense of control might have lead to greater self-esteem (Papert, 1981 ; 

Golden; 1982), and be motivating in itself. Alongside this 'power hypothesis' it could be 

argued that the swift response of the computer, particularly on more complex Questions, 

might have lead to a greater bonding of Question and answer. This immediacy of feedback may 

have been particularly important for the less able students. 

The main findings of Experiment 5 were that a teaching strategy involving the use of a 

computer data-base, whether hierarchical or tabular in organisation, lead to a differential 

improvement in classificatory ability compared to that of non-computer users. The factual 

recall of information following the experimental treatment was related to reading ability, 

however, rather than to the main experimental conditions of teaching strategy or 

organisational structure. The computer had not proved to be an effective tool for the 

transmission of factual knowled:Je but it did stimulate the development of high level cognitive 

skills required for knowledge organisation. 

The analysis of eighteen case studies reported in Chapter 8 was resigned to shed light on 

both the aspirations and realities of teachers using computer data-bases in the classroom. All 
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participants were positively disposed to the use of computers in the classroom. The teEdlers 

expressed a number of aims for their use of data bases, and these intents showed a collective 

knowleO;)e of current educ6ti0061 thinking in the aree. The recorded tran~tions and outcomes 

from the use of computer-based 1nformat10n-handl1ng p~kages d1d not match 1ntent10ns, 

however. The cause of this disparity appears to be the shift in focus of attention from global 

issues during the planning phase (specification of intentions) to the pragmatics of learning 

and classroom management, and the responses of individual children, during the ection st~. 

These eighteen case studies collectively provided consioorable support for the argument 

that the use of computer-based information-handling p~k81BS in schools can be beneficial. 

Powerfulleerning situations occurred and children began to develop valued skills and 

k now 1 fDJe. In part1cular the use of the computer data-bases forced chl1dren to grapple with 

concepts which either rarely occur in classrooms, for example the Boolean 'And' , or which 

occur at an earlier stage in the children's cognitive curriculum than would normally be 

anticipated, for example the use of constraint hypotheses by children in the lower primary 

school. 

Not all the case studies should be viewed with such euphoria, however. There were 

examples of missed leerning opportunities in virtually all the studies and, one or two studies, 

appeared to record few trsostl:t10ns and outcomes of any value at all. Equally there were 

exciting OOucational events often stimulated by the tB6;hers but also reveloping from the 

children themselves. It is possible that it was this partnership which most excited the 

majority of teechers, many of whom were eager to repeet this experience with other classes. 

In Experiment 5 (Chapter 7) it was established that using the computer in the classrocrn 

hoo beneficial effects on childrens' classificatory abilities. In Experiments 6 and 7, the aim 

was to investigate whether or not classificatory ebility could be enhanced by the use of other 

computer software which, although requtrtng children to complete classtf1catory ttmS, 
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presented very different apprca:;hes to the t~inQllearning situation. The aim of Experiment 

6 was to investigate whether children's classificatory ability could be stimulatoo through the 

use of 8 tutoring p~kage with a strong emphesis on skills prtl:tice. The aim of Experiment 7 

was to investigate whether chl1dren's classificatory ability could be ooveloped by encourErJlng 

children to think in new WEflS about everyday objects through the use of a OOsign prCV'am 

based on Edward 00 Bono's ( 1978) concept of lateral thinking. 

A comparison of the results from the three experiments showoo that there was an overall 

improvement in performance on the post-, as compared to the pre-, cat8fJll'isation task and 

that these improvements were a result of t~hing strategy. In all three experiments the 

computer users m~ differential performance gBins over the non-computer users. Although 

the results sU(JJeSted that improvements occurred for eoch Instructional pr()Jramme, the 

results appear most robust in Experiment 5, in which the children were askoo to complete a 

data organisation and retrieval task. The computer users in this experiment not only improvoo 

thek own C6t6(}lrisetion performonce and performed signifiC6ntly better than the 

non-computer users on the post-test, they also were l1kely to use the more efficient 

hypothesis-constraining strategy to resolve the 'twenty Questions' problem, rather than an 

hypothesis-scanning strategy. 

The non-computer prDTarnmes of work hoo dtsappolnttngly l1ttle effect on chl1dren's 

performances. The three investigations together show a grOOation in performance gains, by the 

computer users, with the children using the information-handling p~ages being the most 

successful, followed by those children involved in the exploration of concepts through 8 resign 

prO'Jramme with the least gains being mte by the group who recetvoo a tutorial prO'Jf'amme of 

work. This pattern of results of the effectiveness of the different teaching stratefJies is similar 

to that found by Lawton at at ( 1984) working with pre-school children in 8 non-computer 

environment. 
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The main findings of these three experiments were that the computer can be 8 powerful 

tool for encouraging children's classificatory abilities. The arguments presented here, to 

~unt for the results in Experiments 5,6 6nd 7, ere two-fold. Firstly children respond 

differently to the computer than to an mlt. They appear to be aware that the computer is 

inflexible and that they must be the ones to empt if communication is to take ploce. Some 

children (}) as far as treating the computer as a less able peer who must be helped. This 

inflexibility of the computer forces the children to greeter precision in their own thinking. 

Secondly, chl1dren are more l1kely to fWXept nove1100as when presented by the computer, for 

the computer is different from a human being: it has a different state of authority. 

10.3 Future Research 

While future research must necessarily answer the criticisms of these current studies it 

must also take our knowledJe of classroom computer-use forward. The explanatory arguments 

offerred above imply thet there were specific attributes of the medium, thet is the computer 

and EUOmpany1ng software, which Infiuenced the 6:quls1tlon of Information-processing skills. 

As has alretrl{ been noted Clarlc ( 1983, 1984) would diSfq'ee with this conclusion. He offers 

two powerful criticisms of classroom-based empiricism: the failure of the researchers to 

tanlnt for either the t~her variable, or the fall-off in perform6f\Ce gains over very short 

time-spans, that Is the novelty effect. He Is particularly scathing about short experimental 

treatments. Clarlc argues that the teEdler variab le can tD:OUnt for virtually all the variance 
-

in performance reported in media studies from the American literature. This is not the case 

for the studies presented here, however. The same teocher was responsible for the work of ell 

the children within any one experiment, regardless of the experimental condition. This is not 

to Sff{ that all tE9:hers, or all children, will echieve the results reported here. The studies 

only show that there are potential gains to be mOOs. 

Clark's 'novelty' criticism is less eesl1y dismissed, however. Are the findings presented 
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here robust and would performance gains still have been evi~t if the stoo{ hoo taken eiaht, 

and not four weeks, to complete? In the case of Experiment 5, the brevity of the treatment was 

~erned by the time the children took to complete the classificatory tesk end wes not pre-set 

by the experimenter. ReplicatIons of this stoo{ mIght consioor lengthening thIs ttme-scale. 

This would be easy to 00 if the children hoo been involved with a larger data-base or hoc! hoc! to 

gJ out into the environment to collect their data input. Such excursions might involve 

collating library material, taking field-meesurements or OOsigning and operating a 

Questlonnatre. Examples of all of these approoches are found In the case stucty mater1al 

reported in Chapter 8. The experimenter's provision of the cheeses in Experimenter 5 reduced 

-
the time required by the children to complete the process of OOsigning and exploring their 

data-base. The time-scales used in Experiments 6 and 7 were designed to match that of 

Experiment 5. 

In ~ition to extending the time-scale of such studies it would prove beneficial to monitor 

the robustness of the findings over time by taking repeat performance meesures 8t 8 

subsequent date. Thts was not possIble 1n the current stud1es as many of the chl1dren changed 

schools a short time after the trials hoo been completed. In general there are COJ8nt 

arguments for long term stUdies when considering the effectiveness of any educational 

treatment. As Snow and Yalow ( 1983) have shown, gains due to specific educational 

treatments can have long term effects. Such treatments whtch tnfiuence the chUd over time 

are the educationalists' Holy 6rail, and they need to be clearly identified. This is only possible 

in large-scale collaborative research. In this sense the current studies are pilot experiments 

indicating a potentially fruitful Bree of research. 

A second extension of the work reported here concerns the studies of those organisational 

structures BVai1ab le to children. Although it is important to estab lish the level of prior 

knowleciJe of users es one indicator of perform6flce and es a base line to revelopment, it is also 

Important to establish the changIng nature of organIsatIonal structures which occur as cont1l:t 
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with specific data-bases takes pla:e. Future work may, therefore, inclure investiQBtions of the 

children's COJnitive maps of data-bases. 

A further Question should consider whether the benef1ts shown when chl1dren construct 

computer data- bases, can be extenOOd to other areas of the curriculum, such as lanQU~ and 

music, where the computer can also be used as a tool. Do children show improvements in high 

level COJnitive skills through the use of the word processor or e story tree ~ ~ted by 

Datute ( 1985) and Rl)btn ( 1983), or through the use of mustc programs such as COMPOSE 

(ITMA, 1986)? 

Finally, although the results of the attitude Questionnaire are encouraging it would be 

useful to know whether or not the good intentions and high hopes expressed by the majority of 

the participants have been translated into classroom realities. A follow-up stuttt of 

participants representative of the four attitudinal groups would prove enlightening. Are those 

trainee-teachers who had positive attitudes to the computer ~tually using it in their own 

classrooms? If they are, what types of B:ttvtttes are they most tnvolved tn? If they are not 

usinQ the computer, is this because of force of circumstances or have they subsequently 

become disillusioned? This study has yet to be undertaken as it was felt necessary to allow a 

minimum three year time-lag between the initial investigation and this later selective 

tntervtewtng of candtdates. The tra1nee-tet£hers need to be establ1shed 1n the1r classrooms, 

away from the pressures of a post-training probationary year, before this OO1itional burden 

is pla::ed upon them. 

10.4 Promises and Products 

Collectively the findings reported here lend consirereble 3Upport to the ~0C8tes of 

classroom computer use. There appears to be a fund of gD1 will towards the new eduCational 
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technol~. That tJOO will is ~nerally founded on prior knowle«Je of, and experience with I the 

computer. The most negative responses were from the least informed teEdlers. A result in line 

with thet of Op~ic end Roberts ( 1985) who found thet t~hers with little or no ~ of CBl 

techniques in their classroom also appeared unaware of sources of information on CBL. Their 

non-participation was due, at leest in part, to ignorance rather than simply to reje=tion of 

this t~hing strategy, end their comments SU9]BSt that they would have liked more 

information to be m~ available to them. These results are of course a call for more 

pre-service and in-servtce training of teochers. Opactc and Robert argue that such tralntng 

should be selectively directed towards female teachers. The results of the stoo{ reported here, 

from a precklminently female semple, show that tBE£hers will be largely receptive to such 

advice . 

. The empirical studies presented here are equally encourSQing. They show that children's 

classificatory ability can be enhanced by the use of open-ended computer pock~. In 

particular they support a tool-Use approoc:h to the computer in the classroom, although 

mocErate performance gatns did occur with a more tradittonal tutortng strategtes tn the 

classroom. Specifically this tool-Use appears to encour~ the ~elopment of higher level 

ccgnitive skills, such as the ability to cate(}lrise and sort data, rather than influencing foctual 

leerning. These results are in line with subjective evidence reported in the case stUdies here, 

and by other workers such as Datute ( 1985) and Rubtn ( 1983). 

Classroom computers can have notably desireeble effects upon children's cognitive 

revelopment. It has yet to be established how the benefits of this innovation should be 

tntroouced tnto our educational system. 
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APPENDIX I 



Eigenvalues for the Factor Analysis: Teacher Attitudes Survey 

Ftr;tor Eigenvalue Percentage Cum Percent 
------------------------------------------------------

1 5.78 19.91 19.91 
2 2.54 8.71 28.65 
3 2.11 7,49 36.15 
4 1.51 5.20 41.31 
5 1.11 4.04 45.39 
6 1.12 3.85 49.24 
7 1.08 3.74 52.98 
8 1.03 3.54 56.51 

9 0.98 3.36 59.87 
10 0.90 3. 11 62.99 
1 1 0.89 3.07 66.05 
12 0.84 2.09 68.96 
13 0.82 2.83 71.19 
14 0.78 2.68 14.47 
15 0.75 2.57 77.04 
16 0.68 2.34 79.37 
17 0.64 2.20 81.57 
18 0.62 2.13 83.70 
19 0.57 1.98 85.67 
20 0.55 1.89 87.56 
21 0.53 1.82 89.38 
22 0.49 1.70 91.07 
23 0,46 1.59 92.66 
24 0,42 1.43 94.09 
25 0.41 1,41 95.50 
26 0.38 1.31 96.81 
27 0.35 1.19 98.00 
28 0.31 1.06 99.06 
29 0.27 0.94 100.00 

------------------------------------------------------
There are eight eigenvalues over 1.00 
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table: Experiment 2 

Comparison of goodness-of-fit scores for subject' s 
organisations against pre-defined data organisations 
plex analysis). 

source 

A 

B 

- Ax B 

source 
/groups 

S 

SxB 

50S 

6.3499 
785.2349 

20.8665 

sos 

646.0186 
563.6467 

df 

1 

3 

3 

df 

36 
108 

ve 

6.3499 
261.7450 

6.9555 

ve 

17.9450 
5.2190 

F 

.35 
50.15 

1 .33 

df2 

36 
1 08 

108 

data 
(Com-

p 

.55566 

.00000 *** 

.26757 

Factor A: Age of subjects (third year children vs. fourth 

year children) 

Factor B: Type of pre-defined data organisation (Lists, 

Hierarchies, Networks, Tables) 
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• Analysis of Variance Summary Table: Experiment 3 

Comparison of goodness-of-fit scores for subject' s 
organisations against pre-defined data organisations 
plex analysis). 

source 

A 

B 

AxB 

source 
Igroups 
S 
SxB 

sos 

47.8302 

1623.3969 

19.2428 

sos 

756.6121 

696.4594 

df 

1 

3 

3 

df 

50 

150 

ve 

47.8302 

541.1323 

6.4143 

ve 

15.1322 

4.6431 

F 

3 . 1 6 

116.55 

1 . 38 

df2 

50 

150 

150 

data 
(Com-

p 

.08 1 5 1 

.00000 *** 

.25068 

Factor A: Age of subjects (third year children vs. fourth 

year children) 

Factor B: Type of pre-defined data organisation (Lists I 

Hierarchies I Networks I Tables) 
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table: Experiment 4 

Comparison of goodness-of-fit scores for subject's data 
organisations against pre-defined data organisations (Com
plex analysis), 

source 

A 

B 

AxB 

source 
/groups 
S 
SxB 

sos 

.8030 
9.5087 

1.6954 

sos 

249.4120 
144.9946 

df 

1 

2 

2 

df 

48 
96 

ve 

.8030 
4.7544 

.8477 

ve 

5.1961 
1.5104 

F 

. 1 5 

3 . 1 5 

.56 

df2 

48 
96 

96 

p 

.69597 

.04741 

.57236 

Factor A: Age of subjects (third year children vs. fourth 

year children) 

Factor B: Type of pre-defined data organisation (Hierar

chies, Networks, Tables) 
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table: Experiments 2, 3, ~ 4 

Comparison of goodness-of-fit scores for subject' s data 
organisations against pre-defined data organisations, for 
three experiments (Complex analysis). 

source sos df ve F df2 p 

A 

B 

13817.3223 
37759.4922 

2 6908.6611 
2 18879.7461 

7 .86 
62.72 

137 
274 

.00058 *** 

.00000 *** 

AxB 9103.3467 4 2275.8367 7.56 274 .00001 

source sos df ve 

/groups 

S 120347.2031 137 878.4467 

SxB 82474.4531 274 301.0016 

Factor A: Experimental treatments (Expt. 2 vs. Expt. 3 vs. 

Expt. 4) 

Factor B: Type of pre-defined data organisation (Hierar

- chies, Networks, Tables) 
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table: Experiment 5 

Comparison of scores on the classification task before and 
after the experimental treatment, for four groups of sub
jects. 

source 

A 

B 

C 

AxB 
AxC 
BxC 

AxBxC 

source 
Igroups 

S 
SxC 

between 
within S 

S 

sos 

2.3120 
21.6320 
34.3220 

.0320 
1.8000 

24.2000 

2 . 1 780 

sos 

537.5261 
136.2900 

561.5020 
198.7900 

df 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

df 

36 
36 

39 
40 

ve 

2.3120 
21.6320 
34.3220 

.0320 
1.8000 

24.2000 

2.1780 

ve 

14.9313 
3.7858 

F 

. 1 5 

1 . 45 
9.07 

.00 

.48 
6.39 

.58 

df2 

36 
36 
36 

36 
36 
36 

36 

p 

.69627 

.23658 

.00474 ** 

.96333 

.49491 

.01599 * 

.45310 

Factor A: Type of classification program (SEEK vs. FACTFILE) 

Factor B: Teaching strategy (with vs. without the computer) 

Factor C: 
treatment) 

Classification task scores (pre- vs. post-
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Analyis of Variance Summary Table: Experiment 5 

Knowledge acquisition test after the experimental treatment 

source 

A 
B 
C 

AxB 
AxC 
BxC 

AxBxC 

source 
Igroups 
S 
SxC 

between 
within 

S 
S 

sos 

1.4083 
.6750 

2.8500 

1.8750 
.8167 

1.9500 

.6500 

sos 

75.3000 
38.4000 

79.2583 
44.6667 

df 

1 
1 
2 

1 

2 
2 

2 

df 

36 
72 

39 
80 

ve 

1.4083 
.6750 

1.4250 

1.8750 
.4083 
.9750 

.3250 

ve 

2.0917 
.5333 

F 

.67 

.32 
2.67 

.90 

.77 
1.83 

.61 

df2 

36 
36 
72 

36 
72 
72 

72 

p 

.41730 

.57351 

.07597 

.35006 

.46879 

.16810 

.54647 

Factor A: Type of classification program (SEEK vs. FACTFILE) 

Factor B: Teaching strategy (with vs. without the computer) 

Factor C: Knowledge acquisition task scores 
responses against number of answers available) 
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table: Experiment 5 

Knowledge acquisition task after the experimental treatment 

source 

A 
.B 
C 

AxB 

AxC 

BxC 

Ax8xC 

source 

Igroups 
S 

SxC 

between 
within 

S 

S 

sos 

1.6333 

.8333 
8.8667 

1.6333 
1.2667 

.4667 

2.0667 

sos 

74.5333 
48.6667 

78.6333 
61.3333 

df 

1 
1 
2 

1 
2 
2 

2 

df 

36 
72 

39 
80 

ve 

1.6333 
.8333 

4.4333 

1.6333 
.6333 
.2333 

1.0333 

ve 

2.0704 
.6759 

F 

.79 

.40 
6.56 

.79 

.94 

.35 

1 . 53 

df2 

36 
36 
72 

36 
72 
72 

72 

p 

.38033 

.52981 

.00242 

.38033 

.39653 

.70924 

.22376 

F act 0 r A: T y p e 0 f c 1 a .s s i f i cat ion pro g ram (S E E K v s. F ACT F I L E ) 

Factor 8: Teaching strategy (with vs. without the computer) 

Factor C: Number of questions asked on three levels of 

complexity of attribute-combination 
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table: Experiment 6 

Comparison of scores on the classification task before and 
after the experimental treatment, for two groups of sub
jects. 

source 

A 

B 

AxB 

source 
Igroups 
S 
SxB 

between 
within S 

S 

sos 

.2133 
3.7408 

.9633 

sos 

234.0759 
13.0858 

234.2892 
17.7900 

df 

1 
1 

1 

df 

22 
22 

23 
24 

ve 

. 21 33 
3.7408 

.9633 

ve 

10.6398 
.5948 

F 

.02 
6.29 

1.62 

df2 

22 
22 

22 

p 

.88868 

.02002 

.21644 

Factor A: Teaching strategy (with vs. without the computer) 

Factor B: 
treatment) 

Classification task scores 
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table: Experiment 1 

Comparison 
after the 
jects. 

source 

A 

B 

AxB 

source 
Igroups 
S 
SxB 

between 
within 

S 
S 

of scores on the classification task before and 
experimental treatment. for two groups of sub-

sos 

.9020 
5.6020 

.9020 

sos 

29.8518 
5.1609 

30.7537 
12.2650 

df 

1 
1 

1 

df 

20 
20 

2 1 
22 

ve 

.9020 
5.6020 

.9020 

ve 

1.4926 
.2880 

F 

.60 
1 9 .45 

3 . 1 3 

df2 

20 
20 

20 

p 

.44602 

.00027 *** 

.09203 

Factor A: Teaching strategy (with vs. without the computer) 

.Factor B: 
treatment) 

Classification task scores 
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table: Experiments 5, 6 ~ 7 

Comparison of classification Scores before and after the 
experimental treatment, in three experiments. 

source 

A 

B 

C 

AxB 
AxC 
BxC 

AxBxC 

source 
Igroups 
S 
SxC 

Factor A: 
Expt. 6 vs. 

sos 

23.2286 
.0784 

18.1899 

7.9493 
3.0738 

18.7345 

5.9821 

sos 

470.1829 
76.5212 

df 

2 

1 
1 

2 

2 

1 

2 

df 

60 
60 

ve 

11.6143 
.0784 

18.1899 

3.9746 
1.5369 

18.7345 

2.9911 

ve 

7.8364 
1.2754 

F 

1 . 48 
. 01 

1 4 . 26 

.51 
1 . 2 1 

1 4 . 69 

2.35 

The three experimental treatments 
Expt. 7) 

df2 

60 
60 
60 

60 
60 
60 

60 

(Expt. 

p 

.23536 

.92064 

.00037 *** 

.60474 

.30682 

.00031 *** 

.10455 

5 vs. 

F t B Teaching strategy (with vs. without the computer) .. ac or : 

Factor C: 
treatment) 

Classification task scores (pre- vs. post-
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